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Preface
As in 2006 and 2007, the ”Computational Biology and Biophysics” group of the John von
Neumann Institute for Computing (NIC) organized in 2008 again a workshop “From Com-
putational Biophysics to Systems Biology” (CBSB08). Researchers and students from
all over the world met from May 19th to May 21st, 2008 at the Research Centre Ju¨lich
and discussed physics-based approaches to systems biology. The increasing importance of
computing in Biology, Medicine and other life science can be seen already by the number
of participants which increased from 70 (CBSB06) to 150 (CBSB08) in only three years.
As in the previous year, the participants explored in scientific presentations and numerous
informal discussions a wide range of topics ranging from single macromolecules to the
working of entire cells. This proceeding volume collects selected presentations from the
3-day long workshop that may serve as starting point for further discussions. It is divided
into articles by invited speakers and such originally presented as posters or in contributed
talks, as the interdisciplinary nature of the articles often defies a simple classification ac-
cording to subject areas.
Besides the editors, Helga Frank, Erika Wittig and Martina Kamps helped organize the
workshop. We also wish to thank IBM (Germany) for generous support.
Ju¨lich, June 2008
U. H. E. Hansmann, J. H. Meinke, S. Mohanty, W. Nadler, O. Zimmermann
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Strategies to Overcome the Induced Fit Effects in
Molecular Docking
Irina Kufareva and Ruben Abagyan
The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA 93037, USA
E-mail: {kufareva, abagyan}@scripps.edu
Protein flexibility and induced fit effects present a major obstacle to the development of bet-
ter molecular docking algorithms and scoring functions. Here we present several modeling
and sampling strategies to generate high quality ligand-induced receptor conformations. We
demonstrate that the repulsive-density approach, the alanine-scanning (SCARE) algorithm, and
the ligand-guided receptor modeling significantly improve the ligand pose prediction, de novo
inhibitor finding via virtual screening, and ligand profiling results.
1 Introduction
Recent years have been characterized by great advances of structural proteomics and expo-
nential growth of the number of newly solved protein structures. However, these structures
still represent only a small fraction of therapeutically relevant proteome, with other pro-
teins only accessible in the form of approximate homology models. Moreover, as static
snapshots of protein dynamic flexibility, they are often not fully compatible with ligands
of interest. Ligand docking, screening and profiling efforts invariably fail in such cases.
General structure prediction methods of molecular dynamics simulations partially ad-
dress the problem, however, they are still incapable of identifying a reasonably small set
of dockable and screenable ligand binding pocket conformations. Alternatively, concur-
rent pocket/ligand global optimization can provide an exhaustive solution to the problem,
however, it is impractical due to time and resource requirements. A reasonable alternative
is the so-called mutiple receptor conformation (MRC) docking1. In this approach, the pro-
tein flexibility is represented by a series of rigid snapshots. For the best experimentally
explored cases, experimental snaphots (e.g. multiple crystallographic structures or NMR
ensembles) can be used as input for the MRC docking.
In the absence of mutiple experimental structures, ab initio or ligand-guided simu-
lations are needed to computationally generate an ensemble of receptor conformations.
Available approaches to this task include molecular dynamics (e.g. Eyrisch and Helms2),
normal mode analysis (e.g. Cavasotto, Kovacs and Abagyan3), and internal coordinate
sampling (e.g. Abagyan and Totrov4). All these methods, however, tend to produce far
too many models, most of them inappropriate for ligand docking due to insuficient volume
and shape of the binding pocket. Furthermore, the large number of pocket conformers
tends to decrease, rather than increase, the number of false positives in both pose predic-
tion and compound scoring and screening. In addition the large conformational ensembles
quickly become overwhelming for docking algorithms. Therefore, it is important to either
compress the generated conformational ensemble or reliably select its most informative
representatives.
We here present several modeling and sampling strategies to generate high quality
ligand-induced receptor conformations. The first of them allows generation of more drug-
1
gable pocket models by introducing a pocket controlling device in the form of repulsive
density. This method and its successful application to protein kinase CK2 are described in
Section 2. In some cases, while a major fraction of a crystallograhic or generated pocket
very closely resembles its bound conformation, the structural rearangements in the remain-
ing fraction creates steric hindrances with the ligand and makes it impossible to reproduce
the correct ligand binding geometry. In such cases, computational removal of the incor-
rectly placed elements provides a partially correct/partially empty pocket with sufficient
number of native contacts for the ligand to dock in the near-native pose. The common
wisdom underlying this approach is “better no atom than a wrong atom”. This aproach
was successfully implemented in the SCan Alanines and REfine (SCARE) flexible recep-
tor docking algorithm presented in Section 3. Computational excision, rather than mod-
eling, of structural elements of the receptor is also beneficial in cases where ligands bind
to pockets previously occupied by these elements. The so-called type II inhibitors of pro-
tein kinases form a well-studied family of such interactions. In Section 3, we also present
DOLPHIN (Deletion Of Loop from PHe-IN) kinase models as powerful devices for ligand
development, screening, and activity profiling.
Known strong small molecule binders to the protein of interest can provide a valuable
information for both generation and selection of receptor pocket conformations in MRC
docking, and help reduce the complexity and dimensionality of the problem. One way to
employ this information is a so-called ligand-guided receptor selection, where among the
mupltiple conformations, only those are chosen for screening that are selective towards
known ligands. An overview of several successful applications of this strategy is described
in Section 4.
Overall, the described approaches to the MRC generation and selection, along with
proper methods of ligand docking and scoring, represent a great advance in the field of
induced fit docking.
2 Ab Initio Pocket Ensemble Generation
A common drawback of simulation methods is the large number of generated models, with
only a small fraction of them being compatible with ligand binding. Clearly, there is a need
in computational techniques that can successfully guide the simulation procedures towards
more druggable pockets. Experimental information in the form of known ligands targeting
the pocket and their activities may be of great help. However, for de novo pockets such
information is not available. We developed a computational protocol that addresses this
problem by introducing a repulsive density in the pocket as an independent energy/penalty
term. Such density represents a generic ligand and prevents the simulation procedure from
generating conformations in which elements of the structure collapse inside the pocket.
The algorithm of density generation includes the following steps:
1. Identification of residues whose sidechains form the pocket.
2. Simultaneous conversion of these residues to Ala.
3. Construction of atom density grid map for the obtained protein.
4. Repeated spatial averaging of the map in order to obtain a smoothed density cloud
filling the cavities of the original protein.
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Figure 1. Repulsive density blob represents a generic ligand and guides side-chain sampling procedure towards
more open pocket conformations. (a) - Initial closed pocket conformation, (b) - pocket sidechain alanine mutation
and density generation, (c) - resulting open pocket conformation.
5. Taking a difference of the smoothed and original maps.
The procedure results in blobs of density filling in the cavities of the protein. Due to
side-chain alanine conversion, the generated density represents the maximal volume of the
pocket achievable without backbone rearrangements. The density is further used as an
additional energy/penalty term in montecarlo side-chain simulation (Fig. 1).
This protocol was applied for de novo finding of compounds that bind to the N-terminal
lobe of protein kinase CK2 and prevent its interaction with the regulatory subunit CK2β.
Screening a large virtual chemical database against the generated ensemble of four most
druggable conformations yielded a series of compounds that were experimentally validated
and confirmed to inhibit the subunit interaction in a dose-dependent manner.
3 Better Deleted Than Displaced
The generated receptor conformations will rarely cover a 100% of the protein pocket con-
formational space. It is safe to assume that any generated conformation is only partially
correct, with some elements still interfering with ligand binding. Therefore, a customized
or systematic removal of those parts may lead to “dockable” pocket models in which the
ligand binding geometry is successfully reproduced, provided that the removed parts is not
the main determinant of the ligand-receptor interaction. This part can later be brought in
as a part of the refinement, if needed.
3.1 SCARE
The majority of the induced fit changes involve a few protein side-chains and only a minor
adjustment of the backbone. Therefore removal the pocket parts at the side-chain level is
frequently sufficient. We developed an algorithm that systematically scans pairs of neigh-
boring side chains in the binding pocket, replaces them by alanines, and docks the ligand to
each “gapped” version of the pocket. All docked positions are scored, refined with original
side chains and flexible backbone and re-scored. The optimal SCARE (SCan Alanines and
3
Figure 2. The SCARE algorithm successfully reproduces ligand binding geometry in difficult cases where tradi-
tional rigid-receptor docking fails.
REfine)5 protocol identifies a near native conformation (under 2 A RMSD) as the lowest
rank for as many as 90% of the cross-docking complexes (compare to 50% success rate
with optimal single receptor cross-docking) (Fig. 2). The procedure predicts not only the
binding pose of a ligand, but also conformational changes induced by its binding, therefore
producing a new highly relevant protein conformation that can be used in VLS along with
the original one.
3.2 DOLPHIN
In the recent years, there is a great interest to a specific type of protein kinase inhibitors,
the so-called type II inhibitors that induce a transition of the kinase activation loop from its
active, DFG-in, position, to the DFG-out state. This transition is too large to be modeled
by any existing computational method. However, we found that the above “better deleted
than displaced” strategy is very helpful in induced fit docking of type II ligands to DFG-
in structures. We showed that Deletion-Of-Loop from PHe-IN (DOLPHIN, Fig. 3) kinase
modification leads to models which
1. Reproduce the correct binding geometry of the existing type II ligands.
2. Selectively score active type II ligands higher than inactives and decoys.
3. Provide means for in silico ligand activity profiling.
Fig. 4 illustrates a great potential of the DOLPHIN kinase models as screening and profil-
ing devices for type II kinase inhibitors.
4 Ligand Guided Model Selection and Generation
Multiple receptor conformations for high throughput ligand docking can be generated with
one or several ligands actually present in the binding site. Fully receptor-flexible docking
of a few known ligands can be performed to force the receptor into alternative confor-
mations. The irrelevant generated conformations can then be filtered out by evaluating
4
Figure 3. The DOLPHIN kinase models are powerful screening devices for type II kinase inhibitors. (a) - Initial
DFG-in structure, (b) - modified structure, (c) - docking of a type-II ligand.
Figure 4. Comparison of experimental activities of known type II kinase inhibitors with their binding affinities
predicted by the DOLPHIN kinase models.
the enrichment factor on a test set. Bisson et al.6 generated multiple conformations of
androgen receptor with two different antagonists by Monte-Carlo sampling in ICM. Each
conformation was tested for its ability to discriminate between AR binders and non-binders
in a panel of 88 nuclear receptor ligands. The two AR conformations with the best enrich-
ment characteristics were then used for virtual ligand screening of the marketed drugs for
potential androgen receptor antagonists. Three identified antipsychotic drugs exhibited
anti-androgenic activity and were then rationally re-purposed to nonsteroidal molecules
with improved AR antagonism and marked reduction in affinity for dopaminergic and sero-
tonergic receptors. Similar procedure led to productive models of two G-protein coupled
receptors, M2 muscarinic receptor and melanin concentrating hormone receptor7, and re-
sulted in successful de novo indentification of new modulator chemotypes.
5
5 Conclusion
We described a series of computational approaches that allow to model receptor flexibility
in molecular docking. These methods present a practical alternative to concurrent protein
and ligand simulation, and lead to productive receptor models suitable for ligand docking,
screening, and profiling. The new approaches were successfully applied to find novel
inhibitors in several difficult cases.
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Simulating the Early Steps of Amyloid Fibril Formation
and Disassembly
Philippe Derreumaux
Laboratoire de Biochimie The´orique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC, Universite´ 7 Paris-Diderot,
13 rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005, Paris, France
E-mail: philippe.derreumaux@ibpc.fr
More than 20 human diseases are associated with the self-assembly of proteins into transient
cytotoxic oligomers and eventually amyloid fibrils. Alzheimer’s disease, affecting today more
than 15 million people world-wide, is characterized by the aggregation of the Aβ(1-40)/Aβ(1-
42) peptides. Because aggregation is very complex, structural characterization of the interme-
diate species remains to be determined. Similarly, though N-methylated Aβ(16-22) peptides
inhibit the fibrillogenesis of full-length Aβ and disassemble fibrils in vitro, there is little infor-
mation about their mechanism of action. Here, I review recent coarse-grained protein simula-
tions aimed at understanding the dynamics and free energy surface of amyloid-forming peptides
using the activation-relaxation technique, molecular dynamics and replica exchange molecular
dynamics simulations.
1 Introduction
Neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and prion diseases are characterized by
the aggregation of non-related proteins of various amino acid lengths and compositions.1
There is strong evidence that the soluble oligomers, forming in the early steps of aggre-
gation, are the most cytotoxic species.2 Structural characterization of these species is dif-
ficult, however, experimentally, because they are unstable and span a timescale of several
days in vitro. One numerical challenge in characterizing these transient oligomers is the
development of coarse-grained models and sampling methods able to explore, at an ap-
propriate atomic resolution, large time and spatial scales. Recently, Ma and Nussinov
gave a schematic overview over some simulation methods, including all-atom molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulations in explicit solvent and coarse-grained DMD simulations.3
All-atom implicit solvent simulations4–6 and coarse-grained Langevin dynamics7 are also
performed. Here I present recent simulations aimed at understanding the dynamics and
free energy surface of amyloid-forming peptides using a coarse-grained implicit solvent
protein force field (OPEP) coupled to the activation-relaxation technique (ART), MD and
replica exchange MD (REMD) simulations. In an accompanying paper, we present coarse-
grained MD and REMD simulations of Aβ(16-22) oligomers with multiple copies of an
N-methylated inhibitor.
The coarse-grained protein simulation package is discussed in Sec. 2, with emphasis
on the force field and the benchmarks used for validating the protein model. The results of
protein aggregation simulations will be outlined in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic picture of the coarse-grained model. Most side-chains are representated by a sphere
with appropriate radius and physico-chemical property. (B) Sketch of the activation-relaxation technique. Start-
ing from a minimum, the system is subject to a random perturbation and is pushed along the eigenvector of
negative eigenvalue until a saddle point is reached, then relaxed to the connecting minimum. (C) A local en-
ergy minimum found by ART and MD simulations on Aβ(16-22) hexamer displaying structural characteristics
of cross-β structure. (D) A representative β-barrel found in MD-OPEP simulations of 16 β2m(83-89) chains
starting from a disordered state.
2 The Coarse-Grained Protein Simulation Package
2.1 OPEP Force Field
The off-lattice model we use consists in a detailed representation of the backbone, mod-
elled by its N, H, Cα, C’, O atoms and in one bead or centroid for all side-chains, except
the proline amino acid which is represented by all heavy atoms (see Fig.1A). OPEP (Op-
timized Potential for Efficient structure Prediction) version 3.2 is expressed as a sum of
local, nonbonded (VdW) and hydrogen-bond (H-bond) terms:8
Elocal =
∑
bonds
Kb(r − req)2 +
∑
angles
Kα(α− αeq)2 +
∑
imp−tors
kΩ(Ω− Ωeq)2
+
∑
φ
kφψ(φ− φo)2 +
∑
ψ
kφψ(ψ − ψo)2 (1)
The term Elocal contains force constants associated with changes in bond lengths and
bond angles of all particles, changes in improper torsions of the side-chains and the peptide
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bonds and changes in φ and ψ angles, where φ0 = φ within the interval [φlower, φupper] and
φ0 = min(φ− φlower, φ− φupper), otherwise, with φlower = −160◦, and φupper = −60◦,
respectively. Similarly, we use ψlower = −60◦ and ψupper = 160◦. Note this analytic
form does not prevent sampling of conformations covering all values of φ and ψ.
The nonbonded interactions are modelled by:
EV dW = ǫij
(r0ij
rij
)12
− 2
(
r0ij
rij
)6H(ǫij) − ǫij
(
r0ij
rij
)6
H(−ǫij) (2)
Here the Heavyside function H(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0 and 0 if x < 0, rij is the distance between
the particles i and j, r0ij = (r0i + r0j )/2 with r0i the Van der Waals radius of particle i.
Finally, the EH−bond term consists of two-body (EHB1) and four-body (EHB2) terms:
EHB1 =
∑
ij,j=i+4
εhb1−4 µ(rij)ν(αij) +
∑
ij,j>i+4
εhb1>4 µ(rij)ν(αij) with (3)
µ(rij) = 5(
σ
rij
)12 − 6( σ
rij
)10 (4)
ν(αij) =
{
cos2 αij , αij > 90
◦
0, otherwise
(5)
The sum in eq. (3) is over all residues i and j separated by j = i + 4 and j > i + 4
(helices 310 are thus excluded), rij is the O..H distance between the carbonyl oxygen and
amide hydrogen, αij the NHO angle and σ, set to 1.8A˚, the equilibrium value of the O..H
distance.
Four-body effects, which represent cooperative energies between hydrogen bonds ij
and kl, are defined by
EHB2 =
∑
εcoopα exp(−(rij − σ)2/2) exp(−(rkl − σ)2/2) ∆(ijkl)
+
∑
εcoopβ exp(−(rij − σ)2/2) exp(−(rkl − σ)2/2) ∆′(ijkl) (6)
with εcoopα and ε
coop
β the cooperative energies forα-helices and β-sheets. The parameter
∆(ijkl) is set to 1 if residues (k , l ) = (i+1, j+1) and (j = i+4, l = k+4), otherwise ∆(ijkl)
= 0. Thus helices Π are not stabilized. The parameter ∆′(ijkl) =1 if k and l satisfy either
conditions: (k , l ) = (i+2, j−2) or (i+2, j+2); otherwise ∆′(ijkl) = 0.
2.2 Sampling Tools
Three sampling tools can be used with the OPEP force field: ART,9, 10 MD11 and REMD12.
ART generates trajectories of several thousands of events and brings at each event the
system from one relaxed state to another, going through an activation barrier (Fig.1B), and
accepts or rejects the move according to the Metropolis criterion. By efficiently crossing
energy barriers, ART therefore allows for a rapid sampling of low energy conformations.
In contrast to ART, MD, which solves Newton’s equations of motion, can explore protein
dynamics and REMD, which runs in parallel a series of MD simulations (or replicas) at
various temperatures and exchanges them periodically using the Metropolis criterion, can
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explore protein thermodynamics. In the applications presented here, the integration time-
step is 1 fs, T is controlled by the Berendsen’s bath and the free energy is calculated using
F = -RT log H(x,y), where x and y are two reaction coordinates, R is the gaz constant,
and H(x,y) is the histogram of x and y.
2.3 Benchmarks
A number of systems have been used to train and validate the OPEP parameters. First,
the analytic OPEP form is sufficiently rich to discriminate native from non-native protein
structures for 29 targets.8 Second, the applicability of OPEP in folding was recently revis-
ited on the 60-residue B domain of protein A and we found that ART-OPEP simulations
recovered the experimental three-helix bundle starting from random states, but also ex-
plained the observed shift to another PDB topology upon mutations.13 Third, we verified
that MD-OPEP describes qualitatively correctly the dynamics of proteins around their na-
tive states, although the implicit solvent and the coarse-grained nature of the side-chains
modify the clock.11 Finally, we checked that REM-OPEP reproduces the structural and
thermodynamical properties of non-amyloid peptides such as the second β-hairpin from
protein G and the 20-residue Trp-cage, starting from randomly chosen states.12
3 Free Energy Surfaces of Multimers
An important question in protein aggregation is to characterize the free energy surface of
small multimers (e.g. dimers or heptamers) because the populated species may represent
building blocks for further assembly.
We first probed the free energy surface of the Aβ(16-22) dimer, resulting from a 50 ns
REMD-OPEP simulation starting from two disordered chains in random orientation. We
used eight replicas with T varying between 287 and 500 K with exponential distribution
and an exchange time between neighboring replicas of 2 ps, leading to an acceptance ratio
between 30%-40%.
The free energy surface at 310 K projected on the cosine of the angle between the
two KLVFFAE chains and the extended status of the chains, i.e. the product of the end-
to-end distance of the chains divided by the product of the end-to-end distance for two
ideal β-strands, shows multiple free energy minima. These are in-register and out-of-
register parallel and antiparallel β-sheets, parallel loops and antiparallel loops, and cross
conformations. It is interesting that all these states have been described by all-atom REMD
simulations in explicit solvent.14 Overall however, the dimer is found disordered, with a
calculated random coil signal of 64% at 310 K.
Does the population of β-sheets change in higher-order species? To this end, we per-
formed 50 MD simulations of 100-300 ns on β2m(83-89) heptamer at 310 K.15 Starting
from disordered states, we find that amorphous aggregates still represent 65% of the pop-
ulated states, albeit well-ordered morphologies exist. These include the cross-β structure
observed experimentally and shown in Fig.1C,16 with Cα..Cα distances of 5.0 A˚ between
the strands and 10.0 A˚ between the layers, and orthogonal β-sheets with only the merid-
ional 5.0 A˚ reflection. Of particular interest is the finding of a variety of open and closed
β-barrels consisting of six and seven chains with a Bolztmann probability on the order of
10%, i.e. a topology observed for KFFE hexamers17 and Aβ(16-22) hexamers4 using other
simulation protocols.
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4 From Random States to Fibrillar-Like Morphologies
Based on ART-OPEP and MD-OPEP simulations of KFFE,17 NFGAIL18 and β2m(83-
89)19 of various oligomeric sizes (from 6-mers to 16-mers), we could extract a generic
aggregation picture of peptides with chain length less than 10 amino acids. Starting from
random orientations of the chains and random coil conformations of each chain, the pep-
tides first come together to form amorphous aggregates with a two-stranded or three-
stranded β-sheet rapidly in place. Then, the system can remain trapped for a very long
time in amorphous aggregates characterized by a total number of side-chain – side-chain
and main-chain H-bonding interactions very similar those observed within well-ordered
β-sheet structures. Or the system finds pathways to evolve very slowly to transient orthog-
onal and parallel β-sheets or a variety of closed and open β-barrels. Fig. 1D shows the
closed β-barrel obtained from MD-OPEP simulations of 16 β2m(83-89) chains at 310 K
and a concentration of 12mM. This β-barrel, which displays an inner diameter of 1.1 nm
(minimal interior side-chain – side-chain distance) and is intriguing in terms of cytoxicity,
can be formed from amorphous or orthogonal β-sheets.15
5 Concluding Remarks
We have described a coarse-grained protein simulation package to study folding and ag-
gregation. The OPEP force field is generic and can be used to study the structural and
thermodynamical properties of any amino acid sequence using MD and REMD, or explore
the low energy conformations using ART. Based on ART-OPEP and MD-OPEP simula-
tions, we could predict the importance of reptation moves of the chains in the final steps of
aggregation, a mechanism later confirmed experimentally.17 Application of this package
to amyloid-forming peptide aggregation can complement experiments by pointing to the
non-negligible Boltzmann probability of unexpected topologies, such as the β-barrel. This
package is now used to study the aggregation of the Aβ(1-40)/Aβ(1-42) proteins associ-
ated with Alzheimer’s disease and fibril disassembly caused by inhibitors, as reported in
an accompanying paper.
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Milestoning is a theory and an algorithm to compute kinetics and thermodynamics of complex
molecular systems. It makes it possible to study general processes on rugged energy land-
scapes on timescales not approachable by straightforward Molecular Dynamics (microseconds
and milliseconds). The algorithm is based on monitoring progress along a set of discrete states
(Milestones) using short-time microscopic trajectories that capture local dynamics. These dis-
crete states can be (for example) hypersurfaces perpendicular to a reaction coordinate. Transi-
tion times between Milestones are recorded to produce Local-First-Passage-Time-Distributions
(LFPTD). The theory is based on a non-Markovian integral equation for the probability flow
between Milestones. The integral equation is equivalent to the Generalized Master equation.
No specific model is assumed for the microscopic dynamics. The theory uses the LFPTD to
compute the overall kinetic and thermodynamic. Complex transitions in proteins were inves-
tigated (allosteric transition in Scapharca hemoglobin, the recovery stroke in myosin). In the
present review only the simple example of alanine dipeptide is discussed.
1 Introduction
Atomically detailed simulations provide useful information on biomolecular processes us-
ing a single unified model. Specifically, Molecular Dynamics (MD) algorithms are avail-
able to compute efficiently thermodynamic and equilibrium behavior. However, MD is
limited when studying non-equilibrium processes and kinetics. Straightforward and typ-
ical trajectories of condensed phase systems rarely exceed hundreds of nanoseconds, far
too short to investigate the kinetics of many interesting biophysical systems. Examples are
of conformational transitions, ion permeation, protein folding and more. Extending the
time scale of molecular simulations is therefore an important research direction and has
attracted the attention of many investigators.
It is useful to classify processes of long time dynamics into two categories: Dynamics
which are (i) activated or (ii) diffusive (figure 1). Significant progress has been made in al-
gorithm design and theory development for activated processes2, 14, 8, 6, 11. In activated pro-
cesses rare short time trajectories pass over significant free energy barriers and determine
the overall kinetics. Progress has been slower for diffusive processes (or a mixture of acti-
vated and diffusive processes) in which the times of the individual transitional trajectories
are intrinsically long. Diffusion on rugged energy landscapes is not necessarily associated
with a narrow transition domain between stable states. A narrow transition domain is typi-
cal in activated processes and facilitates the use of short time trajectories to probe reactive
events. If we probe an activated system at different time slices, in the majority of the ob-
servations we do not observe something new. The system remains in the reactant state until
a rapid (but rare) transition is initiated to the product state. In contrast, probing diffusive
processes show spatial progress in sequential observations. Milestoning is a theoretical
and computational approach that aims at diffusive or mixed processes. Nevertheless, it can
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of an (i) acti-
vated and (ii) diffusive energy landscape that leads to
different (corresponding) types of dynamics.
also handle activated processes and therefore suggests a uniform technology for the two
types of dynamics.
A conceptual approach to long time dynamics is that of coarse graining in space and
time. Indeed a number of groups have followed this idea, and have proposed fitting pa-
rameters of a kinetic model13, 1 or of the diffusion equation16 based on atomically detailed
simulations. For example, it is assumed that rate constants (exponential relaxations in time)
describe transitions between the states of a Master equation. Power law and stretched ex-
ponential kinetics were found in biophysical kinetics7. Moreover, there is no rigorous
mapping from an atomically detailed description of the system to a diffusion equation and
the decision of what exactly to fit is not unique.
In contrast to the phenomenological modeling of the Master equation there is a rig-
orous approach to spatial and temporal coarse graining by Zwanzig and Mori. It is the
Generalized Langevin Equation17 or equivalently the Generalized Master Equation10. A
memory kernel (and not a rate constant) describes the impact of the “bath”. Unfortunately,
the numerical calculations of the memory kernel of the Generalized Master Equation are
difficult, motivating the use of the simpler and less rigorous Master Equation. At the core
of the Milestoning approach one finds an algorithm to circumvent the difficulty in com-
puting the memory kernel. The function we compute is formally equivalent but easier to
estimate numerically than the rate kernel. Therefore the Milestoning approach is equivalent
to the Generalized Master Equation and is based on a rigorous theory of non-equilibrium
processes.
2 Milestoning
2.1 Theory
We describe below the approach of Milestoning. The Milestoning theory follows from an
intuitive expression in which we capture the characteristics of the microscopic dynamics
in a non-Markovian kernel, and then solve the dynamics within the assumption of local
equilibrium.
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Figure 2. Examples of concrete realizations of the
Milestoning idea: (i) Hypersurfaces (thick lines) per-
pendicular to a reaction coordinate (dashed line),
(ii) hypersurfaces along reaction coordinates (thick
dashed line) connecting local free energy minima be-
tween local free energy minima, and (iii) a grid over
a few collective variables (illustrated for two). The
Milestones are the boundaries of the squares. A po-
tential transition at one interface it denoted with the
double-ended arrow.
Let the vector describing the atomically detailed system be X ∈ RN . We have at our
disposal an operator D that generates trajectories such that D [X (0) , t] = X (t) where t
is the time. Depending on the type of dynamics at hand X is a coordinate or a phase-space
vector. The numerical application of D is usually made in small time steps and is repeated
many times to produce a long time trajectory X (t) = DN [X (0) ,∆t] ,∆t = t/N . The
generation of the trajectories is by far the most expensive calculation at hand (also in Mile-
stoning). Typically we will be interested in an ensemble of reactive trajectories that transi-
tion from a state of reactant to a state of product. The direct sampling of the transition (i.e.
computing X (t) ∈ product while X (0) ∈ reactant) is assumed too expensive to pursue
with direct use of D (of course, if it is not too expensive an exact solution of the problem
is always better than a solution based on approximations or physical assumptions).
We now discuss the coarse grained model that we use to analyze the microscopic data
and extend the time scale of the simulation. We partition the space and define discrete states
s. Two of these states s = 0 and s = L are the reactants and products respectively. Other
L − 1 states s = 1, ..., L− 1 are called “Milestones”. A realization of the space partition
and “Milestones” is of (i) hypersurfaces perpendicular to a reaction coordinate, (ii) local
free energy minima, and (iii) a grid over a reduced set of collective variables (figure 2).
The examples discussed in the present manuscript (and in our published papers6, 4, 15) are
of hypersurfaces perpendicular to reaction coordinates. However, the formulation below
applies just as well to (ii) and (iii).
The probability of being at Milestone s at time t is Ps (t). To compute Ps (t) we derive
from atomically detailed simulations the transition probability density Ks,s′ (τ). It is the
probability of making a transition from state s into state s′ after an “incubation/waiting”
time τ in the state s. The incubation time captures memory effects in which the transition
probability between s and s′ depends on the time spent already in s. It is the only micro-
scopically derived function that we need for Milestoning. Note that we assume that the
transition probability is independent of the absolute time. This assumption is not valid in
systems that strongly deviate from equilibrium or a stationary state. We argued and illus-
trated4, 15 that it is much easier to compute the above matrix than to perform the complete
simulations from reactants to products. Scaling arguments in support of the expected speed
up are presented in the section Algorithm. This matrix is finally used in a probabilistic non-
Markovian framework to obtain the overall kinetics of the system.
For further development it is convenient to define another function Qs (t). It is the
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probability density that a trajectory will make a transition into s at time t. With Ks,s′ (τ)
and the definition of Qs (t) at hand, equation (1) below simply balances transition proba-
bilities. The system is initiated at zero time and starting probabilities are injected into the
Milestones. At later times we consider transitions between the states. To make a transition
into s from one of the nearby s′ it is necessary to transition first to s′, wait (or incubate) at
s′ for time τ and then transition into s. The probability density of making a transition into
s′ at time t − τ is Qs′ (t− τ ). The probability density of making a transition from s′ to
s after waiting time τ is Ks,s′(τ). Finally, a summation over all states s′ that are directly
connected to s, and over all incubation times τ gives equation (1) below.
Qs (t) = δ
(
t− 0+)Ps (0) + t∫
0
∑
s′
Ks,s′ (τ)Qs′ (t− τ) · dτ (1)
It is a matrix-vector equation in s space and an integral equation in time. The unknown
is the vector of functions Qs (t). This equation is called in physics CTRW (Continuous
Time Random Walk) and was used in phenomenological modeling of transport9. We are
connecting this equation with atomically detailed simulations and use it to study long time
phenomena. Microscopic dynamics is used to compute Ks,s′ (τ).
Our interest focuses on Ps (t), the probability of being at s at time t. With Qs (t)
determined from equation (1 ) we write Ps (t) as the integral of probabilities to make a
transition into s at an earlier time t′ and to remain at s (avoid transitions to other states s′)
until time t. Summation over all channels s′ gives
Ps (t) =
t∫
0
Qs (t
′)
1−∑
s′
t−t′∫
0
Ks′,s (τ) · dτ
 dt′ (2)
Equations (1) and (2) are very general. They do not assume concr ete dynamics or mecha-
nism, only that a transition matrix (with memory) can be defined (and computed) between
states that represent the system. The solution of (1) and (2) is now a topic in applied mathe-
matics and was obtained with different approaches6, 12, 15. The most obvious one is to solve
the integral equation (equation (1)) by small time steps. Since the number of degrees of
freedom was greatly reduced and the functions considered are much smoother with respect
to time compared to MD, the computational efforts are still negligible compared to the
calculations of the trajectories.
Qs (0) = Ps (0)/∆t
Qs (∆t) = Qs (0) +
∑
s′
Ks,s′ (∆t) ·Qs′ (0) ·∆t
Qs (2∆t) = Qs (0) +
∑
s′
[Ks,s′ (∆t) ·Qs′ (∆t) +Ks,s′ (2 ·∆t) ·Qs′ (0)]
.......
(3)
Another solution is based on Laplace transforms on (1) and (2) and algebraic manipu-
lation of the transforms12. We quote only one result. Define the off diagonal matrix(
Kˆ
)
s,s′
(t) = Ks,s′ (t) , s 6= s′, the time integral 〈f〉 ≡
∞∫
0
f (t) dt and an average over
an ensemble of trajectories by f¯ . A useful measure for the kinetic properties of the system
is the overall first passage time. It is defined as the time required for a trajectory initiated
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at the reactant to reach the product state for the first time. The ensemble average of the
overall first passage time τ¯ is given by
τ¯ = I ·
〈
τ · Kˆs,s′ (τ)
〉[
I −
〈
Kˆs,s′ (τ)
〉]−1
· εi (4)
where I is the identity matrix and εi is a unit vector in the direction of the initial Milestone
i. The last Milestone is set to be absorbing.
2.2 Algorithm
It is important to emphasize that the theory described in the previous section is “equation
free”. We do not assume Langevin, Brownian or Newtonian mechanics. All reasonable
forms of dynamics can be used to generate numerical values of the transition matrix. We
compute the transition matrix as discussed below and we do not fit parameters to a partic-
ular coarse-grained dynamical model.
The only task of the microscopic dynamics is to compute the transition matrix
Ks,s′ (τ). This matrix is used in equation (1-4) to determine the overall rate and the evo-
lution of the system in time. To facilitate the calculation and make it highly efficient com-
pared to straightforward MD we restrict our attention to systems that satisfy the following
requirements:
Condition (i): The system is in a stationary state (called ρs for Milestone s). Only a few
variables may be left non-stationary.
Condition (ii): Trajectories that arrive at Milestone s′ are distributed in the hyperplane
according to the stationary distribution ρs′ .
If the system is in equilibrium, or sufficiently close to it then assumption (i) is
obviously satisfied. If the equilibrium is canonical then the probability density is
ρs ≃ exp [−βU (X)], X ∈ s. This is the weight that was used in the alanine dipeptide
example discussed in this paper. Alternatively, it is possible to have the system at a station-
ary (time-independent) but non-equilibrium state. An example is of a stationary flow of
liquid in a confined environment. The second condition is subtler than the first. It requires
the states s to be well separated in time so that the distribution of trajectories arriving to
s′ is the same as the stationary distribution of condition (i), i.e. ρs′ . For example, this
condition is satisfied if the time scale for the transition is longer that the time scale to
reach local equilibrium at each of the Milestones. In practice it is possible to monitor and
vary the transition time scales by placing the Milestones sufficiently apart with the second
condition in mind. Of course, the choice of Milestoning should make the transition times
between Milestones much shorter than the overall time scale of the reaction. Otherwise,
Milestoning is not advantageous to MD.
The calculation of Ks,s′(τ) is done by sampling trajectories between a specific pair of
states s and s′. The trajectories are initiated at s according to the stationary distribution ρs
and their termination times at s′ are recorded. These distributions are binned to estimate the
probability that the system will transition between s and s′ after incubation time τ . They
are called the Local-First-Passage-Time-Distribution (LFPTD), and are also the matrix
elements Ks,s′(τ). The LFPTD is normalized such that fs,s′ =
∞∫
0
Ks,s′ (τ) dτ is the
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Figure 3. Sampling equilibrium distributions in the
Milestones (hyperplanes perpendicular to the reaction
coordinate) of the transition in alanine dipeptide. The
distributions are projected onto a two-dimensional sur-
face of internal coordinates (φ, ψ). Note that all simu-
lation includes all coordinates of the dipeptide’s atom
and the coordinates of periodic box, solvating water
molecules.
fraction of trajectories that were initiated at s and terminate at s′
(∑
s′
fs,s′ = 1
)
.
What is the gain in studying the kinetic with Milestones instead of using straightfor-
ward MD? This important question was discussed extensively15. Practical gains were
clearly illustrated in the examples of 4, 15. For completeness we quote an argument for
computational speedup expected for diffusive processes15. The required computational re-
sources are proportional to the number of force evaluations and therefore to the lengths of
trajectories that reach the product state. Consider a reaction in which the system diffuses
freely for a length L. The time to react using straightforward trajectories is proportional to
L2. In Milestoning we chop the complete length L to (say) N pieces. The time to diffuse
through one piece is (L/N)2. There are N pieces and therefore the time to destination
in Milestoning is (L/N)2 · N = L2/N . We obtain a speed up proportional to the num-
ber of Milestones used. Exponential speedup for systems with free energy barrier can be
illustrated as well15.
In the next paragraph we discuss a concrete example. We consider progress along a
reaction coordinate measured by passing hypersurfaces (Milestones) orthonormal to it. In
figure 2.ii we sketch a terminating trajectory between Milestones s and s−1. An ensemble
of such trajectories is used to compute the probability densities Ks,s−1 (τ) and the overall
rate according to equation (4).
2.3 Example: Folding of a Solvated Dipeptide
We review a detailed calculation of the kinetics of a solvated dipeptide15. All the calcu-
lation described below were performed with the MOIL program which is in the public
domain5. The Milestones were constructed from adiabatic energy surface of the ψ di-
hedral angle. The energy of the peptide in vacuum was minimized with the φ dihedral
angle constrained to 150o the ψ dihedral angle constrained to values between -180o and
+180o degrees with a step size of 2.5 degrees. The minimizations provided a total of 144
structures (and potential Milestones) that we denote by s = 1, ..., 144. Milestones, which
are hyperplanes perpendicular to the reaction coordinate, are defined by the coordinate of
the minimized structures Xs, and the numerically estimated normals to the hyperplanes
qs ≡ Xs+1−Xs−1|Xs+1−Xs−1| .
The different configurations were solvated in water boxes of volume (20A˚)3 and 248
water molecules. Molecular dynamics simulations constrained to each of the hyperplanes3
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Figure 4. A typical example for a local first passage
time distribution in a solvated alanine dipeptide. The
example below is for a seven milestone partitioning
of the reaction coordinate. The computed transition
is from Milestone six to five (the indices below refer
to the total of 144 Milestones that we considered us-
ing numerous variations15 . The calculation with seven
Milestones gives the correct rate. Even on this very
simple example we obtain significant speedup. The
average transition time between any two Milestones in
the seven Milestone run is about 3.6 picoseconds. A
cost of a single trajectory that passes all Milestones
from the first to the last will be 3.6 × 6 = 21.6 pi-
coseconds. This is about 3 times shorter than the cor-
rect first passage time of about 60 picoseconds.
were used to sample equilibrium distributions in the Milestones. In figure 3 we display a
projection of the simulations on a (φ, ψ) map. Since the hyperplanes are defined in Carte-
sian space the projection on the space of internal coordinates show significant “width”. We
verified that the simulations create exact hyperplanes in Cartesian space.
M τ¯(ps) τ˜(fs)
144 500(3.1) 31.2
74 261(1.2) 57.7
73 330(1.6) 58.3
37 104(0.63) 129
19 62(0.47) 373
11 53(0.50) 1,305
7 62(0.73) 3,581
5 68(0.93) 10,902
3 64(1.04) -
Table 1. A summary of runs for alanine dipeptide con-
formational transition from an alpha helix to an ex-
tended chain conformation. The first column is the
number of Milestones. The case of three Milestones
(last row) is exact. The second column is the esti-
mated overall first passage time and the third column
the average LFPTD (τ˜ - equation (5)). The runs differ
in the number of Milestones used. When the number
of Milestones is larger then the speedup is more sig-
nificant. However if the number of Milestones is too
large the local equilibrium assumption is violated and
the rate is inaccurate. We compare the velocity de-
correlation time (400 femtoseconds) with the average
transition time between Milestones. If the number of
Milestones is larger than 19 then the LFPTD is shorter
than 400 femtoseconds and the rate is wrong. If the
numbers of Milestones is smaller than 19 the results
are quite accurate.
In the next step we initiate MD trajectories starting from the configurations sampled
at each of the Milestones, s. The trajectories were integrated to termination at Milestones
s ± 1. The distributions of termination times are the elements of the transition matrix
Ks,s±1 (t). A typical result is shown in figure 4. Initially we have used 144 Milestones.
However, in this case the termination times are very short and they do not satisfy the
condition about relaxation to equilibrium (condition (ii)). A useful test for relaxation is the
velocity decorrelation time that we found in that case to be about 400 femtoseconds (figure
19
8 of 15). A typical transition time between Milestones, estimated as the following average
τ˜ ≡ 1
L
∑
s
τ¯s =
1
L
∞∫
0
τs · (Ks,s+1 (τ) +Ks,s−1 (τ)) dτ (5)
The typical transition time must be larger than the velocity de-correlation time. In table 1
we show that this condition is satisfied only for a number of milestones smaller than 19.
All the calculations with a number of milestones smaller or equal to 19 approximate well
the exact rate.
This calculation illustrates that Milestoning provides accurate results for a non-trivial
but exactly solvable model. It was also shown that it is significantly more efficient. Com-
paring directly simulation time, we have concluded in our publication that in this example
Milestoning was more efficient by a factor of about 9. In other calculations of larger more
complex systems (e.g. the allosteric transition in Scapharca hemoglobin), the speedup was
a factor of about 1,000.
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Simulations of biomolecules with realistic representations of cellular environments remain chal-
lenging. Implicit solvent methods can reduce the system degrees of freedom and accelerate con-
formational sampling. Implicit solvent methods can be developed based on a decomposition of
the solvation free energy into electrostatic and non-polar contribution. The electrostatic con-
tribution based on continuum electrostatics theory can be conveniently calculated according to
the generalized Born (GB) formalism. While the GB formalism is well established in aqueous
solvent, applications to dense cellular environments and heterogeneous biological membrane
environments are discussed.
1 Introduction
Biological function is often not fully understood until a picture of biomolecular structure
and dynamics at the atomic level is developed. Structures of proteins and nucleic acids have
become widely available from X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy while atomic-
level insight into single molecule dynamics has been gained primarily from computational
molecular dynamics studies. Molecular dynamics simulations are well established for the
study of single biomolecules over nanosecond time scales, but it remains challenging to
study larger biomolecular complexes and longer, biologically more relevant time scales1.
A significant part of the computational cost of molecular dynamics simulations stems
from solvent-solvent and solute-solvent interactions. In the canonical approach the sol-
vent environments is represented in an explicit fashion often resulting in systems with
many more solvent atoms than solute atoms. One approach for accelerating simulations of
biomolecules involves the application of mean-field descriptions of solute-solvent interac-
tions instead of explicit solvent2. A common strategy is the decomposition of the solvation
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free energy into polar and non-polar components according to equation 1:
∆Gsolvation = ∆Gsolvation,polar +∆Gsolvation,non-polar (1)
The polar comntribution of the solvation free energy is due to electrostatic solute-solvent
interactions and can be obtained by invoking continuum electrostatic theory3. In this for-
malism, a solvated biomolecular system may be described as a set of explicit solute charges
embedded in a low-dielectric cavity that is surrounded by a continuum high-dielectric en-
vironment. Such a system is described rigorously by the Poisson equation 2, which relates
the electrostatic potential φ to a distribution of charges, ρ, and dielectric constants ǫ.
∇ · [ǫ(r)∇φ(r)] = −4πρ(r) (2)
It turns out that direct solution of the Poisson equation with finite difference methods is
also computationally expensive. Instead, the empirical generalized Born (GB) formalism
is more commonly employed to approximate the electrostatic solvation free energy from
Poisson theory at a fraction of the computational cost4.
Many flavors of the GB formalism have been proposed over the last two decades. All
are based on the GB equation 3 proposed orignally by Still et al.5:
∆Gsolvation,GB = −
1
2
(
1− 1
ǫ
)∑
i,j
qiqj√
r2ij + αiαje
−r2ij/Fαiαj
(3)
Different GB implementations vary in the calculation of the GB radii αi. Acoording to the
Coulomb field approximation, the αi are essentially obtained from an integral of 1/r4 over
the solute cavity6. The most accurate GB methods estimate the integral directly and include
additional correction terms to account for deficiencies of the Coulomb field approximation
in larger molecules7.
The non-polar contribution to the solvation free energy consists of the cost of solute
cavity formation and contributions from solute-solvent van der Waals interactions. These
two terms may be considered separately but are often combined into a single simple term
based on the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) according to Eq. 48 with typical
values of γ ranging from 5− 30 cal/mol/A˚2.8, 9
∆Gsolvation, non-polar = γ · SASA (4)
2 Simulations of Biomolecules in Implicit Aqueous Solvent
Simulations of biomolecules in implicit solvent become possible by simply adding the
solvation free energy to a vacuum molecular mechanics potential with the partial atomic
charges used in the calculation of the electrostatic solvation free energy taken from the
force field according to Eq. 5. The resulting forces may then be integrated according
to Langevin dynamics10, Eq. 6, to obtain trajectories that are coupled to solvent through
stochastic collisions R and frictional forces according to the friction coefficient γ.
Uimplicit = UMM +∆Gsolvation,GB + γ · SASA (5)
F = −∇Uimplicit +R− γr˙(t) = mr¨(t) (6)
Implicit solvent simulations represent a compromise between computational efficiency and
the level of realism that can be achieved with a mean-field solvent representation. Model
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Figure 1. Left: Crystal structure of MutS in complex with DNA (PDB ID: 1E3M). Right: RMSD of Cα atoms
(red) and DNA phosphorous atoms (blue) from the experimental structure in molecular dynamics simulations
with implicit solvent using the GBMV method in CHARMM7.
deficiencies may materialize due to the continuum nature of the implicit solvent model
and simplicity of the non-polar term or due to limitiations in approximating the continuum
electrostatic model with a particular GB implementation.
The quality of implicit solvent simulations may be evaluated by comparing long molec-
ular dynamics simulations with implicit and explicit solvent with experimental data11. Very
similar conformational sampling is observed in long simulations of protein G and ubiqui-
tin over tens of nanoseconds. Average root mean square deviations (RMSD) from the
experimental structures from X-ray crystallography of less than 1 A˚ with both implicit and
explicit solvent11.
Stable implicit solvent simulations of larger complexes and of nucleic acids13 are also
possible. As an example, simulations of the MutS dimer in complex with mismatched
DNA is shown in Figure 1. The simulations are relatively short but reach only 3 A˚ after
400 ps which is considered good for such a large complex with flexible domains. Explicit
solvent simulations of MutS reached a similar deviation from the X-ray structure within the
first few hundred picoseconds (data not shown). Successful implicit solvent simulations of
nucleic acid systems are remarkable because of strong solute-solvent interactions with the
poly-ionic nucleic acids.
It turns out that the GBMV implicit solvent method used here does not offer any com-
putational advantage on a time per integration step basis for the large MutS system because
the ratio of solvent to solute atoms decreases with increasing solute size for a single, ap-
proximately spherical solute molecule. Previous timing tests have found that implicit sol-
vent simulations with the relatively expensive but accurate GBMV method are only faster
for single proteins with up to 200-300 residues14. However, implicit solvent offers addi-
tional advantages, in particular the ability to traverse conformational space more rapidly
when using Langevin dynamics with low friction coefficients11. Furthermore, implicit sol-
vent is the only practical solution for simulations of multiple freely diffusing biomolecules
within a given solvent environment.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of implicit modeling of dense cellular environments (left) and heterogeneous
membrane bilayers (right) with continuum electrostatics.
3 Simulations of Biomolecules in Implicit Cellular Environments
Dilute aqueous solvent is generally not a good model of crowded cellular environments15.
The dense concentration of biomolecules and co-solvents presents a complex solvent envi-
ronment with reduced polarizability compared to water and steric hindrance due to crowd-
ing. As a first approximation, dense cellular environments can be modeled in an implicit
fashion by assuming a reduced dielectric constant17 and an increased cost of cavity for-
mation to reflect crowding effects (see Fig. 2). This raises the question how the confor-
mational sampling of peptides and proteins varies in environments with reduced dielectric
response. Based on typical dielectric constants of proteins, the effects of co-solvents, and
a dielectric modulation of water16 in crowded environments, one may estimate that the ef-
fective dielectric constant of dense cellular environments lies in the range of ǫ = 10− 40.
Continuum electrostatics methods can readily accommodate a reduced dielectric con-
stant of the environment. Based on physical insight it is expected that reduced dielectric
screening enhances charge-charge interactions and in particular the formation of secondary
structure elements through hydrogen bonding while the formation of hydrophobic cores
becomes less favorable in low dielectric environments. Implicit solvent simulations with
dielectric constants between 5 and 80 using a slightly modified GB formalism have con-
firmed these assumptions for poly-alanine and the amphipathic peptide melittin. However,
the simulation results also indicate that even relatively minor changes in the dielectric con-
stant can affect the conformational sampling of melittin in more subtle ways17.
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Figure 3. Conformational sampling of influenza fusion peptide with neutral N- and C-termini from temperature
replica exchange simulations with the HDGB implicit membrane model. Each of the eight replicas, spaced from
300 to 500K, was run for 15 ns. The potential of mean force in kcal/mol is shown as a function of the angle of
the N-terminal part of the peptide relative to the membrane normal and the z-coordinate of the center of mass in
A˚ with z=0 corresponding to the membrane center. The dominant conformation is shown on the right.
4 Simulations of Biomolecules in Implicit Membrane Environments
Biological membrane environments involve heterogeneous environments with a hydropho-
bic core and a polar surrounding aqueous solvent environment. Implicit membrane models
therefore require a spatially varying electrostatic and non-polar contribution to the sol-
vation free energy. The electrostatic solvation free energy can be calculated based on a
layered dielectric system18 with a low dielectric core with ǫ near 1, an intermediate dielec-
tric region near the membrane-water interface, and a high delectric environment elsewhere.
Such a model is readily implemented with Poisson theory but presents challenges for the
standard GB formalism. The application of heterogeneous dielectric environments be-
comes possible after introduction of an effective dielectric profile ǫ(z) and application of
the modified GB equation 7:
∆Gsolvation,HDGB = −
1
2
∑
i,j
(
1− 1
(ǫi + ǫj)/2
)
qiqj√
r2ij + αiαje
−r2ij/Fαiαj
(7)
The non-polar contribution to the solvation free energy also varies between an essen-
tially zero cost in the membrane interior to a significant cost of cavity formation in water.
Using this scheme, it has been possible to perform implicit solvent simulations of
membrane-bound peptides and proteins18, 19 and accurately reproduce explicit solvent
membrane insertion profiles of amino acid side chain analogs18. As an example of first
applications, Fig. 3 shows extensive conformational sampling of influenza fusion peptide
near a membrane interface.
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5 Summary and Outlook
Implicit solvent formalisms can be used successfully to simulate biomolecules in cellular
environments ranging from simple aqueous solvent to dense cellular environments and
heterogeneous dielectric environments. These methods open the door for the simulation of
sub-cellular processes in atomic detail and over biologically relevant time scales.
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Driving up processor clock speed is about to hit several limitations, a soaring energy consump-
tion being among them. The BlueGene system R© from IBM is shown to provide performance
in a scalable and energy efficient way. Results from NAMD and similar codes show, how the
system can be used in the area of Computational Biology.
1 The Promise of Moore’s Law
The frequently quoted term “Moore’s Law” goes back to a paper published in the Elec-
tronics Magazine7. In this paper, G. E. Moore states that
“the complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of
roughly a factor of two per year ... Certainly over the short term this rate can
be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of
increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it will not
remain nearly constant for at least 10 years. That means by 1975, the number
of components per integrated circuit for minimum cost will be 65,000. I believe
that such a large circuit can be built on a single wafer.”
The “factor of two per year” was later relaxed into a “doubling every two years”. This
statement became known as “Moore’s Law”. It was quoted many times, not always in
full length or precise form. So it started shifting its meaning. As a consequence, the
wikipedia11 entry for Moore’s Law lists no less than 9 different formulations on exponential
growth laws related to integrated circuits.
Hans Werner Meuer in a recent paper6 uses linear regression on a logarithmic scale to
fit data from the Top500 list to an exponential growth law. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. He
finds a similar growth rate as “predicted” by Gordon Moore. It is therefore tempting to see
this as another variation of Moore’s law.
These data might generate the impression that computers grow with exponential rate
in about every aspect. But there are already some limitations visible on the horizon. The
original quotation of Moore’s law was a statement about the number of components on an
integrated circuit. Cramming more components to the same space forces the components
to get smaller in size. In the current CMOS technology the gates sizes are now approaching
molecular levels9, 8, and start leaking like a sieve. To make up for the lost electrons, the
energy density has to be increased. In conjunction with an increased clock speed this leads
to the heat flux curves as shown in Fig. 29. The heat flux is directly connected to the energy
consumption as energy is needed to generate the heat and also to cool it again.
It might be tempting to anticipate a new curve to the right of the existing two curves
in Fig. 2, but there is yet no technology that allows jumping again to a cooler regime.
One way to evade from the heat and energy trap is to trade low energy for the single core
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Figure 1. Top500 performance data fitted with linear regression on a logarithmic scale to an exponential growth
law.
Figure 2. Module heat flux from various systems in bipolar and CMOS technology.
against high clock rate. To obtain high application performance out of low clocked cores,
many cores have to be thrown at the problem. The IBM Blue Gene R© is one example for
a system that follows this concept. The “green500” list10 from February 2008 shows that
this concept may lead to systems with both, high performance and high energy efficiency.
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2 Blue Gene
On June 26, 2007, IBM announced the Blue Gene/PTM system as the leading offering in
its massively parallel Blue Gene R© supercomputer line, succeeding the Blue Gene/LTM
system. The following description of the Blue Gene/PTM system is based on a recent paper
by the IBM Blue Gene R© team2.
Figure 3. The packaging hierarchy of a Blue Gene/PTM system.
The packaging of the Blue Gene/PTM system is shown in Fig. 3. The main building
block is a single ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit), with four IBM PowerPC
450 (PPC450)-embedded 32-bit processor cores, arranged as an SMP. A dual-pipeline
floating-point unit (FPU) is attached to each PPC450 core. The design of this dual FPU is
logically identical to the one used in the Blue Gene/LTM system. It supports two simulta-
neous double-precision floating-point calculations in SIMD (single-instruction, multiple-
data) fashion, along with instruction set extensions for complex number arithmetic. The
dual-pipeline FPUs can simultaneously execute two fused multiplyadd instructions per ma-
chine cycle, each of which is counted as 2 FLOPs (floating-point operations). Thus, each
processor unit (PPC450 and FPU) has a peak performance of 4 FLOPs per machine cycle.
In addition to the compute nodes, the Blue Gene/PTM system contains a configurable
number of I/O nodes. The I/O nodes are physically the same compute cards as described
above, but their position in the system differentiates their logical function. I/O nodes have
the 10-Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) interface enabled for communication with a file system and
host computers.
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Thirty-two compute cards and, optionally, up to two I/O cards are packaged onto the
next-level board, called the node card. Sixteen node cards are plugged from both sides into
a vertical midplane card, completing an assembly of 512 compute nodes in an 8 × 8 × 8
configuration. The inbound and outbound network connections for this 512-way cube are
routed to four link cards that carry a total of 24 Blue Gene/PTM link (BPL) chips. The
assembly of 16 node cards, 4 link cards, and an additional service card is called a midplane
or a 512-way. The BPL chips are relatively simple switches that, depending on the size
and configuration of a user partition of the system, route network signals back into the
midplane (completing the wraparounds for an 8× 8× 8 torus) or route the network signals
through cables to another midplane for larger partitions. Two midplanes, one on top of
the other, complete a rack. Thus, a rack has 1,024 nodes, or 4,096 cores, giving a peak
performance of 13.9 teraflops (Tflops). Scaling upward, a 72-rack system can package
72K nodes (288K cores) (where K stands for 1,024) into a 1-petaflops (Pflops) (peak)
system, and larger configurations up to 256 racks (3.56 Pflops peak) are possible.
In the Blue Gene/PTM system, three networks are used for node-to-node communica-
tion: a 3D torus network, a collective network, and a global barrier network. On the Blue
Gene/LTM system, the processor cores were responsible for injecting (or receiving) packets
to (or from) the network. On the Blue Gene/PTM system, a direct memory access (DMA)
engine has been added to offload most of this responsibility from the cores, thus enabling
better overlap of communication and computation. Specifically, the DMA interfaces with
the torus network. The combination of the DMA, torus network, and memory system is
capable of supporting high-bandwidth communications.
The Blue Gene R© system software approach is to start with a minimal-functionality
system stack, but one that is designed to scale. The Blue Gene R© strategy to achieve
scalability and high performance has been to start simply, for example, with space sharing,
one job per partition, no paging, and one thread per core.
3 Application Examples
3.1 CPMD (Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics)
The CPMD code is a plane wave/pseudopotential implementation of Density Functional
Theory, particularly designed for ab-initio molecular dynamics. Its first version was de-
veloped by Jurg Hutter at IBM Zurich Research Laboratory starting from the original
Car-Parrinello codes1. CPMD runs on many different computer architectures and it is
well parallelized. The application is mainly written in Fortran, parallelized for distributed-
memory with MPI, with an option to add an additional level of parallelism using OpenMP
for multi-processor nodes. CPMD makes extensive use of three-dimensional FFTs, which
require efficient all-to-all communication3. The scalability was improved using a task-
group implementation of the FFT with a special mapping to the Blue Gene R© torus net-
work4. Moreover, overlap matrices, which were replicated in the standard CPMD code,
have been distributed on a subset of the nodes to be able to handle large systems (more than
3000 electronic states). The single processor performance of CPMD was optimized for
Blue Gene R© using SIMD-enabled routines for the most common calls such as DGEMM,
DCOPY, AZZERO, and FFT.
The following comparison was taken from benchmarks with a methanol vapor/liquid
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OpenMP speedup
2 OpenMP threads 4 OpenMP threads
1.91 3.6
Table 1. OpenMP speedup on Blue Gene/PTM for CPMD.
interface (∼700 atoms , 70Ry). Table 1 shows that the Blue Gene/PTM takes significant
advantage of an MPI/OpenMP hybrid programming paradigm.
3.2 NAMD (NAnoscale Molecular Dynamics)
NAMD (nanoscale molecular dynamics) is a production molecular dynamics (MD) appli-
cation for biomolecular simulations that include assemblages of proteins, cell membranes,
and water molecules. In a biomolecular simulation, the problem size is fixed and a large
number of iterations must be executed in order to understand interesting biological phe-
nomena. Hence, we need MD applications to scale to thousands of processors, even though
the individual timestep on one processor is quite small. NAMD has demonstrated its per-
formance on several parallel computer architectures.
Figure 4. Comparison of NAMD execution times on Blue Gene/LTM and Blue Gene/PTM .
Figure Fig. 4 shows the comparison of times per execution step for Blue Gene/LTM
and Blue Gene/PTM. The application was a 92K atom APoA1 benchmark with PME every
4 steps. The data for Blue Gene/LTM were taken from a recent paper by S. Kumar et
al.5. The Blue Gene/PTM results are very recent and conveyed to the author via private
communication.
The comparison shows that Blue Gene/PTM performs better for all compared number
of processors. In opinion of S. Kumar, the clock-speed only accounts for a 5% speed up.
The DMA accounts for the rest of the difference.
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4 Summary
Moore’s law might generate the impression that computers grow with exponential rate in
about every aspect, but there are already some limitations visible on the horizon. One way
to evade from the heat and energy trap is to trade low energy for the single core against high
clock rate. To obtain high application performance out of low clocked cores, many cores
have to be thrown at the problem. The IBM Blue Gene R© is one example for a system that
follows this concept. The BlueGene system R© from IBM is shown to provide performance
in a scalable and energy efficient way. Results from NAMD and similar codes show, how
the system can be used in the area of Computational Biology.
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High Performance Computing in
Multiscale Modeling Cardiac Contraction:
Bridging Proteins to Cells to Whole Heart
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The availability of increased computing with thousands of computational cores enables new
classes of biological models that include detailed representations of proteins and protein com-
plexes with spatial interactions. We develop such a model of the interaction of actin and myosin
in the cardiac sarcomere. The model includes explicit representations of actin, myosin, and reg-
ulatory proteins. Although this is not an atomic-scale model, as would be the case for molec-
ular dynamics simulations, the model seeks to represent spatial interactions between protein
complexes that are thought to produce characteristic cardiac muscle responses at larger scales.
While the model simulates the microscopic scale, when model results are extrapolated to larger
structures, the model recapitulates complex, nonlinear behavior such as the steep calcium sensi-
tivity of developed force in muscle structures. The model provides a plausible and quantitative
explanation for several unexplained phenomena observed at the tissue level in cardiac muscles.
Model execution entails Monte-Carlo-based simulations of Markov representations of calcium
regulation and actin-myosin interactions. The model is computationally expensive and requires
a supercomputer to simulate sub-cellular structures. While useful to understand biophysical
questions, such models are obviously impractical to model the billions of cells that comprise a
whole human heart. We have also developed a more computational efficient model that approx-
imated the spatial interactions at the protein level without explicit computation. The goal of this
work is to bridge from cells to large organ-level anatomical structures with practical run times.
We hope that the power of this approximate model to recapitulate complex force responses in
cardiac tissue will foster wider use of cardiac models for research and clinical applications.
The work is a case study in multiscale biological modeling where the development of a com-
plex, detailed model is required to guide the development of more abstract and computationally
efficient representations.
1 Introduction
Many cardiac phenomenon emerge where effects span extreme spatial and time scales. For
example, many cardiac drugs operate on the molecular scale with effects on ionic chan-
nels, whereas one wants to understand the effects of these drugs on arrythmias and sudden
cardiac death (i.e., the effects at organism and whole heart level over a much longer time
scale). Hence, the cardiac field requires models that can span large spatial and temporal
scales1. The talk presented a body of work around several multiscale models of contrac-
tion in heart that attempt to represent the system at different levels of abstraction. The first
model is a higly detailed representation of the molecular interactions on a single pair of
filaments. This level of detail is required because important controversies exist as to the
fundamental molecular mechanisms and how to represent these mathematically2. Later,
the single filaments are combined into a larger structure called a myofibril. The detailed
model also guides the development of abstractions that are computationally efficient and
based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
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Figure 1. Sarcomere structure in striated muscle. (a) Schematic representation of the repeating sarcomere struc-
ture in striated muscle. The sarcomere is defined from z-line to z-line with interdigitated thick and thin filaments
that can interact to produce force. (b) State diagram for crossbridge cycling.
2 Mechanistic Model of the Myofilaments
A detailed representation of proteins and protein complexes with spatial interactions is
developed to understand fundamental mechanisms in heart contraction5. Here the pro-
teins cannot be tractably modeled on first principles based on atomistic approaches such
as molecular dynamics. Instead, a more abstract formulation is used. Specifically, the in-
teractions of actin and myosin within one pair of thick and thin filaments in the cardiac
sarcomere are represented in Fig. 1a. The sarcomere is the basic repeating of the con-
tractile apparatus in striated muscle. Hence, the model represents a small but repeating
structure so that results can be extrapolated to compare with complete muscle responses if
one assumes all sarcomeres act equivalently, an assumption that is roughly true for some
conditions.
The model includes explicit representations of actin, myosin, and regulatory proteins.
For the sake of brevity, we will will focus on the actin and myosin interactions. The thin
filament is a two-stranded helix of actin (see Fig. 2a). Myosin has three major struc-
tural subunits - the head, neck and tail. The head attaches to a binding site and rotates
using the energy from the conversion of adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) to adenosine di-
phosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi), a common energy-liberating reaction in
cells. The tail regions of myosin assemble together to form the thick filament (see Fig.
2a). The bound linkages between actin and myosin are commonly termed crossbridges to
reflect bridging between thick and thin filaments. Figure 1b shows a Markov model for the
crossbridge cycle. State P is a detached crossbridge which corresponds to two biochemi-
cal states: completely separate and a transient, electrostatic interaction known as weakly
bound. State PreF stands for Pre-Force and corresponds to a more strongly bound state
in which the head has not rotated yet. Rotating the head can stretch the extensible neck
region to generate force as represented by State PostF that stands for Post-Force.
The model contains multiple instances of myosin and the corresponding binding sites
as adapted from the work of Daniel and colleagues3. We have used this approach to form
the spatial layout of myosin and actin binding sites with the appropriate compliances be-
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Figure 2. Spatial arrangement of actinmyosin interactions. (a) Myosin heads on the thick filament have an intrin-
sic spacing of 43 nm, slightly larger than the 37-nm effective spacing of appropriately aligned actin binding sites
on the thin filament. (b) Compliances in the thick and thin filaments represented as a system of springs between
adjacent binding sites. Attached crossbridges are shown as springs linking the two filaments. Values for actin
binding sites (yi) and myosins (xi) are computed and modeled as a system of linear springs. Rotation of myosin
head changes stretch of crossbridge spring by 7 nm (see text for details).
tween the elements. We assume that the thick filament has myosin heads with appropriate
orientations at an intrinsic spacing of 43 nm, as shown in Fig. 2a. In real myosin, the heads
extend in a helical fashion such that only a subset will appropriately align to interact with
the single thin filament assumed in this model. Note, however, that the 43-nm intrinsic
spacing of myosin is slightly larger than the 37-nm spacing of appropriate binding sites
on the thin filament. Similarly to the case with myosin, the helical nature of the actin will
restrict binding to a subset of actin monomers that appropriately face the thick filament in
the two-filament model presented here.
The transition rates between the crossbridge states in Fig. 1b are determined by energy
profiles as defined elsewhere5. Briefly, the energy profile represent a coupled chemical
and mechanical system so that the energy of the hydrolysis of ATP is assumed to permit
attachment and rotation of the mysosin head. The model correspond to molecular-level
events so both forward and reverse rates are assumed. The rates depend on the relative
positions of the actin binding sites (yi) and myosin (xi) for a given pairing. The attached
states (PreF and PostF) have a parabolic energy profile that corresponds to a spring
element. The rates may also depend on metabolite concentration (ATP, ADP, and Pi),
although these are not varied in the current version of the model. At each time step in
the Monte Carlo simulation, the state of each interacting pair of actin binding site and
myosin are updated. The spatial positions of the sites are calculated by solving the linear
system of springs for the whole ensemble (Fig. 2b shows a small subset with only two
pairs). Note that the rotation of the head (from State PreF to PostF) is assumed stretch
of crossbridge spring by 7 nm. Likewise, reverse rotation (from State PostF to PreF)
decreases the stretch. Different intrinic spacing of actin binding sites and myosin will
produce a distribution of relative positions and transition rates. Moreover, the net motions
of the thick and thin filaments that occur during contraction will continually change the
relative spacings actin sites and myosin.
The interaction of actin and myosin is controlled by regulatory proteins that binds cal-
cium (Ca) ions. The regulatory proteins (specifically known as troponin and tropomyosin)
reside in the two grooves of the two-stranded actin helix and serve to allosterically block
interactions between actin and myosin. The term ”allosteric” refers to a change in shape
and activity of a protein that results from molecular binding with a regulatory substance.
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In the lower half Fig. 1a, we represent a single one-dimension lattice of regulatory units
that reside on one of the two grooves. The allosteric shift is schematically illustrated by
showing some units raised above the thin filament. The important feature of troponin is
that it can bind one Ca ion at a single binding site that controls the allosteric switching
behavior. The troponin and tropomyosin molecules overlap in an end-to-end fashion and
are thought to communicate with their neighbors via this physical communication, a phe-
nomenon called cooperativity. Hence, the regulatory proteins tend to switch on and off in
unison with their neighbors. The communication is critical to produce a steep Ca sensitiv-
ity in that a small change in Ca level produces a large change in activation level. While
space does not permit more description, the details can be found elsewhere2, 5.
3 Expanding to Terascale Models
One method of generating multiscale models is to use large computers to solve many repli-
cates of the fundamental structure. Along these lines, the basic model (one thin filament
and half of thick filament) just described will be expanded to produce a model of the my-
ofibril (a common experimental preparation that can be disected from cells). Figure 3
shows a possible mapping of 32 sarcomeres onto one rack of a Blue Gene/L. The simula-
tion of two thick and eight thin filaments is executed on a dual-core processor. Each thick
filament is surrounded by six thin filaments, while each thin filament is surrounded by three
thick filaments. This gives a filament ratio of two to one, which must be increased to a ratio
of four thin filaments to one thick filament in order to account for the left and right sides of
a sarcomere. Note that the thick filaments are double-ended and require roughly twice the
computation of the half thick filament in the preliminary model. We anticipate a 64-thick
and 256-thin filament to represent a full sarcomere at the level of a computer node card. A
myofibril model can then comprise 32 full sarcomeres modeled at the level of a full rack of
Blue Gene/L. The mapping is approximate because the final implementation may require
some redistribution of the model among computation units at the level of processors or
node cards.
One challenge to implement large models on large-scale parallel computers is to effi-
ciently use the hardware in a distributed fashion. One method to is to use existing libraries
that allow for distributed processing of sparse matrices. We are using PETSc (Portable,
Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation)6. To solve for the locations of the binding
sites, the system A • X = k must be solved at each time step where there is a change in
state of the crossbridge attachment. PETSc provides a convenient method to construct the
sparse matrices and solve the system in a parallel fashion.
4 Approximate Model Based on Ordinary Diffential Equations
We have also developed a more computational efficient model that approximated the spatial
interactions at the protein level without explicit computation of the spatial interactions4.
The goal of this work is to bridge from cells to large organ-level anatomical structures
with practical run times. Conceptionally, this approximate modeling can be compared to
coarse-grain methods in protein folding that are developed be much more efficient than
atomistic molecular dynamics approaches. However, one must understand and carefully
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Figure 3. Possible mapping of a 32-sarcomere myofibril model onto one rack of a Blue Gene/L supercomputer.
Simulation of two thick and eight thin filaments is executed on a dual-core processor; then, 64 thick and 256 thin
filaments can represent a full sarcomere at the level of a node card. The mapping is approximate because a final
implementation may require some redistribution of the model among computation units at the level of processors
or node cards, in order to balance computational loads, given communication constraints. (DDR: double-data-rate
synchronous dynamic random access memory; GB: gigabytes; GF: gigaflops; TF: teraflops.)
weigh the benefits of these approaches as the coarse graining typically trades accuracy and
generality for a faster approximate method that works under limited conditions.
The method of transferring a model that is spatially explicit to one that is essentially
a non-spatial point model involves representing the mass action of populations rather than
indivividual elements. Such an approach can be done with high accuracy when the indi-
vidual events are indepedent. For example, populations of independent membrane-bound
channels can be represented in high accuaracy as probabilities of state cccupancies. In this
way, Markov-state diagrams (similar to that in Fig. 1b) can translated diretly into systems
of ODEs. However, the case is not so simple for muscle in which many of the impor-
tant behavior are thought to emerges from the interaction between neighboring entities2.
The exact method the tranlating to a system of ODEs is given elsewhere4 ; however, a
brief description is provided here. The ODE-based model represents the populations of
crossbridges in the states shown in Fig. 1b. In addition, the mean strains of the attached
crossbridge states (PreF and PostF) are computed using phenomenological formula-
tions. The force is computed at mean occupancies multiplied by the mean stain of the
attached states with the assumption of an ideal spring constant. This is an approximation
as the real system will have attachment rates and strains corresponding to individual cross-
bridges. Hence, the calculation of the mean values (a construction often termed ”mean
field”) is an approximation that suffices under restricted conditions.
We hope that the power of this approximate model to recapitulate complex force re-
sponses in cardiac tissue will foster wider use of cardiac models for research and clini-
cal applications. Indeed, the talk presented some preliminary results in a coupled electo-
meachanical model by Viatcheslav Gurev and Natalia Trayanova at The Johns Hopkins
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University. In the whole heart, the ODE-based model provides the mapping between
length, shortening velocity, and force during contraction. While preliminary, the results
illustrates the work required to developed multiscale models can pay off in improved ac-
curacy at larger scales. In this study, the diffences in timing between contraction at inside
(endocardium) and outside (epicardium) of the heart could be recapitulated. Similar results
have not been reported previously with phenomenological modeling approaches.
5 Concluding Remarks
The work is a case study in multiscale biological modeling where the development of a
complex, detailed model was required to guide the later development of a more abstract
and computationally efficient representation. The detailed model seeks to represent spatial
interactions between protein complexes that are thought to produce characteristic cardiac
muscle responses at larger scales. We have also developed a more computationally effi-
cient model that approximates the spatial interactions at the protein level without explicit
computation. The goal of this work is to bridge from cells to large organ-level anatomical
structures with practical run times. We hope that the power of this approximate model
to recapitulate complex force responses in cardiac tissue will foster wider use of cardiac
models for research and clinical applications.
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Determination of Protein Structure in Solution Based on
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A recently introduced physics-based method that exploits distance constraints derived from
Nuclear Overhauser Effect and 13Cα chemical shift data aimed at determining, validating and
refining, protein structures at a high level of accuracy, without resorting to other experimental
data, is illustrated here by determining the native structures of two proteins, namely a 20-residue
all-β and a 76-residue all-α protein. The approach makes use of 13Cα chemical shifts, com-
puted at the density functional level of theory to derive the backbone and side-chain torsional
constraints for all backbone and side-chain torsional angles dynamically. Consequently, this
method is expected to lead to a more precise characterization of the conformational distribu-
tions for the backbone, as well as for the side chains of the amino acid residues on both the
surface and in the interior of a protein. With the available computational resources, there are
three main advantages of this new methodology: (a) it can be used for proteins of any class
or size; (b) it provides a unified, self-consistent, methodology to determine, validate and refine
proteins structures at a high-quality level; and (c) it does not use any knowledge-based informa-
tion and hence, it is a purely physics-based method. The anticipated results of our applications
indicated that, starting from randomly generated conformations, the final protein models are
more accurate than existing NMR-derived models (obtained by using traditional methods) in
terms of the agreement between predicted and observed 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shifts as
well as some stereochemical quality indicators.
1 Introduction
The backbone and side-chain conformations of a residue are influenced by interactions
with the rest of the protein but, once these conformations are established by these inter-
actions, the 13Cα chemical shift of this residue depends, mainly, on its backbone,1 and
its side-chain2, 3 conformation, with no significant influence of either the amino acid se-
quence4 or the position of the given residue in the sequence4. These properties, together
with the fact that 13Cα is ubiquitous in proteins, make this nucleus an attractive candi-
date for computation of theoretical chemical shifts at the quantum chemical level of theory
in order to determine, validate and refine protein structures4, 5. We have been developing
methodology to use 13Cα chemical shifts, in addition to other NMR data, to determine,
validate and refine protein structure in solution5–7.
This methodology4, validated on 139 conformations of the human protein ubiquitin,
enabled us to offer a new criterion for an accurate assessment of the quality of NMR-
derived protein conformations and to examine whether X-ray or NMR-solved structures
are better representations of the observed 13Cα chemical shifts in solution. A detailed
analysis4 of the disagreement between observed and DFT-computed 13Cα chemical shifts
in these ubiquitin conformations illustrated the accuracy of the calculations and, more
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important, demonstrated that these disagreements reflect the dynamic nature of the protein,
rather than inaccuracies of the method. Our methodology has also been used6 to show that
neutral, rather than charged, basic and acidic groups are a better approximation of the
observed 13Cα chemical shifts of a protein in solution.
The goal of this work is to illustrate how this methodology (a) can be used for pro-
teins of any class or size; (b) provides a unified, self-consistent, methodology to deter-
mine, validate and refine proteins structures at a high-quality level; and (c) does not use
any knowledge-based information and hence, it is a purely physics-based method. To
accomplish this goal, the methodology is illustrated here with two applications: first, to
determine an accurate set of conformations that simultaneously satisfies the NOE-derived
distance constraints and the 13Cα-derived torsional constraints for a 20-residue peptide ca-
pable of forming a three-stranded antiparallel β-sheet in aqueous solution8, i.e., the BS2
peptide with the sequence: TWIQNDPGTKWYQNDPGTKIYT, for which complete sets
of both 13Cα chemical shifts and NOEs were reported8. Secondly, as an additional test of
the procedure, we chose to determine the tertiary structure of the B. Subtilis Acyl Carrier
(SAC) protein5. This is a small all-α helical protein with only 76 amino acid residues and
no disulfide bonds, for which all the 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shifts and the NOE-derived
distances are available from the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank under acces-
sion number 4989. The NMR structure of the SAC protein has been solved by Xu et al.9
using traditional methods, and the coordinates of the average-minimized structure were
deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the code 1HY8.
2 Materials and Methods
Figure (1) shows a flow chart of the protein structure determination procedure which, es-
sentially, consists of 4 steps, namely:
(1) The Variable-Target-Function (VTF) approach with a simplified soft-sphere poten-
tial function10 is used to generate an ensemble of conformations at random that simulta-
neously satisfy a set of distance constraints derived from the experimental NOEs and the
backbone torsional constraints derived from the 13Cα conformational shifts, i.e., only for
the regular α-helical and β-sheet segment of the molecule. Among all generated VTF con-
formations, only those possessing a maximum NOE-derived distance violation lower than
a certain cut off value, e.g., 1 A˚, are selected. If the number of selected conformations is
greater than ∼10, then a clustering procedure is applied by using the Minimal Spanning
Tree (MST) method11.
(2) The 13Cα chemical shifts are computed at the DFT level4–6 for each conformation
of the set obtained in step (1). The DFT procedure is applied to each amino acid X in the
sequence by treating X as a terminally-blocked tripeptide with the sequence Ac-GXG-NMe
in the conformation of each generated peptide structure. Examination of the chemical shifts
of each residue of all the clustered conformations considered here enabled us to identify a
new minimal-rmsd model4 in which the 13Cα chemical shift of each residue individually
best matched the experimental one, thereby providing a new set of φ, ψ, and χ torsional
angle constraints of all the residues of the molecule5.
(3) Only one conformation among all the selected conformations described in step (1),
was selected. This conformation possessed the lowest rmsd between the computed and
observed 13Cα chemical shifts. The selected conformation was used as a starting one in a
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MCM conformational search [NOEs + (φ,ψ,χ)]
13C chemical shifts (φ,ψ,χ)
13C chemical shifts ca-rmsd (φ,ψ,χ)
new
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(φ,ψ,χ)
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Ca-rmsd   <  ξ ?
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No
Figure 1. Flow chart illustrating the steps of the computational procedure, as described in the Materials and
Methods section. VTF is the acronym for the Variable-Target-Function approach10 . The variable ξ represents the
convergence criterion.
conformational search with the Monte Carlo with Minimization (MCM)12 method carried
out with two types of constraints: the original fixed set of NOEs and the new set of torsional
angles derived in step (2). This time, instead of using a simplified soft-sphere potential
function, we use a complete force-field containing the following terms: (a) the internal
potential energy, as described by the ECEPP/3 force field13; and (b) additional energy terms
aimed at penalizing violations of the distance and torsional angle constraints14. Finally, a
clustering procedure is carried out to select a small sub-set of the total number of the
MCM-derived set of conformations by using the MST method11 and assuming a specific
rmsd cutoff for all heavy atoms.
(4) Steps (2) and (3) are repeated iteratively by using the set of conformations obtained
in step (3) and, hence, enabling us to obtain an updated set of torsional-angle constraints.
At any stage of the procedure, a tolerance range Λ, with 20o ≤ Λ ≤ 35o, for the torsional
constraints was adopted. Variation of the torsional angles within a tolerance range Λ is
considered acceptable and hence is not subject to energetic penalties. Among all the con-
formations generated in the final use of step (3), only one conformation is selected, because
it is characterized by the lowest rmsd between the computed 13Cα chemical shifts and the
observed ones. Thus, the procedure of step 3, applied to such a conformation, led to a new
set of structures. The final number of conformations in this set is determined by the cutoff
rmsd value adopted for the clustering procedure in step (3).
Application of this procedure to 20-residue and 76-residue proteins enabled us to de-
termine a Set β, consisting of 10 conformations7, and a Set α, consisting of 9 conforma-
tions5, respectively. Analysis of the quality of these sets of conformations in terms of the
ca-rmsd4 and some structural quality indicators are given in Table 1.
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Conformation Seta Ca-rmsdb Maximum Distance Structural Quality
[ppm] Violationc [A˚] Indicatorsd
all-β Santiveri (20)8 4.6 2.36 61 ± 11 (39 ± 12) [0.0]
Set β (10)7 3.5 0.88 62 ± 10 (37 ± 9) [0.0]
all-α 1HY8 (1)9 3.9 1.38 95.8 (2.8) [1.4]
Set α (9)5 2.9 0.63 92.0 ± 1 (4.3 ± 0.9) [1.5]
Table 1. Results for the all-α and all-β protein structure determination.
a Computed for each set of conformations listed; the number of conformations in each set
is indicated in parentheses. Set β7and Set α5 refer to the set of conformations determined
as explained in the Materials and Method section.
b Values computed as explained in Vila et al.4
c From the full set of NOE-derived distances, namely 130 for the 20-residue all-β and
1,050 for the 76-residue all-α proteins, respectively.
d Based on PROCHECK15. The listed values are the number of residues in the allowed
regions of the Ramachandran map; in the generously allowed regions (in parenthesis); and
in the disallowed regions (in bracket). All the listed values, except for the protein 1HY8,
are averaged over the total number of conformations of each set.
3 Results and Discussion
The results obtained here indicate that an all β-sheet (Figure 2a-b) and an all α-helical
(Figure 3) set of structures can be determined by simply identifying a set of conforma-
tions which simultaneously satisfy a set of constraints, namely 13Cα-dynamically-derived
torsional angle constraints for all amino acid residues in the sequence, and a fixed set of
NOE-derived distance constraints. Analysis of the accuracy of these sets, as a measure of
the closeness with which the calculations reproduce the structure in solution, in terms of
the NOE-derived maximum distance violations, the 13Cα chemical shifts, and some stere-
ochemical quality factors (see Table 1), indicates that our self-consistent physics-based
method is able to produce a more accurate set of conformations than that obtained with the
traditional methods.
In summary, these applications illustrate the three main advantages of this new method-
ology: (a) it can be used for proteins of any class or size; (b) it provides a unified, self-
consistent, methodology to determine, validate and refine protein structures at a high-
quality level; and (c) it does not use any knowledge-based information and, hence, it is
a purely physics-based method.
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                     (a)                  (b)
Figure 2. (a) Superposition of 20 NMR-derived conformations (represented by ribbon diagrams) of the BS2
peptide obtained by Santiveri et al8 . Side chains are represented by thin black lines. (b) Same as (a) for the 10
NMR-derived conformations in this work from Set β7 .
Figure 3. Ribbon diagram of the superposition of nine models of the Set αfor the SAC protein5 (in grey color)
and the minimized average NMR structure (1HY8) [in black]9 .
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Computer Simulation of Biomolecular Systems:
Where Do We Stand?
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The four major aspects that determine the quality of the ensemble of molecular conformations
as obtained from biomolecular simulation are reviewed and illustrated with examples.
1 Introduction
Over the past three decades, simulation of the dynamics of biomolecular systems at the
atomic level has developed from short-time simulations of simple molecular models [1, 2]
to orders of magnitude larger simulations based on detailed and much more accurate molec-
ular models [3]. The improved accuracy has turned molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
into a standard method for an atomic interpretation of experimental data on biomolecu-
lar systems [4]. Yet, much progress is still to be made in order to use MD simulation to
accurately predict various properties of biomolecular systems [5].
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 illustrates the four choices to be made when defining a molecular model for
molecular simulation: (1) which degrees of freedom are to be explicitly simulated; (2)
how are the forces governing the motion along these degrees of freedom calculated in a
necessarily approximative manner; (3) how is the motion of the system propagated in time
such that the relevant configurational space is widely and sufficiently sampled; (4) how
are the spatial and thermodynamic boundary conditions imposed upon the motion of the
system. In this short paper we illustrate the state of the art with respect to these four aspects
of modelling using examples from our own work.
Figure 2.
2 Choice of Degrees of Freedom
In Figure 2, the importance of explicitly including solvent degrees of freedom is illustrated.
It compares the puckering residence time of the χ2 torsional angle of residues 2Pro and
7Pro in the cyclic polypeptide antamanide as obtained from experiment [6] with that as
obtained from simulations using either a mean implicit solvent [7] or explicit water solvent
molecules [8]. Using stochastic dynamics (SD) simulation with a friction coefficient of 19
ps−1, typical for water at room temperature and pressure, the puckering rate is ten times too
high compared to experiment. Using a mean solvation model it could only be reduced by
either using an artificially high friction coefficient of 1000 ps−1 or by artificially increasing
the torsional barrier by about 2.5 kJ mol−1. These unjustified changes in the molecular
model can, however, be avoided by explicitly simulating the water degrees of freedom,
which results in the correct puckering rate (see Figure 2).
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.
3 Choice of Interatomic Interactions
In Figure 3, it is illustrated that the free energy of aqueous solvation of the side chains
of polar amino acid residues is insufficiently negative for some widely used biomolecu-
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lar force fields [9], which would lead to incorrect partitioning between polar and apolar
solvents and would over-stabilize folded protein structure. Therefore, more recent force
fields, such as the GROMOS 53A6 one [10], lead to a better description of the folding
equilibrium [11].
Figure 4 illustrates that inclusion of atomic polarisability will be essential to reach
an improved level of accuracy, i.e. beyond 1 kJ mol −1. The experimentally observed
non-linear behaviour of the free enthalpy of solvation of argon in water-ethylene glycol
mixtures as function of the ethylene glycol mole fraction is only reproduced in MD sim-
ulations using polarisable molecular models (COS models), whereas a more or less linear
behaviour is obtained when using non-polarisable models [12]. Calculation of the solute-
solvent entropy of solvation shows that the non-linearity is an entropic effect, which cannot
be modelled using a mean or continuum solvent model.
Figure 5.
4 Sufficient Searching and Sampling of Conformational Space
In Figure 5 it is illustrated that even 100 ns of MD simulation of an eight-residue β-peptide
in methanol at room temperature may be insufficient to find the most stable 2.512-P-helical
fold [13]. Starting the MD simulation at 298 K from this helical structure shows a low
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) from this fold, whereas starting at 298 K from an ex-
tended conformation the helical structure is not populated. At 340 K the sampling of
conformational space is much widened: a large number of (un)folding events is observed
and the helical conformation is present 35% of the time. This example illustrates the need
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for search and sampling enhancement techniques, of which Figure 6 classifies the most
important ones [14].
Figure 6.
5 Choice of the Appropriate Thermodynamic State Point
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of pH on the folding equilibrium of a seven residue β-peptide
in methanol [15]. The only protonisable groups of this peptide with aliphatic side chains
are the amino- and carboxy-termini. The backbone atom-positional root-mean-square de-
viation of the MD trajectory structures from the most stable (both computationally and
experimentally) 314-helical fold shows that only if the protonation state corresponds to the
experimental pH, the helical fold is the most populated one.
6 Conclusion
We have briefly illustrated that the following factors are essential to obtain a high quality
ensemble of molecular conformations in a molecular simulation.
1. Inclusion of the relevant degrees of freedom: solvent and co-solvents.
2. Use of a thermodynamically calibrated force field, with a solvent model that is com-
patible with the solute one, and possibly inclusion of polarisability.
3. Sufficient and Boltzmann-weighted sampling of conformational space.
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Figure 7.
4. Use of the appropriate (experimental) thermodynamic state point and spatial boundary
conditions: temperature, pressure, pH, ionic strength, co-solvents, etc.
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1 Introduction
Among various available computational methods, free energy simulation technique [1-7],
based on molecular dynamics or Monte Carlos simulations, is unique; this is, if simu-
lation time permits and energy potential is reasonably accurate, it can ultimately lead to
quantitative predications of free energy values corresponding to the processes of interest,
in particular the binding processes involving drugs and other biologically relevant agents
because this method is built upon solid statistical mechanical theories. Unfortunately, with
the present computing power and in particular the state-of-the-art free energy simulation
algorithms, reaching adequate simulation time for nice free energy convergence, is still
quite challenging.
Facing such challenge and also great opportunity, we have been motivated to consider
solving these problems. One of our recent developments, the simulated scaling (SS) based
method [8], shows intriguing efficiency and robustness. The simulated scaling based free
energy simulation method originated from stepwise generalizations of the simulated tem-
pering method. Specifically, at the first step, the temperature space random walk in simu-
lated tempering was generalized to be the potential scaling parameter space random walk
based on the modified potential: U = λUs + Ue, where the original energy potential U0 is
decomposed to Us and Ue, and the scaled energy potential Us represents the energy terms
determining the local conformations of a region of interest. Thereby, the developed algo-
rithm, named by us as the simulated scaling method, allows local sampling to be enhanced
in the conformational region described by Us. In order to realize simultaneous improve-
ment in phase space overlap sampling for free energy simulations, we further generalized
the SS method and made it coupled with the dual-topology alchemical free energy simula-
tion setup. Via this generalization, both phase space overlap sampling and conformational
sampling problems can be synergistically dealt with. As discussed in our early work, the
SS method can also be employed with the single-topology setup, in which A and B share
the same set of coordinates; in this setup, conformational sampling problem cannot be
ensured as robustly as in the dual-topology setup.
In the following sections, we will describe the SS based free energy method and its
extension in the simulations based on quantum mechanical potentials.
2 Simulated Scaling (SS) Method for Localized Enhanced Sampling
For a system with the potential U0 = Us + Ue, where Us represents the energy terms
determining local conformations in an interested region and Ue represents the rest of en-
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vironmental energy terms. Usually, because of the existence of large energy barriers, con-
verged traveling among various energy minima via regular canonical sampling is time-
consuming, sometimes even impossible within currently computer-reachable simulation
timescales. To overcome this problem, we can build an expended ensemble with the scaled
potential U = λmUs + Ue, where the dimensionality of the system is extended to 3N+1
(N is the number of real particles) with an additional one-dimension dynamic species λm.
The canonical traveling in the λm space can be realized via hybrid Monte Carlo method
[9]. Based on the constructed scaled potential, an acceptance probability for a move from
λ0 to λ1 can be set as
p0acpt[(λ0 → λ1)] = min{1, exp[−β[λ1Us + Ue)− (λ0Us + Ue)]]}
= min{1, exp[−β(λ1 − λ0)Us]} = min
{
1, exp
[
− β∆λ∂U
∂λ
]}
, (1)
in which energy derivative ∂U∂λ is equal to Us and scaling parameter change ∆λ is equal
to (λ1 − λ0). In this way, the moves in the λm space will allow possibly efficient barrier
crossing, detoured through the path with λm decrease from 1 (effective lowering the energy
barriers), barrier crossing (with lower energy barriers), and λm increase (returning to 1).
However, the probability distribution ρ(λm) in the λm space is determined by the λm-
dependent free energy profile (potential of mean force), roughness of which very possibly
hinders an efficient λm move. In order to make a λm random walk possible, as discussed
in last section, a weight function a(λm) can be introduced to flatten the λm distribution by
the application of a biased acceptance probability
pbiasedacpt [(λ0 → λ1)] = min
{
1, exp
(
− β∆λ∂U
∂λ
)
exp[a(λ0)]
exp[a(λ1)]
}
= min
{
1, exp
(
− β∆λ∂U
∂λ
)
f(λ0)
f(λ1)
}
, (2)
in which exp[a(λm)] is defined as biasing probability function f(λm). Thereby, the weight
function a(λm) can be recursively updated with the modification of f(λm). Specifically,
in order to efficiently flatten the λm histogram, the updating scheme in the Wang-Landau
algorithm [10] is adopted here. When each time a λm state is visited after a Monte Carlo
acceptance judgment, we update the corresponding biasing probability function f(λm) us-
ing a modification factor f > 1, i.e., f(λm) → f(λm)/f . The initial modification factor
f0 can be set as a large value in order for the system to quickly visit all the λm states,
defined in a certain range [λmin, λmax]. This large modification factor f0 is kept till λm
random walk results in a “flat” accumulated histogram H(λm). It is noted that the “flat-
ness” judgment is based on a criteria of whether all the accumulated histogramsH(λm) are
not less than a large percentage (80% is often used in the Wang-Landau multi-canonical
algorithm) of the average histogram 〈H(λm)〉. Then before the next round of λm ran-
dom walk, this modification factor f is reduced to a finer one, updated by a monotonically
decreasing function (here fi+1 =
√
fi is used) and H(λm) is reset to zero. Following
this procedure, a number of cycles will be run continuously till the modification factor is
extremely small. In the present development, we can also take a variation by switching
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Figure 1. (a) Torsional potential for the “butane-like” molecule used in model system 1. Black curve represents
the unscaled potential for this “butane-like” molecule; dash line represents a scaled potential. (b) Time evolution
of during the simulation. (c) Dihedral angle change with the progress of simulation.
this modification factor f to be 1 when it is smaller than a pre-set cutoff value in order to
obtain meaningful non-history dependent ensemble. As we will illustrate, the present sim-
ulated scaling algorithm shows superior updating efficiency in obtaining converged weight
function a(λm).
Illustrative Example: A “Butane-Like” Molecule. It only has bond, angle and di-
hedral terms in its potential. Bond and angle terms of this molecule are treated with the
CHARMM “Butane” parameters as Ue term. Its dihedral term is set as a double-well po-
tential: 30(1 + cos(2x)) kcal/mol, which has a high energy barrier (60 kcal/mol) and so
almost exclusively only a λm tunneling mechanism (Figure 1a) can enables jumps between
the two energy wells at 300 K. Here, the dihedral potential acts as Us term, which is scaled
by λm. In the simulated scaling method, facilitated by a λm random walk, such barrier
crossing is guaranteed, as shown in Figure 1c, through a tunneling mechanism (Figure 1a);
this tunneling mechanism [11] is realized by at least three basic steps of moves in the ex-
pended coordinate system: a λm decrease (solid arrow), physical energy barrier crossing
in low λm potential (dash arrow), and a λm return (solid arrow).
3 Free Energy Simulations with Synergistic Localized Enhanced
Sampling Treatments
In the improvement of the free energy simulation techniques, conformational sampling and
free energy convergence (even independent of conformational sampling) are two major is-
sues, although these two issues have been mainly discussed as independent topics. There
is lack of discussion on how to efficiently deal with these two problems simultaneously,
which is required to quickly and reliably obtain the free energy differences (i.e., rather
than the precise pseudo-converged values corresponding to certain trapped local confor-
mations).
Usually, an enhanced sampling method is designed to efficiently obtain the ensemble
information on certain target physical states. Several accessory states (such as the ones
with varied temperatures or Hamiltonians) can be introduced to efficiently propose the
structures (to effectively cross the energy barriers) for the target state sampling. Conven-
tionally, the measure of the “conformational sampling” efficiency is purely based on the
results from the obtained target state ensembles. However, the accessory states can be use-
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ful intermediate states to provide decent phase space overlaps to bridge the two end target
physical states for the free energy evaluations. Therefore, we realize that in contrast to
the “conformational sampling” problem, the sampling design for the free energy simula-
tion also requires careful consideration of the accessory state ensembles. For free energy
simulations, the sampling strategy should be designed with this special concern in mind,
because various “conformational sampling” methods may have different level of efficiency
in providing an appropriate set of the accessory state ensembles for the evaluation of the
free energy difference.
Based on the above thought, an approach is proposed towards two goals: robustly
enhanced canonical sampling, for which the accessory state ensembles are designed, and
simultaneous quick free energy convergence, facilitated by the decent phase space overlaps
provided by these accessory ensembles. Specifically, we propose a dual-topology alchem-
ical simulated scaling (DTA-SS) method, here λm plays double roles, viz. 1) as the label
of the intermediate state to improve the phase overlap along the alchemical direction; and
2) synergistically as an effective temperature label to enhance the SS sampling efficiency.
Theoretical Design of the Method. The scaled energy function can be rewritten in the
dual-topology hybrid potential form, which is usually utilized in free energy simulations,
as shown below
U = (1− λm)UAs (~x) + λmUBs (~x′) + Ue, (3)
whereUAs (~x) andUBs (~x′) represent the unique portions of the energy terms for the two end
point chemical species A and B. It should be noted that Equation 3 can also be expressed
in a nonlinear form, such as in the form of the soft-core potentials . Therefore, Equation 3
can be generalized as
U = f(~x, ~x′, λ) + Ue, (4)
in which we have the constraints of f(~x, ~x′, 0) = UAs (~x) and f(~x, ~x′, 1) = UBs (~x′) to
recover the chemical end states; the scaled portions have the independent coordinates ~x
and ~x′ , the corresponding potentials of which are scaled in the opposite directions. Here,
for simplicity, the discussions will be based on the linear one, Equation 3. As mentioned
above, λ and (1 − λ) become the labels of the local effective temperatures concomitant
with their roles as the potential scaling parameters in the original alchemical free energy
simulation design. In this case, the SS algorithm can still be applied, except that here, the
energy derivative ∂U∂λ is equal to U
B
s (~x
′) − UAs (~x), when Equation 2 is applied. Conse-
quently, when the λm histogram is flattened, free energy difference between any two λm
states can be naturally obtained according to the following formula
∆A(λ0 → λ1) = −RT [a(λ1)− a(λ0)] = −RT ln
(
f(λ1)
f(λ0)
)
, (5)
where a(λm) and f(λm) respectively represents the weight function and biasing proba-
bility function values. And the time evolution of this computed free energy is expected to
behave like in Figure 2b.
Technically, it is very difficult to reach the absolute flatness for the λm histogram in
order to apply Equation 5, because with the histogram flattened, the modification factor f
becomes smaller and its capability to flatten the λm histogram is correspondingly reduced.
A revised procedure can be used by turning the modification factor f to 1, after it is smaller
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Figure 2. (a) Model potentials set to compute the free energy difference between two “butane-like” molecules.
(b) Time evolution of rough free energy, estimated based on Equation 5.
than a pre-set cutoff value. When the modification factor f is 1, the biasing probability
function f(λm)will be constant thereafter and all the ensemble property calculations based
on the cumulated histogram H(λm) are statistically meaningful. Therefore, theoretically
exact alchemical free energy value can be estimated using the following equation:
∆A(λ0 → λ1) = −RT ln
(
f(λ1)
f(λ0)
H(λ1)
H(λ0)
)
, (6)
where f(λm) is the biasing probability function value for λm, when the modification factor
f is turned to 1; and H(λm) is the corresponding accumulated histogram value, counted
after the modification factor f is turned to 1.
Illustrative Example. For the purpose of demonstrating a simultaneous sampling en-
hancement accompanying free energy simulation in this method, a model system is set to
compute the free energy difference between two end point chemicals with the dihedral po-
tentials of U = 12{1 + cos[φ± 1100]}+ 20{1 + cos(2φ)}. As shown in Figure 2a, these
two potentials are symmetric with two asymmetric energy wells each. Correctly obtain-
ing free energy difference between these two butane molecules, theoretical value of which
is zero, is very challenging, because existing energy barriers are not trivial to be crossed
by thermal activations. By regular canonical ensemble treatments, computed free energy
difference was yielded to be 22.47 kcal/mol, which is equal to the difference between
global minimum of one molecule and local minimum of the other. As shown in Figure
2, because it can simultaneously enhance sampling, DTA-SS simulation allows rough free
energy value, estimated based on Equation 5, to reach the region of zero kcal/mol in 2.5 ps
and evolve to be 0.2 kcal/mol with small fluctuation in about 16 ps. Finally, after totally 1
ns simulation, based on Equation 6, exact free energy is estimated to be 0.09 kcal/mol.
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4 Hybrid Potential Space Random Walk to Robustly Realize
QM/MM Based Simulated Scaling Simulations
The generalized ensemble algorithms can be robustly applied to the systems treated with
classical energy potential functions (or called molecular mechanical (MM) potentials),
which are usually described as the sum of a series of geometry-dependent functional energy
terms, because in these types of potentials, energies can be robustly evaluated regardless
of structural qualities, and chemical space is restrictedly pre-determined by the definition
of atom types and connectivities. However, direct application of these generalized ensem-
ble methods to the simulations treated with quantum mechanical (QM) potentials (pure
QM potential or its hybrid with molecular mechanical potential (QM/MM)) can be prob-
lematic and sometimes almost impossible in commonly applied finite-time-step molecular
dynamics settings, for the fact that the convergence of the self-consistent-field (SCF) cal-
culation for QM energy evaluation is very structure-sensitive; it can be more demanding
than the requirement for the ordinary differential equation propagation stability in molec-
ular dynamics simulations. If generalized ensemble algorithms are directly applied in the
QM-based (QM or QM/MM) simulations, instantaneously twisted molecular structures, in-
evitably generated due to high temperature (or high effective “temperature” corresponding
to a low scaling parameter λ value) activations, may make electronic structural SCF cal-
culations difficult to converge or artificially converge to other electronic structural species
(effectively like the occurrence of chemical reactions). Although facing such challenge,
the increasing demands of accurate calculation of free energy values urgently require ro-
bust and efficient QM-based free energy simulation methods. In order to reconcile such
confliction between a necessary activation (either by increasing temperature or lowering
scaling parameter λ) and the structure-sensitivity nature of QM calculations, one of pos-
sible solutions is to avoid direct walking between the activated MM states (with low λ
values or high temperatures) and the state requiring QM energy and force calculations in
the simulated scaling method design.
Theoretical Design of the Method. Following the same thought in one of our recent
works [12], we can design the following hybrid traveling path from QM0 to MM0, then
from MMo to MM1, and the from MM1 to QM1, instead of a simple path scaled by
one scaling parameter as introduced in one of PI’s previous developments. In this hybrid
potential space, two end points are our target QM/MM states and the center path from
MM0 to MM1 is the same as our classical potential based simulated scaling method.
In this scheme, we need to realize a random walk in a hybrid path rather than a single
street. To do so, all the equations in the simulated scaling method can still apply, except for
the expression of ∂U∂λ in Equations 1 & 2. The values of
∂U
∂λ depend on which portion of the
path the simulation is currently located in. If the simulation is in the path starting at QM0
and ending at MM0, this value should be equal toUMM0−UQM0; if the simulation is in the
path starting at MM0 and ending at MM1, this value should be equal to UMM1−UMM0; if
the simulation is in the path starting at MM0 and ending at MM1, this value should be equal
to UQM1−UMM1. As noted earlier, Equations 1 & 2 are based on linear scaling equation.
As the matter of fact, any nonlinear scaling potentials can be applied to the simulated
scaling simulations. Then, these equations can be easily modified. In the original simulated
scaling method implementation, soft-core potentials have been successful included, tested,
and even employed for practical biomolecular studies.
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Figure 3. (a) Time dependent free energy difference between methanol and methane in gas phase; (b) Time
dependent free energy difference between methanol and methane in the solution.
Illustrative Example. A model system is set to compute the solvation free energy
difference between methoal and ethane. Here, QM/MM potential was employed; the so-
lutes are treated with the SCCDFTB method and the solvent molecules are treated with the
TIP3P model.
As shown in Figure 3, QM/MM based solvation free energy difference value can be ef-
ficiently predicted for methanol and ethane. The predicted solvation free energy difference,
-7.2 kcal/mol, reproduces experimental values nicely.
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To describe protein-ligand interactions realistically, it is necessary to account for the structural
changes in both the receptor and the ligand during complex formation. However, in classi-
cal docking approaches the receptor is treated either rigid of semi-rigid. We developed new
program, DynaDock6 , which allows full flexibility for both, the ligand and the receptor dur-
ing docking. For this purpose we combined two new methods: IRECS (Iterative REduction
of Conformational Space)4 and OPMD (Optimized Potential Molecular Dynamics), which to-
gether allow an efficient sampling of ligand and receptor conformations.
1 Introduction
The major application for protein-ligand docking is the development of new drugs for
efficient and safe treatment of diseases. Molecular docking methods developed for this
purpose are very efficient approaches, which are specifically designed for rapid identifica-
tion and characterization of protein-ligand interactions. The main application area of these
methods is virtual screening. Virtual screening places tight CPU time constraints on the
applied methodology due to the enormous number of potential drug molecules to be tested
(around 100.000 to 1.000.000 molecules). Due to these time constraints one very rigorous
approximation is commonly used: the structural changes in the receptor upon ligand bind-
ing are neglected. However, for a growing number of target structures receptor flexibility
is crucial. Thus the efficient treatment of protein flexibility during docking is one of the
major challenges within the field.
2 Methods
2.1 IRECS
The most commonly used methods for an efficient treatment of side chain flexibility dur-
ing docking are discrete optimization approaches based on predefined side chain rotamers,
like e.g. ensemble methods (e.g. FlexE1). Due to the large number of possible side chain
conformations at the receptors binding interface, these docking approaches often face the
problem of a combinatorial explosion if all possible side chain conformations are consid-
ered. Thus it is crucial to preselect a small number of flexible side chains in the binding site
for which alternative conformations are used. IRECS was developed for this purpose. It is
a new tool for side chain placement, which is especially tailored to the needs of molecular
docking. In contrast to other side chain placement tools, which predict the same number
of conformations (mostly one) to all side chains of the protein, our tool is able to predict
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an ensemble of the most probable conformations for each side chain of a protein. The rela-
tive numbers of rotamers that are assigned to each side chain correspond to the side chains
flexibility. The abolute level of flexibility can be defined by the user as the final rotamer
density (average number of rotamers per residue in the protein) of the output structures.
Thus IRECS leads to a minimal, flexibility optimized set of binding site side chain con-
formers. The predicted side chain ensembles can be used for ensemble based docking
(FlexE). The typical application areas of IRECS/FlexE are drug design projects for which
a relatively fast algorithm is required and for which a discrete approximation of side chain
flexibility is sufficient.
2.2 DynaDock
Although the number of target structures for which molecular docking can be performed
increases considerably by the use of discrete, rotamer based flexible docking approaches,
there are several limitations of these methods for which no satisfying solution has been yet
found. The main restriction is that backbone movement can be considered only to a very
limited extent. Another limitation is that, to be efficient enough, a rather coarse grained
definition of the conformations must be used. Thus induced fit effects upon ligand bind-
ing, which are too small to lead to new side chain conformations, but are necessary for
successful binding, are not considered. Last but not least, all docking methods still have a
sampling problem if the number of the rotational degrees of freedom to be considered is
above a certain limit. Thus efficiently docking a very large, flexible ligand into a flexible
binding site is still a challenge for the field.
We have developed a new docking algorithm, DynaDock, which is especially suited for
such cases. DynaDock combines discrete search algorithms from bio- and cheminformat-
ics with continuous biophysical simulation methods. The underlying idea behind the algo-
rithm is to first perform a flexible ligand-rigid protein docking on the basis of a modified in-
teraction energy function, which allows for overlapping conformations (can be performed
with IRECS). These conformations are then refined by regaining the correct physical in-
teraction energy landscape during a fully flexible simulation of the whole system. For
this purpose a new simulation method was developed, Optimized Potential Molecular Dy-
namics (OPMD), which allows for an efficient molecular dynamics based sampling of the
conformational space of both the protein and the ligand. The combined DynaDock-OPMD
algorithm leads to a mutual adaptation of the 3D shapes of the ligand and the protein’s
binding pocket.
3 Results
The performance of IRECS was evaluated on a set of 160 crystal structures of proteins.
First, final structures were predicted with a rotamer density equal one, i.e. with a single
conformation per side chain. This corresponds the output of other side chain prediction
programs. The results were compared to two other side-chain prediction tools, SCWRL2
and SCAP3. IRECS achieved a χ1 accuracy of 84.7% and a χ1+2 accuracy of 74.3%,
using a 40◦ cutoff. The average side chain RMSD from the crystal structures was 0.78
A˚. This is comparable to the performance of SCWRL2 (χ1 = 82.3%, χ1+2 = 68.0%, av.
RMSD = 0.85 A˚) and SCAP3 (χ1 = 84.0%, χ1+2 = 80.6%, av. RMSD = 0.82 A˚).
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Figure 1. (a) A helix (chain B, position 69-80) of human UDP-galactose 4-epimerase (PDB: 1EK6). The side
chains predicted with IRECS are red, the side chains of the crystal structure are blue. (b) Average number of
rotamers assigned to the different amino acids in the final structures predicted by IRECS (rotamer density of 2).
In addition, final structures with a rotamer density of two were predicted and the av-
erage number of rotamers per amino acid type was analysed. These numbers (Figure 1b)
correspond very well to the internal flexibility of the individual amino acids. Thus the
ensembes of side chain rotamers assigned by IRECS are representative for the internal
flexibility of individual residues.
The DynaDock method was tested on a set of 20 X-ray structures of protein-peptide com-
plexes obtained from the PDB database. The structures were chosen to cover a wide range
with respect to the peptide’s length (3 to 11 residues) and its surface exposure (20 to 60
%). Starting with randomly disturbed peptide conformations around the binding site with
a peptide RMSD larger than 3.5 A˚, we were able to obtain refined structures with RMSD
values smaller than 2.0 A˚ for all complexes in our test set using the OPMD approach.
Analysing the RMSD of the lowest energy structures, it was observed that also these val-
ues were smaller than 2.1 A˚ for 11 cases and only one case was above 3.0 A˚, namely 3.5
A˚. These are very promising results, especially considering that also the longest peptide
(11 residues) could be refined to 1.08 A˚.
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Membrane electroporation is the method to directly transfer bioactive substances such as drugs
and genes into living cells, as well as preceding electrofusion. Although much information on
the microscopic mechanism has been obtained both from experiment and simulation, the exis-
tence and nature of possible intermediates is still unclear. Here, we investigated the equilibrium
effect of external electric fields on the membrane structure, the effect of membrane-embedded
proteins on the stability of membranes, and the kinetics of the electropore formation process,
applying molecular dynamics simulations.
The results show a quadratic change of the membrane capacitance with the applied voltage, and
a significant stabilization of membranes by proteins. For electropores, an average pore radius
of 0.47± 0.15 nm was obtained, in favourable agreement with conductance measurements and
electrooptical experiments of lipid vesicles. A linear dependency of the activation energy for
prepore formation on the applied field is seen, with quantitative agreement between experi-
ment and simulation. The distribution of preporation times suggests a four state pore formation
model.
1 Introduction
Membrane electroporation (MEP) is nowadays an established technique to render cell
membranes porous and permeable by applying electric pulses to cells in suspension, ad-
herent cells, and tissue. Historically, the structural concept of MEP has been derived from
functional changes such as cell death, the nondestructive electro-release of intracellular
components from isolated organelles, and the functional direct electro-uptake of naked
gene DNA into mouse lyoma cells. MEP is widely used for the efficient direct electro-
transfer of all kinds of bioactive substances, in particular drugs and genes, not only in cell
biology and biotechnology but also in the new medical disciplines of electrochemotherapy
and electrogenetherapy used e.g. for vaccination or in RNA transfection. Other electro-
porative phenomena such as electrofusion of cells or electroinsertion of xenoproteins by
nonpermeabilizing electroporation pulses at low voltages are intrinsically coupled to the
structural changes induced by MEP.
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Despite major experimental and theoretical efforts, several questions remained unanswered
so far: for example, an intermediate on the way to hydrophilic pores has been proposed and
tentatively been assigned a hydrophobic pore on the basis of kinetic measurements. Also,
conductance measurements on planar lipid bilayers showed the existence of a nonconduc-
tive prepore state. However, in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations such a hydrophobic
pore has not been observed. Accordingly, the structural features of such an intermediate
are still unknown. A second issue is that no attempt has been made so far to quantita-
tively relate the pore formation times observed in simulations to measured pore formation
kinetics, such that up to now the simulations have not been rigorously validated against
experiment.
2 Methods
Bilayer patches composed of 128 to 512 POPC (DOPC) lipids surrounded by explicit water
were studied. Larger systems were required for the study of equilibrium effects and of a
stable electropore. Force field parameters for the lipids were taken from Berger1 or from
Siu et al.2. All simulations were performed at full hydration, for 5 – 200 ns. Ions were
considered for the study of membrane capacitance changes under external electric fields as
well as for studying a stable electropore.
3 Influence of Electric Fields on Membrane Capacitance
The influence of external electric fields on the membrane capacitance was studied apply-
ing external electric fields of 0.1 – 0.4 V/nm across a DOPC bilayer. In experiments, a
quadratic increase of membrane capacitance with the membrane potential was described:
Figure 1. Membrane capacitance changes as a function
of the potential drop across a lipid bilayer. The solid
line displays the experimentally obtained quadratic be-
havior, the blue diamonds results from MD simulations
applying external electric fields of varying strengths
across a DOPC bilayer. The bilayer contained 256
lipids, the phospholipid force field was derived from
GAFF3.
C(V )
C(0)
= 1 + αV 2 . (1)
Membrane capacitance changes obtained using the recently developed generalized all-atom
force field based on Amber (GAFF3) for DOPC are in very good agreement with the ex-
periments. We suggest this modified membrane state with an increased area per lipid and
differentially tilted lipid head groups for both lipid leaflets as an intermediate state to pre-
pore formation.
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4 Influence of Gramicidin on Membrane Stability
Large potential drops across biological membranes occur already by small charge imbal-
ances. Our results obtained in simulation studies of a DMPC/gramicidin system suggest
that gramicidin considerably suppresses membrane electropore formation4. Pore formation
times were increased at least by a factor of three.
Figure 2. Pore formation times observed in
MD simulations for a pure DMPC lipid bi-
layer (black diamonds) and for a mixed gram-
icidin/DMPC system (black triangles, gram-
icidin in DH conformation) at two different
field strengths (0.3 and 0.35 V/nm). Small
gray symbols denote the simulation lengths of
further simulations in which pore formation
could not be observed. The total simulation
time exceeds 120 ns.
5 Kinetics of Electropore Formation
Comparison of prepore formation rates obtained from 50 simulations at varying field
strengths with experiment allowed to estimate the average number of lipids involved in
electropore formation to 140. From this result one would predict that pores are sepa-
rated typically by approximately 7 nm. The radius of stable electropores was estimated
to 0.47 ± 0.15 nm from a simulation with properly adjusted external electric field5. Pore
formation is preceded by two intermediate steps: (1) tilting of lipid headgroups, coupled
to an increase in the lipid area; (2) prepore intermediate involving 2 – 5 lipids5.
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Sedimentation velocity experiments reveal information about molecular weight and shape of
sedimenting macromolecules. The observables in such experiments are the sedimentation and
diffusion coefficients and the concentration of individual solutes. We have developed parallel
optimization algorithms that allow us to extract molecular parameters from mixtures of macro-
molecules using a nearly model-independent approach. Using a combination of deterministic
and stochastic optimization, we are able to fit complex analytical ultracentrifugation experi-
ments globally with excellent convergence properties. Our software uses the TIGRE grid mid-
dleware to distribute the computing effort to Teragrid and other computing resources, and offers
a public web portal for the hydrodynamic analysis of AUC experiments1 . Our solutions pro-
vide unparalleled resolution, and allow us to characterize polymerization events, aggregation
and provide high resolution information in structure and function studies in the solution state.
1 Introduction
The sedimentation and diffusion transport of a solute observed in an analytical ultra-
centrifugation (AUC) sedimentation velocity experiment is described by the Lamm
equation2. Mixtures of solutes can be modeled well by a linear combination of finite
element solutions of the Lamm equation3, 4 where each term represents a different solute
in the mixture. The sedimentation (sk) and diffusion coefficients (Dk) are parameters of
the Lamm equation, and define uniquely the molecular weight and shape of each solute
k in the mixture, while the amplitude of each term determines the partial concentration
(ck). In an AUC experiment the goal is to correctly determine s, D, c as well as n, the
number of solutes present in the mixture. The inverse problem of fitting experimental
data to simulations of Lamm equation systems represents a difficult optimization problem
which is nonlinear with respect to the fitting parameters. We present here a method
for evaluating experimental data by applying multiple optimization algorithms in series
for obtaining the most likely parsimonious parameter distribution that satisfies Occam’s
razor. Our approach is implemented on a parallel computing platform utilizing the
globus-based TIGRE grid middleware5 which can be conveniently accessed through a
web portal. Results can be further analyzed with the UltraScan software6, 7. Our approach
includes algorithms for initialization, systematic noise deconvolution, parameter search
and parsimonious regularization.
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2 Initialization
The parameter search requires an initialization step which identifies the limits of the do-
mains of two of the fitting parameters, s, and D. If the experimental data contain signif-
icant amount of time invariant systematic noise, the s limits are conveniently identified
with the time-derivative method by Stafford, which yields a model-free transformation of
the primary data that eliminates any time invariant noise contributions8. A more accu-
rate initialization can be obtained from the experimental data by the enhanced van Holde
- Weischet method9, which yields a model-independent, diffusion-corrected sedimentation
distribution for cases where time invariant noise is not significant. Accurate limits for D
are difficult to obtain reliably by model-independent means, and require prior knowledge
and parameterization by the frictional ratio, fr:
Dk =
RT
18πN
[
2(1− ν¯kρ)
s ν¯
] 1
2
(ηfr,k)
− 23 (1)
where R is the gas constant, T the temperature in Kelvin, N is Avogadro’s number, η
and ρ are the viscosity and density of the solvent, and ν¯k is the partial specific volume of
solute k. Values for fr are chosen based on the analyte under investigation, for example
1-2 for globular macromolecules, 1.5-3 for disordered or denatured proteins, or values up
to 10 for elongated molecules such as long nucleic acids, fibrils or amyloid aggregates. For
unknown systems a sufficiently large range can also be chosen, but in those cases additional
refinement steps may be required.
3 Time-Invariant Noise Reduction and 2-Dimensional Spectrum
Analysis Parameter Search
The precision of parameter estimation is inversely correlated with the experimental noise
present in the primary data. It is therefore important that systematic noise contributions
resulting from instrument flaws are accounted for and that stochastic noise contributions
are attenuated using Monte Carlo (MC) methods10. We have shown that systematic noise
contributions can be effectively eliminated using algebraic means11. Experimental design
considerations can further improve noise characteristics, for example, by using intensity
measurements instead of absorbance measurements, stochastic noise is reduced by a factor
of ≈ √2 by not subtracting the reference signal. This subtraction leads to the convolution
of two stochastic noise vectors and an increase in the stochastic noise. In the first optimiza-
tion step we perform a 2-dimensional spectrum analysis between the limits determined
above in section 2 as described by Brookes et al.12. Briefly, a divide and conquer algorithm
is employed to search multiple coarse-grained subgrids spanning the entire 2-dimensional
parameter range in s and fr. Each grid point is an element in a linear combination of fi-
nite element solutions of the Lamm equation, whose amplitudes are determined in a least
squares fit using the non-negatively constrained linear least squares (NNLS) fitting algo-
rithm13. By combining the results from multiple relatively coarse grids that are slightly
offset against each other, a high-resolution, 2-dimensional spectrum analysis (2DSA) is
obtained. The result is a sparse matrix identifying potential signals in the sample.
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4 Parsimonious Regularization of the 2DSA Grid Using Genetic
Algorithms
After performing the 2DSA analysis, a sparse grid identifying potential solutes is obtained.
However, due to the presence of experimental noise and due to the degeneracy resulting
from fitting with an overdetermined system the result is subject to the presence of false
positives. While such effects cannot be entirely eliminated, a parsimonious regularization
can improve the solution significantly by providing a solution that satisfies Occam’s razor.
Occam’s razor states that the solution with the greatest parsimony of parameters resulting
in nearly the same residual mean square deviation (RMSD) as another less parsimonious
solution is to be preferred. We have implemented a second step in the optimization pro-
cess which takes advantage of a genetic algorithm (GA) approach. In this approach, we
initialize the GA analysis with parameter constraints obtained by drawing 2-dimensional
boundaries with user-defined width around each solute. Overlaps between adjacent boxes
are eliminated by further subdividing existing boxes to create new, non-overlapping boxes.
During fitting, parameters are adjusted in an evolutionary approach based on fitness:
fitness = RMSD ∗
(
1 + (rf ∗ nz(x))2
)
(2)
where nz is the cardinality of solution x and rf is a regularization factor applying RMSD
penalties to increase parsimony14.
5 Global Multi-Speed Genetic Algorithm Monte Carlo Refinement
In order to enhance the information content of AUC experiments, data from multiple ex-
periments performed at different speeds can be combined in a global fit. In high speed
experiments, sedimentation signals are enhanced, in low speed experiments diffusion sig-
nals are improved. GA-MC analysis can be performed globally by constraining the solute
model to all datasets. Table 1 lists results from a simulated 5-component system with het-
erogeneity in both shape and molecular weight (realistic noise added), representing a linear
elongation event, performed at both 20 krpm and 60 krpm.
Solute Molecular Weight (kD) Partial Concentration Frictional Ratio, f/f0
1 24.26 (24.20, 24.33) [25] 0.0972 (0.0966, 0.0982) [0.1] 1.21 (1.21, 1.21) [1.2]
2 48.04 (47.74, 48.46) [50] 0.102 (0.101, 0.104) [0.1] 1.41 (1.40, 1.42) [1.4]
3 100.2 (97.96, 101.8) [100] 0.0995 (0.0982, 0.101) [0.1] 1.65 (1.63, 1.67) [1.6]
4 198.0 (194.2, 200.8) [200] 0.0996 (0.0989, 0.101) [0.1] 1.84 (1.82, 1.86) [1.8]
5 385.3 (380.4, 394.0) [400] 0.100 (0.100, 0.101) [0.1] 2.01 (1.99, 2.04) [2.0]
Table 1. GA-MC results for a global fit of a multispeed 20/60 krpm experiment (described in text). The results
demonstrate remarkable agreement with the target. Parentheses: 95% confidence intervals; square brackets: target
value. All values rounded off to 3 or 4 significant digits.
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The free energy surface (FES) of three Poly-Alanine peptides is exhaustively reconstructed by
using metadynamics. A specific collective coordinate has been introduced to account for the
hydration of the N- terminal region of alpha-helical conformations. Calculations suggest that
Poly-Alanine peptides mainly populate unfolded states. Interestingly FESs exhibit different
properties among peptides thereby providing some hints on factors determining the confor-
mational preferences of short Poly-Alanine sequences. Overall the calculations evidence the
efficiency of Metadynamics in exploring free energy surfaces of biological relevant molecules.
1 Introduction
Biological macromolecules have typically access to a wide spectrum of conformations.
Such a dynamical behavior, essential for solving the biological functions, is connected to
a complex free energy surface (FES). With the growing power of calculators and the con-
tinuous refinement of force fields, molecular simulations have been increasingly employed
to address for relevant biological topics. In this scenario, a demand for innovative tools al-
lowing for an efficient exploration of the FES has pushed for the development of a variety
of novel methods. Herein, to reconstruct the FES of polypeptides, we employ a method
- Metadynamics - recently introduced by Parrinello and coworkers1 and successfully ap-
plied to a large variety of scientific problems from physics to chemistry and biology. As
test case, the FESs of small Poly-Alanine peptides are sampled.
2 Methods
Metadynamics performs an efficient exploration of multidimensional FES by means of
collective coordinates (CVs) and a history dependent potential (eq.1):
FG(s, t) =
∫ t
0
dt′W exp (−s− s(x(t
′))2
2δ2
) (1)
The dynamics in the space of the CVs is guided by the free energy of the system plus
the history-dependent potential which sums Gaussians of width d and weight W centered
along the CVs trajectory up to time t (for further details see1). Herein, we employed three
different CVs. The first is the gyration radius calculated on the C-alpha atoms of the pep-
tide. The second is the root mean square deviations of the dihedral angles compared to an
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ideal alpha-helix. Finally, to account for the conformational stability of helical conforma-
tions, we biased the hydrogen bonds that the 4 N-terminal residues make with water (see
discussion). The latter CV is accounted with the following formula:
4∑
i=1
nr.Waters∑
j=1
1− ( ri−rjd0 )6
1− ( ri−rjd0 )12
(2)
with d0 = 0.22 nm and the i running on the amide hydrogen atoms of the first four residues
of the peptide (representing the N-terminal loop of an ideal alpha-helix) and the j running
on all the acceptor oxygen atoms of the solvent. We simulated three poly-Alanine peptides
of length 9, 14 and 19 (PolyA9, PolyA14 and PolyA19, respectively). The simulations have
been performed by using GROMETA2, 3, which is a metadynamics module developed to
run in association with GROMACS, and GROMOS 53A6 forcefield. The system has been
accommodated in a dodecahedron box with periodic boundary conditions. The box has
been filled with SPCE water molecules. Peptide N- and C- terminal moieties have been
modeled as uncharged. Non-bounded interactions have been treated by using a cutoff for
Van der Waals (1.4nm) and PME for long-range electrostatic interactions (mesh spacing
0.125 nm). The dynamics have been simulated in the canonical ensemble, coupled with a
Nose-Hoover thermal bath. The equilibration procedure has been performed as in Ref. 2.
For each peptide, simulations have been carried out for 60ns starting by an ideal alpha-
helical conformation.
3 Results and Discussion
We performed exhaustive metadynamics runs of PolyA9, PolyA14 and PolyA19 with par-
ticular focus on the N-terminal hydration, for which a specific CV has been written. In-
deed, the latter is known to be one of the possible strategies that nature adopts to stabilize
alpha-helices4. To improve the sampling convergence in meaningful regions of the FES,
the weight W has been rescaled according to the Well-Tempered dynamics1. This allowed
us to monitor convergence of the samplings. The 3D FES of PolyA9 (Fig. 1) evidence that
this peptide is unable to sample alpha-helical conformations. Indeed the peptide essen-
tially populates unfolded states featured by a large distribution of gyration radiuses. The
sampling evidences a minimally populated beta-hairpin state and an ensemble of kinked
states, mainly featured by a central Hbond promoting a beta-turn. This result is in a good
agreement with a recent NMR study5. On the other hand, the larger PolyA14 (Fig. 2)
and PolyA19 (not shown) are able to marginally explore alpha helical regions. Notably,
by passing from 9 to 14 and 19 Alanine residues, the distribution of gyration radiuses is
dramatically affected with longer chains showing preference for collapsed structures (see
1D projections on CV2 in Fig. 1 and 2). It is very likely that the tendency to adopt more
collapsed structures is a first step toward the formation of regular secondary elements as
shown by the mild exploration of alpha-helix and a larger population of beta-hairpins. It
is worth nothing that it was not possible to fully test the newly introduced N-terminal hy-
dration CV since the simulated peptides are not properly able to populate the alpha helical
structures. However, it is likely that for more helical peptides this CV would efficiently
help the convergence of the Metadynamics sampling. Future development will focus on
alpha-helical peptides for which a detailed thermodynamics and kinetics description is
available in literature.
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Figure 1. FES of PolyA9. The left plot reports 3D FES (kJ/mol) with curves contoured ad (-10, -11, -11.8 and
-12.4 kJ/mol). Blue arrows connect representative structures with respective regions of FES. Right panel reports
FES projected on CV1 (top), CV2 (middle) and CV3 (bottom).
Figure 2. FES of PolyA14. The plot is structured as in figure 1. Contour curves of the 3D FES are plotted at -7,
-14, -16 and -18 kJ/mol.
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With Brownian dynamics (BD) we study the mechanism and kinetics of association of neamine,
an aminoglycosidic antibiotic, and its proposed derivative with the ribosomal A-site RNA. We
compare the performance of different antitibiotic models used during BD simulations.
1 Introduction
The aminoacyl-tRNA site (A-site) in the 30S bacterial ribosomal subunit is the binding site
for most aminoglycosidic antibiotics1. Binding of aminoglycosides interferes with transla-
tion and causes the decrease of its fidelity2. Although used in medical therapy, antibiotics
from this family suffer from moderate affinity, inadequate specificity and may cause dam-
age to mammalian and kidney cells. Also, bacterial resistance limits their effectiveness in
medical therapy. Therefore, different theoretical3–6 and experimental3, 7, 8 approaches are
applied in order to understand their binding mechanism and efforts to improve their selec-
tivity and efficiency are being made. We believe that for aminoglycosides’ inhibitory role,
it is not only important how strong are the bound complexes (which is usually one of the
criteria applied during computer-aided drug design process) but also how fast they can be
formed. Therefore, we applied the BD technique to examine first stages of binding of the
neamine and designed by us model compound (Figure 1). Neamine derivative was pro-
posed during a two stage screening procedure which utilized a pharmacophoric search for
possible binding modes, followed by a binding affinity estimation (Piotr Setny, unpublished
results). The antibiotic target used in BD simulations is a symmetric RNA oligonucleotide
containing two ribosomal A-sites9 (Figure 1). In our recent work4 we studied association
of various aminoglycosides with this RNA fragment. In this study improved models of
antibiotics are used in an attempt to validate previous results.
2 Methods
2.1 Brownian Dynamics Methodology
BD allows one to simulate the diffusional motion between interacting solutes and compute
diffusion limited rate constants of their association. The ligand is represented as a poly-
mer composed of spherically symmetric subunits, with centrally assigned partial charges,
diffusing through the electrostatic field generated by a receptor. Ligand’s motion can be
derived using Ermak-McCammon10 propagation scheme:
rn+1i = r
n
i +
∑
j
∆t
kBT
DnijF
n
j +Ri(∆t) (1)
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Figure 1. Left: Atomic structures and bead models used in BD of neamine (top) and its derivative (bottom). Blue
beads correspond to amine groups and bear charges +1e. Green beads are neutral. Right: A-site RNA duplex.
Secondary structure of the asymmetric unit (containing one A-site). Adenines 1492 and 1493 (E. Coli numbering)
are displaced upon binding of an antibiotic2 . Base pairs are represented with = and − (corresponding to three or
two hydrogen bonds, respectively) for Watson-Crick pairs and o for non-Watson-Crick pairs. Three dimensional
structure of the RNA duplex (blue and orange) with the A-site occupied by neamine (shown as van der Waals
spheres); A1492 and A1493 are denoted in magenta.
where indices i and j run over coordinates ofN subunits (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3N), ri is the position
vector component, Fi is the sum of intersubunit and external forces acting in direction i,
integer n represents discrete times t = n∆t at intervals ∆t, Dij is the diffusion tensor, and
Ri(∆t) is a random vector whose average is zero and < Ri(∆t)Rj(∆t) >= 2Dnij∆t. In
BD, a ligand moves in the potential generated by fixed, rigid acceptor, and obtained from
the solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation11 on the 3D grid. External forces acting
on the ligand are computed as a sum of exclusion and electrostatic terms. To estimate
association rates, a large number of BD trajectories is generated. Each trajectory begins
with the ligand placed randomly on the surface of the sphere with radius b. In a simulation,
the ligand either diffuses outside the sphere with radius q (where q >> b) and the trajectory
is truncated or forms an encounter complex with the receptor, satisfying some predefined
reaction criteria. The ratio of the number of reactive trajectories to their total number
allows one to estimate the association rate constant12.
2.2 Brownian Dynamics Simulations Setup
The coordinates of the symmetric RNA fragment (Figure 1) with two paromomycins bound
at A-sites were taken from the Protein Data Bank (code 1J7T9). Paromomycin coordinates
were used as a template for positioning the neamine and model compound within the A-site
and to establish reaction criteria defining the encounter complex. We represented neamine
with 13 and its derivative with 18 spherical subunits (beads). Beads were centered on
atoms of antibiotic’s rings (Figure 1). Aminoglycosides were shown to bind to RNA in
their fully protonated state13 thus we assigned a total net charge of +4e to both molecules
(distributions of partial charges are shown in Figure 1). Ligand and RNA hydrodynamic
parameters were derived from their all-atom structures using the procedure described pre-
viously4. Resulting translational diffusion coefficients are 4.1 · 10−6 cm2s for neamine and
3.5 · 10−6 cm2s for its derivative. Electrostatic calculations and BD simulations utilized the
University of Houston Brownian Dynamics (UHBD)14 and are described in Ref. 4.
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3 Results
rate constant± error [1010 1Ms ]
I[mM] neamine model compound
150 2.42± 0.03 1.87± 0.03
200 2.22± 0.04 1.67± 0.03
250 2.10± 0.04 1.48± 0.03
300 1.86± 0.04 1.25± 0.03
Table 1. Association rate constants and their dependence on ionic strength derived from BD simulations. Error
values are estimated at the 90% confidence level.
Rates of association and their dependence on ionic strength are shown in Table 1.
Neamine, which is smaller than its derivative diffuses faster. For both antibiotics a rather
weak dependence of computed association rates on ionic strength is observed. The de-
crease in association rates upon change of ionic strength is about 23% for neamine and
about 33% for its proposed derivative. Both molecules bear the same net total charge and
the observed difference arises from different distributions of partial charges (as the total
charge of neamine is distributed in smaller volume).
In our previous study4, we represented neamine with a much simpler, two-bead model.
The observed decrease in association rate upon changing ionic strength from 150mM to
300mM was about 5% and computed association rates had slightly higher values. A more
detailed 13-bead model used in the present study probably better reproduces the effects
arising from the distribution of partial charges, thus larger changes in neamine’s associa-
tion rates with ionic strength. Nevertheless, the influence of ionic strength on the binding
kinetics is rather insignificant in both cases.
Previously, we observed that aminoglycosidic antibiotics slide along the RNA groove
prior to binding. Simulations with detailed antibiotic models for neamine and its derivative
reveal similar behavior.
4 Conclusions
We applied BD to determine the association rate constants of neamine and its proposed
derivative. The compounds were modeled with an increased number of beads in compari-
son to our previous study4. Results obtained by describing aminoglycosides with just a few
and over 10 beads showed comparable mechanisms of the encounter complex formation,
similar magnitude of association rate constants but stronger dependence on ionic strength
with a more detailed description of antibiotic.
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Some of the emerging goals in modern medicine are to uncover the molecular origins of human
diseases, and ultimately contribute to the development of new therapeutic strategies to rationally
abate disease. Of immediate interests are the roles of molecular structure and dynamics in
certain cellular processes leading to human diseases and the ability to rationally manipulate
these processes. Despite recent revolutionary advances in experimental methodologies, we are
still limited in our ability to sample and decipher the structural and dynamic aspects of single
molecules that are critical for their biological function. Thus, there is a crucial need for new
and unorthodox techniques to uncover the fundamentals of molecular structure and interactions.
We follow a hypothesis-driven approach, which is based on tailoring simplified protein models
to the systems of interest. Such an approach allows significantly extending the length and time
scales for studies of complex biological systems. Here we describe several recent studies that
signify the predictive power of simplified protein models within the hypothesis-driven modeling
approach utilizing rapid Discrete Molecular Dynamics (DMD) simulations.
1 Introduction
Despite the multiple innovations in the field of molecular simulations, the size of biological
molecules and complexes and the time scales at which they function remain unreachable to
traditional computational approaches1. This roadblock hallmarks the principal challenge
in computational structural biology and is the subject of our current research.
To circumvent the problem with reaching biologically-relevant time and length scales,
one must simplify a biological system to elements, essential to a regime of interest. For ex-
ample, if we are interested in large-scale motions of proteins occurring at the milliseconds
to seconds time scale (e.g. protein folding), it is often safe to eliminate atomic vibrations
occurring at time scales of picoseconds. Such time scale decoupling is an important ma-
neuver that has been utilized in molecular dynamics simulations. However, despite such
innovations as world-wide distributed computing and hardware-customized molecular dy-
namics, the time scales reachable by these sophisticated techniques are still limited by
microseconds time for relatively small systems.
Developed in 1959 approach Discrete Molecular Dynamics (DMD)2 has a philosophi-
cally different event-handling scheme, which makes it extremely efficient. The algorithm
is based on satisfying the same basic physical principles as traditional molecular dynam-
ics. However, instead of integrating equations of motions (integrating time ∼ N3, where
N is the number of particles), DMD engine searches for collision events (search time
∼ N logN ). This difference makes DMD speed by far more superior to traditional algo-
rithms. With developed all atom force field Medusa3, DMD simulations allow to extend
visible simulation range to microseconds simulations. Next, we will describe applications
of DMD engine and Medusa force field to studies of protein folding and modeling, and
demonstrate various biotechnological applications.
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2 Protein Design and Evolution
Studies of known proteins have revealed the intriguing co-organization of their sequences
and structures. Proteins with sequence similarity higher than 25-30% usually adopt
a similar structure and are called homologs, while those with low sequence similarity
(<20%) can share the same structure and are referred as analogs3. The origin of such
co-organization has been the topic of extensive discussions in the protein folding, design
and evolution communities, since an understanding of the emergence of homologs and
analogs in the protein universe has broad implications on our ability to rationally ma-
nipulate proteins. We developed a molecular modeling and design method, Medusa, to
computationally design diversified protein sequences that correspond to similar backbone
structures. It is these backbone structures that determine protein fold family. Using protein
design, we directly demonstrated the formation of distinct protein homologs within a spe-
cific fold family when the structure deviates only 1-2 A˚ away from the original structure3.
The study suggests that subtle structural changes, which appear due to accumulating mu-
tations in the families of homologs, lead to a distinct packing of the protein core and, thus,
novel compositions of core residues. The latter process leads to the formation of distinct
families of homologs. This work was important in two ways: Firstly, we demonstrated
that using protein design we could mimic the formation of the extremely complex protein
universe. Secondly, we developed a new force field that enables us to design proteins and
predict protein structure when coupled with the rapid DMD simulations technique.
3 Protein Design and Biotechnology
Mutagenesis is a central tool of molecular biology, genetics, and biotechnology. Knowing
to what extent mutations affect the thermodynamic stability and structures of proteins is of-
ten vital for designing experiments. Estimation of protein stabilities remains a paramount
challenge in computational molecular biology. We extended Medusa to a novel method-
ology, Eris (http://eris.dokhlab.org), for accurately predicting the mutation-
induced protein stability changes4, 5. Due to the complex nature of the interactions in-
volved in protein folding, existing stability prediction methods often use empirical param-
eters trained on experimental protein stability data, which makes these methods highly
dependent upon the training databases. Limited by their capability to model the struc-
tural changes induced by mutations, the applications of the developed methods are often
restricted to mutations from large residues to small ones. We addressed these deficien-
cies with a unique approach that combines a physical force field and a fast conformation-
sampling algorithm in an atomic framework of proteins. We showed that Eris could effec-
tively detect and resolve the atomic clashes and structure strains introduced by the muta-
tions and yield reliable predictions of the stability change for these mutants. We expect
Eris, which is freely accessible through our server, to have applications on a broad range
of mutations in the course of protein engineering. In fact, we have already used Eris to de-
sign a peptide to a cysteine-rich intestinal protein one (CRIP1), which has been identified
as a novel marker for early detection of cancers. The designed peptide binds to CRIP1 at
Kd ∼ 3µM in vivo6. Our all atom DMD models now feature Medusa force field, which
offers a new automated technology for rational protein engineering and conformational
exploration.
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4 Protein Modeling
The deletion of the single residue Phe-508 in CFTR present in ∼90% of cystic fibrosis
patients prevents maturation of CFTR in endoplasmic reticulum. While this mutation does
not significantly affects the structure and thermodynamics of the nucleotide binding do-
main’s (NBD1) where it resides, clearly Phe-508 deletion disrupts tertiary interactions
with other domains. The lack of CFTR’s 3D structure hampers our understanding how
mutation affects channel’s both tertiary organization and function. Using homology mod-
eling and DMD/Medusa simulations, we constructed a three-dimensional model of CFTR
structure7. We have further validated the structure in vitro by testing the residues’ proxim-
ities in our model via engineered disulfide bonds between tested residues. We found that
Phe-508 mediates a tertiary interaction between the surface of NBD1 and a cytoplasmic
loop (CL4) in the C-terminal membrane-spanning domain. This crucial cytoplasmic mem-
brane interface, which is dynamically involved in regulation of channel gating, explains the
known sensitivity of CFTR assembly to many disease-associated mutations in CL4 as well
as NBD1 and provides a sharply focused target for small molecules to treat cystic fibro-
sis. In addition to identifying a key intramolecular site to be repaired therapeutically, our
findings advance understanding of CFTR structure and function and provide a platform for
focused biochemical studies of other features of this unique ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transporter family ion channel.
5 Concluding Remarks
All atom DMD simulations with Medusa force field allows us to perform redesign protein
structures with flexible backbone algorithm, which in turn permits evaluation of the impact
of mutations on stabilities of proteins. Furthermore, coupling DMD with Medusa allows
one to improve the homology models and refine the structures.
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Many protein families involved in protein-protein interaction (PPI) contain sub-families that in-
teract with different protein binding partners. We have applied the Sequence Harmony method
(SH), which is able to detect specificity sites from a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) con-
taining sub-families. The input was a dataset of MSAs of interacting protein families, each
time containing a set of non-interacting paralogous sequences. Exploiting the differences in
sequence conservation between the binding and non-binding groups by SH, we demonstrate
that predicted specificity residues turn out to reside on the protein surface. We also show that
we can select interface residues with approximately 14% coverage (true-positive rate) at 27%
error (false-positive rate).
1 Introduction
Specificity is a critical ingredient in regulation and signaling processes in cellular systems
and it is most often achieved by recognition between specific proteins. Detection of speci-
ficity residues is most often used to pinpoint functional residues in general,1 however, if
the functional difference is based on protein-protein interactions (PPI), specificity sites can
actually correspond to the interface region.
We will attempt to identify PPI interface regions from protein sequence using the previ-
ously introduced SH method for detection of subtype specific sites.2, 3 The general scheme
of our approach is shown in Fig. 1, and is based on the availability of data on interacting (A-
B) and non-interacting (A-B′) paralogs. The first step is the detection of a non-interacting
ortholog (B′) to one of the interacting proteins (B, in this case). Second is the addition of
orthologs to both the interacting and non-interacting proteins, and finally the selection of
specificity residues using this pair of paralogous groups of orthologs.
Figure 1. For a pair of interacting proteins (A-B) we find a non-interacting homolog (B′, no interaction with A),
and orthologs of the interactor (B) and non-interactor (B′). Specificity residues for these ortholog groups (B vs.
B′) are putative interface residues in B. Analogously, we select putative interface residues for A (using A′ that
does not interact with B), which can be matched up to form the interface between A and B.
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2 Methods
2.1 Homolog Detection
Experimental PPI evidence is based on the sum of socio-affinity scores from Gavin et al.4
and Krogan et al.5, as proposed by Van Noort et al.6. We took a score above a threshold of
4 as interacting, and below as non-interacting.
For paralog detection, we blast each interacting protein (B) against the nr
database with entrez query=Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We find the first
non-interacting protein (B′), ordered according to the blast score (most similar first). We
filter the hits by sequence length of least 80% of the query. For the ortholog search, we
use the same rationale as for the paralog search but now using the Fungi database, and
retain one hit for each of the first 10 organisms (so, at most 10 different organisms). For
these hits, we require the length to be between 80% and 140% of the interacting protein, a
bit-score of > 50 and an e-value of < 10−15.
2.2 Protein-Protein Interaction Specificity
The basis of the interaction specificity residue detection is the selection of specificity
residues using SH. These selections are further filtered using simple rules based on group
and combined entropies.
For the SH method, sequences are taken from an input alignment and separated
into user-specified groups. The SH score for two groups A and B is calculated as
SH = 12 (SA+B − SA − SB), using the group entropies (S = −
∑
p log p) and combined
entropy over the column (SA+B = −
∑
(pA + pB) log (pA + pB)), where the sums are
over all residue types. SH values range from zero for completely non-overlapping residue
compositions, to one for identical compositions. Further details on the method were de-
scribed previously.2, 3, 7
Our dataset contains 15 heterodimer complexes of S. cerev. proteins of size 30 or larger
for which PDB files are available, and the analysis includes all 15 · 2 chains. Interface and
surface residues were identified using MSMS.8
Interface Surface Criterion Description
69.6% 50.2% SB < SB′ more conserved in interactor
9.8% 30.7% SB′ < SB less conserved in interactor
10.1% 10.2% SA+B = 0 conserved
34.3% 19.2% SB′ − SB > 0.3 much more conserved in interactor
9.5% 7.4% SB = 0 and SB′ = 0 and SH = 0 conserved in group but not between
48.9% 52.1% SA+B > 0.4 variable (non-conserved)
61.8% 67.0% SA+B > 0.4 within SB′ − SB > 0.3
and SB < 0.3
variable within conserved interactor
21.2% 12.9% SA+B > 0.4 and SB′ − SB > 0.3
and SB < 0.3
variable and conserved interactor
42.3% 33.8% SH < 0.2 specific (low harmony)
28.9% 17.9% SB < SB′ and SH < 0.2 conserved interactor and specific
17.8% 13.4% SB′ − SB > 0.3 and SH < 0.2 more conserved interactor and specific
Table 1. Behaviour of residues at the interface and at the rest of the surface (non-interacting part) in terms of SH
and group (SA, SB ) and overall (SA+B ) entropies.
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3 Results and Discussion
We have observed (data not shown) that our predictions are very sensitive to a propor
selection of paralog and ortholog sequences. Particularly, the prediction quality depends
on the distance between the interacting protein and its non-interacting paralog.
3.1 (Non-)Interacting Paralogs
Our selection procedure was set up to identify non-interacting paralogs based on specific
blast-searches. We observed, however, that less than 10 percent of all paralogs found
were actually interacting. This opens the interesting possibility of applying our approach
without the support of (high-quality) data on non-interaction, which in general is much less
reliable than interaction data. This could be done on a much larger scale from available
genomic sequence data and high-throughput PPI screens.
3.2 Surface and Interface Properties
Previously, we had already observed that specificity residues are predominantly located
at the protein surface2, 3. Since interface regions obviously are on the surface as well,
we therefore analyzed the selection of surface residues in the current dataset. We used
SH ≤ 0.3, SB ≤ 0.3, and SB′ − SB ≥ 0.3 and find that between 71% and 95%, on
average 86%± 8, are at the surface.
From the properties listed in Table 1, we can make a detailed comparison between
interface residues and other surface residues (non-interface). We see an enrichment on the
interface of residues with entropy SB (interacting) lower than SB′ (non-interacting), which
is 70% over 50%. This ratio becomes bigger if the entropy difference is bigger, 34% over
19%. Also low-harmony sites are somewhat more prevalent on the interface. Conservation
and variability seem to be equally distributed between the intface and rest of the surface.
3.3 Selecting Interface Residues
From the observed statstics, we will now derive some rules for the selection of inter-
face residues. First of all, the entropy SB (interacting) should be lower than SB′ (non-
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Figure 2. ROC curve (TPR vs. FPR) for selection of interface residues from different selection criteria.
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interacting). This is true for 70% of interface residues, and for 34% the difference is even
bigger (> 0.3). In addition, the SH score should not be high for a residue that is critical for
interaction with the partner, but it also is not necessarily very low (42% with SH < 0.2).
In Fig. 2 we show a ROC plot for a set of different combinations of selection parame-
ters, cf. Table 1, going from relaxed to more stringent. We can obtain very high coverage
(90%), but at relatively high error (60%). Lowering the error rate goes sharply at the cost
of coverage, and the lower half of the ROC curve even goes below the line expected for a
random selection (where FPR ∼ TPR).
4 Conclusion
We have shown that subtype specificity can be used as a tool to pinpoint interface residues.
However, care should be taken in selecting the paralog and ortholog proteins. Neverthe-
less, the trends we observed will be helpful in the further development of protein interface
prediction. In addition, our analysis yields some insights in possible evolutionary selection
mechanisms that have helped shape protein interfaces, and furthers our understanding of
specificity of protein-protein interactions.
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The genomes of some viruses encode small membrane proteins which are known to alter mem-
brane permeability by forming ion conducting pores. The alteration of the electrochemical
gradient as a consequence of ’channel activity’ has large scale consequences as it induces the
fusion and budding process of the virion. Viral channel or pore forming proteins exist with dif-
ferent numbers of transmembrane (TM) domains. The working hypothesis is that the proteins
diffuse as monomers in the lipid membrane and finally self-assemble to form the functional unit.
Self-assembly has to take place at the level of the tertiary and quaternary structures within the
low dielectric medium of the lipid membrane. Computational techniques are used to analyze
the assembly process. Ion flux is simulated using steered molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions and analyzed using Langevin equation of motion. Conductance measurements flank the
in silico investigations. Data of the channel forming protein Vpu from HIV-1 will be shown as
a test case.
1 Introduction
In a series of viruses short membrane proteins have been identified which are found to
alter permeability of host cell membranes1. For some of them such as M2 from Influenza
A, functional analysis have been done and it is now established that M2 acts as a proton
channel. For others proteins such as Vpu from HIV-1, p7 from HCV, and others data on
ion conductance were obtained by reconstituting the proteins into artificial bilayers. In
analogy to M2 however it is concluded that these proteins act as channel forming proteins
in vitro as well. For Vpu from HIV-1 for example increasing evidence is now given in
the literature that the protein interacts with host cell factors and hampers their mode of
action. In other words besides altering the permeability of the lipid membrane Vpu acts
also as a cellular modulator via assembling with host cell proteins. No matter which role
the proteins accomplish they have to assemble to fulfill their role in the life cycle of the
virus either with themselves to form channels or pores or with host cell factors. In the
light of these findings on a molecular level the question arises (i) once assembled, how
selective are these proteins, and (ii) what is the mechanism of assembling per se. These
questions are also relevant for other diffusion processes across the lipid membrane such
as viral fusion, DNA/RNA delivery and even budding. Structural information of these
proteins is emerging via NMR spectroscopic investigations. For Vpu they have confirmed
that the TM domain is helical. Computational methods may serve as a torch to enlighten
atomic details, since high resolution data is not available for all of the proteins.
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Figure 1. Bilayer recordings of Vpu1−32 using different types of salt at a holding potential of 100 mV, 500 mM
salt concentration, HEPES, pH 7, reconstituted into POPE : DOPC (1:4) (left). Pentameric model of Vpu1−32
(middle) through which the ions are pulled. Respective potential of mean force of a K-ion being pulled through
the pore. In black the averaged values for 5 (red) individual pullings.
2 Results
2.1 Experiments
Experimental findings with a peptide containing the first 32 amino acids of Vpu, Vpu1−32
(MQPIPIVAIV10 ALVVAIIIAI20 VVWSIVIIEY30 RKI), reconstituted into artificial lipid
bilayers show conductance in the range of 17 - 20 pS in 300 - 500 mM KCl solution2. When
changing the anion, e.g. NaCl to NaBr a small change in conductance is found compared to
a larger change when changing from NaCl to KCl. This indicates that the assembled bundle
prefers to conduct cations over anions. However in the light of conductance measurements
with a series of other monovalent chloride salts it is concluded that the bundle is only a
weakly selective channel. Together with the findings of altered substrate permeability by
other groups it is concluded that the bundle assembly may be able to conduct ions AND
small molecules. The mechanism of how the bundle discriminates is still not clear. It is
suggested, that conformational changes due to lipid composition are responsible.
2.2 Computer Simulations
To transfer the experimental data into in silico experiments helical models of a pentameric
assembly of Vpu1−32 have been generated using XPLOR (A. Bruenger). Using a helical
motif for the TM domain is suitable based on NMR experiments. The bundle model has
a hydrophilic C terminus due to Ser-24 and Arg-31 facing the lumen of the pore and a
hydrophobic stretch towards the N terminus. With steered molecular dynamics simula-
tions in a fully hydrated lipid bilayer using Gromacs 3.2.1 (Gromos 96 ff, PME) K-, Na-
and Cl-ions have been pulled through the lumen of the pore. Assuming a model of one-
dimensional stochastic dynamics for the ion Langevin equation is used to calculate the
potential of mean force of the ion. The data indicate a s-shaped curve with a minimum at
the C terminus and a maximum within the pore in the region of the hydrophobic stretch
produced by the amino acids towards the N terminus. A comparison of the energy bariers
of the different ions shows a preference for cations over the anion. Based on the current
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model and physical method to calculate the PMF the in silico data support the experimental
data of Vpu being a weak channel.
3 Discussion
The quality of the current data depends on the physical model used for ion diffusion, the
method used to derive the relevant data and the bundle model itself. To elucidate the affect
of the bundle emphasis is currently given to establish a protocol for generating reliable
bundle models. The approach can be summarized as following: (i) detection of the TM
domain(s) of the protein using secondary structure prediction programs, (ii) obtaining an
equilibrated structural model of the momoner3, and (iii) generating high quality bundle
models by screening conformational space. In this last stage a protocol is used which
combines backbone positioning followed by side chain generation (Kru¨ger and Fischer in
this Proceedings p. 269). All the calculations are based on the assumption that the protein
is produced as a monomeric unit in the endoplasmic reticulum and will fold and diffuse as
a monomer prior to assembly.
4 Concluding Remarks
Self-assembly of the Vpu protein leads to a weak selective bundle, which may be also true
for other viral proteins with a single TM domain. Depending on the experimental or in vivo
conditions Vpu may also allow substrates to pass (channel-pore dualism). Correlation of in
silico models with experimental data can be achieved to elaborate on the structure-function
paradigm. Calculating functional data will be used to suggest the most reliable models.
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We discuss the development of a physics-based, coarse-grained molecular model and its sub-
sequent application to in silico functional investigation. Such models overcome shortcomings
of both sequence-based bioinformatics (no physics) and molecular dynamics simulations (large
CPU requirements, therefore sampling issues) as an integrative approach. We demonstrate this
claim by showing: capabilities to investigate macromolecular thermodynamics [here: assem-
bly of the bacterial ribosome1] integrating information into the physical realm [here HIV pro-
tease2 and drug resistance3 ] We discuss also further (technical) advantages: the computations
are highly parallelizable, allow for high-throughput screening, and can be integrated with an
information driven analysis technique4 .
1 Introduction
Understanding protein-protein interactions, signaling pathways, protein dynamics, and
biomolecular mechanics in general is of uttermost importance in systems biology and in
all areas of life science.. Proof of the great use of mathematical modeling of signaling-
networks are well known, e.g. the work by Lee et.al. on the Wnt signaling for oncogene-
sis5.
To this end established protocols rely on off-the-shelf bioinformatics algorithms such
as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and other machine learning approaches to investigate
e.g. the vertices in interaction networks. It was, however, noted for example by Albert6
that most computationally derived protein-protein-interactions networks show too many
false positives. This can be attributed to several drawbacks of statistical modelling as
the underlying theory of sequence-based bioinformatic procedures such as HMMs: these
bioinformatics models are ’local’ in the sense that they not necessarily take into account
multi-amino-acids correlations - a property that contributes to recognition and structural
stability as recently re-confirmed by the Plotkin lab7.
Molecular dynamics8 on the other hand allows for the detailed investigation of phys-
ical and chemical properties. The high computational costs are the major drawback of
this approach: it is – despite exponential progress in hardware and software – still impos-
sible to simulate large number of protein mutants, although such databases are routinely
investigated by sequence-based algorithms.
Now reduced molecular models allow to bridge the gap between pure sequence-focused
bioinformatics and the detailed molecular biophysics – allowing for real in silicio structural
& functional proteomics and derivation of the above mentioned interaction networks due
to the fast computation of reduced (thermo-)dynamics in those models. These models take
into account physical interactions and their effects such as binding stability or responses
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to perturbations of the protein’s structure. Both the elimination of false positives and the
inclusion of potential, not yet detected interactions will help to derive more precise protein
interaction networks, perform myriads of thought experiments, and allow therefore the
functional characterisation of the underlying genomes.
2 Reduced Molecular Models
Interactions within biomolecules are usually modelled with sohphisticated force-fields and
contain various terms such as Lennard-Jones-potentials, electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding
etc. For small perturbations such a full potential can be expanded to second order in
a Taylor expansion, which then poses the problem of diagonalizing a quadratic form9.
Eigenmovements and eigenfrequencies are then easily determined. Tirion10 was the first
to investigate the resulting dynamics. Extensions with respect to anisotropy11, extended
thermodynamics12, or non-linear conformational transitions13 were introduced in recent
years.
3 Applications
3.1 Protein Aggregation Network in the Ribosome
Using Micheletti’s Self-Consistent-Pair-Contact-Potential iteration scheme12 we investi-
gated the influence of the presence or absence of ribosomal proteins and pairs of them on
the binding affinities of the others1. This is a protocol suitable for general biomolecular
formation processes. For the organism T. thermophilus we found that the assembly map is
in very good agreement with the experimental known one for E. coli. This study exampli-
fies: reduced molecular models can be used in multiscale-investigations and enable one to
derive computationally protein-protein-interaction networks.
3.2 Amino-Acid-Mutation Network in the HIV1-Protease
We were furthermore able to parameterize reduced models to incorporate effects of mu-
tated amino acids2. Using this system we investigated the origin of the drug resistance
mechanism of the V82F-I84V-mutant of HIV1-protease (induced increase of flexibility in
protein-substructures). By computing ”hybrid” mutants with systemtically changed wild-
type-like and mutant-like interactions one can reveal the mechanism: this particular muta-
tion weakens the interaction at the ”joints” of the protease-dimer. With this we have shown
for the first time that a functional annotation of mutation events is possible. Continuing
this work we applied the method to some 40,000 mutants3 and correlated the changes in
the protein mechanics to the stability in sequence space. The dimerization interface in the
protease turned out to be an interesting target for new protease inhibitors: it has a large in-
fluence on the efficient molecular dynamics, while at the same time there are evolutionary
barriers so that drug resistance evolution is repressed.
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4 Concluding Remarks
We have motivated a new approach to cope with shortcomings of well-established and
widely known algorithms in computational biology: sequence-based bioinformatics (no
insight into the molecular biophysics) and molecular dynamics (prohibitive high computa-
tional costs). With such reduced molecular models it is possible to merge the information
space of genomes with the physical realm of proteomes - thus allowing for physical under-
pinning of molecular systems biology.
Two examples illustrate the usefullness of this approach: the assembly network of
proteins in the ribosome and the amino-acid network during evolution of drug resistance.
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We consider the RNA molecule as a self-avoiding walk on the simple cubic lattice and use a
modified Wang-Landau method to calculate its specific heat Cv and mean square end to end
distance R2 as a function of temperature. The energy function includes hydrogen bond energy
ε, stacking energy ε, or chain rigidity energy J . We find that inclusion of pseudoknots or
ε greatly changes the behavior of Cv and inclusion of stacking energy greatly changes the
behavior of R2.
1 Introduction
RNA molecule is a highly charged heteropolymer built from 4 types of nucleotide bases.
Like the proteins, a RNA molecule can attain secondary and tertiary structure with the lat-
ter being function-related. It is widely believed that the folding of a RNA molecule occurs
in two stages. First the elements of the secondary structure are formed, and then such el-
ements are folded to form the tertiary structure with the energy change much smaller than
that in the first stage. This mechanism is known as hierarchical folding1. The typical phys-
ical interactions in RNA molecules include complementary hydrogen bonds between A-U
and G-C pairs of nucleotide bases, strong electrostatic interactions and stacking interaction
between neighbor bounded pairs2, 3. The important feature of hydrogen bonding between
bases is that this bonding is of saturated nature meaning that once two bases are bonded,
there can be no other bonds with other bases.
Most theoretical models for predicting the secondary structures of RNA sequences ne-
glect the formation pseudoknots (see e.g. Fig. 1 in Ref. 3) and assume the hierarchical
mechanism of folding. Among other theoretical approaches, the coarse grain lattice mod-
els have been applied to study the statistical behavior of RNA folding, e.g. Leoni and
Vanderzande4 applied so called self avoiding two-tolerant trail model to study the RNA
folding on a square lattice, in which the saturated nature of the hydrogen bonds is taken
into account by allowing the chain to visit each bond at most twice. The twice visited bond
corresponds to the H-bonded bases. They consider the simple Hamiltonian which includes
only the energy of hydrogen bonds. With this model they obtained the phase diagram of
the system which includes native, coiled and branched polymer phases. The similar two-
tolerant trail model is applied for simulations on face centered cubic lattices5 and Husimi
lattice6.
In this paper we model a RNA molecule as a self avoiding walk on the simple cubic
lattice and use Monte Carlo method to study its thermodynamic behavior.
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2 The RNA Model and Monte Carlo Moves
We consider a RNA molecule of N bases as a self-avoiding random walk of length N on
a 3D simple cubic lattice. Each lattice site corresponds to one nucleotide base and can
be visited only once. The lattice bonds mimic chemical links between monomers. We
consider following interactions: (i) Hydrogen bonds between two bases. The homopoly-
meric approximation is assumed wherein each base can be H-bonded to any other if their
distance equals to 1 lattice constant. This approximation is not principal, and the proce-
dure described below can be easily extended to the heteropolymeric case. However, here
the saturated nature of H-bonding is maintained meaning that each base is allowed to be
bonded only with one other. The energy value ε is associated with each bounded base-pair.
Due to the homopolymeric approximation, here the value of ε is taken as an average of
the energies of A-U and G-C bonds. We use the value2 ε = 15kcal/mol. (ii) Stacking
interactions between two successively H-bonded pairs. When two neighbor base-pairs are
H-bonded then an energy ε is added to the Hamiltonian. We take2 ε = 0.5ε or ε. (iii)
Bending energy or the rigidity of the chain. Bending of the chain is penalized by some
energy J . Some unit vectors −→s i are assigned to each lattice bond to describe this term.
With these basic interactions included, we have the Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
(i,j)∈S
ε−
∑
(i,j)∈S
εgi,i+1,j−1,j − J
N−1∑
i=1
−→s i−→s i+1. (1)
Here the three sums correspond to the three types of the interactions describe above. In
the first and the second terms the summation goes over all base pairs (i, j). The function
gi,i+1,j−1,j in the stacking energy term takes value 1 if the base pairs (i, j) and (i+1, j−1)
are H-bonded simultaneously, and 0, otherwise. The sum in the third term goes over all
chemical bonds. At this point we purposely don’t include the electrostatic interactions
which will be discussed later.
To investigate the thermodynamics of our system we use the Monte Carlo technique to
sample the phase space. Starting from some initial configuration of the chain we apply the
pivot algorithm7 as a proposal move to the next configuration. In the initial configuration
the hydrogen bonds are assigned starting from some random site first in one direction, and
then in the opposite one. The basic procedure is as this: if the chosen site is not H-bonded
then a random search is made between its nearest neighbors (not chemically connected to
the given site). When the first non-bonded site is found then a bond is placed between it
and the chosen one. If no free neighbors are found then the next site is considered. Two
strategies are applied for assigning the hydrogen bonds during the Monte Carlo move: (i)
When the center for pivot rotation is chosen the hydrogen bond of the given site as well
as of the next and the previous sties are considered broken. After the pivot move these
bonds are restored again using the procedure described above. After restoring the bonds
the energy of the new configuration is calculated. (ii) All hydrogen bonds along the chain
are considered broken and reconstructed anew after the pivot move. The Wang-Landau8
algorithm is used for calculating the density of states. Then the average thermodynamic or
the structural quantities are being calculated with the general formula
〈A〉T =
∑
i〈A〉Eig(Ei)e−Ei/kT∑
i g(Ei)e
−Ei/kT . (2)
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Figure 1. The specific heat Cv as a function of the temperature T (in unit ε/k) for the system with only hydrogen
bond energy and including pseudoknots (bold line) or excluding pseudoknots (light line), N = 100.
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Figure 2. Cv as a function of T (in unit ε/k) for the system with hydrogen bonding & stacking interactions of
ε = 0.5ε (bold line) or ε = ε (light line), and without pseudoknots, N = 100.
Here T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, 〈A〉T is the quantity under consid-
eration, Ei is the energy of the state i, and g(Ei) is the density of state. In the simulations,
we allow formation of the pseudoknots3.
3 Results
Before starting simulations with the full Hamiltonian (1), we have studied the behavior of
the systems with simplified energy functions in order to get more detailed insight. Due to
the limited space we bring here the results for only these simplified systems.
The system with the hydrogen bond energy only. This corresponds to the first sum
in (1). The simulated results of specific heat Cv as a function of the temperature T (in
unit ε/k) for the system with pseudoknots (bold line) or without pseudoknots (light line)
are plotted in Fig. 1, which shows a well defined compaction transition; the transition is
sharper in the system with pseudoknots. The same transition is seen also on the graph of
the mean squared end-to-end distance (not shown here).
Hydrogen bonds plus stacking energy. This corresponds to the sum of the first two
terms in (1). In this case (Fig. 2) the specific heat is not single-peaked. While the small
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Figure 3. The mean square end to end distance R2 vs. T (in unit J/k) with ε = 0, J = 2kJ/mol and
N = 100.
peak at the left side of the main one might be non-essential (within the sampling error) the
one at the right side can not be overlooked; it might be the manifestation of two-step RNA
folding in the hierarchical folding mechanism. Figure 2 shows that changing the stacking
energy affects considerably the position of the peak.
Hydrogen bonds plus chain rigidity. This corresponds to the sum of the first and third
terms in (1), where J may be estimated by investigating the behavior of the correlation
length for the Hamiltonian at room temperature. Some estimates show that the correlation
length is not larger than several thousands of monomers which gives the value between
0.5kJ/mol and 4kJ/mol. For this case we plot the mean squared end-to-end distance
as a function of T in Fig. 3 with J = 2kJ/mol. One can see that even such a small
rigidity brings a strong frustration into the system; the small peak on the graph manifests
the existence of glassy structure at low temperatures.
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Building accurate 3D structural models of proteins and protein assemblies is a challenging
task. Our modeling technology is based on the CABS model, extensively tested, state-of-the-
art approach to protein structure prediction. The modeling process is divided into two stages:
CABS fold assembly followed by the model refinement/selection procedure, using an all-atom
representation and a more exact interaction scheme enabling high resolution structure predic-
tion. Fold assembly can be done in a framework of a standard comparative modeling pro-
cedure, where spatial restraints are derived from alternative sequence alignments with a tem-
plate/templates. Preferentially in more difficult modeling cases, a new approach to comparative
modeling can be used, which does not require the prior alignment. Selvita’s goal is to provide
an integrated tool-kit for automated protein structure predictions. However, like blind predic-
tion experiments show, due to high complexity of prediction tasks, fully automated approach
often doesn’t guarantee the highest possible performance. Therefore, human intervention is
made possible at every stage of modeling.
1 Introduction
Thanks to international effort in the genome sequencing projects, enormous library of pro-
tein sequences is now available. Despite extensive efforts in structural genomics, the num-
ber of experimentally determined protein structures, typically by costly X-ray crystallogra-
phy or NMR spectroscopy procedures, is lagging far behind the number of known protein
sequences. Since proteins are involved in practically all functions performed by a cell,
knowledge of protein structures is necessary for understanding and controlling molecular
mechanisms of life. Current assumptions are, that for a large fraction of proteins whose
structures will not be determined experimentally, computational methods can provide valu-
able information1.
2 Multiscale Approach to Structure Prediction: Comparative
Modeling and Fold Recognition
During computational protein structure determination the following main challenges can
be identified: 1) High accuracy structure prediction, at the resolution comparable to exper-
imental methods, to enable predicted models utilization in a number of protein structure-
based approaches (e.g. drug design, protein design, molecular docking, molecular replace-
ment), which is now possible in Comparative Modeling (CM) cases2, 2) Structure pre-
diction of proteins or protein fragments for which sequence search methods failed to find
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unambiguous homologs with known structure (Fold Recognition (FR) and New Fold (NF)
prediction)
To meet criteria of both challenges, precise interaction scheme, sensitive to small
atomic rearrangement, should be somehow combined with high efficiency in exploring
proteins conformational space. That can be achieved by combining all-atom and reduced
modeling: the multiscale modeling. Properly designed reduced models make possible very
effective search of the protein’s conformational space3 and all-atom modeling enable exact
scoring and refinement of the models. Our modeling technology is based on a such hier-
archical approach2. Reduced-space search of the conformational space by the CABS3 is
followed by a reliable transition into the all-atom resolution and by subsequent fine-tuning
and assessment of the final models. Such multiscale approach enable high-resolution pro-
tein structure predictions, predictions of protein interactions4, computer-aided drug design
and even study of protein dynamics5.
CABS computational technology has been rigorously tested during CASP6 (Critical
Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction) world-wide experiment by the
Kolinski-Bujnicki group, which ranked second best among over 200 groups participating,
and ranked first when the consistency of the prediction was used as a criterion (the number
of CASP targets placed in the top 20 of the best predictions)6.
The design of CABS model enable easy implementation of spatial restraints. Such re-
straints can be derived by a large number of bioinformatics tools from appropriate known
structures or from experimental sources e.g. from sparse NMR data. Therefore, essentially
the same approach is possible at various levels of protein modeling difficulty from CM, to
FR and NF cases. For the sake of flexibility two basic modeling pathways were designed
and one alternative to make the prediction more effective. The entire prediction pipeline
could by briefly outlined as follows (see the flowchart in the Figure 1): 1) Pre-processing:
Template identification, secondary structure prediction, target- template alignments, in-
put for more sophisticated user defined FR multiple alignments, 2a) Fast modeling track
(easy CM cases) including fast scoring of alternative alignments and generation of spatial
restraints, 2b) Rigorous modeling track (hard CM and FR cases) including 3D threading
and generation of spatial restraints, 2c) Alternative modeling track by TRACER (hard CM
and FR cases) - without prior alignments7, 3) CABS modeling, 4) Post-processing: trajec-
tory clustering, selection of clusters representatives, rebuilding from reduced to all-atom
representation and finally all-atom models refinement and ranking.
Additionally in the most difficult cases (NF) ab initio modeling based only on target
sequence can be performed (the accuracy of the resulting models is sometimes sufficient
for structure-based protein function identification).
3 Automatic or Human Driven?
As blind structure prediction experiments demonstrated, human expert experience and in-
tuition becomes a key point to the best possible performance, especially in difficult CM and
FR1. Also in high resolution structure prediction, when a fraction of an Angstrom of the
final model resolution matters, human intervention may by helpful by manual insertions of
a template structure fragments into the final model. However, our goal is to develop fully
automated structure prediction protocol which enable structure prediction on a genomic
scale. Considering difficult modeling cases, the modeling approach without prior align-
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Figure 1. The protein structure prediction flowchart - see the text.
ments7, included in our pipeline, seems to be an extremely promising step towards fully
automated modeling (errors in alignments seem to be the main source of failures in protein
structure prediction1).
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The development of therapeutic agents against amyloid diseases requires an understanding of
the conformational properties of fibrillogenic species on a microscopic level. Here we have used
molecular dynamics simulations to study the fibrillogenic fusion peptide B18 in monomeric
form in various environments. In particular, our results indicate that B18 forms β-sheet/coil
conformations in water, whereas adsorption at a water/vapor interface induces α-helical con-
formations. α-β transition pathways in water are suggested. Our results show that previous
spectroscopic measurements reflect properties of monomers and reveal a pronounced confor-
mational polymorphism of B18 in different environments, thus highlighting the need for an
explicit description of the solvent environment in order to understand fibrillogenic species from
molecular dynamics simulations.
1 Introduction
A number of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s are associated with the con-
version of proteins from a soluble, functional form into a β-rich structure that is highly
prone to aggregate into toxic oligomers or so-called amyloid fibrils. The conformational
transition is believed to take place in a partially denaturing environment of a cellular com-
partment either in solution or at an interface. Hence, the development of therapeutic agents
against amyloid diseases requires an understanding of the conformational polymorphism
in different environments on a microscopic level. To study fibrillogenic species experi-
mentally in atomic detail is difficult because of their tendency to aggregate. Therefore, an
indispensable tool to study these systems is provided by computer simulations. Here we
have chosen the 18-residue peptide B18, a fragment of the sea-urchin fertilization protein
Bindin1 as a model system. The amphiphilic sequence of the peptide is shown in Fig. 1 (a).
B18 forms amyloid fibrils in vitro. The soluble form in water forms β-sheet and coil struc-
tures with increased β-sheet content in the presence of NaCl as indicated from circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Addition of trifluorethanol (TFE) or adsorption of B18 at
a water/air interface induce α-helical conformations as indicated from CD or infrared re-
flection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), respectively, the latter suggesting helices to be
parallel to the interface.2, 3 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements indicate a
helix-kink-helix motif for B18 in water/TFE with 70:30 volume fractions2 as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). No detailed structure is available for B18 in pure water in the presence or
absence of NaCl or at a water/air interface. In fact, it is not even clear to which extent con-
formations indicated from CD or IRRAS arise from mono- or oligomers. We have used
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study B18 in monomeric form in explicit solvent
and interfacial environments on a microscopic level.4
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CN
Figure 1. (a) Amino acid sequence and (b) structural model for B18 in a water/TFE 70:30 (volume fractions) mix-
ture based on NMR data2 in ribbon representation. The color code distinguishes between hydrophobic (yellow)
and hydrophilic (blue, green, and red) residues.
water 1initial water 3 water/vaporwater 2
Figure 2. Initial configuration (“initial”), typical β-sheet conformations of B18 in water (“water 1 – 3”), and
representative conformation at a water/vapor interface (“water/vapor”). The representation is similar to that
chosen in Fig. 1 (b). In “water/vapor”, positions of water oxygens are indicated as gray dots.
2 Methods
B18 in explicit water/TFE with 70:30 volume fractions, pure water in absence and presence
of 100 mM NaCl, and at a water/vapor interface with vapor modeling air were studied using
periodic boundary conditions. Initial peptide configurations were a helix-kink-helix as in
Fig. 1 (b), an extended as in Fig. 2 (initial) or a β-sheet/coil conformation as in Fig. 2 (wa-
ter 3). Typically, three 50 ns simulations using the same initial peptide configuration, but
different sets of initial velocities were performed. Most simulations were carried out at
293 K to mimic experimental conditions. Simulation details are given elsewhere.4
3 Results and Discussion
B18 in water/TFE with 70:30 volume fractions, pure water in the absence or presence
of 100 mM NaCl, and at a water/vapor interface with vapor modeling air were studied.
During simulations started from extended peptide configurations as in Fig. 2 (initial), coil
and β-sheet conformations as in Fig. 2 (water 1 – 3) were adopted. β-sheets were mainly
formed by hydrophobic residues, see Fig. 2 (water 1 – 3) (yellow). Addition of NaCl led to
an increase in the average β-sheet content. Various β-sheets containing different residues
were observed. β-sheets formed twice in independent simulations, suggesting that they are
typical structures in water, are shown in Fig. 2 (water 1 – 3).
Pre-formed α-helical conformations as in Fig. 1 (b) were more stable in water/TFE or
at a water/vapor interface than in pure water. In general, α-helical conformations were
more stable in the C-terminal than the N-terminal half of the peptide. In water at 350 K,
transitions from α-helical into β-sheet conformations where observed as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. α-β transitions of B18 in water at 350 K. The representation is similar to that chosen in Fig. 1.
The C-terminal and, after 7 ns, the N-terminal helix dissolved in two independent simula-
tions. Thereafter, the peptide underwent a transition from a compact coil as in Fig. 3 (7 ns)
to more extended β-sheet conformations, see Fig. 3 (31 – 37 ns). The occurrence of a com-
pact coil intermediate is similar to what has been observed during α-β transitions of other
sequences in previous simulations, see references in4, suggesting a universal feature for
α-β transitions.
A peptide in β-sheet/coil conformation as in Fig. 2 (water 3) placed next to a wa-
ter/vapor interface was spontaneously adsorbed at the interface. At the interface, the
amount of β conformations decreased, and α-helical conformations formed in the C-
terminal half of the peptide in two out of three simulations (compare Fig. 2 (water/vapor)
and Fig. 1), suggesting early conformational transitions after adsorption. In all simulations
of B18 at water/vapor interfaces, α-helical segments were approximately parallel to the
interface.
4 Conclusion
Our results on the conformation of monomeric B18 in water and at a water/vapor interface
and the interfacial orientation of the peptide are in agreement with available spectroscopic
data and, thus, indicate these data to reflect properties of monomers. In addition, our
simulations give insights into conformational distributions and transition pathways on a
microscopic level. Revealing a pronounced conformational polymorphism of B18 in dif-
ferent environments, our work highlights the need for an explicit description of the solvent
environment in order to understand fibrillogenic species from MD simulations.
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The free energy for increasing the content of helical and elongated backbone segments in
polypeptides is estimated performing computer simulations of “reasonable” random walks for
all–atom models of isolated single chains. A summary of the applications on several homo
polypeptides (X40 with X=G,A,V,T,K,E) and on the Aβ(1-40) peptide involved in Alzheimer
disease is reported.
1 Introduction
The aggregation propensity, a consequence of the protein sequence and of its environment,
can be the indirect effect of the absence of a folding propensity1, 2. This effect has been
called “inverse side chain effect”3 or “natively disordered model”2: some sequences, when
merged into a given environment, do not find a pathway to fold into protected structures
and are therefore more suited to form a-specific backbone interactions that can eventually
drive protein oligomerization.
We propose a model for measuring the competition between the formation of protected
structures and structures suited to aggregation4. The propensity for a single chain a to adopt
a given value, x, for a global configurational variable, X(r) (r being the configuration of
all atoms in the molecule), is measured by the free energy fa(x). In the model, collec-
tive properties that monitor the secondary structure of peptides were used as x. Because
of the relevance of helical and elongated segments in the structure of peptides involved
in formation of fibrils, we focused on the construction of extended helical segments or,
alternatively, of extended elongated segments in different sequences of 40 aminoacids.
2 Method
Random walks were performed by using the Monte Carlo method in the dihedral space of
single chains, with moves associated to randomly chosen temperatures (Tmax =10000 K),
the PARM99 force–field, a short cut–off for nonbonding interactions (0.5 nm) and biasing
potential linearly dependent on the collective chosen variable X . The helical content was
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measured via the maximal number of consecutive residues with 260◦ < φ < 320◦ and
297◦ < ψ < 353◦ (X = Lα). The β–strand content was measured as the maximal
number of residues with 150◦ < φ,ψ < 210◦ (X = Lβ , hereafter).
The free energy fa(x) = ua(x) − Tsa(x) of chain a is given by the following equa-
tions. Assuming that the density of configurations is the average over all the biased metas-
tatistics, the two contributions, sa and ua, to the free energy can be rewritten as:
sa(x) = R log
{
n˜′a(x)
}
+R log
{
〈exp(V )〉′a(x)
}
ua(x) = u0,a + daRT/2 +
∫
v
Ua(r) P˜
′
a(r) δ[X(r)− x] dr
n˜′a(x)
(1)
where: n˜′ and P˜ ′ are, respectively, the density of x and the configurational probability
evaluated collecting the metastatistics of the bundle of biased random walks; V is the
biasing potential (linear functions of x); v is the space spanned by configurations r; X(r)
is Lα or Lβ (antagonist); fa is the free energy in state x of chain a; ua is its total energy
in state x; Ka = daRT/2 is the kinetic part (with da torsional d.o.f.); u0,a is the reference
state for energy (Lβ,max).
The Ua(r) term is given by the force–field, this time including long–range corrections,
and adding mean–field corrections for the environment. To take into account water solva-
tion, finite difference solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the polypeptide in
water, together with solvent accessible surface area contributions, were included in Ua.
3 Results
Homo polypeptides with sequences X40 (X=G,A,V,T,K,E) were studied. Their helical and
β–strand propensity was compared with the Aβ(1-40) peptide involved in the Alzheimer
disease and several peptides with the Aβ sequence randomly scrambled.
As a summary of this study, here we report in Fig. 1 the comparison between the free
energy of the chosen variables for G40, A40, V40 and Aβ(1-40), in water solution (panel
a) and in the vacuum (panel b), this latter modeling the membrane environment. The f
profiles are shifted for graphical purposes.
Gly is unstructured in water solution, displaying only a moderate resistance towards
extending its β–strand content. In a membrane–like environment, this resistance is almost
completely lost and even small intermolecular interactions can easily stabilize extended β–
sheets. Ala displays an opposite behavior: both in water solution and in the membrane–like
environment the chain displays a high propensity of being structured in helical segments,
while the resistance to extend β–strand content is large. Val displays an intermediate be-
havior: in water, the propensity for extending helical segments is similar to that of Gly, but
the resistance to extend β–strands is similar to that of Ala; in the vacuum, the propensity
for extending helical segments is similar to Ala. The Aβ(1-40) peptide displays a behav-
ior that is similar to Val homo polypeptide. The significant propensity of extending helical
segments in the membrane–like environment is expected, being Aβ(1-40) part of the mem-
brane protein APP. But this propensity is almost entirely lost in water solution, where the
f(Lα) profile is almost flat. On the other hand, no significant decrease in the resistance
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Figure 1. Comparison between free energy f(Lα) (left x-axis) and f(Lβ) (right x-axis) in Eq. 1 between several
peptides, in water solution (a) and in the vacuum (b).
of extending β–strand is displayed when the peptide is extracted from the membrane–like
environment into the water solution.
The similarity between Aβ(1-40) and Val40, together with comparisons with other
helical or β–strand propense peptides (data not shown here), implies that no significant
propensity for extending β–strand length is encoded in the Aβ(1-40) sequence. Rather,
a significant loss of propensity for extending helical content is displayed when the pep-
tide is moved from the membrane to the water solution: aggregation is more the result of
a low propensity for intramolecular folding than for a specific propensity for extending
β–strands.
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A new docking model PhDock is presented. The docking process is correlated with global
deformations (normal modes) of a receptor and with reorientations of its side chains. Deforma-
tions are derived from an elastic network model. Microscale motions of individual residues are
generated using a statistical potential derived from a library of conformers. A basin-hopping
Monte Carlo dynamics of a ligand is carried out using the SCC-DFTB energy plus protein - lig-
and Lennard-Jones interactions. The electrostatic contribution is computed using SCC-DFTB
atomic charges (Mulliken and CM3) in the presence of the receptor field, which accounts for
the ligand polarization effects.
1 Introduction
Docking methods of small molecules to protein targets have been extensively developed
in the past few decades. Due to constant increase of available computational power, some
procedures that were previously out of reach become presently possible. We present a
flexible-receptor and flexible-target model that is based on extensive two-scale probing of
receptor configurations, and the ligand dynamics which is based on a QM/MM potential.
The slow-motion, global receptor deformations, are accounted for by considering first few
target normal modes1 derived from an elastic network model2. In turn, faster reorientations
of amino acid side chains allow achieving more energetically favorable interactions by the
ligand. This reorientations are modelled by switching discreet side chain conformations,
taken from a library3, according to a Monte Carlo dynamics using library provided propen-
sities as a stochastic potential. Mezoscopic and microscopic motions are decoupled, except
for the checking of sterical conflicts. In the presence of the receptor with its own dynamics,
a basin-hopping Monte Carlo ligand dynamics is carried out with the potential that com-
bines ligand deformation energy computed using a fast SCC-DFTB QM method, together
with protein-ligand coupling given by Coulomb and Lennard-Jones interactions with the
receptor atoms. The electrostatic contribution is computed using ligand CM3/SCC-DFTB
atomic charges4 in the presence of the receptor, which accounts for electron polarization
effects.
2 Potential Energy Function
The potential used for the ligand minimization and dynamics is defined as follows:
E = ELJ + EES [qCM3 + P; ǫ] + EQM (1)
where ELJ is the Lennard-Jones term computed using Amber94 parameters for the recep-
tor, and a fixed set of LJ parameters for the ligand atoms. The remaining terms represent
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the Coulomb interaction energy with the CM3 charges and polarization corrections to the
ligand charges, as well as the ligand quantum mechanical energy, which is computed using
the SCC-DFTB method, which has an algebraic structure of a Tight-Binding method with
the energy decomposition into the ”band structure” and ”repulsion”:
E =
occ.∑
i
ǫi +
1
2
∑
A 6=B
UAB(|RA −RB|). (2)
The Hamiltonian, however, has an extra term H1µν which includes interactions of intra-
molecular partial charges and interaction with external electrostatic field:
HSCC-DFTBµν := H
DFTB
µν +H
1
µν H
1
µν = Sµν(ΓA + Γ
ext.
A ), ν ∈ A (3)
where ΓA and Γext.A are corresponding potential shifts on atom A, and Sµν is the overlap
matrix. Atomic charges on the receptor are included in ligand SCC-DFTB calculations via
Γext.A shifts:
Γext.A =
∑
n
1
ǫ
Qn
|RA −Rn| (4)
where Qn are the receptor charges, and ǫ scales the strength of the interaction potential.
2.1 CM3/SCC-DFTB Charges
The CM3 procedure computes a correction to the Mulliken charges after the SCC cycle,
which reduces systematic errors of individual bond dipoles:
qk = q
0
k +
∑
k′ 6=k
Tkk′(Bkk′ ) (5)
where qk is the CM3 charge on an atom k, q0k is the original Mulliken charge, Bkk′ is the
Mayer bond order and Tkk′ is a function of the bond orders which determines the amount
of the charge to be transferred from an atom k′ to an atom k:
Tkk′ = DZkZk′Bkk′ + CZkZk′ (Bkk′ )
2. (6)
The C and D coefficients were determined by the parameterization procedure.
3 Sampling Scheme
3.1 Side Chain Conformer Libraries
We use libraries constructed and published by Shetty et al.3. These side chain conformer li-
braries were extracted from high-quality protein structures, they maintain crystallographic
bond lengths and angles, in contrast to traditional rotamer libraries defined in terms of χ
angles under the assumption of idealized covalent geometry. The libraries provide also
backbone φ, ψ dependent propensities for each 40◦ dihedral angle bin, computed from the
conformational populations.
The conventional Metropolis algorithm5 is formulated as a rule which states that tran-
sition from a state A to a state B is accepted with the probability exp (−(EB − EA)/kT ).
This is, however, equal to the ratio PA/PB of the probabilities of states A and B. In this
approach the probabilities are taken from the normalized propensities included in the SCL
libraries.
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Figure 1. An example of a SCL
step. Two randomly selected con-
formations are shown using the CPK
model. Every second conformation
from the SCL0.5 library is drawn us-
ing thin lines.
Destination conformations are drawn with equal
probabilities from the whole ensemble of conformations
allowed by the φ, ψ angles. Frequency of side chain ori-
entation changes for a given residue is determined by
its distance to the ligand. Currently a dumping function
e−(
r
r0
)2 is used with r0 in range of 0.7. . . 1.2 nm.
3.2 Normal Modes
Normal modes are computed using MMTK library6
written by Konrad Hinsen, in the Cα representation of
the protein. The applied potential is defined as follows:
V (~r1 . . . ~rN ) =
∑
i<j
f(r0ij)(rij − r0ij)2
where rij = |~ri − ~rj |, and the pair force constant f(r0ij) is given by the expression:2
k(r0ij) =
{
8.6× 105r0ij − 2.39× 105 r0ij < 0.4nm
128(r0ij)
−6 r0ij ≥ 0.4nm
using nm and kJ/mol units, and depends on residue distance in the reference conformation.
Diagonalization of the second derivatives matrix using a fourier basis gives the modes
mµi and the corresponding frequencies fµ. The resulting atomic displacement vectors for
selected modes (default: the lowest four nonzero modes) are copied from the Cα atoms to
all remaining atoms in each residue.
Let the nm-state be defined as d = (d1 . . . dm) ∈ Rm, where m is the number of
selected modes and dµ can be interpreted as a measure of deformation along the µ-th
selected mode. The receptor atom i displacement is given by:
~ri = ~ri
0 +
∑
µ
dµmµi
The Monte Carlo dynamics using the Metropolis algorithm5 is carried out with the
quadratic potential V (d) =
∑
fµd
2
µ. The temperature does not have any well defined
physical meaning and is treated as a parameter of the model.
3.3 Algorithm
The algorithm consists of a sequence of steps that can be summarized as follows:
draw a step-type with probabilities: nm:scl:rb:ligmin (typically: 1:4:64:1 or 2:4:32:1)
if step-type is nm then
dnew = d+ δ where δ is a random vector in Rm
if step valid and accepted by Metropolis(Enew, E) then
apply deformation resulting from δ to the receptor; find new basin minimum
end if
else if step-type is scl then
draw residue using probabilities given by the dumping function exp(−r2/r20)
draw new conformation from conformations allowed by residue φ, ψ angles
if step valid and accepted with probability PA/PB then
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change side chain orientation; find new basin minimum
end if
else if step-type is rb then
draw transformation being superposition of random, rigid rotation and translation
find new ligand configuration and its basin minimum Enewbasin
if step valid and accepted with probability Metropolis(Enewbasin, Ebasin) then
accept new ligand position and new basin minimum
end if
else if step-type is ligmin then
perform fully flexible ligand minimization
end if
It should be noted the energy minimization, as a part of the basin-hopping scheme, is
unrestricted allowing flexible deformations.
4 Results and Conclusion
The novel, promising multiscale QM/MM flexible docking method (PhDock) was formu-
lated, implemented, and is being tested using a number of biomolecular model systems.
These, in particular, include a short helix with several water molecules and three protein-
ligand complexes with PDB codes: 1ctt, 1ivd and 2qwe. The applied stochastic sampling
procedure located the correct binding modes for the first two complexes. In the last, dif-
ficult case with a deeply buried ligand, the sampling procedure located a few alternative
binding poses on the protein surface. Longer sampling procedures along with refinement
of selected control parameters of the model are being carried out.
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Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, type II diabetes, and Mad Cow disease, or Cystic fi-
brosis, these apparently unrelated diseases, the so-called protein structural diseases, are found
to be a result of protein misfolding. Understanding the role of molecular inhibitors in formation
of amyloid fibrils plays an important role in finding proper treatments to those structural dis-
eases. In the case of Alzheimer’s disease, experiments showed that the fibrillation of full-length
Aβ peptides is disrupted by the peptide fragment Aβ16−20 (KLVFF). In this contribution,
we studied the kinetics of oligomerization of the system of two Aβ16−22 and one Aβ16−20
peptides, using all-atom simulations with the GROMOS96 force field 43a1 in explicit water.
In agreement with experiments, Aβ16−20 peptide was found to slow down the aggregation
process.
1 Introduction
In many cases protein aggregates take the form of amyloid fibrils, which appear as un-
branched rod-like nanostructures with the diameter of an order of 10 nm and varying
length1. A large body of evidence suggests that amyloid fibrils and associated oligomeric
intermediates are related to a number of diseases, including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s,
Huntington’s, and prion diseases1. For example, in the case of the Alzheimer’s disease
the memory decline may result from the accumulation of the amyloid β-proteins (Aβ)
present in two forms - 40 (Aβ1−40) and 42 (Aβ1−42) amino acids of which are produced
through endoproteolysis of the β-amyloid precursor transmembrane protein. Since struc-
tural diseases affect a significant portion of senior population, it is vital to develop ther-
apeutic approaches to combat the amyloid assembly. One of possible ways is to design
molecular inhibitors, which interfere with this process. For example, the peptide fragment
Aβ16−20 KLVFF2 and the peptide LPFFD derived from Aβ17−21 fragment by V18P and
A21D mutations3 can disrupt fibrillation of full-length Aβ peptide. An insertion of prolines
also inhibits amyloid formation. An another powerful strategy for inhibition is a peptide
N-methylation. It was demonstrated that themembrane-permeable NN-methylated pen-
tapeptide Aβ16− 20m is an effective fibrillogenesis inhibitor, capable of both preventing
fibril growth and disassembling existing fibrils4
In this contribution, we study the influence of a pentapeptide Aβ16−20 on the kinet-
ics of oligomerization of longer Aβ16−22 peptides, using all-atom simulations with the
GROMOS96 force field 43a1 in explicit water5. Since the fibril formation time tfibril
of a system of two Aβ16−22 and one Aβ16−20 peptide is much longer than that for three
Aβ16−22 peptides, one can expect that, in agreement with experiments2, Aβ16−20 fragment
slows down the fibril growth process.
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Figure 1. The free energy landscape as a function of V1 and V2. Typical conformations of some local minima
are shown.
2 Method and Results
The structures of monomeric Aβ16−20 and Aβ16−22 were extracted from the structure of
Aβ10−35 peptide available in the Protein Data Bank (ID: 1hz3). In order to study con-
formation changes of a monomer Aβ16−20, one trajectory of 150 ns was generated. The
initial configuration of the system of two Aβ16−22 and one Aβ16−20 was created by ran-
domly placing these peptides in a periodic box of volume 78 nm3 which corresponds to
the peptide concentration of 64 mM. For this system, four runs of 300, 343, 453, and 484
ns were carried out. All simulations were performed at T = 300 K.
We used the dihedral principal component analysis6 to compute the free energy land-
scapes (FEL), using the first two eigenvectors V1 and V2. In order to monitor the fibril
formation process, we use the ”liquid crystal” order parameter P2. If P ≥ 0.9 then the
system is considered to be in the fibril-like state6.
Fig. 1 shows the free energy of a monomer Aβ16−20 as a function of V1 and V2. The
existence of many shallow local minima separated by low barriers (of only a few kBT )
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Figure 2. Time dependence of P2 for the (2Aβ16−22+Aβ16−20) system. Shown is the structure at the largest
P2 ≈ 0.75. Interestingly, one Aβ16−22 and one Aβ16−20 adopt anti-parallel arrangement.
suggests that the system is not stable under thermal fluctuations. As evident from typi-
cal snapshots (Fig. 1), the monomer adopts mainly coil conformations. Comparing with
the free energy landscape of Aβ16−226, one can see that the pentapeptide Aβ16−20 is less
stable than Aβ16−22. This may be a reason why Aβ16−20 can serve as an inhibitor for
oligomerization of Aβ16−22 peptides, because in some situations proteins which have a
more ordered structure in the monomeric state, are expected to be more prone to aggrega-
tion.
The time dependence of the order parameter P2 for the (2Aβ16−22+Aβ16−20) system
is shown in Fig. 2. Since the largest value P2 ≈ 0.76, found at t ≈ 64 ns, is lower than
0.9, a fibril-like state does not occur in this run. This state was also not observed for three
other trajectories (results not shown). Therefore, for the (2Aβ16−22+Aβ16−20) system,
tfibril > 400 ns, which is larger than tfibril ≈ 200 ns for a system of three Aβ16−22
peptides6. This result suggests that, in agreement with the experiment2, Aβ16−20 can
interfere with the oligomerization process. There are two possible reasons for this:
(a) Aβ16−20 does not contain the negatively charged glutamic acid (E) as Aβ16−22 does.
(b) The replacement of Aβ16−22 by KLVFF reduces hydrophobicity of the whole system.
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In conclusion, we have shown that a short peptide KLVFF can inhibit the oligomer-
ization of a system of Aβ16−22 peptides. It is expected to prevent the fibril growth of
full-length Aβ peptides, due to charge imbalance.
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Mu is similar to a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) capable of transposing or integrating
itself into the host genome. This paper focuses on a topological model describing the changes
in 2-dimensional conformation of the DNA upon Mu binding and catalysis.
1 Introduction
Most of the time, due to the difficulty of making in vivo experiments, molecular biolo-
gists start with an in vitro system of a certain biological process they want to understand.
One such important process is DNA transposition. Mu virus was the first transposition
system studied in vitro2. This in vitro transposition system aided in understanding the
structure and function of transposition proteins in nucleoprotein complexes called trans-
pososomes2, 1. The protein-DNA core of the Mu transpososome is composed of a tetramer
of the transposase, Mu A, bound to the two special DNA ends called transposons, some-
times referred to as mobile elements. The reasons for constructing a topological model of
Mu-DNA complex are two-fold: first, having an in vitro system is not good enough since
the process of isolation and storage of a cellular system may change part or the whole sys-
tem itself; second, there is no known high-resolution structure of the Mu transpososome to
date. A mathematical model (topological or geometric) can be helpful in removing redun-
dancies thereby reducing the number of biologically plausible cases and saving valuable
time.
trefoil
y + z 2x = 0 mod 
z
x y
p
1/0 tangle
NW NE
SW SE
0 tangle 1 tangle
A B
-
Figure 1. A) Examples of 2-string tangles; B) Definition of colorability. A coloring of diagram of a knot or link
or tangle is a function C : {arcs of a diagram} 7→ Zp such that at each crossing the relation y + z − 2x = 0
mod p holds, where x is the color on the over arc and y and z are the two colors of two under arcs. A three-
crossing knot or a trefoil is 3-colorable.
2 Biological Background
In order to topologically study the mechanism of a certain enzyme, molecular biologists
start with a circular DNA. Conformational changes on linear DNA made by the enzyme
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during catalysis can easily slip and be lost. If one starts with an unknotted double-stranded
DNA and obtains a knotted circular DNA, then the enzyme must have acted on the DNA.
One possible sequence of enzyme action is: cut, exchange and reseal two DNA segments.
Sumners, Ernst and collaborators showed the first mathematical model of DNA recom-
bination using tangles3. A n-string tangle is a set of n strings properly embedded in a
3-dimensional ball, Fig. 1A. For a thorough review of tangles and tangle calculus, see a
couple of papers by Ernst5, 6. The 3-dimensional ball represents the protein and the su-
percoiled string represents double-stranded DNA. Pathania et al used circular DNA with
properly placed recombination (lox P) and transposition (attL and attR) sites so that they
could observe specific changes in these special DNA sites upon protein binding and catal-
ysis1. See Fig. 2A. When translated to tangles’ parlance, there are two tangles involved,
the tangle modeling a better-understood process of Cre recombination7 and the tangle de-
scribing Mu transposition. In the lower right hand corner of Fig. 2B, Cre recombinase
changes a 0-tangle to a 10 -tangle. This Cre recombination tangle was used as a tool to un-
derstand what DNA conformation was trapped in the Mu transpososome upon Mu binding,
and a 2-dimensional solution (a tangle with five crossings) obtained by Pathania et al af-
ter performing all the experiments with different maps where they assumed that the DNA
trapped during Mu transposition is branched supercoiled, and an example of a branched
supercoiled tangle. Most mathematicians are concerned with the question of uniqueness
of solution. In the following section, one topological confirmation of uniqueness of this
five-crossing solution presented by the in vitro experiments of Pathania et al is shown.
One strength of this topological modeling is that there is no assumption made about the
transposition tangle.
MuMu Cre
Cre
enhancer+attR att L Plox
lox att Rlox att LenhancerP P
attRlox att lox enhancerL P Plox 
xlo P
0  tangle 1/0  tangle
Cre Recombination
where
Mu
A
B
Branched 
supercoiled
...
.. . . ..
Figure 2. A) Different kinds of maps of Cre recombination and Mu transposition sites; B) 2-dimensional model
of the 3-dimensional Mu-DNA transpososome. Pathania et al obtained this five-crossing model of Mu-DNA
complex1 .
3 Topological Invariant: Colorability
One can use a knot invariant called colorability (Fig. 1B) to mathematically describe the
DNA conformational changes formed after the protein binds the DNA and has acted on
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it. Darcy et al proposed a computational method using colorability to encode DNA con-
formational changes8. Every knot diagram K with k crossings has exactly k arcs. By the
definition of colorability, there is a k × k matrix corresponding to a knot diagram K with
k crossings and k arcs. Therefore, K can be colored mod p if and only if the correspond-
ing set of equations has a nontrivial mod p solution9. Similarly, tangle diagrams can be
colored, Fig. 3A.
x52x
x8
x1
6x
x7 x36x + -  2 = 0
2x 6x x5+  2 = 0
x3 x5 6x+ 2 = 0
x4 = 0x7 x8 2 +
= 0x4 x82 x5+
= 0x1 x52 x8+
x7
x4x3
-  
-  
-   
-  
-  
BA
A + B 
T
N ( T )
Tangle Addition Tangle
Closure
A B
Figure 3. A) An example of coloring a 2-string tangle. There are six crossings (equations) and eight arcs (vari-
ables). In10, it was shown that two tangle invariants can be used to distinguish one n-string tangle from another;
B) Tangle addition and tangle closure.
Tangles can be embedded in a knot. Using tangle calculus, a knot can be written as
a numerator closure of the sum of two tangles, Fig. 3B. This can then be written as a
tangle equation. Two examples of tangle equation is in Fig. 4. One starts with a circular
unknot (no crossings when simplified topologically) and ends up with a three crossing
knot. These two tangle equations can then be translated into colorability as systems of
equations solvable modulo p, p ∈ Z, given crossings of tangles involved.
M=  M =
Figure 4. Two examples of tangle equations, one starts with an unknot and ends with a three-crossing knot.
To make the long story short, with the use of two simple tangle invariants found in
Ref. 10 and some minor computation, there is one and only one solution to the system of
tangle equations, thereby confirming the in vitro solution of Pathania et al.
4 Concluding Remarks
One question arises from this study. If given the right length of DNA, will the Mu trans-
pososome take the configurations of crossings greater than five given in the summary table,
Table 1.
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No. of Crossings Correct Coloring Matrices Non-equivalent and Colorable
≤ 4 0 0
5 1 1
6 22 0
7 354 3
8 5019 6
Table 1. Summary table of tangles given the number of crossings in the Mu 2-dimensional configurations.
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The monomeric, intracellular hemoglobin from the fruit fly Drosophila Melanogaster (DmHb)
has been discovered in 2005. It came out that the oxygen supply system in insects is more com-
plex then previously thought. Details on diffusion of gases, ligands discrimination and hexa-
to pentacoordination changes remain unclear. Here we present the results of molecular mod-
eling and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of gaseous ligands (O2, CO, NO) transport
inside the DmHb matrix. In addition to a classical MD trajectory an approximate Locally En-
hanced Sampling method (LES) and Implicit Ligand Sampling (ILS) have been employed. The
structural and thermodynamics features of hexacoordinated and pentacoordinated DmHb were
examined and compared to our previous results obtained for human neuroglobin and cytoglobin
which display similar heme coordination. Several connected cavities and diffusion pathways,
based on 3D ILS free-energy maps, have been indicated. Residues that are critical for kinetics
of small gaseous ligands diffusion in primitive hemoglobin were discovered. These data may
help do understand the impact of evolutionary pressure on proteins architecture.
1 Introduction
Recently, Drosophila melanogaster Hemoglobin (DmHb), a new member of invertebrate
heme globin family, has been discovered1. It belongs to the class of hexacoordinated
globins The sixth coordination position of heme iron ion is occupied by an external lig-
and (i.e. O2, CO) or the distal HisE7. D. melanogaster has the open circulatory system
with fluid called hemolyph. In hemolyph there are no hemoglobin-like proteins. Tracheal
system supports passive diffusion of oxygen to the tissues and for many years researchers
thought that oxygen carriers are unnecessary in this taxon. DmHb expresses in fat body
and pharynx muscle, so it is an intracellular protein. Its role is unclear and is a matter of
the debate. Our goal is to find cavities network and diffusions pathways for small gaseous
ligands. These data may help to understand the physiological role of DmHb and bring new
information on the architecture and function of this ancient protein.
2 Methods
The structure of DmHb (2G3H) was obtained from Protein Data Bank. All MD simulations
were carried out with the NAMD 2.6 code and CHARMM27 force field2. In the DmHb
structure heme group coordinates cyanide ligand. To performe MD simulations with dioxy-
gen, the cyanide has been removed and dioxygen ligand has been docked. This initial
structure was placed in an equilibrated TIP3 water box (63x54x45 A˚3). The relaxation,
heating to 300 K, and equilibration of the system (about 17 000 atoms) were completed
during a 500 ps run. A standard MD trajectory 15 ns long was produced. Additionally, the
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Locally Enhanced Sampling (LES) method was used to facilitate O2 diffusion3. The three
3 ns long LES trajectories with 5, 10 and 15 copies of O2 for DmHb structures were gen-
erated (named LES5, LES10 and LES15, respectively). These simulations were run with
the periodic boundary conditions. The Ewald mesh summation for long range electro-
static interactions was used. The integration timestep was 1 fs for bonded and non-bonded
interactions and 2 fs for electrostatics. The cutoffs for Van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions were 12 A˚. Langevin dynamics with dumping factor 5 ps−1 was used. The
Potential of Mean Force by Implicit Ligand Sampling (PMF/ILS) calculation was carried
out with the VMD code4. This method allows for indication of all low free-energy profile
within a protein matrix. The analysis was performed using the VMD code5.
3 Results and Discussion
The inspection of root-mean-square (rms) distances from the DmHb model shows that all
trajectories are reasonable stable (data not shown, average Calpha rmsd< 1.5 A˚). In a static
crystal structure DmHb no entry channels from the solvent to the heme active site can be
found1. Moreover only three cavities are observed. However, when fluctuations of amino
acids side chains at 300K were added, the transient routes leading from the solution to the
binding site are presented. Using the PMF/ILS method such paths were determined for 3
small gaseous ligands: NO, CO and O2. The complex network of cavities and channels
in DmHb are determined by tracking dioxygen collisions with residues (LES trajectories)
and by inspection of the PMF isosurface for selected ligands. Detailed data about amino
acids involved in formation main cavities may be found in Fig. 1. Using the VMD soft-
Figure 1. Diagram of the cavities in DmHb.
ware, traces of every O2 ligand were registered in all calculated LES trajectories. Out of
5+10+15 ligands observed only 12 copies left the protein on a 3 ns timescale. Cavities
DP, Xe4 and Xe2 exhibit exits path to the solvent. PMF isosurface is shown in the Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Free energy map for O2 migration inside DmHb. Two free energy isosurfaces represent PMF/ ILS
values of -1.5 kcal/mol (opaque black) and 1.6 kcal/mol (transparent dark gray). The DmHb surface is displayed
in light gray and the heme group is represented in dark gray .
Five cavities have been found. Three of them are involved in building a big, hydrophobic
channel (DP, Xe4 and Xe2). Cavities Xe1 and Ph1 are not connected with the channel
thus their influence on the ligand diffusion may by neglected. The Ph1 pocket has con-
nection only with the surface of the protein. These data are different from the standard
myoglobin picture and are close to our previous study for the neuroglobin, cytoglobin and
mini-hemoglobin6, 7. Maybe hexacoordination provide a completely different mechanism
for controlling ligand affinity and tune ligand diffusion rate. Within the hydrophobic chan-
nel at least 4 different exits are located. From the distal pocket a gaseous ligand can move
to Xe4 cavity or directly to the solvent passing HisE7 residues. From Xe4 cavities lig-
and travels either to Xe2 or escape to the solvent using rather big exit placed between AB
turn and E helix. Another exit path from Xe2 pocket is located between G and H helices.
Ligand trapped in Xe2 pocket can move to solution between EF turn and H helix. This is
another large tunnel leading to exterior.
4 Conclusions
Our dynamical data provide new information in ccontrast to the static analysis of one X-ray
structure. The thermodynamic PMF/ILS calculations confirmed the existence of multiple
diffusion paths in DmHb. These paths are easily accessible to small gaseous ligands. De-
spite of well conserved tertiary structure, globins have very different pathways for ligand
diffusion. Composition of the amino acids may be more important in this case than the ter-
tiary structure. Present data should contribute to evolutionary studies of oxygen transport
mechanism in biological systems.
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Results for the screening of known ligand databases versus rigid and flexible receptors are
presented using an all-atom model and a very efficient optimization method. The results are
compared with other programs and a better performance is shown.
1 Introduction
Virtual screening of chemical databases to targets of known threedimensional structure
is developing into an increasingly reliable method for finding new lead candidates in
drug development. Based on the stochastic tunneling method (STUN1) we have devel-
oped FlexScreen2, 3, a novel strategy for high-throughput in-silico screening of large ligand
databases. Each ligand of the database is docked against the receptor using an all-atom
representation of both ligand and receptor. In the docking process both ligand and re-
ceptor can change their conformation. The ligands with the best evaluated affinity are
selected as lead candidates for drug development. Using the thymidine kinase inhibitors
as a prototypical example we documented the shortcomings of rigid receptor screens in a
realistic system. We demonstrate a gain in both overall binding energy and overall rank
of the known substrates when two screens with a rigid and flexible (up to 15 sidechain
dihedral angles) receptor are compared. We note that the STUN suffers only a compara-
tively small loss of efficiency when an increasing number of receptor degrees of freedom
is considered. FlexScreen thus offers a viable compromise between docking flexibility
and computational efficiency to perform fully automated database screens on hundreds of
thousands of ligands.
2 Methodology
Docking Method: Stochastic optimization with STUN: Non-linear transformation of the
potential energy surface using
ESTUN(x) = ln
(
x+
√
x2 + 1
)
, (1)
with x = γ (E − E0), γ = 0.05 Mol/kJ and E0 is the lowest energy encountered during
the simulation.
Scoring Function:
S =
∑
Protein
∑
Lig.,fl.SC.
(
Rij
r12ij
− Aij
r6ij
+
qiqj
rij
)
+
∑
h−bonds
cos Θij
(
R˜ij
r12ij
− A˜ij
r10ij
)
(2)
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Figure 1. Binding energies of the docked substrates. Left side, rigid screening with total score 4206. Right side,
flexible screening with total score 8083.
Partial charges qi are usually evaluated with InsightII and ESFF forcefield, Lennard-Jones
parameters Rij , Aij from OPLSAA or from AutoDock and Hydrogen bond parameters
R˜ij , A˜ij from AutoDock.
3 Results
Screen with rigid (1e2n) receptor: A receptor has many possibilities to adapt to different
inhibitors. Choosing one fixed receptor for all type of ligands restricts the amount of
possible binding modes to only a few and therefore some ligands loose their specificity to
this receptor. In 1e2n the receptor cavity is rather wide and many different ligands can fit
into the cavity; but distinctive binding modes are missing for many ligands. Therefore the
10 known substrates of TK are energetically close to each other (see fig 1, left side), but
because of the lack of specific binding modes they score worse than many ligands of the
database.
Screen with flexible (1e2n) receptor: To model the receptor flexibility, we made 6 bonds
of 4 side-chains flexible to allow the substrates to find their characteristic binding motif.
Compared with the database all 10 ligands get lower affinities now (see fig 1, right side).
Astex data set results: The results from table 1 show that FlexScreen is either of similar
accuracy (Glide) or significantly more accurate (Gold, FlexX). Additionally FlexScreen
proved to reliably find the correct binding modes. In 89% of the cases FlexScreen yielded
a binding mode with a RMS deviation of less than 2.0 A˚ and performed therefore better
than Gold, Glide and FlexX.
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FlexScreen Glide Gold FlexX:
FlexScreen wins/total 33/59 20/27 40/59
Results < 2.0A˚ 77/86 41/59 20/27 32/59
Table 1. Summary of the docking results; compared are the RMS values of the different docking codes for the
Astex data set and the percentage of cases having a RMS <2.0 A˚.
4 Conclusion
Using side-chain flexibility (15 selected rotational bonds), all substrates ranked within the
upper 10% of the database. The binding energy is substantially lowered for all of the
ligands which supports the assumption that the receptor is now sufficiently able to adopt to
the docking ligand and to model their specific binding motif, which can be compared with
the x-ray receptor-ligand complex. Concerning the accuracy and reliability of finding the
experimental binding mode FlexScreen proved to be of better performance than the three
other docking programs (Glide, Gold and FlexX).
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Mutations as Trapdoors: The Rop-Dimer with Two
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Conformational transitions are the molecular mechanism for regulating protein function.
Structure-based models are a computational tractable way to simulate these transitions. A
model able to accommodate multiple folding basins is proposed to explore the mutational ef-
fects in the folding of the Rop-dimer (ROP). In experiments, ROP mutants show unusually
strong increases in folding rates with marginal effects on stability. We investigate the possibility
of two competing conformations representing a parallel (P) and the wild-type (WT) anti-parallel
(AP) arrangement of the monomers as possible native conformations. We observe occupation
of both distinct states and characterize the transition pathways. An interesting observation from
the simulations is that, for equivalent energetic bias, the transition to the P basin (non WT basin)
shows a lower free-energy barrier. Thus the rapid kinetics observed in experiments appears to
be the result of two competing states with different kinetic behavior, triggered upon mutation
by the opening of a trapdoor arising from the Rop-dimers symmetric structure. The general
concept of having competing conformations for the native state goes beyond explaining ROP’s
mutational behaviors and can be applied to other systems. A switch between competing na-
tive structures might be triggered by external factors to allow, for example, allosteric control or
signaling.
1 Introduction
The funneled energy-landscape and the principle of minimal frustration explain protein
folding as a diffusive process. Multiple routes lead from the unfolded to the folded state.1, 2
Evolutionary pressure smoothened the underlying energy-landscape sufficiently that local
minima or roughness do not interfere with folding. The resulting bias towards the native
state is robust, so that changes in environmental conditions or limited mutations change
neither the structure of a protein nor its folding behavior.
Structure-based simulations, based on the work of Go3, use these ideas and stipulate
that folding can be simulated in-silico by only taking native interactions into account2, 4.
Commonly, one coarse-grained the description of a protein in such simulations. Each
amino-acid is described as a single bead centered on the position of the Cα-atoms.
2 Simulations on the Rop-dimer
ROP (repressor of primer) a is a homodimer of 2x63 amino acids(AA). It is part of a
genetic control mechanism in the ColE1 plasmid system and binds to RNA. Its wild-type
(WT) structure is that of a coiled-coil helix bundle with each monomer consisting of two
helices (see Fig.). The two monomers are arranged anti-parallelly (AP) for the WT. In
a series of experiments, the hydrophobic interface between the two monomers has been
aROP is sometimes also called ROM (Regulator of RNA I).
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Figure 1. Structures and symmetry of the Rop-dimer
Hydrophobic core mutations have a strong effect on the folding/unfolding kinetics and RNA-binding ability of the
Rop-homodimer. They can change the WT anti parallel arrangement (left) of monomers (in green and yellow) to
a parallel one (right). This conformational transition disrupts the charged RNA-binding interface (highlighted red
sidechains) and makes the parallel mutant dysfunctional. A dual-funneled energy landscape with two competing
native structures explains Rop’s mutational behavior.
mutated.5, 6 These mutations resulted in strong changes of up to four order of magnitude
in the folding/unfolding rates. Specific mutants lost their RNA-binding ability, with partly
discrepant behavior in vivo and in vitro.7 One specific mutant has parallelly (P) arranged
monomers and lost its RNA-binding ability. This is not surprising, as the ability to bind
RNA is linked to an interface on the surface of the WT, which is disrupted in the P structure.
To better understand these experimental results, we assume that the mutations trigger
the competition of P and AP by symmetrizing the interface8, 9. We set up structure-based
simulations with two competing native states9 and observe transition between the unfolded
(U), folded P and and folded AP states. It is important to note that we gave both P and AP
an exactly equal energetic bias.
In the simulations we observe transitions from U to P and AP. These simulations allow
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to derive a free-energy landscape. The free-energy barrier for the transition from U to P is
roughly 20% smaller than the one from U to AP. Therefore the kinetics U-P are faster than
for U-AP. This is a purely entropic effect resulting from the geometrically more accessible
P conformation. In P the less mobile turns of the two monomers can face each other in
the transition state ensemble, while the floppy tails of the monomers can still move freely.
However in AP the turn face the floppy tail of the other monomer and are therefore more
difficult to localize.9
ROP’s accelerated kinetics for the mutants can therefore be understood as a result from
the competition of P and AP. While in the WT the slow kinetics of AP dominate, the
mutations in the hydrophobic core open the trapdoor to P and enable P as an off-pathway
kinetic trap. One measures an increase in kinetics. b
It seems possible, that some mutants possess a degenerated native state, in which both
P and AP are present. Especially the mutant Ala2Leu2 − 6 might express this behavior,
as it both binds RNA but is also highly similar to the mutant Ala2Ile2 − 6, which only
differs by possessing Ile instead of Leu for some AA in the hydrophobic core. Current
experiments verify this prediction.
Mutant Binds RNA in Relative Structure
vitro vivo kF kU
WT Y Y 1 1 AP (X-Ray, NMR)
Ala2Leu2 − 2 Y Y 3.2 18 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Leu2 − 4 Y P 1.5 28 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Leu2 − 6 Y N 310 31000 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Leu2 − 8 Y N 610 50000 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Leu2 − 6-rev Y - 85 670 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Leu2 − 8-rev Y N 92 2700 AP (in vitro activity)
Leu2Ala2 − (2+7) Y - 10 18 AP (in vitro activity)
Ala2Ile2 − 6 N N - - P
Table 1. Experimental data of the Rop-dimer and some mutants.
The RNA-binding ability is present (Y), non-present (N) or partially present (P). The folding and unfolding rates
kF and kU are given relative to the WT. The mutants are named according to the number and location of mutated
hydrophobic core amino acid pairs.5,6 The structures haven been determined only for the WT and the last mutant,
all other structures have been assumed to be AP because of their RNA binding behavior.
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The nucleosome is the basic compacting unit of chromatin, a complex structure that enables
DNA to fit in the eucaryotic cell nucleus. Because many biological processes require free DNA
as a substrate, the nucleosome has to undergo conformational transitions to allow the DNA
target sites to be exposed. To obtain insight into the global dynamics of the nucleosome, mi-
crosecond timescale coarse-grained molecular dynamics is performed. Here we report a princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) realised on a 5µs coarse-grained molecular dynamics trajectory
to identify the global motions obtained in the nucleosome.
1 Introduction
In the nucleosome, 147-bp DNA are wrapped almost twice around a protein core consist-
ing of eight histone proteins, one tetramer H3-H4 and two dimers H2A-H2B. The histone
protein core, composed mainly of α-helices, is very stable in contrast to the non-structured
histone N-terminal tails, that pass between the DNA superhelix turns. Despite the high
number of interactions between nucleosomal DNA and the surface of the protein core,
nucleosomal DNA can become free to be processed by DNA binding proteins involved in
DNA transcription, replication, recombination or repair. The mechanisms underlying DNA
target site exposure are still under debate. One proposed mechanism, based on single-
nucleosome FRET evidence, postulates that significant pieces of nucleosomal DNA (up
to 70 bp) can transiently detach from the protein core1, 2. These reversible conformational
changes, believed to occur on the 50-250 ms timescale, could be responsible for the pro-
gressive invasion of the nucleosome by DNA-binding proteins.
To characterize the conformational transitions leading to DNA accessibility, it is im-
portant to understand nucleosome dynamics at equilibrium and on a long timescale. For
this purpose, we performed coarse-grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
using a model specifically developed for the nucleosome3. Classical all-atom MD of large
systems such as the nucleosome is currently limited to about 100 nanosecond timescale,
while with the present model of the nucleosome, a one-bead representation together with
the absence of explicit water, MD simulations of the nucleosome can be carried out over
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Figure 1. All-atom and coarse-grained representation of the nucleosome (structure 1KX5). The residues are
represented by single spherical beads centered on α-carbon for amino acids and on phosphorus for nucleic acids.
The histones and the DNA are represented in different colors. The nucleosome is symmetric with respect to the
so-called dyad axis.
several microseconds. In the present proceedings, after briefly presenting the CG model,
we report a principal component analysis (PCA) performed on a 5µs CG MD trajectory
enabling the identification of slow collective motions in the nucleosome.
2 Method
A detailed description of the CG model and its force-field parameterization is reported in
a previous study3. In this CG model, protein residues and DNA nucleotides are repre-
sented as single beads (Figure 1) interacting through harmonic (for neighboring) or Morse
(for nonbonded) potentials which depend on the interbead distances. This model shares
similarity with Gaussian network models (GNM) but, in contrast to GNM, the Morse de-
scription of nonbonded interactions allows realistic anharmonic dynamics of the system.
Force-field parameters were estimated by Boltzmann inversion of the corresponding radial
distribution functions computed from a reference 5-ns all-atom MD simulation and further
refined to obtain agreement with all-atom MD root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF).
Coarse-grained MD simulations were performed using the DL POLY package5. The
starting structure used was the 1KX5 structure4 energy-minimized in solvent using the
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Charmm627 all-atom force-field. A Langevin bath was used to account for the frictional
and stochastic effects of the solvent. The reduction of the system allowed us to apply a
20-fs timestep. The simulation was carried out at 300 K during 5 µs.
Principal component analysis, also called essential dynamics analysis7, provides a way
to identify the most significant directions of motions in the system. The method consists
in diagonalizing the symmetric 3N×3N covariance matrix derived from the MD trajectory,
whose elements are defined as Cij = 〈(xi − 〈xi〉)(xj − 〈xj〉)〉 where xi and xj are the
Cartesian coordinates of the atom i and j. The resulting eigenvectors give the direction and
their corresponding eigenvalues quantify the magnitude of the fluctuations. Eigenvectors
with the highest eigenvalues are called the principal components or principal modes. Here,
PCA was performed with the GROMACS package on a 5-µ CG MD trajectory. The tails
were excluded from the analysis since their high mobility masked the motion of the DNA
and the protein core.
2.1 Results and Discussion
Figure 2. Global motions of the nucleosome. A and a: initial nucleosome 1KX5 structure. B–D and b–d:
nucleosome conformations deformed along the first three modes. Each residue is colored with respect to its root-
mean-squared fluctuation (RMSF) along the mode; blue and red correspond to low and high RMSFs, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the directions of the motions for the first three principal components.
Residues are colored with respect to their RMSF along each eigenvector. The ten eigen-
vectors with the largest eigenvalues describe 22 % of the total protein motion, a smaller
fraction than what is usually observed for other systems such as proteins. This result may
be the consequence that important structural transitions in the nucleosome occur on a larger
timescale than 5µs.
The motion along the first mode corresponds to a bending out of the plane of the nu-
cleosome that mostly involves i) both extremities (ten basepairs) of the DNA superhelix;
ii) the facing DNA stretches located on the respective opposite turn; and iii) amino acids of
H3, H3’, H4 and H4’ interacting with these regions. Simultaneously to the bending of this
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region, several residues centered around the dyad axis (i.e., ≈10-bp of DNA and residues
from H3 and H3’) translate in the opposite direction to the out-of-plane bending motion.
The most rigid regions along this mode are residues that belong to the histones H2B and
the DNA basepairs interacting with them.
The second principal component describes a rocking motion center of which is located
on the dyad axis. As in the first mode, this mostly involves both extremities of the DNA
superhelix, the facing DNA stretches located on the respective opposite turn, and amino
acids interacting with these regions, while histones H2B and interacting DNA residues
contribute less to this motion.
Finally, the third principal mode, represents a deformation of the nucleosome in the
plane of the nucleosome. In this motion, the DNA superhelix extremities and amino acids
interacting with these regions participate in the stretching of the nucleosome in a direction
perpendicular to the dyad axis while H2B residues and the DNA part interacting with them
contributes to stretching the nucleosome in the direction of the dyad axis.
3 Outlook
Further work is ongoing to investigate, in particular, the spontaneous unwrapping of nu-
cleosomal DNA extremities from the nucleosome protein core. We also plan to study the
interactions between several nucleosomes in a nucleosomal array within the context of the
chromatin fiber.
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We consider folding and unfolding of a protein contained within a sphere of radius R. We use a
coarse-grained geometry based model. We find that the folding time is essentially independent
of R but the possible unfolded structures do depend on R. Several proteins placed within
the sphere fold mostly independent of one another unless one introduces attractive interactions
between them. Attractive interactions between molecules have strong influence on the folding
times.
1 Introduction
Many experimental and theoretical studies of proteins involve very low protein concentra-
tions. In cells, however, the proteins are confined to compartments and come with high
concentrations1. It is thus interesting to assess the role of confinement and crowding theo-
retically by first considering simple models.
Previous theoretical studies of confinement2–6 have been focused on thermodynamics.
The confinment has been found to lead to a greater thermodynamic stability, broader and
taller specific heat and more compact unfolded conformations4, 3.
Recently, we have studied effects of molecular crowding and caging on protein folding
within a simple molecular dynamics model7. Here, we provide a brief account of these
studies.
2 Model
We used the coarse-grained Go-like model, where amino acids are represented by beads.
The beads interact by a potential that maintains chain topology and enforces the local
backbone stiffenss through the chirality terms8. The native contacts are described by
V contactij = 4ǫ
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
(1)
where rij describes the distance between the bead centers. By taking σij = rnativeij /
6
√
2
the potential acquires a minimum at a distance rnativeij that is found in the native structure
of the protein. The repulsive potential that keeps protein inside the sphere may be written
as
Vwall(si) =
 4ǫ
[(
σ
si
)12
−
(
σ
si
)6]
+ ǫ , si < 4 si = R− ri
0 , si ≥ 4 σ = 4/ 6
√
2
(2)
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where ri is a distance of the ith center to the origin of the sphere, R is the radius of the
sphere.
The attractive interaction between separate molecules is introduced in simplified way.
When dealing with several identical proteins, it is natural to assume that if a pair of amino
acids forms the native contact in one molecule, the same pair of amino acids, but belonging
to different molecules, will also interact. The strength, ǫI , of such an interaction is an input
to the modelling. We take
V interij′ = 4ǫI
[(
σij
rij′
)12
−
(
σij
rij′
)6]
, 0 ≥ ǫI ≥ ǫ (3)
and ǫI is considered to be weaker than ǫ from Eq.1. We have determined the folding times,
tfold, defined as the median over the set of 301 trajectories. The folding time of a molecule
is defined as the first time at which all of its native contacts are established simultaneously.
For several molecules, test of the presence of the native contacts are performed for each
molecule separately. The simulations were performed for crambin – the small, one domain,
α-β protein with the PDB code 1CRN.
3 Results
We computed tfold of crambin in spheres with various radii ranging from R = 1000A˚
down to 18A˚ (corresponding to the smalest sphere that may fit the crambin in the native
state). The starting structures for folding were obtained through thermal unfolding at a high
temperature in sphere of radius R0. To evaluate the influence of the starting structures on
tfold we also study folding in an unbounded space. Results of the simulations are presented
on Fig.1A.
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Figure 1. A: Folding time of crambin computed with different starting structure sets (corresponding to various
indicated choices of R0). The left panel shows folding in an infinite space and the right panel in a sphere of a
finite radius radius R = R0. B: Folding scenarios of crambin computed with different starting structure set (R0
describes the radius of sphere in the unfolding simulation that produce the starting structures for folding). Left
panel shows folding in infinite space, right panel folding in sphere of radius R = R0 (the same radius as for the
unfolding procedure).
There is no influence of the starting structures on tfold, Fig.1A (left panel), and there
is only a weak influence the sphere size on tfold as shown in Fig.1A (right panel). Thus
the confinement does not change the folding times of proteins unless one considers very
tight confinement conditions under which the protein barely moves. We also find that even
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though the sequencing of folding events depends on the choice of the starting R0, the
confinement itself does not affect it, see Fig1B.
We now consider the crowding phenomena and place several protein in one 36A˚-
sphere. We calculate tfold for one, two, eight and twelve molecules. The simplest case
is when the only inter-molecular interactions are only due to the excluded volume. The
corresponding results are presented in Fig.2A. It is seen that the number of molecules that
are present does not change an individual folding time.
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Figure 2. A: Folding times for different number of proteins within the sphere. B: Folding times for four crambins
on different interaction strength. The inset shows the fraction of misfolded structures.
The situation changes when attractive inter-molecular interactions are added. Fig.2B
shows tfold for R=36 A˚. For ǫI < 0.5ǫ, tfold is nearly the same as for ǫI=0. However,
for larger values of ǫI , tfold raises significantly. Eventually, all structures get misfolded,
because of aggregation.
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Using replica exchange Molecular Dynamics simulations of Aβ peptide, we compare the en-
sembles of monomer configurations of the Flemish (A21G) familial Alzheimer’s disease mutant
the wild type (WT) sequence. Our simulations start from random conformations. We find that
similarities between the Flemish and WT Aβ peptide in terms of the random coil like structure.
At room temperature in implicit solvent, the Aβ1−39 monomer does not adopt a unique folded
conformation but adopts one of the several low energy structures, with the U-shape configura-
tions that are strongly amphipathic. No beta content is observed which therefore seems to be a
product of oligomerization and aggregation.
1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurological disorder, affecting approximately 12.5 and
47.2% of the population in the United States over the ages 65 and 85, respectively. Forma-
tion of amyloid fibrils is the hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. These Aβ peptides are re-
leased from proteolytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) as Aβ39 or Aβ42
residue sequence with unknown function. Many familial Alzheimer’s disease mutants of
the APP protein are external to the Aβ peptide sequence, and thus influence Aβ process-
ing, but some set of mutations which cluster near amino acid positions 21 through 23 in the
amyloid β peptide possibily changes peptide biochemistry1. Some well studied point mu-
tations are Flemish (A21G), Arctic(E22G), Italian (E22K), Dutch(E22Q), Iowa(D23N) and
double Dutch/Iowa mutants 2. Despite point mutations near 21/22 region, these mutations
show strong differences in the kinetics of the formation of fibril assemblies as compared
to wild type Aβ peptide and in vitro studies have found that A21G (Flemish) mutations
slower aggregation kinetic as compared to WT Aβ and E22G (Arctic) mutations. Hence,
this distinction is important for understanding the mechanism of amyloid assembly and
critical for correctly assigning the identity of NMR cross peak resonances in 2D structural
analysis of Aβ, where it has been assumed that the peptide is monomer. Thus the present
study focus on the effect of mutation (A21G) on the monomer structure of Aβ39 Wild
Type(WT) by performing molecular dynamics simulations.
2 Material and Methods
The peptide Aβ originally consists of 42 amino-acid residues: [ Asp-Ala-Glu-Phe-
Arg-His-Asp-Ser-Gly-Tyr-Glu-Val-His-His-Gln-Lys-Leu-Val-Phe-Phe-Ala-Glu-Asp-Val-
Gly-Ser-Asn-Lys-Gly-Ala-Ile-Ile-Gly-Leu-Met-Val-Gly-Gly-Val-Val-Ala-Ala], which is
usually expressed as Aβ. Replica exchange Molecular Dynamics (MD) and canonical MD
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Figure 1. Contact map dor Cα-Cα for WT and Flemish mutant.
simulations are carried out with the AMBER9 program, using all atom force field ff99.
The effect of solvation is approximated by a generalized Born solvent implicit solvent
model, with random starting geometry. Sixteen replicas are simulated at temperatures
range of 200 K to 640 K and periodically swapped between neighboring temperatures.
Exchange attempts are made after every 0.02ps of simulation. High temperature simu-
lation segments facilitate the crossing of the energy barriers while the low temperature
ones explore in detail energy minima3, 4. The Shake algorithm is used to constraint all
bond lengths. In the canonical simulation, temperature is set by velocity reassignment
from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 291 K and maintained at that temperature by
using a Langevin thermostat. About 5,000 steps of minimization is followed by an initial
equilibration run.
3 Results and Discussion
In order to probe the structure of Aβ39 monomer we have performed multiple replica-
exchange and regular canonical molecular dynamics (at T=291K) simulations starting with
different initial configuration of flemish mutant and WT Aβ peptide. Replica exchange
molecular dynamics simulations results indicate that each replicas perform a random walk
in temperatures ladder, allowing the replicas to escape local minima. As a consequence,
reliable physical quantities are calculated over the whole range of temperatures.
At room temperature, the WT Aβ monomer does not have a unique folded confor-
mation but adopts one of the several low energy structures. The root mean square dis-
placement based clustering analysis 5 shows that the ensemble at 291K consists of three
clusters differ little in their average potential energies (cluster A: 946.09(4) kcal/mol, clus-
ter B: 962.59(2) kcal/mol,cluster C: 949.10 (2) kcal/mol, data for WT Aβ peptide)6. All
three cluster also share as a common theme the U-shape of the configurations that are
strongly amphipathic. The longer arm is made mostly from hydrophilic and charged amino
acid residues while the shorter arm is formed exclusively hydrophobic branched residues.
However, no beta content is observed in both WT and flemish mutatnt(1.4%), which there-
fore seems to be a product of oligomerization and aggregation. A more thorough analysis
reveals differences between the various clusters. Cluster A, is a random coil structure with
turn around Ala21-Asn27 and appears with a frequency of 58 % in WT Aβ peptide and
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Figure 2. Ramachandran Plot for residue Ala21 and Gly21 in WT and flemish mutant.
30% in Fleinsh mutant. We observe that the turn around residues 21-28 is conserved, how-
ever having lower probability in flemish mutant as compared to WT, with turn stabilized
by hydrophobic interactions between Val24 and Asn27,Gly25 and Lys28 and electrostatic
interactions between Lys28 and Glu22 in WT peptide. The region Leu17-Ala21 in WT Aβ
has a well defined structure and shows considerably smaller structural fluctuations than
rest of the peptide, which is consistent with NMR studies7, 8 that suggest a defined struc-
ture around central hydrophobic region and indicates that this region is critical for fibril
formation. Configurations of cluster B also shows a random coil like structure with a turn
around Val12-Leu17. This cluster appears with a frequency of 29% in WT and 31% in
flemish mutant. In these configurations we observe in WT the salt bridges between residue
Asp23-Lys28/16 that have been reported in various experiments as controlling the aggre-
gation rate of Aβ9. Finally, 13% of configurations are rich in helicity and form cluster C
present only in WT Aβ peptide. Configurations in this cluster are similar to the structure
that was determined in a 40% TFE/water solution.10.
In femish mutant, Ala21Gly we observe another cluster populated with 39 % that has
turn shifted from Glu22-Lys28 region to 16-23 region. Gly at position 21 might diminish
the N-terminal beta strand integrity in amyloid fibril by shifting the turn region, resulting
into qualitatively different behavior in the structural integrity of the protofibril. In order to
further quantify the variation of the turn region, we calculated the intramolecular distance
between N atom of the Lys28 and carbony oxygen of Glu22 (distance around 10A˚) and
various other hydrophobic interaction between Val24 and Asn27, Gly25 and Lys28 (dis-
tance around 8A˚) present in WT Aβ peptide, as expected the interactions stabilizing the
turn region around 21-28 are not present in this cluster.
Fig. 1 shows the intramolecular Cα-Cα contact map for Flemish mutant, indicates more
populated interactions around region 16-23 as compared to WT Aβ peptide. However the
RMSD plot of the Cβ Aβ30 WT and Flemish mutant displays that similar trend with radius
of gyration around 10A˚for both the peptides, indicating similar size or end to end distance
Cα distances for both the monomer.The Ramachandran plot of residues Ala21 in WT and
Gly21 in flemish mutant (Fig. 2) also explores essentially the same the favored regions of
φ,ψ, indicating no much effect on the flexibility of the monomer around this region. The
mean percentage of α-helix, turn and β contents for all the residues in both Aβ peptide,
percentage of beta strand is 1.2 % and 35-40% for α helix in flemish mutant, however no
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change in the secondary structure content observed around resiude Ala21 and Gly21 in
both WT and flemish mutant.
We found that the region around 17-21 which is conserved in WT Aβ was not well
conserved in flemish mutant. Even the new cluster lack the native interactions present in
WT Aβ peptide around the turn region, with some new interactions not specific to native. In
native Aβ peptide the lactam bridge between Asp23 and Lys 28 increases the fibrillogenesis
rate by three orders of magnitude, however this bridge is disrupted in flemish mutant which
might explain the possible role of this mutant on slowing the aggregation kinetics of Aβ
peptide and further stabilizing the monomer structure.
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Structural and hydrational properties of the full-length human islet amyloid polypeptide 1-37
(hIAPP) were studied in a temperature range from 250 to 450 K by molecular dynamics com-
puter simulations. At all temperatures studied, hIAPP does not adopt a well-defined conforma-
tion. The distribution of residues having the dihedral angles φ and ψ within the allowed regions
of the Ramachandran plot which define β-sheets and poly(L-proline) II structures along the
peptide chain is close to random, whereas a clear trend towards cooperative ”condensation” is
seen for residues having Ramachandran angles which characterize α-helices. This coopera-
tivity and the number of intrapeptide H-Bonds is suppressed by heating or by introducing the
natural intramolecular disulfide bond between residues 2 and 7. Intrinsic volumetric properties
of hIAPP were estimated by taking into account the difference in the volumetric properties of
hydration and bulk water. The temperature dependence of the density of hydration water in-
dicates that the effective hydrophobicity of the hIAPP surface is close to that of carbon-like
surfaces. The thermal expansion coefficient of hIAPP is found to be negative and decreases
continuously upon heating from∼ −3 · 10−4 to ∼ −2 · 10−3 K−1. The spanning H-bonded
network of hydration water at the hIAPP surface breaks via a percolation transition at about
320 K, which may be related to the drastic speed up of hIAPP aggregation seen experimentally
in this temperature region.
1 Introduction
The aggregation of the human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) is involved in Diabetes
Mellitus Type II. Hence, knowledge of the conformational behavior of this peptide is im-
portant for understanding the aggregation mechanism of hIAPP and for finding the means
to prevent formation of its ordered fibrillar aggregates, which may be the main cause of de-
cease. Experimental studies of the structural properties of hIAPP have not been successful
due to its strong propensity to aggregate.
2 Systems and Methods
In this work, we performed MD computer simulation studies of the structural and hydra-
tional properties of a single hIAPP peptide in liquid water in the temperature range from
250 to 450 K. All atomic molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with GRO-
MACS v.3.3.1 using the OPLS-AA/L force field for the peptide and SPCE water molecules.
Initially, the peptide was prepared in various starting conformations, including an α-helical
conformation, four random conformations obtained from 1 ns runs at 1000 K in vacuo, of
which one of the initial conformations being a fully extended isolated β-strand. After 15 to
30 ns simulation runs in water, the conformational behavior of hIAPP no longer depended
on the initial configuration used. After 50 ns of equilibration at each temperature studied,
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Figure 1. Probability nS to find S successive residues with helical conformation. The dashed lines show nS for a
random distribution of residues in an infinite chain with the same content p of residues with analogous structure:
nS = (1 - p)2pS .
200 ns trajectories were used for the analysis of the system properties. Two moieties of
hIAPP were studied: hIAPP with and without the natural disulfide bridge between C2 and
C7 residues.
3 Structural Properties
Analysis of the secondary structure shows that at all the temperatures studied, hIAPP does
not adopt a well-defined conformation. The helical content of hIAPP, estimated as a frac-
tion of residues having the dihedral angles within the allowed region of the Ramachandran
plot, do not depend noticeably on the presence of a disulfide bridge and decrease upon
heating. However, the ability of the helical residues to form a continuous sequence along
the peptide chain is strongly suppressed by the disulfide bridge. This can be seen from
the comparison of the probability distributions nS to find S successive residues with heli-
cal conformation shown in Fig. 1. Large clusters of residues with helical dihedral angles
disappear by introducing the disulfide bridge and by heating.
4 Volumetric Properties
The intrinsic volumetric properties of a biomolecule in water can be studied, when the
density of hydration water is known.1 The temperature dependence of the density ρh of
the hydration water in a shell 0.3 nm thick at the hIAPP surface and of the density ρb of a
bulk liquid water are shown in Fig. 2: ρh is below ρb and its temperature dependence is
essentially linear. The temperature dependence of the density of hydration water indicates
that the effective hydrophobicity of the hIAPP surface is close to that of carbon-like sur-
faces. Knowing the temperature dependences of ρh and ρb, we can estimate the intrinsic
volume Vint of hIAPP from the equation: Vint = Vapp - ∆V. Here, Vapp is the apparent
volume of hIAPP measured as the difference between the volumes of the simulation boxes
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the density of bulk water and hydration water near hIAPP.
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Figure 3. The temperature dependence of the logarithm of Vint of hIAPP. The lines are the fits to a quadratic
polynomial.
with and without hIAPP, respectively, both having the same number of water molecules.
The term ∆V accounts for the change of the system volume due to the different densities
of hydration and bulk water, ∆V = Vh(1 - ρh/ρb), where Vh is the volume of hydration
water. In a first approximation, Vh is the product of the solvent accessible area and the
thickness of the hydration shell. The temperature dependence of the logarithm of Vint of
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hIAPP is shown in Fig. 3. The slope of this dependence is equal to the intrinsic thermal
expansion coefficient αint. Similarly to the case of amyloid β peptide (1-42)1, αint of
hIAPP is negative and becomes even more negative upon heating. Such behavior can be
attributed to a decreasing helical content and a decreasing number of intrapeptide H-bonds.
Note, that the disintegration of large clusters of helical residues by the disulfide bridge at
low temperature (see Fig. 1) makes αint more negative (see Fig. 3).
5 Thermal Disruption of the Hydration Water Network at the hIAPP
Surface
The spanning H-bonded network of hydration water, which covers hIAPP homogeneously
at low temperatures, breaks via a quasi-2D percolation transition, whose midpoint is lo-
cated at about 320 K. Interestingly, approximately at this temperature, the experimentally
measured lag time of hIAPP aggregation drops drastically2. Hence, we might conclude
that the breakdown of the spanning H-Bonding network of hydration water might foster
hIAPP aggregation.
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Protein-RNA interactions play an important role in all cellular processes and it is important to
understand the driving forces that govern this interaction. The mechanism by which a protein
molecule specifically recognizes a RNA molecule in the cellular environment is not completely
known. Here we developed a pair-potential function from the analysis of the 81 non-redundant
atomic structures of protein-RNA complexes taken from the Protein Data Bank. This function
helps us to understand the specificity of the interactions and could be useful in a protein-RNA
docking algorithm where one tries to predict the correct complex structure starting from the
individual components.
1 Introduction
Protein and RNA often interact in the cellular environment to perform essential cellular
functions such as expression of a gene and its regulation. They can form binary complexes,
for example, the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases bind specific tRNAs for the translation of
the genetic code; or multiple RNA and protein molecules can build a complicated cellular
machine like a ribosome used for protein synthesis. To understand the functional mecha-
nism of these complexes we have to elucidate the specificity of their interactions.
Several studies have been carried out recently to understand the structural basis of
protein-RNA recognition [1-5]. All these methods consider the detailed atomic structures
of the biomolecules. Here, we present an alternative approach to represent the protein
and RNA chains in a reduced coarse-grained model, where each amino acid is represented
by up to four pseudo atoms and each nucleotide by up to five pseudo atoms. We have
calculated the pairwise contacts between the pseudo atoms of polypeptide and nucleotide
chains and used them to derive a knowledge-based potential from a non-redundant dataset
of 81 protein-RNA complexes recently compiled by Bahadur et al. [5]. Furthermore, the
potential was included in a protein-RNA docking algorithm which can be used to predict
complex structures starting from the individual structures of protein and RNA.
2 Materials and Methods
The dataset consist of 81 non-redundant known protein-RNA complexes taken from the
PDB [6]. We have first translated the protein and RNA subunits into a reduced pseudo
atom model. In case of the protein the same representation as implemented in the Attract
docking program [7] was used. Briefly, each amino acid residues are represented by up to
four pseudo atoms, two for main chain (N and O) and two for side chains. The side chains
of Ala, Asn, Asp, Cys, Ile, Leu, Pro, Ser, Thr and Val are represented by one pseudo atom
located at the center of geometry of all side-chain heavy atoms. Other larger side chains are
represented by two pseudo atoms. The main chains pseudo atoms for all residues are rep-
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Amino acids Pseudo atoms
Ala N, O, SC1
Arg N, O, SC1, SC2
Asn N, O, SC1
Asp N, O, SC1
Cys N, O, SC1
Gln N, O, SC1, SC2
Glu N, O, SC1, SC2
Gly N, O, CA
His N, O, SC1, SC2
Ile N, O, SC1
Leu N, O, SC1
Lys N, O, SC1, SC2
Met N, O, SC1, SC2
Phe N, O, SC1, SC2
Pro N, O, SC1
Ser N, O, SC1
Thr N, O, SC1
Trp N, O, SC1, SC2
Tyr N, O, SC1, SC2
Val N, O, SC1
Nucleotides
A P, S, A1, A2, A3
U P, S, U1, U2, U3
G P, S, G1, G2, G3
C P, S, C1, C2, C3
Table 1: Pseudo atoms for protein-RNA
complexes. Each amino acid is represented
by two main chain pseudo atoms (N and O)
and maximum of two side chain pseudo atoms
(SC1 and SC2). Each nucleotide is repre-
sented by five pseudo atoms, one each for
phosphate and sugar molecules and three for
the base. Gly has one extra main chain pseudo
atom CA.
resented by the N and O atoms except in Gly where
an additional main chain CA atom is used. In case
of RNA chain only one pseudo atom used for phos-
phate and sugar molecules and three for each bases
(Table 1).
A pairwise interaction is counted if the distance
between pseudo atoms of protein and RNA is within
4.5 A˚. We computed the frequency of all pairwise
interactions for the whole 81 complexes and con-
verted them into a contact potential using the fol-
lowing equation:
V(PiNj) = −RT ln Σ81(PiNj)Σ81Pi∗Σ81Nj
Where PiNj is the observed frequency of a par-
ticular atom pair of protein and RNA that are within
the cut-off distance given above, and Pi is the fre-
quency of the ith protein atom interacting with RNA
atoms and Nj is the frequency of the jth RNA atom
interacting with protein atoms (in the data set). The
contact potential for each pair represents the energy
minimum or saddle point of a Lennard-Jones (LJ)
type potential (as implemented in Attract, [7]). The
minimum pairwise distance between pseudo atom
pairs represents the effective contact radius in the
LJ-potential.
3 Results and Discussion
The pairwise contact potential between two pseudo atoms of protein and RNA is shown in
figure 1. Aromatic residues show no preference to interact with the sugar (S) or phosphate
(P) groups in the nucleotide but the interaction with the nucleo-bases is very favorable with
few exceptions. This is due to possible stacking interactions between the aromatic ring and
bases that may help to stabilize a protein-RNA complex. However, no interaction between
the side chain pseudo atoms of Trp and the pseudo atoms of Uracyl base were found.
Similar to aromatic residues, aliphatic (hydrophobic) residues (Ile, Leu and Val) show a
preferential interaction with the nucleotide bases. Positively charged residues Arg and Lys
prefer to interact with the negatively charged phosphate groups but do not interact favorably
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Figure 1. Pair-potential at the protein-RNA interfaces. Detail of the atom types is given in Table 1. If there is
no interaction between an atom pair then that cell is colored black. Values should be multiplied by 10−3 in real
scale.
with the ribose group. In addition, Arg interacts preferentially with the Adenine base but
only moderately with the other three bases. Aspartic acid, being negatively charged, has
less favorable interactions with P and S but it interacts favorably with the bases. Another
negatively charged residue Glu has less preference to interact with P but more to S. Main
chain atoms of amino acid residues have a mixed preference to interact with the nucleotide
atoms. The knowledge-based potential has been integrated in the flexible docking program
ATTRACT which employs energy minimization in translational and rotational degrees of
freedom of the interacting partners [7]. Initial tests indicate that the potential can reproduce
in many cases near-native protein-RNA complexes in good agreement with experimental
complex structures (Figure 2).
4 Concluding Remarks
The approach was already used to predict a protein-RNA complex given in the CAPRI
challenge [8] starting from two unbound structures which is under evaluation. We are
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Figure 2. An all atom (left) and reduced model (right) of the Aspartyl tRNA synthetase complexed with tRNA
(1asy).
now working on a set of known protein-RNA complexes to test the performance of the
potential to predict the native complex structure starting from the individual components
in systematic docking searches.
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We present a fast structure-based method for the prediction of folding free energies and protein-
protein binding affinities, including full flexibility. The method replaces molecular dynamics
simulations by a fast generation of alternative protein-protein conformations based on geomet-
ric considerations only. The energy function is based on physical chemistry and an efficient
continuum solvent approach. The correlation between experimental and predicted free energies
obtained for a dataset including almost 600 mutants and more than 350 protein-protein com-
plex mutants is ≈ 0.8 with a standard deviation of 1 kcal/mol1 . Owing to its velocity and its
predictive power, the method can be applied to complete mutational scans.
1 Introduction
Protein-protein interactions are involved in most processes in the cell and are therefore an
important target in pharmaceutical research. By inhibition or increase of protein-protein
complex formation the activity of many processes can be influenced. However, the directed
design of protein interaction surfaces with defined properties involves large-scale muta-
tional scans. Because of their inherent computational complexity, these are precluded by
the most rigorous and accurate methods in this context, the free energy perturbation (FEP)
and the thermodynamic integration (TI) methods. These make use of a physical effec-
tive energy function (force field). In these methods, also termed computational alchemy,
integration over the free energy gradient with respect to a perturbation parameter yields
the free energy difference between two states. Both methods require molecular dynamics
simulations at least in the nanosecond time range to reach sufficient convergence, using
explicit solvation. FEP and TI probably work best for conservative single point mutations,
but have also been successfully applied to calculate absolute binding free energies. Hy-
brid methods like the molecular mechanics/Poisson Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA2)
method combine the calculation of molecular mechanics free energies with continuum sol-
vent calculations.
Here, we developed a fast method, both to estimate the effect of mutations on the folding
free energy of isolated proteins as well as on the protein-protein binding affinity. This fast
structure-based prediction makes a systematic computational mutagenesis of protein inter-
faces feasible and thus will allow for a thorough analysis of the binding characteristics of
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protein complexes, a pre-requisite for the design of mutants with specified properties, or
for the determination of protein-ligand binding affinities. The proposed method combines
a fast generation of conformations based on geometrical constraints only with a physical
effective free energy function.
2 Methods
In our method1, the conformational flexibility of proteins or protein-protein complexes is
treated by CONCOORD3: Interactions in the (mutated) crystal input structure are analyzed
and translated into geometrical constraints. Type-dependent margins are added on differ-
ent interaction classes. Starting from random coordinates, the structure is iteratively rebuilt
fulfilling all geometrical constraints. In this way, multiple independent structures are gen-
erated where each conformation is uncorrelated with previously generated ones3. For the
prediction of free energies based on these (energy-minimized) structural ensembles, 300
structures were generated. The free energy is approximated by an energy function similar
to the MM/PBSA approach2:
∆G = ∆Gsolvation +∆Gelectrostatic +∆GMM +∆Gentropy . (1)
Figure 1 shows the used thermodynamic cycle to compute the effect of mutations on
protein-protein binding affinity. The change in affinity is computed according to
∆∆G = ∆GbindMutant −∆GbindWildtype
= ∆Gmutatecomplex −∆Gmutatesingle . (2)
Figure 1. Thermodynamic cycle used to estimate the effect of a mutation on the protein-protein binding affinity.
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3 Results
Figure 2 displays the flexibility of the response regulator protein of bacterial chemotaxis,
CheY, upon the D12A mutation (highlighted in green). Especially the flexibility of neigh-
boured residues is significantly enhanced for the mutant (lower right). The overall cor-
relation achieved for the folding stability of almost 600 mutants is 0.75 with a standard
deviation of less than 1 kcal/mol. For protein-protein binding, the obtained correlation is
≈ 0.8 with a standard deviation of 1.2 kcal/mol.
Figure 2. Color-coded change in flexibility of the response regulator protein of bacterial chemotaxis, CheY, upon
the mutation D12A. The change in flexibility is additionally shown as a function of the residue number and as a
function of the distance of the respective residues to the mutation site.
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Correlation effects in the distribution of hydrophobic and polar residues are investigated within
an idealised coarse-grained model for the recognition of two rigid biomolecules such as pro-
teins. To this end, a two-stage approach is adopted where the biomolecules are first optimised
with respect to each other and afterwards their selectivity is tested in the presence of other
molecules. Correlations lead to different optimum characteristic lengths of the hydrophobic
and polar patches for the design of the two biomolecules on the one hand and their selectivity
in the presence of other molecules on the other hand.
1 Introduction
Biomolecular recognition, that is the ability of a biomolecule to interact specifically with
another molecule in an heterogeneous environment of structurally similar rival molecules,
is an essential component in biological systems. The recognition process between two
molecules is governed by a complicated interplay of non-covalent interactions of strengths
comparable to the thermal energy1. This implies that the study of idealised models with
methods from statistical physics might lead to valuable insight into this problem.
2 Model and General Approach
In this work we consider protein-protein recognition on a coarse-grained level in the frame-
work of idealised models. The biomolecules are assumed to undergo no refolding during
the association process which is a justified assumption for most protein-protein recognition
processes1. Motivated by the observation that hydrophobicity is the major driving force in
molecular recognition1 we describe the type of the residue at the position i = 1, . . . , N of
the interface by a binary variable σi ∈ {±1} for the target molecule and by θi ∈ {±1} for
the interaction partner2. We then model the energetics at the two-dimensional interface by
H(σ, θ;S) = −ε
N∑
i=1
1 + Si
2
σiθi (1)
as a direct contact interaction of strength ε. The variable Si takes on the two values ±1
and describes the local fit of the shape of the molecules at the interface resulting from a
rearrangement of the amino acid side chains when the complex is formed1.
To study the recognition process between two rigid biomolecules we adopt a two-stage
approach. For a fixed target sequence σ(t) = (σ(t)1 , . . . , σ
(t)
N ) we first design an ensemble
of probe molecules θ at a design temperature 1/βD leading to the distribution P (θ|σ(t)) =
1
ZD
∑
S exp
(−βDH(σ(t), θ;S)). In a second step the free energy difference of association
at temperature 1/β is calculated for the interaction of the probe ensemble with the target
molecule σ(t) and a structurally different rival molecule σ(r). In this step the free energy of
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the interaction of the molecule σ(α) with a particular probe sequence θ has to be averaged
with respect to the distribution P (θ|σ(t)) giving finally the selectivity ∆F = Ftarget−Frival.
A negative ∆F then signals recognition of the target.
For the majority of real protein-protein complexes the appearance of extended but fairly
small patches of residues of the same type has been reported3. Biomolecular binding seems
also to be strongly influenced by small-scale structures4. We therefore consider molecules
which have correlated recognition sites at the interface with extended patches of residues
of the same type. This can be incorporated into our model by adding additional correlation
terms like
Hcor = −γ
∑
〈i,j〉
θiθj − µ
∑
i
θi. (2)
to the Hamiltonian of the system. The correlation parameters γ and µ (for the differ-
ent types of molecules) are then used to fix the hydrophobicity and correlation length on
the recognition sites. The average extension of the patches of residues from the same
class is used as a measure for the correlation length of the finite system. Introducing the
complementarity parameter K =
∑
i σiθi which measures the structural fit of the two
biomolecules σ and θ at the interface, the selectivity averaged over all targets and rivals
with the same correlation properties turns out to be the negative difference between the
averaged complementarity with the target and the rival molecules, respectively5.
3 Results
In this section molecular recognition for target and rival molecules with a fixed average hy-
drophobicityh = 0.4 per residue and a fixed (to length unity normalised) correlation length
λ = 0.263 is considered within the model discussed above. The selectivity is studied as a
function of the correlation length of the recognition site of the probe molecules. Figure 1
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Figure 1. Distribution of the complementarity of the probe molecules with the target molecules (solid curve) and
the rival molecules (shaded curve) for uncorrelated (left) and correlated probe molecules (with correlation length
λp = 0.25, right).
shows the distributions of the complementarities. For uncorrelated probe molecules the
distribution for the complementarity with the target molecules is clearly separated from
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the one with the rival molecules and shifted to larger values. This indicates the overall
recognition ability of the system. A moderate increase of the correlation length on the
probe molecules shifts the distribution to larger values of the complementarity so that an
increased selectivity is expected. The first moments of the distributions are shown in fig-
ure 2. The average complementarity of the probe molecules with the target is always larger
than that of the probe molecules with the rival. In the extreme cases where the correlation
length tends to the minimum and maximum possible values the two averages become iden-
tical indicating that selectivity is lost as the probe molecules are not structured any more
with respect to a particular molecule. The selectivity as shown in figure 2 has an optimum
at a correlation length that is shifted below the value corresponding to the optimum of the
complementarity with the target molecules. A smaller correlation length implies the ap-
pearance of an increased number of smaller patches on the recognition site of the probe
molecule and hence an entropic profit for the interaction with the target due to more possi-
ble ways to align each other favourably. This effect only influences the contributions from
the target-probe interactions due to the optimisation during the design step. The rival-probe
interaction is not optimised and hence it is insensitive to a matching of structure elements.
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Figure 2. Upper part: Complementarity with the target molecules (solid curve) and the rival molecules (dashed
curve) as a function of the (normalised) correlation length of the probe molecules (the fixed correlation length of
the target and rival molecules is shown by the circle). Lower part: Resulting selectivity of the system.
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Many proteins and peptides form amyloid fibrils. These long, helically symmetric aggregates
can be highly ordered but are not normally amenable to structure determination by X-ray crys-
tallography or solution NMR. Therefore although amyloid fibrils of the same sequence can dis-
play substantial variation in gross morphological features such as twist (depending on seeding
and on growth conditions such as pH) the atomic-level origins of this variation remain obscure.
In order to probe the origins of the diversity in fibrillar twist we use the weighted-histogram
analysis method of atomistic molecular dynamics (WHAM) to measure the free energy with
respect to twist of two model polyalanine fibrils having different subunit-packing symmetries
within the overall helical symmetry. We identify differences in twisting which arise from the
differences in symmetry.
1 Introduction
The interest in amyloid formation arises from its involvement in a number of human dis-
eases and from the potential of amyloid to serve as a nano-material if assembly could be
sufficiently well controlled. A connection has been proposed between the free-energy of
twisting of an amyloid sheet and the number of sheets which can be stacked together within
a fibril1, so a numerical method of calculating the free-energy of twisting is important for
this reason as well as for the purpose of checking hypothetical atomic structures based on
partial experimental data.
2 Materials and Methods
Two small model amyloid fibrils were chosen for this study, each composed of two β-sheets
of six CH3CO-(Ala)7-NHCH3 peptide strands. The model fibrils differed from each other
in the symmetry of the arrangement of peptide strands: the first system (P) was composed
of parallel β-sheets arranged face-to-face antiparallel to eachother (symmetry class 1 in the
now-standard nomenclature2) and the second (AP) of antiparallel sheets arranged face-to-
face (symmetry class 5).
Following previous studies of the free energy of DNA with respect to helical pitch3,
twist restraints were applied to adjacent peptide strands. Torsions were applied at 2nd, 4th
and 6th Cα atoms of each strand in the pattern 2-4-4’-2’ and 6’-4’-4-6, where prime (’)
indicates the Cα is on an axially adjacent strand within the sheet. WHAM4 was applied,
stepping in 2◦ increments from 0◦ to −16◦ and from 0◦ to +16◦, with a negative twist
angle indicating left-handed helicity. Restraints had a strength of 750 kcalmol−1rad−2.
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Figure 1. Free energy with respect to twist. Convergence is better for the AP system (reversibility is greater),
and equilibrium twist is smaller. The P system shows a local minimum at a small twist, although the global
minimum is strongly twisted. Energy is per torsion, shown are averages over the 12 central torsions.
Figure 2. Comparison of interfacial surfaces. These snapshots of equilibrated unrestrained structures show
the different characters of the two inter-sheet surfaces of the model fibrils. The back sheet is shown in blue,
while only the inward-facing sidechains from the front sheet are shown (in green and white). The grooves in
the AP surface are compartmentalised, preventing the sheets from sliding past eachother. This alters the twisting
behaviour compared to the P system.
Measurements involving strands from either end of the fibril were discarded, in order to
minimise contributions due to edge effects. Simulations were parameterised using the
AMBER ff99-SB forcefield and run using the AMBER95 package, with a GBSA solvent
model6. Unrestrained simulations were also run for 21ns, in order to verify the results.
All simulations had additional distance restraints at the central hydrogen bond ladder to
prevent them from dissociating, with a cuton of 5.5A˚ between the O and H atoms.
3 Results
Free energies with respect to twist are displayed for the P and AP systems in figure 1. By
displaying results from both the forward (outward) and reverse (inward) simulations we
can estimate the error in the calculation as the difference between them, which is modest
for the P system and negligible for the AP system. Both systems twist; the P system twists
more than the AP but also has a local minimum with less twist.
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4 Concluding Remarks
Pioneering studies of β-sheet geometry7 predicted a greater twist for antiparallel sheets.
The tendency of our P systems to twist more than the AP systems therefore requires ex-
planation. Assuming that both results are correct, the source of the difference must be the
interface between the two sheets, as the original studies were of isolated sheets. Figure 2
shows that the sheet-sheet interface for AP amyloid is more complex than for P, having a
knobs-and-holes character. This leads to a diminished flexibility away from the rectangular
conformation, thus limiting twist.
The presence of a local minimum for the twist of the P system suggests that variation
in twist of experimentally observed fibrils could arise not only from variation in packing
symmetry but also potentially from kinetic trapping in states which have a twist other than
that of the global minimum.
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We are developing AUREMOL1 (www.auremol.de), which goal is the reliable and auto-
matic structure determination of biological macro molecules such as proteins from NMR data.
For a fully automatic sequential NOESY assignment the tool ASSIGN2 has been developed.
The required input consists of a homologous structure for a NOESY spectrum simulation and
the experimental NOESY spectrum. ASSIGN fits the simulated NOE signals to the experimen-
tal spectrum. The fit quality given by a probability depends on the line shapes and volumes
of the signals. The assignment is varied by moving or swapping spin system assignments us-
ing a Monte Carlo approach. A threshold accepting algorithm (TA3) is employed to find the
maximum of accordance.
1 Introduction
For a fully automated sequential NOESY assignment the tool ASSIGN has been devel-
oped. The assignment is driven by the comparison of experimental spectra of a protein and
simulated spectra. The simulated spectra are derived from a preliminary structure model.
ASSIGN is part of the AUREMOL NMR software suite.
2 Method
The basic idea is to use preliminary structural information together with the NOESY peaks
to drive the assignment process. Therefore ASSIGN expects additionally to the NOESY
spectra a preliminary structure model of the protein to be solved. Such a model can be
provided for example by homology modelling4. A start assignment can be provided as an
optional input. The first step is the recording and the processing of a NOESY spectrum. In
this spectrum the signals are identified and the corresponding chemical shifts are stored in a
slot list. The second step is to simulate a NOESY spectrum for the structure. Each expected
coupling signal is simulated with a proper line shape and volume. The shifts for the signals
are not calculated. Instead of that shifts are taken from the slot list and randomly assigned
to the simulated signals. If a start assignment is provided as input the shifts are assigned
according to the start assignment. In the third step the resulting simulated spectrum is
compared with the experimental one with respect to line shapes and signal volumes. The
degree of accordance is expressed as a probability. In the following a quenching protocol
is applied to the simulation procedure to improve the agreement of the spectra. A random
perturbation swaps the shifts of two simulated signals and the probability of accordance is
recalculated. If the new parameters lead to an improved agreement with the experimental
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data, they are accepted, otherwise declined. This method is repeated until the agreement
between experiment and simulation cannot be further improved for a defined number of
iterations. As a result a sequential shift chemical assignment is obtained that can explain
the experimental spectra with the final probability of accordance.
Figure 1. Scheme of the ASSIGN algorithm.
The agreement with the experimental data is expressed as probability and calculated
on each test region where an experimental signal is found. Shapes are compared with the
help of the cosinus criterion, volumes are compared directly by summing up the intensities
of the testing regions. With the help of frequency distributions of solutions with random
and partial correct assignments probabilities of line shape and volumes are derived. For
the test region p the Bayesian probability of shape and volume (PSV ) is given as
PSVp =
PS,okp P
V,ok
p
PS,okp P
V,ok
p + P
S,rnd
p P
V,rnd
p
(1)
PS,ok and PV,ok are the probabilities of the partial correct solution and PS,rnd and PV,rnd
are the probabilities of the random solution. The sum over all (Nex ) test regions ESV
(Energy Shape Volume)
ESV =
Nex∑
p=1
| ln(PSVp)| (2)
is optimized by the TA-algorithm3.
3 Results
In order to evaluate the method, a set of test cases is considered based on the structure
of HPr S. aureus (H15A) that has already been solved by NMR. In case of an ideal data
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set the simulated spectrum is calculated from the known structure and is also used as an
experimental spectrum. Here 450 of 455 shifts (99.3 %) were found correct without any
partial start assignment. In case of a real experimental spectrum of HPr S. aureus (H15A)
from up to 20 % correct start assignments over 90 % to 99 % correct assignments were
found (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. Correct assignments against partial start assignment.
In a third test case only easily obtainable NMR data such as chemical shifts of the
backbone atoms HN and Hα is used. In HPr S. aureus (H15A) these are 36.5 % of the
whole assignment. With this start assignment 500 structures were calculated. The 10 best
in respect of energy were taken for further analysis (Fig. 3B). Then ASSIGN was used to
assign the missing shifts of the side chain atoms. 85.2 % of the shifts were correctly found.
The structure bundle calculated from these data is shown in Fig. 3C. A clear improvement
of the structure can be seen easily and the bundle is very similar to the original bundle
(Fig. 3A). Also the AUREMOL NMR R-factor5 (0.589 → 0.328), the RMSD (0.151 nm
→ 0.015 nm) and the Ramachandran6 values are improved.
Figure 3. (A) Original structure, (B) structure calculated from bb-atoms, (C) ASSIGN improved structure of HPr
S. aureus (H15A).
In the last test case the sequential assignment of the mutant HPr S. aureus (H15A)
should be found with help of the solved structure of HPr S. aureus (wt). In this example
79.8 % of the assignments were already given (Fig. 4B). ASSIGN finds 96.7 % of the
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correct assignments, which leads to the structure seen in Fig 4C. Again quality values
such as AUREMOL R-factor (0.384 → 0.356), RMSD (0.046 nm → 0.027 nm) and the
Ramachandran are improved.
Figure 4. (A) Original structure, (B) structure calculated from the sequential assignment from the wt, (C) AS-
SIGN improved structure of HPr S. aureus (H15A).
For NMR structure improvement by X-ray data please see the ISIC algorithm7.
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Alzheimer’s disease is characterized by the self-assembly of the Aβ(1-40)/(1-42) peptides. The
design of efficient inhibitors is particularly challenging because the structures of the toxic Aβ
species are transient in character and the modes of action of current inhibitors on Aβ oligomers
are unknown. We know that N-methylated Aβ16-22 peptides (mAβ16-22) effectively inhibit
fibrillogenesis and disassemble existing fibrils in vitro. In this work we report molecular dy-
namics (MD) and replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations using the coarse-
grained OPEP force field on a preformed protofibril of six Aβ16-22 peptides with either four
copies of Aβ16-22 or four copies of mAβ16-22. While MD trajectories of 100 ns do not reveal
any significant differences between the two systems, REMD simulations help understand the
first steps of Aβ16-22 protofibril disassembly by N-methylated inhibitors.
1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease is a fatal neurodegenerative disease characterized by the aggregation
of amyloid-β peptides. There is increasing evidence that the oligomers of Aβ are them-
selves cytotoxic1 and the hydrophobic region 16-22 is critical for aggregation. Several
inhibitors have been designed in order to inhibit the aggregation process2. N-methylated
inhibitors such as mAβ16-22 are known to prevent the growth of the fibrils and disas-
semble fibrils. However the mechanism of action of this inhibitor is not determined. Our
work consists on studying the early steps of the inhibition using a preformed protofibril
in interaction with either Aβ16-22 and mAβ16-22 (called in the text Aβ and mAβ) by
MD and REMD simulations. Our results show that N-methylated peptides disassemble the
preformed fibril by three mechanisms.
2 Materials and Methods
We use the coarse grained force field OPEP (Optimized Potential for Efficient peptide-
structure Prediction) in its last version3, which describes the short-range as well as long-
range interactions of proteins, in a reduced representation. The initial structure of all our
simulations is shown in figure 1 : it consists of a preformed bi-layer of 6 Aβ, and 4 free Aβ
or mAβ. In mAβ, the (-NH) group of residues (Leu 17, Phe 19 and Ala 21) is re-
placed by (-NCH3). Each system is minimized and equilibrated at the desired temperature
for 1 ns. MD simulations4 of 100 ns are realized at constant temperature (330 K), using
Berendsen’s thermostat and an integration time step of 1fs. For the REMD simulations, we
used 16 replicas for temperatures ranging from 280 to 440 K, exchanges between neigh-
boring replicas are attempted every 7.5 ps. Periodic boundary conditions are using for the
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Figure 1. The starting structure for simulations : the preformed Aβ bi-layer (in black) in interaction with four
copies of Aβ or mAβ (in gray). The N-terminal end of each peptide is indicated with a sphere.
systems, leading to a concentration of around 50 µM. The time of the REMD simulations
is of 30 ns, noting that our purpose is to characterize the first steps of the inhibition mech-
anism, and not the thermodynamical behavior of the systems under equilibrium, requiring
much longer simulation times. For the analysis, we calculate the nematic order parameter5
P2on the 6 peptides of the preformed fibril F1-F6, if P2 = 1 then the system is fully parallel
or antiparallel, otherwise if P2 = 0 it is disordered.
3 Destabilization of the Fibril by N-Methylated Peptides
100 ns MD simulation of the system 10Aβ16-22 shows an average Cα-RMSD (calculated
on the starting structure) of 2.7 A˚ for the first layer and 1.8 A˚ for the second one. Identi-
cal values are obtained for the simulation of 6Aβ + 4mAβ. Similarly no differences are
found for the P2 values and the β-sheet content between the two systems, providing strong
evidence that within the timescale explored, no difference in the aggregation process can
be identified upon N-methylation. This is consistent with simulations using mAβ16-206.
To overcome the sampling encountered by MD simulations, we studied the effect of N-
methylation by REMD. Figure 2.a shows the number of clusters and the P2-value averaged
at every temperature for both the systems studied. These results show an increase of 32 %
of the number of clusters and a decrease of 36.7 % of the P2-value in the presence of mAβ.
4 Binding of the N-Methylated Peptides to the Protofibril
In order to characterize at atomic level the effect of the inhibition upon the preformed
fibril, we realized a clusterisation at all tempertaures using a RMSD cutoff of 3 A˚ on the
six peptides F1-F6. These results show that the N-methylated peptides desorganize the
protofibril at every temperature. Looking at the structures obtained at 280 and 315 K, we
identified three mechanisms of binding between the N-methylated peptides and Aβ. Panels
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Figure 2. (a) Temperature-dependant properties of the peptides F1-F6 in 10 Aβ and 6Aβ+4mAβ simulations.
(b,c) Center of the most populated clusters at 280 K for 10Aβ (b) and 6Aβ+4mAβ (c). (d) Center of one cluster
at 315 K for 6Aβ+4mAβ. The N-methylated peptides are shown in red, the six preformed peptides F1-F6 use
the following color code : yellow for β-sheet, grey for coil and blue for turn.
2.b and 2.c show the centers of the most populated clusters C1 with and without mAβ at
280 K. The Cα-RMSD calculated with respect to the preformed fibril are of 2.7 and 8.5 A˚,
respectively. In the structure of C1 in 2.c, two modes of binding are observed : on the top
of an Aβ-sheet and a β-sheet formed between mAβ and Aβ peptides. Panel 2.d shows one
cluster of the 6Aβ+4mAβ simulation at 315 K, presenting the third mode of interaction
characterized by one intercalated mAβ and two Aβ peptides sequestered by two mAβ (see
arrow in figure 2.d).
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The outer membrane protein X (OmpX) from Escherichia coli was simulated embedded in a
phospholipid bilayer and as a protein-micelle aggregate. The resulting simulation trajectories
were analyzed in terms of structural and dynamical properties of the membrane protein (MP).
In agreement with experimental observations it was found that the β-barrel region, embedded
in the lipophilic phase, is very stable, whereas the extracellular, protruding β-sheet, that plays
an important role in cell adhesion and invasion of gram negative bacteria, shows large structural
fluctuations. Additionally, water permeation into the core of the β-barrel protein was investi-
gated: a very stable salt-bridge and hydrogen-bond network exists in that barrel and a water flux
is therefore unlikely. No great difference in protein stability and dynamics between the bilayer
and the micellar systems were observed.
1 Introduction
Membrane proteins (MPs) fulfill a wide spectrum of biological functions and it is estimated
that MPs constitute 30 % of all proteins in living organisms. Furthermore, numerous dis-
eases are directly related to MPs and more than 70 % of all currently available drugs are
estimated to act via MPs. However, compared to water soluble proteins, structural infor-
mation for MPs is sparse. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation offers the possibility to
describe the dynamic behavior of MPs. Additionaly, it is possible to compare the dynam-
ics of a MP in the experimental environment, i.e. in protein-detergent co-crystals in X-ray
diffraction experiments and in protein-micele aggregates in NMR solution-experiments, to
its dynamics when embedded in a lipid bilayer.
OmpX belongs to the family of outer membrane proteins (Omp) of gram-negative bac-
teria and represents one of its smaller members. Its structure was studied by X-ray crystal-
lography1 and in a mixed protein-lipid micelle by TROSY NMR spectroscopy2. OmpX is
characterized by eight antiparallel β-strands connected by three periplasmic turns and four
extracellular loops (Figure 1). Four of the eight β-sheets protrude into the extracellular
space, thus this β-sheet, also denoted as “waving flag”, was suggested to act as a hydrogen
bonding partner to other proteins in the extracellular space with complementary β strands
at their surfaces1. This structural property of OmpX confirms conclusions drawn from
microbiological studies that OmpX plays a key role in cell adhesion and mammalian cell
invasion.
Here, OmpX was studied by MD when embedded in a lipid bilayer and as a protein-
micelle aggregate. Experimental observations concerning the flexibility of the protruding
β-sheet, the degree of stability of the hydrogen-bond network in the interior of the pro-
tein and the (in-)ability of OmpX to act as water pore can be ideally complemented with
simulation studies at the atomic level.
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2 Simulation Setup
The OmpX protein was simulated in a lipid bilayer, consisting of dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) molecules, and in a dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(DHPC) micelle. The NMR structure2 was employed as a starting structure. Two sim-
ulations, where OmpX was inserted in a lipid bilayer (simulations OmpX-DMPC-1 and
OmpX-DMPC-2) and one simulation of the micellar protein-lipid aggregate (simulation
OmpX-DHPC) were performed. The protein in the simulation OmpX-DMPC-1 initially
contains no water in the internal cavities of OmpX, while in OmpX-DMPC-2, as well as
in OmpX-DHPC, these cavities were initially filled with water (Table 1). All simulations
were performed using the GROMOS simulation software3 and the GROMOS biomolecular
force field (version 45A3 CH95)3, 4.
system/simulation name OmpX-DMPC-1 OmpX-DMPC-2 OmpX-DHPC
lipid and assembly type DMPC, bilayer DMPC, bilayer DHPC, micelle
number of lipids 104 104 82
number of water molecules 6518 6559 12682
number of counter-ions 2 Na+ 2 Na+ 2 Na+
total number of atoms 25876 25999 42044
type of box rectangular rectangular truncated octahedron
box size [nm3] 5.8×6.3×9.2 5.8×6.3×9.5 9.9–9.9–9.9
equilibration time [ns] 0.44 0.44 0.3
simulation (production) 15 25 25
time [ns]
Table 1. Details of the simulation setups.
3 General Structural Analysis
In all three simulations, the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of the protein from the
initial NMR structure is rather high. This high RSMD is mainly affected by the extracel-
lular loops, which are completely exposed to the solvent and show very large root-mean-
square-fluctuations (RMSF). In contrast, the β-barrel and the periplasmic turns appear to
be rather stable.
61 to 64 % of OmpX residues are on average observed to adopt a β-strand-like confor-
mation in the simulations, while in the X-ray structure the β-strand content is higher (78%).
The difference mainly originates from the the larger RSMF of the protruding β-sheet of
OmpX in the simulations; while in the crystal, this β-sheet is involved in interactions with
a neighboring OmpX molecule. In contrast, the barrel behaves as a rather rigid entity in
the simulations as well as in the X-ray and NMR experiments.
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4 Sturdy β-Barrel and Flexible “Waving Flag”
The overall agreement between NOE distances inferred from simulation and experiment
is satisfactory. Simulations fulfill 78-85 % of the experimentally derived NOE distances
and 52-60 % of all violations do not exceed 0.1 nm. In the extracellularly protruding β-
sheet regions, only a few interstrand NOEs could be unambiguously assigned, and fast
amide proton exchange was observed in the NMR solution experiments2. The “waving
flag” seems therefore to be experiencing a large plasticity and a local fraying. The rel-
atively large isotropic atomic B-factors derived from the X-ray diffraction data1 of the
protruding β-sheet are consistent with the NMR derived observations. However, the few
NOE distances available for this region are not very well reproduced in the simulations,
indicating that the protruding β-sheet region is somewhat too mobile in the simulations.
The region of this four β-strands involved in the protruding β-sheet might show frequent
transitions between hydrogen-bonded folded structure and solvent-exposed less secondary
defined structure.
5 Water Exchange in the β-Barrel
Figure 1. OmpX protein after a simulation of 25 ns in a micelle. The different colors indicate the secondary struc-
ture assignment: β-sheets are in violet, turns are in green, random coils are in white. Residues making hydrogen
bonds to another residue for more than 45 % and more than 85 % of the simulation time are drawn respectively
in blue and in pink. Water molecules are represented as red van der Waals spheres with grey hydrogens.
Most side-chains of polar and charged residues of OmpX point to the interior of the
β-barrel and form a network of rather stable hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges (Figure 1).
Consequently, no pathway exists between the extracellular and the periplasmic end of the
barrel, making it unlikely to observe a continuous water flux through the barrel. Never-
theless, in the simulations of OmpX-DMPC-2 and OmpX-DHPC, some exchange between
the internal water cavities and bulk water is observed.
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6 Bilayer Versus Micelle Environment
From the data presented here, no significant differences in protein stability or dynamics can
be detected between the simulations in a DMPC bilayer and a DHPC micelle. However,
when comparing the few interstrand NOEs of the protruding β -sheet, the protein-micelle
simulation appears to fulfill the long-range NOEs better than the simulations of the protein-
bilayer system. The extracellular loops seem as well to have even more structural freedom
in a bilayer system than in a micellar system.
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RNAs have many cellular functions ranging from transcription to catalysis. The gap between
sequences and 3D structures is increasing and knowledge of RNA dynamics and thermodynam-
ics at an atomic level is missing. In principle, all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) and replica
exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations in explicit solvent can investigate these is-
sues. However with current computer facilities, these simulations have been limited to small
RNAs. To move to large RNAs, we can resort to coarse-grained models. In this study we present
OPERA, a generic coarse-grained model for RNA. We report MD and REMD simulations on
two RNAs of 22 nucleotides using a set of non-optimized OPERA parameters. Current results
suggest that further optimization of the OPERA force field should open the door to a relevant
model for studying large RNA such as riboswitches.
1 Introduction
All-atom molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent are often used to investigate
the dynamics and thermodynamics of biomolecules, but they are time-consuming and slow
to converge to equilibrium. Pande’s group for instance managed to fold a 12 nucleotide
RNA with Folding@home, but used 150 000 CPUs1.
Reducing the number of degrees of freedom is one solution to accelerate convergence.
Coarse-grained models have long history for proteins, but only 3 models exist for nucleic
acids : one for DNA2 and two for RNA3, 4, with each nucleotide represented by 3 beads :
phosphate, sugar, base. Two of them are based on the Go¯ potential, which requires knowl-
edge of the native structure. The last model developed by Dokholyan et al. shows promis-
ing results combining DMD and a square-well potential, but is not free of any biases4. We
present here our ab initio OPERA force field.
2 OPERA
In OPERA, each nucleotide is represented by 6 to 7 beads (Fig. 1): 1 bead for the phos-
phate, 4 beads for the sugar - O5’, C5’, C4’, C1’- and 1 bead for the base in pyrimidines
and 2 in purines. The number of particles is reduced of 80%. Three of the six torsional
angles are thus conserved : α, β and γ. Note that the OH group specific to RNA is not
treated explicitly and the sugar pucker cannot be modeled. The solvent is treated implicitly.
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Figure 1. Our coarse-grained model is represented for a guanine superposed on an all-atom representation.
OPERA is based on the OPEP force field (Optimized Potential for Efficient peptide-
structure Prediction) developed in our group for proteins5, 6. The potential describes short
range and long range interactions as follows : E = Ebonds+Eangles+Etorsion+ELJ +
EHB . ELJ is a 6-12 potential and EHB is represented by two-body and four body in-
teraction terms7. The geometrical parameters were derived from a statistical study of 220
structures of the PDB. Here, we use a set of non-optimized force constants.
3 Preliminary Results and Conclusions
MD simulations of 50 ns were performed at 310 K on two RNAs, each of 22 nucleotides :
one hairpin (1EOR) and one pseudoknot (2G1W). Figures 2a and 2b show the RMSD of
both systems with respect to their NMR structures. The hairpin (Fig. 2a) is rather stable,
with the RMSD remaining around 4.5 A˚ during the first 32 ns and then around 3.5 A˚. On
the other hand, Figure 2b shows that the pseudoknot deviates much more. The RMSD
evolves between 4 and 7 A˚ until 36 ns when it suddently decreases to 2.5 A˚ (Fig. 2c)
before reaching 11 A˚ at 50 ns.
REMD simulations were also performed on the hairpin, using 14 replicas with T rang-
ing from 310 K to 360 K. Each replica is simulated for 150 ns and exchange events are
attempted every 10 ps. Cluster analysis was done at 310 K using the 20-150 ns time inter-
val with a RMSD cutoff of 2.5 A˚. A total of 33 clusters is found and two clusters represent
75% of all conformations. The centers of these clusters are at 14.9 A˚ and 4.6 A˚ from
the NMR structure. Figure 2d superposes the NMR structure on the center of the second
cluster. Note that this state does display three non native H-bonds.
We have presented a new coarse-grained model for RNA. Our preliminary results, using
a set of non-optimized force constants, are very encouraging since the hairpin is apparently
stable at 310 K and the pseudoknot is in equilibrium between native-like and unfolded
states. Analysis, based on 150 ns REMD simulations, confirms that the hairpin can adopt a
native-like structure, albeit with a lower probability than an unfolded state. We believe that
optimization of OPERA should stabilize the structure and capture the thermodynamics of
large RNAs.
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a. b.
d. c.
Figure 2. MD-evolution of the RMSD with respect to the NMR structure of 1EOR (a) and 2G1W (b). The RMSD
is calculated on the P, O5’, C5’, C4’ and C1’ particles using the nucleotides 2-21 (the first and last are flexible by
NMR). (c) 2G1W : superposition of the NMR structure (pink) on the MD-structure found at 36 ns (blue). This
structure has 3 among 7 native H-bonds. (d) 1EOR : superposition of the NMR structure (pink) on the center of
the second cluster predicted by REMD (green).
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The origin of high pathogenicity of the emerging avian influenza H5N1 due to the -RRRKK-
insertion at the cleavage loop of the hemagglutinin H5 was studied using molecular dynamics
technique in comparison with the non-inserted H5 and H3 bound with furin active site. The
cleavage loop of the highly pathogenic H5 was found to bind strongly to the furin cavity, serving
as a conformation suitable for the proteolytic reaction. Experimentally, the -RRRKK- insertion
was also found to increase the cleavage of hemagglutinin by furin. The simulated data provide a
clear answer to the question why inserted H5 is better cleaved by furin than the other subtypes,
explaining the high pathogenicity of avian influenza H5N1.
1 Introduction
Proteolytic activation of the hemagglutinin (HA) is essential for viral infectivity and for
spread of the avian influenza virus. This process is determined by a cleavage reaction at
HA’s cleavage site, a conserved arginine, by host proteases. Insertion of the -RRRKK-
residues into the low pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI) cleavage site is known to po-
tentially activate infectivity of viruses, i.e., the LPAI viruses, which then become high
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) viruses, allowing highly virulent strains to be cleaved
by furin, an ubiquitously expressed protease.The proposed cleavage mechanism is shown
in Fig. 1. Understanding of this fact, why furin cleaves the inserted hemagglutinin strains
better than non-inserted strains, is the goal of this study. Therefore, molecular dynamics
simulations were carried out for the three complexes, HPH5-FR, LPH5-FR and LPH3-FR.
The investigation was focused to intra- and intermolecular interactions and geometries of
the substrate-furin complex, potentially involved in the cleavage mechanism.
2 Methodology
The initial model for the HPH5-FR loop (RERRRKKRGL) was built up using the se-
quence alignments and the atomic coordinates of the X-ray structure (residues 322-331:
NVPEKQTQGL) of the HA0 of H3 and dec-RVKR-cmk inhibitor of furin1 as a template,
performed by using the homology module of the Insight II program. For LPAI subtype
H5, the initial structure of the cleavage loop (NVPQRETRGL) was constructed using the
backbone atoms of the HPH5 loop built previously. The HA
′
s cleavage loop complexed
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Figure 1. (A) Proposed cleavage mechanism of HA by furin and definitions of d1-d6. (B) Loop of HPAI H5 (ball
and stick model) in the electrostatic surface of furin. Blue and red represent positively and negatively charged
amino acid residues, respectively.
Figure 2. Distributions of the d1-d6 distances defined in Fig. 1 for the three simulated systems, sampling from
0.75 to 2.0 ns in MD simulations.
with furin, generated by all HA heavy atoms of S1-S4, were superimposed with the crys-
tal structure of the dec-RVKR-cmk inhibitor while the HA backbone atoms of S5-S8 and
S1′ − S2′ were superimposed with the crystal structure of the HA0 loop of H3. MD
simulations for the HA’s cleavage loop complexed with furin, HPH5-FR, LPH5-FR and
LPH3-FR, were carried out using the SANDER module of AMBER 7.
3 Results and Discussion
To search for detailed information on molecular level, selected structural parameters (d1-d6
defined in Fig. 1) were plotted in Fig. 2. The structures of the complexes are in detail
described in three regions, the arrangement of the catalytic triad, the attachment of the
catalytic Ser368 to the reactive S1-Arg, and the formation of the oxyanion hole. From
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Figure 3. Percent occupations of hydrogen bonds between furin and the ten HA residues where the residues with
a box around the label represent experimentally detected bonds for the inhibitor-furin complex.
the result, a sharp peak was found only in the HPH5-FR complex and occurred at suitable
distances, signifying the rigidity of the complex which thus serves as a more appropriate
configuration for the nucleophilic attack. In contrast, for the other two complexes the peaks
show a broad distribution and occure at significantly larger distances.
To assess the stability of the hemagglutinin loop binding into furin protease, percentage
and number of hydrogen bonds between each HA residue and the active site residues of
the target enzyme, furin, were evaluated and plotted in Fig. 3. Considering the role of
the -RRRKK- insertion more hydrogen bonds and a higher percentage occupation between
the S2-S6 residues of HA and the surrounding residues of furin were found for HPH5-FR
in comparison with the two LPAI systems. This means that the -RRRKK- insertion can
directly help to hold the substrate in place.
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the -RRRKK- insertion in the HPH5-FR, in particular the two arginines at
S4 and S6 positions helps directly to hold the HA’s cleavage loop in place by forming
strong hydrogen bonds between residues of HA and furin. This consequently leads to an
active conformation of the HPH5-FR complex suitable for the acylation reaction and is the
primary source of high pathogenicity of the avian influenza viruses subtype H5N1.
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We investigated the fundamental molecular-level behavior of water molecules adjacent or very
close to the surface of amyloid peptides, soluble oligomers and protofibrils. The foucus was
on prospecting a reliable means to predict, measure and interpret the magnetic behavior of
such water molecules, especially to differentiate their magnetic behavior from that of other,
more bulk-like molecules. The long term goal of this will be developing a diagnostic method
to enable magnetic resonance relaxation measurements to reveal the nature of the surfaces to
which those water molecules are associated, and hence to provide a probe of the extent of tissue
damage in the early stage of development of conformational diseases, such as the Alzheimer’s
disease.
1 Introduction
At structural level, proteins display both binding (hydrophilic) and unbinding (hydropho-
bic) sites for water molecules. Most of hydrophobic moieties are buried inside the struc-
ture when proteins are in native states. They become exposed when proteins unfold (or
misfold), which weakens the effective interaction of surrounding water with the protein
surface1. Recent studies2 suggest that isomers bearing pathological defects, i.e. proteins
exhibiting poorly dehydrated backbone hydrogen bonds (dehydrons)3, 4, are characterized
by an average energy of hydration that is also significantly bellow that corresponding to
native proteins. Though these structural defects generally interact with nearby water, the
entropy of this water is unexpectedly large and the residence time much shorter than at
hydrophilic sites2. Thus, both unfolded/misfolded and pathogenic proteins exhibit an in-
creased number of surface patches where the local water is less structured and has an
increased mobility5, 6, reminiscent of the bulk solvent. Moreover, energetic considerations
suggest that isomers with considerable bulk-like hydration tend to aggregate7. Here, we
summarize the results of our initial studies which suggest that different morphological
states of aggregated isomers differ by hydration distribution profiles and water magnetic
resonance (MR) signals. The results help explain the MR contrast patterns of amyloids,
a subject of long controversy, and suggest a new approach for identifying unusual protein
aggregation related to disease.
Extracellular amyloid β (Abeta) deposits are prominent and universal Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) features but plaque abundance does not reflect the actual degree of the neuronal
injury in AD patients8. The incipient assemblies formed by Abeta peptides inside the cell,
such as soluble oligomers and fibrillar tangles, also have potent neurotoxic activities, and
in fact, may be the proximate effectors of the neuronal injury and death occurring in AD8.
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Figure 1. The relative change in pixel intensity corresponding to distributions of constrained water in local en-
vironments containing normal protein background, soluble amyloidogenic anssemblies, protofibrils and large
protein aggregates.
Thus, the most visible manifestation of amyloid accumulation, i.e. extracellular Abeta
plaques, could actually be a defense mechanism employed to avoid serious tissue degra-
dation while the major toxic effects to the gray and white matter neurons are mediated
by soluble Abeta composites and protofibrils. Therefore, developing strategies to detect in
vivo the Abeta structures at an early stage are crucial for treating, inhibiting the progression
of disease and preventing some of the devastating effects of AD.
2 Methods
Based on the scaled particle theory9, we derived a mathematical algorithm that describes
the recompartmentalization of water following the addition of test isomers in the local
environment and the association of these isomers in composites of given structures (i.e.
oligomers, protofibrils and large protein aggregates). The mathematical equations for the
recompartmentalization of water are given in terms of the local hydration fraction (η) and
packing density (ρ) of the newly formed molecular assembly, as described previously7.
Then, we use standard relaxometry equations7 to correlate the intensity (S) of the magnetic
relaxation response of water with η and ρ for each structural archetype (single isomers,
oligomers, protofibrils and large aggregates). Based on this model, we investigated the
relationship between the intensity of the magnetic response, the amount of constrained
water in the local volume and morphological characteristics of the protein system. The
predicted magnetic signal intensity for these systems is compared to that corresponding to
native protein background (control).
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3 Results and Discussion
The present study suggests that a cellular environment containing pathogenic proteins and
distinct morphological structures formed by the association of these proteins differ from
normal protein background by the quantity of water structured at interfaces. The reorgani-
zation of hydration water molecules leads implicitly to a redistribution of water molecules
among the characteristic clusters of the relaxation times2, 6. Normally, such differences
lead to distinct MRI signals. The fact can be inferred from Fig. 1 where we show generic
curves of the relative change in pixel intensity corresponding to the magnetic response
of constrained water in various local environments (i.e. normal protein background, test
isomers, oligomers, protofibrils, large protein aggreagtes). We can notice that the hyper-
intensity curve corresponding to compact aggregates is the closest to the pixel intensity
of bulk water. Therefore, regions containing small compact aggregates are likely to show
brighter than the normal protein gray background on MR images. On the contrary, the
formation of large, floppy protein aggregates by including large amounts of test isomers
and caged water, leads to the occurrence of hypo-intensity on the characteristic MR im-
ages. Hence the MR images of such microscopic environments will show darker on the
grayscale. The characteristic magnetic sensitivity for a system containing additional test
isomers in a morphological state as described in above is represented in Fig. 1 by the bot-
tom curve. We must note that this hypo-intensity signal is apart from the contrast produced
by the presence of iron in plaques10–14. The present study shed light on a current contro-
versy, namely that amyloids can display both dark and bright spots when compared to the
normal, gray background tissue on MR images10, 11. In addition, our findings suggest that
the bright spots are more likely to correspond to amyloids in their early stage of develop-
ment.
4 Concluding Remarks
The present results are in support of existing experimental data10, 13, 14 showing that the
presence of iron in amyloid plaques is not always decisive for detecting the AD. We have
presented compelling theoretical evidence that placing additional constraints on water dy-
namics (i.e., caging water) and/or redistribution of constrained water fractions also play a
significant role in correlating the intensity of the MR signal with the amyloid load. Our
results help to better understand various biophysical mechanisms that set the MR signal
of water surrounding amyloidogenic proteins and their model aggregates. Our study may
prove useful in generating new testable statements on circumstances related to the presence
of amyloidogenic proteins in a given aqueous environment. Progress in understanding the
chemistry effects induced by such molecular entities on dynamics of surrounding water
in combination with data from new MR spectroscopic methods for determining the over-
expression of abnormal proteins and their state of association in the cell can help designing
efficient MR imaging protocols to be used in detecting the early molecular alterations in
amyloidogenic diseases.
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Around one third of a typical genome consists of membrane proteins. Misfolding of membrane
proteins can often be linked to diseases, so that it is of great importance to understand, which
residues and interactions are crucial for its stability. We developed a coarse-grained model
to predict stabilizing regions in membrane proteins. We compare the model to experimental
data from Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) and literature to evaluate the effects
of mutations on function and stability of five membrane proteins. The aim of this study is to
describe all these data in an unified context, the interaction energies of amino acids in a coarse
grained model to gain a deeper insight into membrane proteins.
1 Introduction
Integral membrane proteins account for about 20%-30% of the open reading frames in
a typical genome but, despite their central importance for all organisms, the number of
known structures remains small giving raise to the need for sequence based methods.
Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) allows detecting and locating interac-
tions stabilizing a membrane protein. During continuous stretching of the molecule, the
applied forces and the extension are measured. The resultant force-distance curve reflects
subsequent unfolding events1, the so called force peaks. The so-called Worm-like-chain
model (WLC)2 relates the position of these unfolding barriers to positions in the primary
sequence of the protein. Besides the SMFS data, there are a lot of mutation experiments in
the literature, where the effect of a certain mutation on stability and function of a membrane
protein is discussed.
In this work, we developed a coarse grained model, which is able to describe the above
mentioned experimental results. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time, that
such a simplified model is used for predicting correctly unfolding barriers and estimating
the influence of mutations based on sequence.
2 Methods
For the representation of a protein, we constrained ourself to the Cα/Cβ atoms of each
amino acid. To estimate the energy of the interaction between amino acids, we defined a
solvation energy ei based on the probability distribution for each amino acid in an mem-
brane protein to be inside (solved) or outside of the protein3. Inside means facing other
amino acids, outside means facing the phospholipids. The combination of two solva-
tion energies results in a contact energy for an interaction between two spatial neighbored
amino acids.
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Based on the tertiary structure we estimate the energyEi with which each amino acid i
interacts with the rest of the protein by summing up the interaction energies between i and
all other amino acids. Two amino acids interact if they are not direct neighbors in sequence
and if their Cβ atoms are less than 8A˚ apart. This gives an energy profile containing the
energy Ei for each amino acid in the protein. A deep valley in this profile gives raise to an
energy barrier in the model.
To estimate the influence of a mutation based on the sequence only, we calculate a so
called solvation energy profile, which contains for each amino acid i the solvation energy
ei. This profile is, in contrast to the energy profile, independent from the tertiary structure
of a protein.
3 Results
For our analysis, we used the following five membrane proteins: Bacteriorhodopsin,
Halorhodopsin, Bovine rhodopsin, Na+/H+ antiporter and Aquaporin-1. Up to now, these
are the only proteins, for which SMFS data are available.
3.1 Prediction of Unfolding Barriers
For the five proteins mentioned above we predicted the barriers based on their energy
profiles. For the comparison with the experiment, we considered the published barrier
position from the experiment plus an experimental error of ∆exp = ±4 amino acids. This
is due to systematic errors in the experiment like intrinsic movement of the cantilever.
These errors are reported to be in the range of 3-7 amino acids4, depending on the used
cantilever.
On average 61% of the barriers are detected by our method. A match between a pre-
dicted barrier and an experimentally determined one is established if their boundaries are
within a certain distance.
A remarkable result is the following: all unfolding barriers for all proteins that, accord-
ing to SMFS measurements, are found having 100% of probability of occurrence (main
peaks) are correctly predicted by our method. This suggests that major unfolding barriers
in the experiments are due to energetic reasons. Minor events are more difficult to detect
with this approach.
Energy profiles can also be used for detecting smaller stabilizing regions in a protein.
The helix C in bacteriorhodopsin for example is known for its important part in the proton
pumping pathway5. The mutations T90A and T90V in helix C for example decrease the
activity down to 10% and 20% compared to the wild type6. This is thought to be partly
due to the missing stabilizing interaction of the threonine. Interestingly, alanine and va-
line are both more repulsive in our model than threonine itself. These mutations have a
destabilizing effect on this region in helix C.
3.2 Predict Effects of Mutations Based on the Sequence
To quantify the ability of the model to predict the influence of mutations based on sequence
alone, we screened the literature for single point mutations, which influence stability or
function of the used membrane proteins. For this, we applied a text mining approach,
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which searches in PubMed abstracts. We only used the publications, where a single point
mutation was discussed in the context of stability or stability related function. If an ap-
propriate mutation was found in the literature, we compared the solvation energies of both
residues to decide, if the mutation was stabilizing, slightly stabilizing, slightly destabiliz-
ing and destabilizing. 25 out of 35 mutational effects reported in the literature correlate
with the predictions from the energy profiles and thus can be related to stability issues in
terms of amino acid interactions.
4 Summary
We used a coarse grained model to assess the influence of interactions between amino
acids in membrane proteins. It is based on the probability distribution for an amino acid
to be inside or outside of an membrane protein. We found that major SMFS unfolding
barriers are related to strongly interacting amino acids, whereas minor barriers are related
to non-energetic reasons. The activity of bacteriorhodopsin and the effect of mutations at
site Thr90 is related to an increase of the interaction energy of this amino acid if mutated
to Ala or Val. Although these two use cases require knowledge about the tertiary structure
of a protein, it is possible to extend the scope of the model to a purely sequence based
method. Compared with a list compiled from literature, 25 out of 35 mutations can be
related to energetic reasons in the model by this sequence-only approach. Concluding, the
proposed coarse grained interaction scheme can be applied successfully to a wide range of
applications in the context of membrane proteins.
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Loops are abundant in native RNA structures and proliferate close to the unfolding transition.
By including a statistical weight ∼ ℓ−c for loops of length ℓ in the recursion relation for the
partition function, we show that the calculated heat capacity depends sensitively on the presence
and value of the exponent c, even of short tRNA. For homo-RNA we analytically calculate the
critical temperature and critical exponents which exhibit a non-universal dependence on c.
We calculate the partition function of the RNA secondary structure using a formulation
that allows to accurately include the statistics of terminal, internal, as well as multi-loops.1
The statistical weight of a secondary structure depends on the free energy of base pair for-
mation, which has been determined experimentally2, but also on the entropy loss of loop
formation. Polymer theory predicts the configurational weight of a loop consisting of ℓ
bases to decay as ℓ−c where the exponent c is universal. The loop exponent is cideal = 3/2
for an ideal polymer and cSAW = dν ≃ 1.76 for an isolated self avoiding loop. However,
helices which emerge from the loop decrease the number of configurations and conse-
quently increase c even further.3 For instance, one obtains c1 = 2.06, c4 = 2.16 for the
two types of loops which appear in the native structure of yeast tRNA-phe, see Fig. 1b.
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of a secondary RNA structure. Solid lines denote the RNA backbone,
broken lines base pairs, and gray lines non-nested backbone bonds that are counted by the variable M ; here
M = 11. b) Experimental heat capacity of the tRNA-phe of yeast for NaCl concentrations 20mM (triangles)
and 150mM (squares).4 Solid lines show results using Eq. (1) with loop exponents c = 3.0, 2.16, 1.76, 0
(from left to right), compared with the results from the Vienna package5 which uses a linearized multi-loop
entropy (dashed curve). The dotted curve is obtained with c = 3 and the same energy parameter set as for the
solid curves, except for the loop initiation penalty which was omitted. The inset sketches the low-temperature
secondary RNA structure obtained from Eq. (1) in agreement with experimental crystal-structure studies.
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A valid secondary structure is a list of all base pairs, where pseudo-knots6 are not
allowed, i. e. for any two base pairs (i, j) and (k, l) with i < j, k < l, and i < k we
have either i < k < l < j or i < j < k < l. In our notation, the canonical partition
function QMi,j of a sub-strand from base i at the 5’ end through j at the 3’ end depends on
the non-nested backbone-lengthM ,7, 8 see Fig. 1a. The recursion relations for the partition
function read then
QM+1i,j+1 = Q
M
i,j +
j−Nloop∑
k=i+M+1
QMi,k−1Q
0
k,j+1 and (1a)
Q0k,j+1 =
(j−k−Nloop)/2∑
h=1
w
(k,j+1)
(k+h,j+1−h)
j−k−1−2h∑
m=1
Qmk+1+h,j−h
(m+ 2)c
. (1b)
Eq. (1a) describes elongation of an RNA structure by either adding an unpaired base
(first term) or by adding an arbitrary sub-strand Q0k,j+1 that is terminated by a helix.
Eq. (1b) constructs Q0k,j+1 by closing structures with m non-nested bonds, summed up
in Qmk+1+h,j−h, by a helix of length h, which is weighted with a sequence dependent
Boltzmann factor w. Nloop = 3 is the minimum number of bases in a terminal loop. The
unrestricted partition function of the entire RNA is given by ZN =
∑
M Q
M
0,N . We im-
plement the recursion relation, Eq. (1), numerically using a free energy parameter set.2 In
Fig. 1b we show the experimental heat capacity of the tRNA-phe of yeast compared with
our predictions from Eq. (1) using C = T∂2(kBT lnZN )/∂T 2. The heat capacity peak
corresponds to the gradual melting of the secondary structure. Although the RNA consists
of just 76 nucleotides and is therefore far from the thermodynamic limit where one expects
asymptotic effects to be important, the loop exponent c has drastic effects. Increasing c
from c = 0 to c = 3 destabilizes the structure and decreases the melting temperature by
more than 30K (solid lines). It is difficult to directly compare experimental and theoret-
ical curves as the energy parameters were determined at 1M NaCl concentration2, while
experimental data is only available at 20mM and 150mM. Current implementations of
secondary structure prediction or partition function calculation approximate the entropy
for multi-loops by an affine function ln(yMM−c) ≈ δ0+ δ1M .5, 9 This in principle corre-
sponds to the usage of the loop exponent c = 0, as is corroborated by the near agreement
of the results from the Vienna package5 (broken line) with the results from Eq. (1) using
c = 0. Most strikingly, the melting temperature as well as the width and the height of the
peaks depend dramatically on the loop exponent. Similar studies have been carried out for
DNA10 where the loop exponent has a much weaker effect on denaturation curves.
In a second step, we now consider homo-polymeric RNA, which can be modeled exper-
imentally by using a synthetic sequence like AUAUAU. . . The goal is to extract the critical
asymptotic behavior embodied in Eq. (1) in the thermodynamic limit. We simply give a
statistical weight w = exp[−ε/(kBT )] to each base pair. This renders the system transla-
tionally invariant and allows to write QMi,j as QMN with N = j − i being the total number
of backbone segments of the sub-strand ranging from i through j. This can be viewed
as a coarse-graining approximation for natural or random RNA above the glass transition.
To proceed, we switch to the grand canonical ensemble where we are able to study the
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Figure 2. a) Phase diagram for three different values of the loop exponent c as a function of the base pairing
weight w and force fugacity s. The dots denote the unfolding transition in the absence of external force, i. e.
s = 1, which is considered in b) and c): Temperature dependence of the b) specific heat C and c) fraction of
bound bases θ for c = 2.3. The insets show the third derivatives C′′′ = d3C/dT 3 and θ′′′ = d3θ/dT 3 which
clearly exhibit singular behavior. Squares denote numerical evaluation of Eq. (2). The leading (solid lines) and
next-leading (dashed line) order of the expansion around Tcr are shown, according to which C′′′ diverges with
the exponent χ = 2/3 for c = 2.3 and θ′′′ is characterized by the exponent λ = 1/3.
thermodynamic limit. The grand canonical partition can be calculated exactly
Z(z, s) =
∞∑
N=0
∞∑
M=0
zNsMQMN =
κ(z)
1− szκ(z) , (2)
where κ(z) is determined by the equation κ = 1 + w/κLic(zκ). Lic(x) =
∑∞
n=1 x
n/nc
is the polylogarithm. The force fugacity s is s = 1 if no force is applied to the ends and
s > 1 if the molecule is stretched. In Fig. 2a we show the resulting phase diagram of RNA
in terms of w and s for different values of the loop exponent c. We observe a very weak
phase transition only if 2 < c < c∗ with c∗ ≃ 2.479. For c < 2, the RNA is always in the
folded state, whereas for c > c∗ RNA is always unfolded, irrespective of the temperature.
The critical exponents as well as the order, which is at least four, of the phase transition
depend on the loop exponent c and are calculated exactly.
The conclusion is that while the dependence of critical properties on the loop exponent
c is experimentally and numerically11 difficult to access and therefore largely irrelevant,
the dependence of non-critical properties on c is important.
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We performed Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulation on a 24-residue am-
phipathic peptide in order to investigate the equilibrium conformational distribution in different
environments.The structure of the peptide has been designed such that it adopts a β-hairpin
structure.Experimental findings show that it adapts to β-hairpin at the air/water interface.It has
the amino acid sequence of -KICVRWQYRVQ (D-P) GDICFDVNFDVH- in which D-P and G
residues contribute to the formation of a β-turn structure.We observe that the peptide adapts to
coil structure in vacuum whereas it mostly adapts to β-hairpin in bulk water.At the air/water in-
terface it oriented itself in such a conformation that the hydrophobic residues are lined towards
the air, on the other hand, hydrophilic residues are lined towards water.
1 Introduction
Amphipathic peptides have alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues in a recur-
ring pattern such that the periodicity in this recursion organizes the non-local interactions
among the different types of residues, and this organization among the residues leads to
the formation of the type of the overall conformation of the peptide.The equilibrium con-
formational distribution of amphipathic peptides, as well as others, varies in different en-
vironments. Understanding of the probable source of difference in the conformational dis-
tribution probabilities is important for both the design of novel peptides and nanomaterials
with desired features.
2 Methods
REMD simulations1 for the systems studied were performed with the Gromos 53A6 force-
field2 implemented in Gromacs (3.3.1) simulation package3.The SPC216 water model4and
NVT ensemble were used for all types of simulations. The temperature ranged from 278
K to 320 K in REMD simulations.The exchange probability (computed as the ratio be-
tween the successful exchanges and the total number of trials) varied between 10% and
20% for each pair of neighboring replicas; the average exchange probability was approx-
imately 11%, a level ensuring an efficient exploration of the conformational space1.The
water simulation was performed for 80 ns whereas the vacuum simulation was performed
for 10 ns.After equilibration was reached, the data was collected and clustered by using
the algorithm as described in Daura et. al5 with the backbone rmsd of 0.15 and 0.20 nm
for bulk water and interface simulations, respectively. The secondary structure assignment
was made using the STRIDE algorithm6.
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3 Results
3.1 Vacuum Simulations
The simulation was started from an extended structure, and after approximately 1 ns, it
collapsed and remained in a coil structure for the remaining part of the simulation. For this
reason, the conformations and the corresponding percentage probability values obtained
in vacuum simulation are not given here. These results suggest that the peptide need an
assistance of water molecules to adapt to proposed β-hairpin.
3.2 Bulk Water Simulations
The peptide adapts mostly to proposed β-hairpin in bulk water indicating the importance of
water molecules for the formation of that structure.However, it has also preference for other
conformations other than this preferred β-hairpin structure. These conformations emerge
as a result of a reduction in the number of intra-molecular hydrogen (H) bonds.These re-
sults suggest that water molecules and the number and the residue types in which the
H-bonds are made are important for the formation of the β-turn structure. In this structure
β-turn is constructed by D-Proline and Glycine residues. The top four conformations are
given in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. The top four conformations of the peptide obtained upon simulation in bulk water at 300 K. Color codes
represent the secondary structure type of each residue. Turn is indicated by green, coil is indicated by white, and
sheet structure is indicated by yellow color. The C terminus residues are indicated in CPK representation.
The percentage probability values of these top four conformations are given in Table 1.
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Cluster ID Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4
Probability(%) 32.0 8.0 7.84 6.0
Table 1. The percentage probability values of the top four conformations of the peptide in bulk water at 300 K.
3.3 Interface Simulations
The interface simulation was started from a location close to the interface, and the peptide
remained there for the rest of the simulation.The top four conformations are given in Fig. 2.
Figure 2. The top four conformations of the peptide obtained upon simulation at the air/water interface at 300 K.
Color codes represent the secondary structure type of each residue. Turn is indicated by green, coil is indicated
by white, and sheet structure is indicated by yellow color.
The percentage probability values of these top four conformations are given in Table 2.
Cluster ID Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4
Probability(%) 41.0 27.2 7.9 7.7
Table 2. The percentage probability values of the top four conformations of the peptide at the interface at 300 K.
The peptide was aligned parallel to the interface, and it was orientated in such a way
that the hydrophobic residues were lined towards the air whereas both the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues were lined towards water as shown in Fig. 3. However, these are still
preliminary results; the equilibrium has not been reached yet.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
We identified the equilibrium conformational distributions of a 24-residue amphipathic
peptide via REMD simulations in vacuum, bulk water, and at air/water interface.The pep-
tide adapts to different conformations in different environments. Understanding of the be-
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Figure 3. The orientation of residues at the air/water interface. The hydrophobic residues are colored in blue,
basic residues are colored in green and the acidic residues are colored in red.
havior of peptides in different environments will help design of novel peptides and nanoma-
terials with desired features.We are also simulating different amphipathic peptides having
different amino acid sequence to investigate the effect of residue specificity on the forma-
tion of overall conformations of peptides.Moreover, we are planning to make simulations
at interface with larger number of peptides to understand the behavior of both inter and
intra molecular interactions.
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Based on amino acid based pair-potentials and intermolecular energies we calculate score dis-
tributions for protein-protein complexes that exist in nature and those which do not exist. The
distributions of the two groups are then found to be different in maximum and in shape. This
opens the possibility to discriminate between complexes that exist and those which do not.
1 Introduction
1.1 From Protein Structure to Complexes
Proteins are an integral component for most of the mechanisms taking part in the cell. One
important aspect in the research on proteins is their three-dimensional structure. The most
common methods to determine the structure are X-ray cristallography and NMR spec-
troscopy, and due to them the number of known protein structures is actually rapidly grow-
ing. However, cellular functions are rarely carried out by single proteins but by complexes
of several interacting proteins. High-throughput methods for detecting protein interactions,
like yeast2hybrid, produce a huge number of such expected protein-protein interactions.
Unfortunately it is not possible to determine the structures for all of them by experimental
methods because there are limitations concerning large or transient complexes. In addi-
tion, if possible, the experimental structure determination of complexes is a very time-
consuming and challanging process. For that reason computationally approches such as
docking algorithms to predict the structure of protein-protein complexes are needed.
1.2 Docking
The hypothesis underlying docking predictions is that the native complex structure is the
state with the lowest free energy accessible to the system. There are quite different ap-
proches on how to develop docking algorithms but the common, basic idea is to first do a
sampling step followed by a scoring step. Scoring means, to analyse the putative complex
structures generated in the first step with regard to chemical and physical aspects. Selecting
suitable aspects and weighting them in an appropriate way is one of the great challenges
in docking. The aim is to rank all putative structures in a way that most of the native-like
structures are found in the top part of the ranked output.
2 Motivation
Since protein complexes play a major roll in cellular processes and experimental meth-
ods like yeast2hybrid are not always applicable and often contain a considerable number
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of false positives2, there is a need for computational methods predicting protein-protein
interactions.
On the other hand, methods providing the three-dimensional structure of known protein
complexes (docking algorithms) are already available. In their scoring step a great amount
of different possible complex structures of the same two proteins is compared to choose
those that are near-native. If this is possible, it must even be possible to do this analysis on
complex structures of different protein pairs and by this get information on the probability
that two specific proteins do interact at all. That means in other words to do docking with
different proteins, even those that do not interact or are not known to do so and finally,
after the interpretation of the structures, get as a result whether two proteins are suggested
to built complexes in nature or not.
This is actually a computational method to predict protein-protein interaction.
3 Method and Results
3.1 Overview
For becoming able to predict protein-protein interaction what we actually need is a method
that discriminates between complexes that exist in nature (native complexes) and those
that do not (false complexes). This difference is mesured by (upp to now) three scoring
functions (amino acid based pair-potentials, van der Waals energy and electrostatic energy),
and becomes apparent in different score distributions for native and false complexes (see
figure 1).
Figure 1. Score distributions from amino acid based pair-potentials.
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3.2 Getting Native and False Complexes
Native structures can easily be obtained from the Nussinov database4 that contains over
2000 non-homologous protein-protein complexes, whereas there does not exist a database
for false complexes. For this reason we produced them on our own by somehow abusing
the docking program HADDOCK1: We docked proteins that are not supposed to build
complexes. This ensures that even the false complexes are in the best possible confirmation
and hence really comparable to the native ones.
3.3 Scoring Functions
We use amino acid based pair-potentials that were obtained by Wolowski et al.3, and
calculated distributions for the native complexes from the Nussinov database and our self-
produced false complexes. In figure 1 it can be seen, that scores from the two groups are
not totally separated, but that there is an evident difference in the shape of the two curves.
Van der Waals energy and electrostatic energy are both calculated between all inter-
molecular atompairs in the complex and can be combined. Their sum is called interaction
energy. We have not yet obtained score distributions for this, but the two examples in table
1 show, that the energies for the native complexes are considerably lower then for the false
ones.
Receptor Ligand Eint = Evdw+Eelec
[kcal/mol]
Barnase Barstar -264.4
Barnase Soybean trypsin inhibitor -242.4
Barbase APPI -214.0
Barnase Ovomucoid 3rd domain -192.0
Barnase Pancratic secretory trypsin inhibitor -189.4
Table 1. Intermolecular energies of one nativ complex (shaded in grey) and four false complexes. The energy is
always the average of ten complexes that were top ranked from the docking algorithm.
4 Conclusion
We could show that it is possible to find scoring functions that can discriminate between
native and false protein-protein complexes. By combination of the three presented scores
and maybe even more in future, it will be possible to predict whether a hypothetical com-
plex can be supposed to exist in nature or not.
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We present an analysis of the flexibility characteristics of the ribosomal exit tunnel using con-
cepts grounded in rigidity theory. For this, a new topological network representation of RNA
structures had to be developed that allows analyzing RNA flexibility/rigidity based on constraint
counting. Applied to the large ribosomal subunit, constraint counting provides new insights in
atomic detail into the stability characteristics of the tunnel, which can be linked with the tunnels
role in co-translational processes.
1 Introduction
RNA structures are highly flexible biomolecules that can undergo dramatic conforma-
tional changes required to fulfill their diverse functional roles. The determination of RNA
structures, e.g., by X-ray crystallography provides us with static snapshots along these
transitions, whereas the underlying dynamical processes remain largely unclear. To get a
more detailed view of the dynamics of biomolecules or to illuminate experimental data,
molecular dynamics simulations are very useful and widely applied. Unfortunately, the
simulations are still too computationally expensive to investigate large macromolecules
like the ribosomal complex on a routine basis. As a much more efficient alternative,
concepts from graph theory can be used to determine flexible and rigid regions within a
structure.1 Thereby, a biomolecule is modeled as a topological network, where vertices
(joints) represent atoms and edges (struts) represent covalent and non-covalent bond
constraints (strong hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic interactions) as well as
angular constraints. Modeling non-covalent constraints appropriately is detrimental to the
success of the analysis. Given a network representation, a fast combinatorial algorithm,
the pebble game,2 can then be applied to determine the number and spatial distribution
of bond-rotational degrees of freedom in the network, which can be related to rigid
regions and flexible links in between. Modeling non-covalent constraints appropriately is
thereby detrimental to the success of the rigidity analysis. In this context, rigid regions are
those with a well-defined equilibrium structure,3 whereas biologically important diffusive
motion is expected to occur at the flexible regions. At a first sight, rigidity analysis says
nothing about the direction and magnitude of existing motions. However, the identification
of flexible regions on a bond level gives insights into the location of possible motions or
how flexibility characteristics change upon complex formation.4–6
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Until recently, the approach, implemented into the FIRST software package,1 has been
successfully applied to the protein world, whereas a thorough validation on RNA struc-
tures has been missing. Yet, the structural stability of proteins (dominated by hydrophobic
interactions) and RNA structures (dominated by hydrogen bonds and base stacking inter-
actions) is determined by different non-covalent forces. Here, we thus aim at developing
a network representation of RNA structures that allows for reliably determining flexible
and rigid regions within these biomolecules. We then apply rigidity analysis to the large
ribosomal subunit to gain insight into the ribosomal exit tunnel’s role in co-translational
processes.
2 Results
2.1 A Topological Network Representation for Analyzing Flexibility Characteristics
of RNA Structures
Figure 1. a) Topological network representation of a canonical A-form RNA. Constraints between nearest neigh-
bors are indicated by straight lines, constraints between next nearest neighbors (angle constraints) by dashed
lines. For reasons of clarity, angle constraints are only indicated in the sugar and base scaffolds, and hydrogen
bonds between bases are omitted. Hydrophobic constraints are indicated by black dashed-dotted lines. Flexible
hinges are shown in red, minimally rigid regions in green, and overconstrained regions (which contain redundant
constraints) in blue. b) Atomic fluctuations predicted by FRODA simulations10 vs. conformational variabilities
as measured in NMR for RNA structure 1P5O. For the FRODA simulations, a topological network representation
according to I) the protein-based parameterization and II) the RNA parameterization was used.
In a topological network representation a constraint is either present or not. To pre-
dict reliably the flexibility characteristics of RNA structures, parameters had to be devel-
oped for when hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions are included as non-covalent
constraints. These parameters were validated based on experimental mobility data of a
tRNAASP structure and all NMR-derived ensembles of RNA structures (with a chain
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length ≥ 40).7 We found that restricting the number of base stacking interactions be-
tween sequentially adjacent bases to one is crucial and that hydrophobic interactions in
general should be considered if the distance of two hydrophobic atoms is smaller than the
sum of their van der Waals radii plus a threshold of 0.15 A˚. The resulting topological net-
work representation for a canonical A-Form RNA is shown in Figure 1a. Compared to the
protein parameterization,1, 4 the new parameters prevent the RNA network representation
from being overly rigid (Figure 1b). Further details about the underlying rigidity theory
and the validation on RNA and protein structures have been described elsewhere.1, 5, 8, 9
2.2 Flexibility Characteristics of the Ribosomal Exit Tunnel Analyzed by Rigidity
Theory
Figure 2. Color-coded representation of the flexibility characteristics of the ribosomal exit tunnel obtained by
constraint counting. The coloring of the backbone atoms of the RNA part is according to the flexibility index of
the P atoms and according to the Cα-atoms in the protein part. Blue color indicates overconstrained regions and
red color flexible regions.
The rigidity analysis can easily be applied to large biomolecules like the ribosomal
structure, which consists of more than 105 atoms. The computational time amounts to
only minutes in this case. The analysis gives new insights in atomic detail into the func-
tional role of the ribosomal exit tunnel, e.g., during protein synthesis. Figure 2 shows a
color-coded representation of the flexibility characteristics of the tunnel backbone. Blue
color indicates overconstrained regions, green color isostatic (minimally rigid) regions,
and flexible regions are colored in red. The approach identifies large parts of the tunnels
neighboring regions to be rigid. Remarkably, this holds true for all high resolution struc-
tures of the ribosomal exit tunnel of different organism available in the PDB data base.11–13
Even more striking is the finding of conserved local zones of flexible residues within the
tunnel: Clusters of flexible tunnel components are located in the first half of the tunnel
and around the tunnel exit. Interestingly, these regions correspond to previously identified
folding zones within the tunnel.14 This striking agreement between tunnel regions with low
structural stability and observed folding zones implies that indeed secondary structure may
be stabilized entropically there through local conformational adaptability of the ribosomal
exit tunnel.
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The aggregation of the peptide amyloid-β (Aβ) into fibrils is considered to be a key event in
Alzheimer disease. Zn(II) ion binds the N-terminal segment of Aβ peptide (region 1-16) and
influences its aggregation behaviour. Many experimental evidences revealed that Zn-binding
involves the three histidine residues (6, 13 and 14). As for the fourth ligand, instead, different
candidates have been proposed: Asp 1, Arg 5, Ser 8, Tyr 10 and Glu 11. Here we present the
results obtained by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations (Car-Parrinello method) at 300 K
of Zn(II)-Aβ(1-16) system and implications are discussed.
1 Introduction
In the Alzheimer’s disease an accumulation of Aβ peptides occurs and fibrils are formed
in the extracellular space of brain tissues. The reason of the accumulation is not known,
but the amyloid precursor protein (APP) is probably involved in Cu transport. Other metal
ions, like Zn, compete with Cu in APP binding: disfunction of metal ions homeostasis can
be at the basis of the pathogenesys. Therefore, the investigation of the Cu and Zn binding
sites in APP is important. Both Zn(II) and Cu(II) ions bind the N-terminal segment of
Aβ peptide (region 1-16). Among the most recent and mostly debated experimental data,
NMR results provided draft structures of Aβ(1-16)-Zn+2 complex in aqueous solution at
pH=6.51 and the Zn binding involves as ligands His 6, His 13, His 14 imidazole groups
and Glu 11 carboxylic group in tetrahedral coordination.
The identification of the fourth zinc ligand is extensively debated in literature: Asp 1,
Arg 5, Ser 8, Tyr 10 and Val 12 have been also suggested as possible ligands participating
in Cu+2 or Zn+2 chelation by Aβ2. The interplay between ligand flexibility and zinc
quantum mechanics make the study of zinc coordination in Aβ(1-16) an ideal arena for ab
initio Car-Parrinello4 molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulation. The aim of our work is to
model the structure of Aβ(1-16)-Zn+2, indicating the fourth ligand.
2 Method
The starting system configurations for CPMD simulations were generated from random
walk hybrid Monte Carlo trajectories5 of a classical model of Aβ(1-16)Zn2+ system, em-
ploying the Amber force-field modified for possible candidate ligands. We chose four
initial configurations with different fourth ligand: Glu 11, Asp 1 (bound to Zn by carboxyl
groups), Tyr 10 and Ser 8 (bound by hydroxyl groups). CPMD simulations were made
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using a parallel version of the Quantum-ESPRESSO package3 which incorporates Vander-
bilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials and Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange–correlation. After
both electronic and atomic energy minimizations, the system was slowly heated up to 300
K and kept at this temperature for 1.6 ps of molecular dynamics simulation. Representative
configurations have been optimized for detailed structural investigations.
3 Results and Discussion
Optimized configurations for the four Zn coordinations show that the three histidines (His
6, His 13, His 14) are bound to Zn. Only Ser 8 is displaced, as fourth ligand, by a backbone
carbonyl group. By analysing the time evolution of Zn binding distances measured at 300
K we deduce that: in the single Asp 1 case, one histidine (His 13) is displaced from Zn,
and this happens when Asp 7 carboxyl group deprotonates His 14 which then binds more
strongly to Zn (distance oscillations in time are less wide). The binding of Zn by carboxyl
groups (Asp 1 and Glu 11 cases) is stable. On the contrary, hydroxyl group (Tyr 10 case)
binds Zn when assisted by hydrogen bond; as far as this hydrogen bond breaks, hydroxyl
group is displaced by nearby peptide carbonyl group, as in the Ser 8 case minimization. Zn
is almost always in a near tetrahedral coordination.
Zn-His binding is stable, except for His 13 in the very peculiar case of deprotonation
of His 14 by Asp 7. Zn binding by hydroxyl groups of Tyr 10 is possible only when
assisted by hydrogen bonds. In solution, the extent of water extrusion from the binding
site (favouring intramolecular hydrogen bonds) can stabilize hydroxyl group as a fourth
ligand. As far as carboxylic groups can approach Zn, they displace hydroxyl groups and
eventual backbone carbonyl groups. This situation is expected to be different when Zn
is replaced with Cu: the affinity of Cu for carboxylic and carbonyl groups is lower than
that of Zn. Zn can displace Cu by the 1-16 portion of the chain, pushing Cu towards sites
involving residues in different Aβ regions2.
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A crucial event of protein folding is the formation of a folding nucleus, which is a structured
part of the protein chain in the transition state. We demonstrate a correlation between locations
of residues involved in the folding nuclei and locations of amyloidogenic regions. The average
Φ-values are significantly greater inside amyloidogenic regions than outside them. We have
found that fibril formation and normal folding involve many of the same key residues, giving
an opportunity to outline the folding initiation site in protein chains.
1 Introduction
In spite of the fact that each protein has its own unique, native three-dimensional structure,
some cases exist when there is another rather stable structure, called an amyloid fibril.
Although native structures vary greatly from protein to protein, the structures of amyloid
fibrils obtained from different proteins are fairly uniform. The formation of amyloid fibrils
is a case of protein misfolding, in which a protein folds into a cross β-structure instead of
folding into its native structure. In addition to proteins that form amyloid fibrils in vivo
in various ”amyloid diseases”, there are many other proteins that are not implicated in
amyloid diseases but form fibrils in vitro1. There is no sequence homology common to all
such proteins or peptides.
Since polypeptide chains can fold into native structures or misfold into amyloid fibrils,
there is a competition between the processes of folding and misfolding. During folding,
a protein molecule has to overcome a free-energy barrier. The most unstable structure
corresponds to the top of the barrier (i.e., to the transition state of the folding process)2.
The folding nucleus is a structured part of the protein chain in the transition state. Since the
folding nucleus is unstable, it is not easy to investigate it experimentally. A very laborious
experimental method, which is called Φ-analysis, has been developed to determine the
structure of folding nuclei2.
The goal of this work is to compare amino acid residues which are crucial for folding
and misfolding processes of the same proteins. As the experimental data on both folding
nuclei and amyloidogenic regions in the same proteins are scarce, we compared exper-
imentally found residues involved in folding nuclei with predicted residues involved in
amyloidogenic regions and vice versa. We demonstrate that fibril formation and normal
folding involve many of the same key residues. On average, Φ-values for amino acid
residues in amyloidogenic regions are significantly greater than Φ-values for amino acid
residues in non-amyloidogenic regions. This result allows us to search for some residues
involved in the folding nucleus using only amino acid sequences.
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2 Results and Discussion
2.1 Intersection of Predicted Residues Involved in Amyloidogenic Regions with
Experimentally Found Residues Involved in Folding Nuclei
If amyloid fibril formation is a generic feature of proteins, some common properties of
amino acid sequences possessing amyloidogenic propensities should be observed. There-
fore, we can hypothesize that amyloidogenic regions often play a crucial role not only in the
amyloid fibril formation but also in the process of ”normal” folding of proteins into their
native structure. We tested whether the experimentally found amino acid residues involved
in folding nuclei intersect with theoretically predicted residues involved in amyloidogenic
regions. The list of the experimentally found Φ-values as well as the corresponding mu-
tations can be found at Ref. 3. Experimentally found Φ-values (larger 0.5) and predicted
amyloidogenic regions can be found at Ref. 4.
We have compared predicted amyloidogenic regions with experimentally found
residues involved in folding nuclei for those 20 proteins. The prediction of amyloidogenic
regions was made by the previously described method which predicts amyloidogenic re-
gions using only amino acid sequence5, 6. For each amino acid residue, the method predicts
the number of expected contacts and regions within which all residues have a large num-
ber of expected contacts are predicted as amyloidogenic ones. As it was demonstrated
previously, this method is able to predict amyloidogenic regions5.
The comparison of the degree of involvement into the folding nucleus (reflected in ex-
perimental Φ-values) of residues in the predicted amyloidogenic and non-amyloidogenic
regions have demonstrated that there is a reliable difference. In the predicted amy-
loidogenic regions, the average over Φ-values is 0.41±0.02 while in the predicted non-
amyloidogenic regions, the average overΦ-values is 0.33±0.01 (here and below, the shown
error is the error of averaging which is calculated as σ√
n
where σ is the standard deviation
of the distribution, and n is the number of points). Student’s t-test gives the probability of
4×10−3; thus, the above difference is statistically reliable.
Thus, comparison of experimentally known amino acid residues involved in the folding
nuclei vs. predicted amyloidogenic fragments indicates that nucleation centers for folding
and for misfolding often intersect.
2.2 Intersection of Experimentally Determined Amyloidogenic Regions with the
Predicted Folding Nuclei
To investigate folding/unfolding behavior of amyloidogenic proteins, we have constructed
a database of globular proteins with experimentally revealed amyloidogenic regions. From
literature data, we selected those globular proteins in which the position of amyloidogenic
regions is known from experimental data.6 The database now includes seven proteins:
acylphosphatase, β2-microglobulin, gelsolin, transthyretin, lysozyme, myoglobin, human
prion. We tested whether the theoretically found folding nuclei by our method7 intersect
with experimentally found amyloidogenic regions. It appears that 8 of 12 amyloidogenic
regions are situated in folding nuclei where Φ-values are large. For several proteins, the
regions with the largest Φ-values coincide with the amyloidogenic regions.
For amino acid residues in amyloidogenic regions, the average Φ-value is 0.58±0.02
while amino acid residues in non-amyloidogenic regions have the average Φ-value that
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is significantly smaller (0.43±0.01). Thus, in amyloidogenic regions, an average amino
acid residue has more than 50% of its contacts formed in the transition state (i.e., in the
folding nucleus by our definition). The p-value obtained with Student’s t-test (that is, the
probability that the observed difference is accidental) is 2*10−11 that confirms that the
difference between the average Φ-values of amino acid residues in amyloidogenic and in
non-amyloidogenic regions is significant.
Thus, we have demonstrated that amyloidogenic regions are often predicted to be part
of the folding nuclei in amyloidogenic proteins. Therefore, we can hypothesize that amy-
loidogenic regions often play a crucial role not only in amyloid fibril formation but also in
the process of ”normal” folding of amyloidogenic proteins into their native structure, since
amyloidogenic regions compose part of the folding nucleus in these proteins.
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The adsorption of proteins on solids and soft materials plays a vital role in biotechnical and
biomedical applications, for example for the biocompatibilty of implant material or in dental
health care. Not only the properties of the sorbent surface can be changed, but also the pro-
teins might undergo conformational changes during adsorption. To investigate such processes
in molecular detail, but still reaching appropriate time scales (microseconds), coarse-grained
molecular dynamics simulations were applied here. As a model system, the adsorption of
lysozyme and human serum albumin to a simple, slightly negatively charged, single-layer solid
surface were studied at various ion concentrations. Adsorption rates of the two proteins, protein
diffusion before and after attachment to the surface, and the orientation of the proteins on the
surface were analyzed.
1 Introduction
The modeling of protein adsorption is challenging, because even the single protein dy-
namics takes place on timescales that are hardly accessible within atomistic simulations.
Therefore it is necessary to use coarse-grained models, which describe only partially the
internal degrees of freedom of the proteins and the surrounding solution. While the limi-
tations of all-atom simulations are of the order of 10 nm in space and 100 ns in time, they
can be extended to the microsecond timescale by the application of a coarse-grained (CG)
simulation scheme. In CG simulations, small groups of atoms are treated as single par-
ticles, thus reducing the total number of simulated degrees of freedom. Additionally, the
larger objects allow for a 10- to 20-fold increase of the time step for integration (from 2fs
to 20 – 40fs); also, the absolute dynamics in CG systems is increased by a factor of 4 with
respect to real systems1. In total, the accessible simulation time of med! ium-sized sys-
tems is thereby increased to the submillisecond timescale. Recently, the CG approach has
e.g. successfully been applied to study the assembly of transmembrane proteins into lipid
bilayers or the self-assembly of high-density lipoproteins.
2 Methods
Coarse-grained simulations on the microsecond time scale were employed to study the ag-
gregation of individual proteins on a negatively charged surface mimicking a mica surface,
as well as the lateral protein diffusion. Proteins and water molecules were modeled in the
recently developed MARTINI force field1, 2, with additional constraints on the protein to
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Figure 1. Simulation system for the aggregation study of human serum albumine (HSA, orange) on a solid
surface (grey spheres) in explicit ionic solution (0.2 M NaCl, green and blue spheres). The box dimensions are
approximately 15 nm in all directions, the total number of cg atoms is approximately 26,000. Aggregation times
of HSA to the mica surface range between 1 and 10µs. Initially, HSA is randomly placed in the water box.
preserve the overall secondary and tertiary structure. Initially, the proteins were randomly
placed into the water box (Fig. 1).
3 Results
Typical aggregation times determined from the coarse-grained MD simulations range from
1µs for lysozyme to about 5µs for human serum albumine, reflecting the different sizes
and therefore different diffusion coefficients of the investigated proteins (164 vs. 585
residues). While these time- and lengthscales (the cg system for human serum albumine
corresponds to an all-atom system size of roughly 350,000 atoms) are inaccessible by all-
atom simulations, coarse-grained simulations even allow to obtain sufficient statistics on
the aggregation process: From in total 27 aggregation simulations of lysozyme on the
surface (duration of each run 4µs) contact patterns of surface amino acids with the solid
surface could be determined (see Fig. 2). These clearly show preferred orientations of
lysozyme on the surface.
4 Discussion
Protein aggregation on modeled surfaces has been shown to be accessible by a coarse-
grained simulation scheme, thereby opening the lane towards atomic-scale studies on the
formation of biofilms. Protein diffusion is drastically reduced on the surface, however,
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Figure 2. All-atom representation of lysozyme (A) and of HSA (B) with residues colored according to their
net charge (red +1, blue -1). Additionally, the coarse-grained proteins (B and E) are shown with color-coded
interaction frequencies (C and F) to the negatively charged surface (red high frequency; blue no contacts).
still present. Next steps include partial freeing of the introduced elastic constraints on the
protein to allow for large-scale conformational changes and/or unfolding.
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It is experimentally known that oligomerization of amyloid beta peptides is accompanied by
a conformational transition from mainly alpha or random coil to beta sheets. The aim of this
study is to analyze and compare the spatial orientation of hydration water near the peptide
surface during this conformational transition of amyloid-beta 42 (Ab42) and amyloid-beta 40
(Ab40) peptides. Therefore, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 100 ns length with ex-
plicit representation of solvent were performed for individual amyloid beta monomers. Analysis
was based on the radial distribution function (RDF) of hydration water for individual residues
and for respective secondary structure elements. In all cases, initial results suggest that, in
accord with the literature, the RDFs reveal the presence of two solvation shells around polar
residues. Variations in RDF in the first solvation shell were found to be consistent with the
physiochemical properties of the amino acids and were independent of the secondary structure
element. However, individual residues that belonged to the secondary structure segments un-
dergoing conformational transitions showed significant redistribution of water density. Further
investigations, such as dimer formation and analysis of the orientation of water molecules near
peptide surfaces are necessary to clarify the role played by surrounding water in the assembly
of such unstructured peptides.
1 Introduction
Recent experimental evidence has implicated the toxicity of soluble oligomers of amyloid
beta peptides in Alzheimer’s disease1. Given the metastable nature of these oligomers, it
is hard to obtain experimental data for the early events taking place during the oligomer-
ization of amyloid beta peptides. Computational simulation methods are, hence, needed
to provide atomistic details of the early events in amyloid beta oligomerization and there
is already a broad literature2. As water is known to play a key role in protein folding,
structure, dynamics, specific interactions and ligand binding, in this preliminary study, we
focus on the spatial organization of water molecules present in solvent surrounding the
amyloid beta peptides3. Halle recently discussed the technical advancements employed
in investigating the influence of protein on surrounding solvent molecules4, while Helms5
and Bizzarri6 reviewed the computational studies aimed at studying protein-water interface
and the properties of water near protein surfaces.
The primary aim of this study is to understand the effect of amino acid polarity and
peptide secondary structure on the spatial organization of water in its surrounding. To this
end two 100 ns MD simulations of Ab40 and Ab42 monomers, respectively, were car-
ried out in explicit solvent. The results obtained from the analysis of radial distribution of
water molecules in both the simulations are compared based on the physio-chemical prop-
erties of individual residues and the secondary structure composition of residues. Amyloid
beta peptides were chosen for this study as they show a well characterized conformational
transition and hence can be ideal candidates for studying the effect of secondary structure
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elements on surrounding water7. The RDFs, MD simulation set up and the starting struc-
ture of the peptides is briefly described in section 2. We first discuss the conformational
transitions before analyzing the RDFs obtained from both simulations in section 3. The
results in section 3 are discussed based on the individual residues, secondary structure el-
ements and with respect to the residues that undergo conformational transition during the
course of the simulations. The results presented here are taken from an ongoing investi-
gation and certainly more independent MD simulations need to be conducted to determine
the statistical relevance of the results discussed.
2 Methods and Simulation Setup
The initial coordinates for the Alzheimer Ab42 and Ab40 peptides were obtained from
the solution structures of the Ab42 peptide in an apolar microenvironment (PDB ID: 1iyt)
and of Ab40 in a water-micelle environment (PDB ID: 1ba4), respectively. All standard
MD simulations were carried out with the Gromacs package8 using the GROMOS96 53a5
force field in the NPT ensemble at 300 K and periodic boundary conditions. The linear
constraint solver (LINCS) method was used to constrain bond lengths, allowing an inte-
gration step of 2 fs. Electrostatic interactions were calculated with the Particle-Mesh Ewald
algorithm. RDFs describe the ratio between the local density around a reference site rP
and the average density ρ of water molecules in the solution. Here, the terminal atoms of
the functional groups of individual residues were considered as reference points rP and the
RDFs were calculated for both the water oxygens [gPO(r)] and water hydrogens [gPH(r)].
The RDFs were computed for 1) all amino acids based on their polarity 2) all the amino
acids belonging to the same secondary structure element. It is to be noted that in case 2,
average RDFs were calculated over certain time intervals to account for the conformational
transition taking place during the course of simulation. All residues in the two peptides,
irrespective of their solvent exposed surface area, were considered for estimating RDFs.
The RDFs were calculated using the g rdf module of Gromacs8. The secondary structure
analysis was performed based on DSSP9.
3 Results and Discussion
We focus here on the effect of the peptide conformational transition on the spatial orga-
nization of water surrounding the peptide. First we report the conformational transitions
occurring in the peptides during the simulations. In the case of Ab42 peptide, the second
alpha helix comprising of residues 28-39 of the Ab42 peptide converted within 5 ns into
several beta sheets connected via beta bridges. However, the central hydrophobic region
(residues 16-21) remained mostly in 5-helical structure with few local transitions to al-
pha helical structure during the 100 ns simulation. The remaining residues 1-14 mainly
adopted random coil structure and finally settled into a beta sheet conformation at about
40 ns. Also, at about 40 ns, residues 28-33 formed a beta sheet that remained stable until
100 ns. Residues 34-42 formed a beta sheet at about 85 ns that remained stable till the
end of the simulation. However, it is to be noted that the beta sheet secondary structure
might be favored by the force field applied. In vast contrast to Ab42, no beta sheets formed
in the Ab40 peptide and most of the residues remained in random coil conformation for
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most of the simulation duration. It is noteworthy to mention that before being replaced
by random coil structure, the alpha helix comprising of residues 10-17 remained stable for
about 60 ns. The remaining residues 15-36 underwent a conformational transition from
alpha helix to random coil within the first few nanoseconds of simulation. Ab40 residues
20-25 and 31-34 remained in random coil structure for most of the duration and adopted
a beta sheet structure at about 80 ns. Remarkably, the simulations presented here capture
the beta sheet forming tendency of both the peptides. In particular, it is to be noted that
Ab42 is considered to be more prone to fibril formation and the emergence of beta sheet
structure is suggested to play a key role in its oligomerization10. However, the aim of this
study is not to highlight this beta sheet formation but rather understand the fluctuations in
(solvent) water surrounding the segments that undergoes conformation transition.
The RDFs [gPH(r)] and [gPO(r)] measuring water-hydrogen and water-oxygen den-
sity at given distance, respectively, were computed for the terminal atoms of the functional
groups present in the two peptides. As expected, the spatial distribution of water was ef-
fected by the polarity of the amino acid residue. Two solvent shells were clearly observed
for the polar and charged residues, while only one shell was formed around the apolar
residues. The water density at the first solvation shell was found to be lower for the ap-
olar residues (Amax ∼ 0.7) as compared to the polar and charged ones (Amax ∼ 1.1).
Further, [gPH(r)] and [gPO(r)] values were compared to estimate the orientation of water
molecules about the residues. As expected for hydrogen bond donors like ARG and LYS,
the first maxima for [gPH(r)] (rmax ∼ 2.6A˚) was found to be shifted to a larger distance
as compared to [gPO(r)] (rmax ∼ 2A˚), signifying the fact that water hydrogens point away
from hydrogen bond donor molecules11.
To investigate the effect of secondary structure transition on water distribution,
we identified the residues that had undergone conformational transition and calculated
[gPH(r)] and [gPO(r)] functions with reference to the Cα atom of the respective residue.
In summary, residues 20-25 and 31-34 were identified to have undergone structural transi-
tion from random coil to beta sheets in Ab40. In the case of Ab42, residues 1-5 (random
coil to beta sheet), 20-24 (alpha helix to random coil) and 34-42 (random coil to beta sheet)
were observed to have undergone structural transition. Analysis of RDFs revealed that the
effect of structural transition on the water distribution was negligible when the whole seg-
ment that had undergone transition was considered. However, the RDFs calculated for
individual residues within a given segment seemed to have significant perturbations. As an
outlook for this ongoing research, we plan to further investigate these perturbations in wa-
ter distribution due to secondary structure transition. Moreover, multiple MD simulations
with different force fields need to be run to attain statistically relevant results.
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During functioning, proteins interact with and influence their environment. The analysis of
interactions of proteins with their environment is of crucial importance for an understanding of
protein function. Here, we focus on two aspects of protein interactions:
The first topic of interest is the analysis of the protein-protein complexation behavior. In this
context, we analyze the complexation and the impact of mutations on this process. As a model
system we chose the bacterial ribonuclease Barnase with its natural inhibitor Barstar. Here, our
specific interest is the formation of intermediate states along the reaction coordinate as well as
the driving complexation force in the system. In agreement with experimental data, we found
that the complexation process is mainly driven by electrostatic interactions. This dramatically
reduces the conformational space of the approaching complexation partners, resulting in the
formation of stable encounter complexes. From these intermediates, the final complex structure
is promoted.
The second topic is the modeling of proteins interacting with surfaces in the framework of
the ProSurf EU project. In this context our focus is the simulation of protein adsorption on
gold surfaces in water. As a first step we evaluated a classical set of parameters derived by
ab-initio calculations from our cooperation partners. In obtaining mean force profiles for all
20 amino acids by constrained simulations and comparing them to experimental results, we
found reasonable agreement between experimental and computational results. Additionally
these simulations allow us to retrieve information first about the amino acid orientation towards
the surface during different stages of complexation and second the total free energy difference
during adsorption for each amino acid. In our simulations a clear barrier, attributable to the final
water layer, could be observed.
1 Introduction
Interactions of proteins with their environment are fundamental for understanding the
mechanisms of biological and hybrid systems consisting of biological and inorganic com-
pounds. For transient complexes, electrostatic steering has an important contribution1 to
the association of the proteins. This contribution depends on the distribution of charges
across the complexation partners as well as on the properties of the surrounding solvent.
Contrary to macroscopic systems, the solvent properties are not homogeneous and isotropic
but therefore depend on the surrounding protein surfaces2.
In biological circumstances, proteins interact not only with their counterpart but also
with inorganic surfaces like bone. Compatibility with non-biological surfaces and classifi-
cation of protein-surface interactions is of increasing importance for nanotechnology and
drug design. Yet, a physical understanding for these interactions is currently lacking. The
major target of the ProSurfa EU project is the development of a toolkit allowing the char-
acterization of protein-surface interactions. In this task we evaluated derived force field
parameters in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
ahttp://www.s3.infm.it/prosurf/
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2 Potential of Mean Force
The Potential of Mean Force (PMF) along a chosen reaction coordinate allows the calcula-
tion of the free energy difference between two states. The method of choice in our systems
is the evaluation of constraint forces3, 4 in simulations with constrained distances along the
reaction coordinate. In case of the Barnase-Barstar model system, we chose the distance
between the Centers of Mass (COM) as our reaction coordinate. The COM distance of the
amino acid from the topmost gold layer plane has been the choice in our gold-amino acid
systems. 21 distances (27 in the gold systems) have been sampled with at least 4 × 5ns
simulations per distance. The obtained Mean Force profiles are integrated to their potential
form.
3 Protein Complexation
3.1 Mutations and Setup
Our target of studies of protein complexation is the well known system consisting of a
ribonuclease Barnase and its inhibitor Barstar5. To analyze the impact of mutations on
the electrostatic steering, we mutated Lys27 and Arg59 on Barnase as well as Asp39 and
Glu76 on Barstar to Alanine, as experimentally suggested by Ref. 6 & 7, in one complex of
the crystal structure8. Simulations at various constrained COM distances were conducted
while monitoring the constraint force on the complex constituents as well as the orientation
of the water molecules during the simulation. The forces obtained from runs consisting of
5ns simulation time at different distances were integrated as described in Sec. 2.
3.2 Results
In our Potentials of Mean Force significant differences between wildtype and mutated
complex can be observed. While ∆F ≈ 60 kJ
mol is in reasonable agreement with experi-
mental values6, the mutated complex shows negligible free energy differences from bound
to unbound state compared to the wildtype suggesting a major contribution of electrostatic
interaction to the complexation energy difference.
A second observation in our distance constrained simulations was the presence of stable
dipole fields at separation distances (additional displacement along COM-COM vector of
complexation partners) of 20A˚ between complexation partners in analogy to findings in
simulations with single peptides9. These fields could be observed in wildtype simulations,
but not in those with mutants.
4 Protein-Surface Interactions
4.1 Parametrization of 111 Gold Surfaces
The gold surface used in our simulations has been parametrized with the following scheme
developed by our ProSurf cooperation partners in Modena: The van-der-Waals interaction
of gold atoms is carried by virtual sites in the plane of gold surface atoms. These virtual
sites are placed in the geometrical center of each triangle formed by neighboring gold
surface atoms. Electrostatic interaction is modeled with dipoles at the position of all gold
atoms as described in Ref. 10.
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Figure 1. Adsorption process on parametrized gold surface of an amino acid (Alanine) with caps. The free
simulation starts at a Center of Mass distance of 1nm from surface gold atom layer. A clear barrier at a distance of
5A˚ is observable in the time-distance trace and attributable to the final water layer in the corresponding simulation
snapshots. Only water within 5A˚ of gold atoms and amino acid is shown in the snapshots.
4.2 Free Energy Calculation
In analogy to PMF calculation in Protein Complexes, we calculated Mean Force Profiles
for amino acids with capped backbone. Our first results are in agreement with experimen-
tally obtained values from Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) measurements and allow us
further tuning of gold parametrization in 4.1.
4.3 Dewetting and Adsorption
To adsorb on the gold surface, the final separating water layer, as a barrier, needs to be
overcome. Figure 1 shows a typical dewetting process of an amino acid. The barrier at a
distance of 5A˚ in the time vs. distance trace is clearly visible in frame (2) and (3) as the
final water layer. The adsorption process in free simulations starting from 1nm distance
above the gold surface is very fast for the uncharged amino acids (≈ 500ps) while the time
until adsorption is significantly longer for charged and polar amino acids. This suggests
different barriers during adsorption processes. When adsorbed on the gold surface, we
could not observe desorption events in our simulation from any amino acid during 5ns
simulation time.
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5 Concluding Remarks
During complexation, water as the surrounding solvent can mediate a prealignment of the
complexation partners, dramatically reducing their conformational space. This is even
more surprising since the binding site of Barnase-Barstar is not more hydrophobic than
the rest of the protein surface suggesting an increase of electrostatic steering instead of the
hydrophobic effect as the major contribution to prealignment. Additionaly, investigations
on the adsorption process of amino acids on gold surfaces identify the final waterlayer as
primary adsorption barrier.
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The enhancement of plant growth and productivity by the use of chemicals is a common practice
in agriculture but rather little is known about the effect these BioRegulators have on plants on
a molecular level. The presented work is part of an ERA-NET project with the aim to identify
genes, proteins and metabolites, differentially expressed under conditions of stress while treated
with certain compounds. Arabidopsis thaliana plants are grown on soil and in hydroponic cul-
tures and are subjected to salt, cold and drought stress. The progress of stress is monitored
phenotypically by leaf shape and chlorophyll fluorescence. The proteome profile of the plants
is analysed via 2D electrophoresis and mass spectrometry. For the identification of differentially
regulated proteins in response to the BioRegulator treatment under stress conditions, the DIGE
(difference-in-gel-electrophoresis) system will be used. The biomarkers identified universally
for the different stress conditions will be used to establish a cell based assay for the screening
of potential new BioRegulator compounds.
1 Plant Growth
Arabidopsis plants are grown on soil for the study of cold stress and in hydroponic cultures
for the study of salt and drought stress. In both setups plants are grown for three weeks
under short day conditions (9 hrs light, 15 hrs dark) and one week under long day condi-
tions (16 hrs light, 8 hrs dark) before they are subjected to the respective stress conditions.
For cold stress conditions the plants are shifted to a day/night temperature regime of 4 ◦C.
Control plants stay at the day/night temperature regime of 21◦C/18◦C. Salt stress is pro-
duced by supplementing the hydroponic solutions with 125 mM NaCl and drought stress
by supplementing the solution with 20% PEG, thereby lowering the water potential.
2 Stress Monitoring
Stress monitors had to be found in order to detect significant changes of plant behaviour
under stress conditions while treated with BioRegulator compounds. For cold stress the
decreasing quantum yield of photosynthesis (probed via chlorophyll fluorescence of PSII)
can be used as a reliable indicator for stress. Healthy plants exhibit a ratio of 0.8 whereas
a decrease below 0.7 indicates disturbance and damage of the photosynthetic apparatus by
the stress. The onset of salt stress is monitored in changes of leaf shape as in comparison
to control plants, the leaves of stressed plants grow rather in width than in length. The
ratio between leaf length and width was measured at certain time points during a salt stress
period of 144 hrs. At the end the ratios were 2.22 ± 0.14 and 2.78 ± 0.24 for stressed
and control plants respectively. Drought stress leads to a reduced overall growth and a
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darker green colouring compared to normal conditions but these parameters are so far only
documented photographically. Using the accumulation of anthocyanin, a purple coloured
secondary metabolite as a stress monitor is currently tested.
3 Compound Treatment
BioRegulator compounds are sprayed onto the plants 24 hrs before they are shifted to the
respective stress conditions. Among others, compounds from the groups of azoles and
neonicotinoids are used in the study.
4 Proteomic Analysis
2D electrophoresis is used for the analysis of the whole leaf proteome. Proteins extracted
from Arabidopsis leaves are separated according to their isoelectric point (pI) in the first
dimension by isoelectric focusing (IEF) and according to their molecular weight in the
second dimension by SDS polyacrylamid gel electrophoresis (PAGE). For the identification
of the biomarkers 2D electrophoresis using fluorescent protein tags (DIGE, difference in
gel electrophoresis) is used for the identification of the biomarkers. With this method, two
samples from different conditions to be compared are labelled with fluorescent dyes that
are spectroscopically distinguishable (CyDyesTM GE Healthcare) and run on the same 2D
gel. An internal standard consisting of a pool of all samples present in the experiment is run
on every gel in order to facilitate inter-gel matching and statistic evaluation (three samples
per gel, CyDyes 2, 3 and 5). Spot intensities from the different images are obtained and
protein difference ratios are determined using the DeCyder software (GE Healthcare).
First the difference in protein composition in response to cold stress conditions un-
treated with BioRegulators was investigated by DIGE. Arabidopsis plants were subjected
to cold stress for a period of 144 hrs and leaf samples (in triplicates) were taken every
24 hrs. In total 8 gels were run. After 144 hrs of cold stress a total of 112 protein spots
were found to be differently regulated. Of these, 64 spots increased and 48 spots decreased
in abundance. In total ∼ 1300 spots were detected on the 2D map of the whole leaf pro-
teome. Protein identification will be done by LC-MS.
In the next steps plants showing a significant effect when treated with BioRegulator
compounds under stress conditions (monitored by the parameters introduced in part 2) will
be investigated by DIGE in order to indentify the biomarkers necessary for the establish-
ment of the screening assay.
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We present a novel Hamiltonian replica exchange molecular dynamics (H-REMD) scheme that
uses soft-core interactions between those parts of the system that contribute most to high energy
barriers. The advantage of this approach over other REMD schemes is the possibility to use a
relatively small number of replicas with locally larger differences between the individual Hamil-
tonians. Because soft-core potentials are almost the same as regular ones at longer distances,
most of the interactions between atoms of perturbed parts will only be slightly changed. Rather,
the strong repulsion between atoms that are close in space, which is in most cases resulting in
high energy barriers, is weakened within higher replicas of our proposed scheme.
The presented approach leads to a significant enhancement of conformational sampling both
for the smaller molecules GTP and 8-Br-GTP in explicit water and for residue Phe483 within
the catalytic site of CYP2D6 in complex with its substrate MAMC.
1 Introduction
Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) has shown a tremendous impact in the
field of biomolecular simulation. While temperature REMD (T-REMD) is mostly used
to enhance conformational sampling of larger systems in implicit solvent, Hamiltonian
REMD (H-REMD) is also suitable for simulations in explicit solvent. However, it is not
always trivial to find a perturbation of the Hamiltonian which leads to enhanced conforma-
tioinal sampling.
Here we present a H-REMD scheme using soft-core interactions1 which is particularly
suitable for the enhanced sampling of selected flexible parts of systems in which the energy
barrier between different conformations is high due to strong non-bonded repulsions. The
barriers are lowered by weakening the interactions using soft-core interactions given by
eq. (1):2
VLJ =
(
C12
αC12/C6λ2 + r6
− C6
)
1
αC12/C6λ2 + r6
(1)
All simulations were performed using GROMOS053 and the GROMOS 53A6 force
field.The REMD efficiency was significantly increased by allowing multiple replicas to
run at the highest softness level. Values of other softness levels were optimized by mim-
icked REMD to maximize the number of global conformational transitions.4
2 REMD of GTP and 8-Br-GTP
We have tested the new protocol on the GTP and 8-Br-GTP molecules in explicit solvent,
which are known to have high energy barriers between the anti and syn conformation of the
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Figure 1. Potential of mean force along the glycosidic bond of GTP, as function of the softness parameter λ.
base with respect to the sugar moiety. During two 25 ns MD simulations of both systems
the transition from the more stable to the less stable (but still experimentally observed)
conformation is not seen at all. Also T-REMD over 50 replicas for 1 ns did not show
any transition at room temperature. On the other hand, more than 20 of such transitions
are observed in our new H-REMD scheme using 6 replicas (at 3 different Hamiltonians)
during 6.8 ns per replica for GTP and 12 replicas (at 6 different Hamiltonians) during 7.7
ns per replica for 8-Br-GTP. The soft-core interactions were applied for the non-bonded
base-sugar interactions in GTP and 8-Br-GTP.
The calculated population of GTP in the anti conformation was 95.6% ± 0.5% and
6.0% ± 1.8 % for 8-Br-GTP.1 These values are in very good agreement with results com-
ing from thermodynamic integration using a hidden dihedral angle restraint around the
glycosidic bond. The observed inverse character for GTP and 8-Br-GTP is also in agree-
ment with NMR estimates for anti/syn populations. Dihedral angle distributions around
the glycosidic bond were also used to generate the potential of mean force (Fig. 1). From
this figure it can be seen that the energy barrier as well as the free energy difference be-
tween the anti and syn conformation is decreasing with increasing softness. This leads to
an increased number of conformational transitions at these levels of softness.
3 REMD of Phe483 within CYP2D6
Cytochromes P450 (CYPs) are heme-containing enzymes that can be found in virtually all
organisms. CYP2D6 is one of the most crucial isoforms involved in the drug metabolism
of humans. Mutagenesis experiments confirm importance of Phe483 in substrate bind-
ing. Its conformation is however quite unclear as it is positioned in a rather flexible loop
region inside the catalytic site of CYP2D6. Several computational studies indicate that
multiple Phe483 sidechain conformations are occuring. 10 ns of CYP2D6 MD simulations
in complex with several ligands revealed only very few transitions for Phe483 between
conformations corresponding to χ1 = 70◦ and χ1 = 170◦. Visual inspection indicates
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that the corresponding energy barrier is mostly due to the repulsion between the Phe483
and Leu224 side-chains together with the dihedral angle term around χ1. Therefore en-
hanced conformational sampling by H-REMD using soft-core interactions was performed
for Phe483 within CYP2D6 in complex with the MAMC substrate in which the force con-
stant for the χ1 dihedral angle term was additionally decreased towards zero with increas-
ing softness. When softness was applied only for the interactions between the sidechains
of Phe483 and Leu224 no enhanced sampling was observed. Rather, the sidechains moved
closer in space and a high energy barrier remained. On the other hand, when softness was
applied for all interactions involving the Phe483 sidechain and the rest of the protein or
MAMC, the barrier was significantly lowered. We observed 9 global conformational tran-
sitions within 1 ns of H-REMD using 8 replicas. These preliminary (not fully converged)
simulations reveal that the conformation of Phe483 with χ1 = 70◦, as it is observed in
the (apo) crystal structure is present for only 15% of the time when MAMC is bound in
the active site. Interestingly, χ1 had value ∼ 170◦ in the homology model of CYP2D6 in
complex with the codein, which was constructed in our group before crystal structure was
released.
4 Concluding Remarks
We have developed a H-REMD scheme using soft-core interactions1 and implemented it
into the GROMOS05 package. Its high conformational sampling efficiency is shown for
GTP and 8-Br-GTP as well as for Phe483 within the CYP2D6/MAMC complex. The
high efficiency is obtained thanks to the fact that only those parts of the Hamiltonian are
perturbed which contribute most to high energy barriers. Another efficiency gain was
obtained by using a degenerate highest softness level and the optimal H-REMD settings
obtained from optimization by REMD mimicking.4
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During recent years Toll-like receptors (TLRs) have spearheaded a tremendous research interest
and the amount of sequenced relevant proteins grows exponentially. A critical step towards the
successful TLR structure modeling is to generate the leucine-rich repeats (LRR) motif aided
sequence alignment between the target sequence and the templates. However, because of the
irregularity of LRR motifs in TLRs, most TLRs have no LRR annotaions in current databases,
and in those TLRs with LRR partitions, the indicated repeat number and the boundaries of
LRRs are quite different among databases. In order to provide a useful platform for structure
prediction and analysis of these sequences, we developed TollML, an XML based database
specialized for TLR structural motifs. Its original TLR sequences were extracted from NCBI’s
protein database. The LRR motifs as well as transmembrane and TIR motifs for all known
TLR sequences are identified and annotated manually and can then be used for the prediction
of protein structures via alignment and threading. The resulting database has been used for the
structure prediction of TLR7, 8 and 9.
1 Introduction
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play a crucial role in innate immunity1. To date, 13 TLRs have
been identified in mammalian, and equivalent forms of many of these have been found
in other vertebrate species. Under a structural view, the TLRs consists of 3 parts: the
TIR domain inside the membrane, the transmembrane region and the ectodomain (ECD)
formed by 18 to 25 leucine-rich repeats (LRRs). It is just the ECD that is directly involved
in recognition of a variety of pathogens (ligands). Although for most of these TLRs ligand
recognition specificity, downstream adapter molecules and signaling pathway have now
been established, we still do not know much about their structural interaction with ligands.
In 2005 the crystal structure of TLR3 ectodomain (ECD) was resolved and recently the
crystal structures of TLR1/2 and 4 in respective complexes with agonist and antagonist
ligands were shown. All these explained how the LRR based platform is adapted to
the recognition of ligands. However, with high throughput genome sequencing projects
the amount of sequenced TLR proteins continues to grow exponentially. It is clear that
the discrepancy between the rate at which novel protein sequences are discovered and
the rate at which detailed structural information will be obtained from X-ray diffraction
or nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) will continue for the foreseeable
future. For this reason, there is a pressing need for theoretical methods to predict protein
structures from their sequence. The understanding of their structural interactions can help
us design vaccines, understand autoimmune diseases, and define the correlates of immune
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protection. The TLR7, 8 and 9 constitute the TLR7 family which is one of the six major
vertebrate TLR families. They are all located in the endosome and recognize nucleic
acids. Our objective is to construct models for TLR7, 8 and 9 ECD based on the structure
known TLRs and other LRR containing proteins.
2 Database Construction
TollML entries were originally extracted from NCBI proteins database and PDB2 using
the search keys: toll* and tlr*, where the star (*) stands for any suffix. The data were
then filtered semi-automatically to exclude TLR related molecules such as adaptors, pro-
tein kinases and transcription factors. The metabolic pathways information was then ex-
tracted from the KEGG-database for each TLR entry3. Aside from the extracted infor-
mation, TollML contains additional annotations, which must be manually accomplished.
These annotations include LRR partitions, ligand information and structural information
achieved through other projects or extracted from published articles. The indicated num-
ber of LRRs and their boundaries in individual TLRs are quite different among databases
or researchers. This difference reflects the irregularity of LRR motifs in TLRs. We stan-
dardized the LRR definition and partitioned each TLR ECD into LRRs manually. The
generated XML-datafile was then stored in an XML-database4.
3 Contents of Database Entries
The current version (1.2) contains 2232 entries5. 1529 entries are of mammalian and the
rest are of non-mammalian. All entries are divided into 24 groups, from TLR1 to TLR23
and others. A special tag named TollML label records which group an entry belongs to as
a quick search index. The entry distribution over different TLR families is illustrated in
Tab. 1. Each entry in TollML provides information of one TLR protein.
TLR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-14 other total
Mammalia 55 92 77 921 47 46 71 55 83 81 2 1529
Non-mam 267 132 22 16 22 1 13 8 12 54 159 703
Total 322 224 99 937 69 47 84 63 95 135 161 2232
Table 1. The entry distribution of TLR families for mammalian/non-mammalian groups.
4 Construction of a Conformational LRR Database
Leucine-rich repeats are an array of 20 to 30 amino acid long protein segments. Every
segment is rich in the hydrophobic amino acid leucine. They play an important role in
protein-protein interactions, such as signal transduction, cell adhesion, DNA repair, recom-
bination, transcription, RNA processing, disease resistance, ice nucleation, apoptosis and
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innate immune response. The first crystal structure of LRR containing protein, a ribonu-
clease inhibitor, was determined in 1993. It is a horseshoe- shaped structure containing 15
LRRs with a parallel beta-sheet lining the inner circumference and alpha helices flanking
the outer circumference.
LRRs are present in over 6000 proteins from viruses to eukaryotes. For more than 80
of them the structure is known. In order to create a convenient workbench to carry out the
homology modeling and to manage the structure known LRRs flexibly and efficiently, we
decided to construct a conformational LRR database.
All leucine-rich repeats can be divided into a highly conserved segment (HCS) and a
variable segment (VS). The HCS consists of an 11 or 12 residue stretch with consensus
sequence LxxLxLxxN(Cx)xL, in which L stands for Leu, Ile, Val or Phe, N stands for
Asn, Thr, Ser or Cys and x is any amino acid. A short beta-sheet begins always at the third
position. 4 L residues at position 1, 4, 6, and 11 participate in the hydrophobic core. The
side chains of asparagines (N) at position 9 form hydrogen bonds between neighbor LRRs
in the loop structure. The VS of LRRs is quite different in length and consensus sequence.
It can contain a variety of secondary structures.
5 Protein Comparative Modeling
At present there are over 80 LRR containing proteins whose crystal structures are available
in RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB), including the ECDs of TLR1/2, 3 and 4. They provide
useful resources for homology modeling of TLR7, 8 and 9.
Comparative modeling, also called homology search, exploits the fact that evolu-
tionarily related proteins with similar sequences, have similar structures. The process of
building a comparative model is conceptually straightforward. First, Blast searches for
the sequence to be modeled (the target) against a database of known protein structures is
performed to find a most similar sequence (the parent). The similarity is usually greater
than 35%. Second, an alignment is generated between the target and the parent. This
sequence alignment is used to construct an initial model (sometimes referred to as a
framework or template) by copying over some main chain and side chain coordinates from
the parent structure based on the equivalent residue in the sequence alignment. At last, the
model is improved by energy minimization and molecular dynamics.
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A novel kinetic model for the first enzymatic step committed to the starch degradation pathway
in plant leaves is presented and analyzed. It is based on current knowledge and hypotheses
about the action and role of glucan, water dikinase (GWD) an essential enzyme for normal
starch breakdown. The model is formulated in terms of ordinary differential equations and
includes (a) the autoactivation of GWD, (b) the adsorption/desorption to the starch surface, and
(c) the interfacial catalysis of the phase transition from crystalline to amorphous sites. It is
this transition only, which renders the insoluble starch granule susceptible to hydrolytic attack
by exo- and isoamylases, ultimately releasing soluble glucans into the stroma. We identify
the efficiency of phase transition as being important for the final state of the system and the
adsorption as a potentially feasible regulatory site to control the rate of phase transition and
thus starch breakdown.
1 Introduction
Transitory starch in leaves is an important carbon source for sink organs of plants during the
night phase. It is composed of amylose and amylopectin with a ratio of approximately 1/5
to 1/9 depending on botanical origin. This composition renders starch rather hydrophobic
and insoluble. The granule is degraded during the night by amylolytic enzymes hydroliz-
ing α-1,4-bonds (mainly by β- amylases) and α-1,6-bonds (isoamylases) to release glucans
into the stroma.3 Prior to hydrolytic attack, however, the bonds have to be made accessi-
ble. The transition of inaccessible crystalline sites in the interface to accessible amorphous
sites is catalyzed by at least one dikinase, the glucan, water dikinase GWD. This enzyme
is supposed to unwind glucan double helices at crystalline sites and phosphorylate gluco-
syl residues to increase the hydrophilicity of starch, thereby preventing spontaneous helix
formation after dissociation. This is consistent with an increase of the phosphate content
in starch granules at the beginning of the night and a higher activity of amylases on starch
in vitro if GWD is provided.1, 2
2 Motivation
With the model we were able to simulate possible behavior for different conditions and test
for the dependence of the phase transition rate on presumably important parameters like
the adsorption equilibrium constant. From hereon, we can generate testable quantitative
hypotheses to aid and interpret in vitro assays of GWD on starch granules or crystallised
maltodextrins, as well as to improve and especially extend our model to include glucan
release.
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3 Model Formulation
A simple model of the hypothetical initial enzymatic step in starch breakdown is presented.
It comprises four reactions describing the catalytic cycle of GWD. The corresponding sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations is derived.
3.1 Reaction Mechanism
We assume the following simplified reaction scheme:
E +ATP ⇋ C1 → AMP + C2 (autophosphorylation)
C2 + SC ⇋ Θ (adsorption/desorption)
Θ→ Pi + αSA + (1− α)SC + E (phase transition)
At first, ATP is bound reversibly by GWD (E) to build a complex C1. In the second
reaction the β-phosphate of ATP is transferred to a His-residue in the protein yielding the
complex C2 and AMP. After this autoactivation, GWD is adsorbed in the form of C2 at
crystalline sites SC on the surface. The variable Θ denotes crystalline sites occupied by
the enzyme, which can either dissociate again or catalyze the (partial) phase transition to
amorphous starch (SA) in the fourth reaction . This last step lumps together the transfer
of one phosphate group to a glucosyl residue, releasing the other phosphate Pi to the bulk
phase and desorption of the enzyme. The parameter α ∈ (0, 1) is introduced in order to
cope with the fact that crystalline sites are possibly not transformed into amorphous sites
stoichiometrically. Depending on the length of the glucans forming the double helices
more than one phosphate may be necessary to get an amorphous site. If for example
α = 0.5, on average two ATP are consumed for a complete phase transition at a given site.
We assume that the surface of the starch granule is always either crystalline, amorphous
or occupied by enzymes. It has to be emphasized that the rates depending on moieties as-
sociated with the surface are assumed to be proportional to the corresponding surface area
normalized to the maximally available surface area S. This is a usual assumption, which
is for example also used in the kinetic derivation of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm.4
3.2 Differential Equations
The time evolution of the particle numbers in mole per time follows
d
dt
~n =

−1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1
1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 (1− α)
0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 α
0 0 0 1

~v
where n1 = [ATP ] · V , n2 = [E] · V , n3 = [C1] · V , n4 = [C2] · V , n5 = [AMP ] · V ,
n6 = SC · Amax, n7 = Θ · Amax, n8 = SA · Amax, and n9 = [Pi] · V . The squared
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brackets denote concentrations whereas V is the volume of the bulk phase. Amax is a
parameter characteristic for the adsorbed particle, denoting the maximal GWD adsorption
in mol/m2 if the substrate is in excess.
The rate vector ~v = (v1, . . . , v4)T was derived assuming mass action kinetics. Sim-
plification of the system description is possible by exploiting two conservation relations,
S · Amax = n6 + n7 + n8, and N = n1 + n3 + n5. Eliminating two variables, dividing
all equations by V and nondimensionalizing time yield the system
c˙1 = k˜−1(c01 − c1 − c4)− k˜1c1c2
c˙2 = k˜−1(c01 − c1 − c4) + k˜4 ·Wmax(1 − sc − sa)− k˜1c1c2
c˙3 = k˜2(c
0
1 − c1 − c4)−Wmax(Kad · c3 · sc − (1− sc − sa))
c˙4 = k˜2(c
0
1 − c1 − c4)
c˙5 = Wmax · k˜4(1 − sc − sa)
s˙c = (1− α) · (1− sc − sa)−Kad · c3 · sc
s˙a = α · k˜4(1− sc − sa)
The variables c1 to c5 are the concentrations of ATP, GWD, the complex C2, AMP, and
Pi, respectively. The dimensionless surface ratios are sc = SC/S and sa = SA/S from
which θ = Θ/S may be calculated by θ = 1 − sc − sa. In the simulations, no AMP
is provided initially, therefore c01 denotes the initial ATP concentration. The parameter
Wmax = A˜max · mV , with m being the mass of starch provided is related to both the
space occupied by a molecule of GWD on the starch surface and the shape of the granule.
The parameter Kad = k3/k−3 in M−1 is the equilibrium adsorption constant of GWD to
crystalline sites.
4 Results
4.1 Progress Curves
Figure 1 shows a typical time evolution of the system if enough ATP is provided initially.
The crystalline zone is completely transformed into amorphous zone. If the ATP level is too
low or the phase transition is inefficient (low α) ATP becomes depleted before transition of
the surface is complete (data not shown). This would severely disrupt further breakdown
of the starch granule in vivo.
4.2 Control Over the Maximum Rate of Phase Transition
To infer which of the initial reaction steps and associated parameters presumably have
a strong impact on the breakdown rate of starch we calculated the influence of some of
these parameters on the maximum rate of substrate provision for hydrolysis, namely the
maximum phase transition rate max v4. The results depicted in Figure 2 indicate that
regulating the adsorption/desorption constant Kad may be a good means to effectively
alter v4. Also the autophosphorylation step of GWD can be a good regulation site, at least
if it is sufficiently slow (data not shown).
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It has been shown that the native structure of a small protein can be efficiently found as the
global minimum of a certain all-atom forcefield. In the present study, we use this approach to
simulate folding of Engrailed homeodomain (PDB code 1ENH) containing the helix-turn-helix
motif. The search procedure is based on the Monte Carlo simulated annealing combined with
the evolutionary algorithm. We propose a new way of increasing the efficiency of this method.
1 Introduction
The free-energy approach has delivered promising results for protein folding and structure
prediction in recent years. Following Anfinsen’s hypothesis1, the native state is postulated
to be the global minimum of a all-atom free-energy function. This minimum can be found
by optimization methods2 involving the Monte Carlo simulated annealing. This approach
was successfully used to fold α-, β- and mixed proteins of small length3–5.
This procedure requires an accurate, transferable energy function, such as the Protein
Force Field (PFF02) developed in our group6, 7:
E = ELJ + EES + ESASA + EHB + ER.
It contains the following terms: (1)ELJ, the standard Lennard-Jones potential, (2)EES, the
Coulomb energy of electrotatic interaction with efficient dielectric constants, (3) ESASA, a
term proportional to the solvent accessible surface aria, (4) EHB, a term for the hydrogen
bonding, (5)ER, a term stabilizing the β-regions in the Ramachandran plots. All the atoms
are explicitly represented (only the apolar group CHn is considered as a single atom). The
bond angles and the bond lengths are fixed. The degrees of freedom considered are the
backbone (ψ, φ) and the sidechain (χi) dihedral angles. The solvent is taken into account
implicitly.
The Monte Carlo procedure involves two kinds of moves: (1) unbiased, consisting of
a ramdom change of the dihedral angles, and (2) biased, which set the dihedral angles
(within a single residue) to predefined values from a certain library.
The most promising optimization method is the evolutionary algorithm8, where a fixed
size population of conformations evolves simultaneously. One cycle of the algorithm con-
sists of the following steps. An individual conformation is taken randomly from the pop-
ulation and is subjected to the Monte Carlo simulated annealing starting from a random
temperature. The obtained structure is then added to the population. If the similar (in
terms of RMSD) conformations are already present, than the only one among them with
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Figure 1. The phase diagram for the Engrailed homeodomain. The optimal annealing path is shown by the arrow.
the lowest energy is kept in the population and the others are removed. Otherwise, the
highest energy structure within the entire population is removed (provided the population
size has exceeded the certain limit). After many such cycles, the lowest energy structure
approaches the global minimum.
In the present work, we improve this procedure by optimizing the conditions of the
simulated annealing. The efficiency of our approach is demonstrated by the example of
the Engrailed homeodomain (PDB code 1ENH), a small three-helix protein containing the
helix-turn-helix motive that is involved in the DNA binding9.
2 Methods
It has been observed that during the simulated annealing, as the temperature lowers down,
the collapse of the chain occurs first, and only then the secondary structure forms. But in
the collapsed conformation the Monte Carlo moves are essentially less efficient. To address
this problem, we used the modified energy
E = λESASA + EHB + ...,
where λ is an arbitrary parameter in the range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Consider the (artificial) phase
diagram in the coordinates λ and the temperature T as shown in Fig. 1. (By the “phase”
we imply the most probable state of the system.) The “triple” point is characterized by the
most extensive fluctuations of the structure in terms of its size and energy. The main idea
of this work is to use it as the starting point for the annealing process. (The unrealistic high
temperature is due to the stabilizing effect of the biased moves.) First, the system is kept
at the fixed λ and T for a period of approximately one relaxation time τ and then, for the
same time period, it is moved along the arrow in Fig. 1.
The triangle and circle points in Fig. 1 were obtained without knowledge of the native
structure as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the simulated (dark gray) and experimental (light gray) structures. The backbone
RMSD is 2.8 A˚.
3 Results and Conclusions
The comparison between the simulated and experimental structures is shown in Fig. 3.
When the “triple” point of the phase diagram is known, the native structure of the Engrailed
homeodomain can be found in 2 months CPU time. Using the optimized annealing path
increases the efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm by an order of magnitude.
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Local, post-transcriptional modifications can have pronounced effects on the global energy
landscape of RNA molecules. We have studied the equilibrium between discrete conformational
states in human mitochondrial lysine transfer RNA (mt tRNALys) by using single-molecule
Fo¨rster (or fluorescence) resonance energy transfer (smFRET) spectroscopy. From histograms
of the FRET efficiency, an unfolded structure (U), a non-functional, extended hairpin struc-
ture (E) and the functional cloverleaf form (C) of human mt tRNALys can be distinguished.
The equilibria between the U, E, and C states were characterized as a function of Mg2+ con-
centration for two RNA constructs that only differ by a single methyl group modification of a
nucleotide base. A thermodynamic model was developed which is based on the separation of
conformational changes and binding of divalent cations. Based on this model, the impact of a
single methyl group modification on the energy landscape of tRNALys was assessed.
1 Introduction
Proteins and ribonucleic acids (RNAs) are linear polymers that can fold into compact
three-dimensional structures, in which they are able to perform specific roles in biolog-
ical processes within living cells or organisms. Finding the correctly folded structure is
an extraordinarily complex process that has yet to be solved by in-silico modeling ap-
proaches, although significant progress has been made over the years1. The key problem
for computation is the vast conformational space of even moderately sized biopolymers2.
The conformational energy landscape has provided a conceptual framework by which to
describe both protein folding and function3. Protein folding is visualized by a transition
of the molecular ensemble on the energy landscape via many parallel trajectories and lo-
cal minima en route to the folded-state ensemble. Folding of proteins and RNA is overall
governed by the same principles; yet there are differences arising from the nature of the
interactions introduced by the monomeric units. A distinct difference, however, is the hi-
erarchical nature of RNA folding that originates from the pronounced base pairing leading
to the formation of relatively stable secondary structures4.
Frequently, post-transcriptional chemical modifications of ribonucleotides are ob-
served which only slightly change the energy landscape to selectively stabilize the native
conformation5. Here we present an exception, human mitochondrial (mt) lysine trans-
fer RNA (tRNALys), in which a single methylation on adenosine 9 (m1A9) in its struc-
tural core was seen to cause a marked shift of the thermodynamic equilibrium toward
the functional form of the RNA molecule5, 6. We have studied this biologically important
modification by using single-molecule Fo¨rster (or fluorescence) resonance energy transfer
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(smFRET), a technique that allows conformational changes of biomolecules to be visu-
alized under equilibrium conditions in real time7. It relies on the ability of a fluorescent
dye (donor) to transfer its energy non-radiatively to another fluorescent dye (acceptor) that
typically absorbs at longer wavelengths. By attaching such a FRET pair of dyes specifi-
cally to the structure of interest, the strong distance dependence (R−6) of the effect enables
distance changes down to 1 A˚ to be measured. Such quantitative experimental data are ex-
pected to be most useful in the development of both theories and computational modelling
approaches.
2 FRET Measurements
Two suggested secondary structures of tRNALys, the non-functional extended hairpin (E)
and the functional cloverleaf-based L-shape (C) conformations, are presented in Fig. 1a.
To observe the conformational changes between E and C, induced by the methylation
of adenosine 9 (A9), two FRET constructs with the unmodified (Kwt) and the modified
(Km1A) sequences were prepared6. The presence of multiple conformations in the FRET-
labeled RNA constructs was investigated by smFRET experiments on freely diffusing and
surface-immobilized molecules using a confocal microscope. In these experiments, the
efficiency of FRET, E = IAIA+γID , is calculated ratiometrically from the donor (ID) and(IA) acceptor fluorescence photon counts, and the parameter γ accounts for differences in
the donor and acceptor quantum yields and the detection efficiencies. RNA is a polyan-
ion, carrying one unit of charge on each nucleotide, and the Coulomb repulsion must be
screened by counterions, which may bind in specific locations or just form a diffuse cloud,
to stabilize the functionally competent states. Variation of the counterion concentration is
a useful experimental control parameter to shift equilibria between different structures in
the energy landscape. We have measured histograms of the FRET efficiency at 16 different
Mg2+ concentrations, which can be described by superpositions of three FRET efficiency
distributions peaking at low, intermediate and high FRET values. Based on the proposed
structural model for tRNALys and the crystal structures of tRNAPhe, we have assigned
these subpopulations to the U (for ”unfolded”), E (for ”extended hairpin”), and C (for
”cloverleaf-based L-shape”) states. Switching events between the E and C states, with
Figure 1. Conformational changes of human mt tRNALys affected by methylation of adenosine 9 (square). (a)
Secondary structures of the proposed extended hairpin (E) and the cloverleaf-based L-shape (C) conformations.
(b) Mg2+ dependence of the fractional populations in the unfolded (U), E, and C states of Kwt and Km1A
tRNALys constructs. Results from fitting the data with the thermodynamic model are given as lines.
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rare brief sojourns to U states, were observed in FRET trajectories of individual molecules
immobilized on a glass surface. At 10-mM Mg2+ concentration, the kinetics of tRNALys
was described with a simple model involving two conformations, E and C, interconverting
on the 100-ms timescale6. To quantify the change of the U, E, and C conformations with
Mg2+ concentration, we performed a global fit of the 16 FRET histograms for each of the
constructs; in Fig. 1b, the fractional populations of the three states of Kwt and Km1A are
plotted. For both constructs, a pronounced drop of the U state population is observed at
∼0.5 mM Mg2+. It is accompanied by an increase of the C state population with increas-
ing Mg2+ concentration. The E state is much more populated at low concentrations in Kwt
than in Km1A. At high Mg2+ concentration (∼100 mM), the E and C state populations
decrease and increase with Mg2+, respectively.
3 Thermodynamic Model
Ion-induced stabilization of RNA can be modeled by decomposing the reaction into RNA
folding and ion binding, as proposed by Misra and Draper8. Based on this approach, we
have developed the six-state thermodynamic model depicted in Fig. 2a. In this model, there
are free energy differences between the Mg-free U0, E0, and C0 conformations, whereas
the strength of Mg2+ ion binding to the UMg , EMg , and CMg conformations governs the
equilibrium between the Mg-free and Mg-bound populations of the corresponding states.
Mathematical details of the thermodynamic model can be found in a recent publication6.
The lines in Fig. 1b represent the fit results of the fractional populations governed by the
equilibrium coefficients. The free energies of the Mg-free and Mg-bound (at 1 M) states
are depicted in Fig. 2b. The compaction of the conformations going from U0 to E0 and
from E0 to C0 increases the free energies of the Kwt construct. For the Km1A construct,
the methylated A9 introduces a positive charge, which influences base pairing9 and stabi-
lizes the E0 state significantly (∼10 kJ/mol). However, the stabilizing effect is drastically
reduced for the EMg of Km1A, possibly because of the competition between Mg2+ bind-
ing to the E state and favorable hydrogen bonding of m1A9 in the base pair m1A9-U64.
Figure 2. Mg2+-induced tRNALys folding reaction. (a) Thermodynamic scheme describing the equilibria be-
tween the Mg-free and Mg-bound forms of the U, E, and C states. (b) Free energy diagram of the populations
U0, E0, and C0 of Mg-free, and UMg , EMg , and CMg (at 1-M Mg2+) of Mg-bound Kwt and Km1A tRNALys.
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In the cloverleaf conformation, A9 is likely exposed to the solvent and, thus, the stabiliz-
ing effect is smaller (∼3 kJ/mol). Nevertheless, binding of Mg2+ ions remains practically
unaffected, making this functional conformation thermodynamically preferable at physio-
logically relevant ion concentration.
4 Concluding Remarks
Here we have shown that FRET experiments performed at the single molecule level provide
details about structural and dynamic aspects of RNA molecules. Equilibria and rate coeffi-
cients of conformational transitions can be studied by selectively changing environmental
parameters, as was shown in here by variation of the counterion concentration. Quantita-
tive information extracted from such measurement will be most interesting for comparison
with computational approaches aimed at simulating these transitions in the complex RNA
energy landscape.
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Although conformational changes in receptor upon ligand binding are a very common phe-
nomenon, incorporating protein flexibility in a docking procedure encounters significant com-
putational problems. A possible solution is inclusion side-chain flexibility for only limited
number of residues in the binding pocket, which can improve notably docking accuracy without
considerable increase of computational costs. However, investigation of this approach is often
limited to specifically chosen receptors and mostly focused on the impact of receptor flexibil-
ity on docking accuracy, whereas ligand scoring, the real weakness of the present-day docking
methodology, is treated only peripherically. In the present study we investigate enrichment rates
of rigid-, soft-, and flexible- (“induced-fit”) -receptor models using 12 diverse proteins with
receptor-specific ligand libraries containing up to 13000 molecules, comprising known ligands
and decoys with similar physical properties but distinct topology. We also present and test a
straightforward protocol for the choice of the flexible residues, which is based on the ability of
the receptor structure to accommodate the set of known ligands. This strategy is an unbiased
approach to identify the most important residues likely to be relevant for induced fit effects,
which allowed us to improve EF1 values by ∼35% on average with respect to rigid-docking.
1 Method
FlexScreen1 is an all-atom docking approach based on the stochastic tunneling method2 for
the energy minimization and a simple, first principle based atomistic scoring function that
contains a sum of the Van-der-Waals, electrostatic Coulomb, and angular dependent hy-
drogen bond. The Van-der-Waals parameters have been taken from OPLSAA3, the partial
charges of the receptors have been computed with MOE4, the hydrogen bond parameters
have been taken from AutoDock5. The method enables continues rotation up to 15 side
chain bonds of the receptor in the energy optimization procedure.
Scoring performance of the Flex-Screen approach has been benchmarked by using 12
target proteins of the DUD database6 with relatively small binding cavities that are com-
pletely buried from solvent. For each target the database includes a set of annotated ligands
(up to 350) and a set of decoys containing about 36 molecules for each ligand that resemble
the particular ligand in physical properties, but differ topologically, so that they unlikely to
be binders. The following receptor have been analyzed: Androgen receptor, Cyclooxynase
1, Cyclooxynase 2, Estrogen receptor agonist, Glycogen phosphorylase beta , Glutacor-
ticoid receptor, Mineralcorticoid receptor, Purine nucleoside phosphorylase, Progesterone
receptor, Retinoic X receptor alpha, S-adenosyl-homocysteine hydrolase, and Thymidine
kinase.
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Docking and screening performance has been evaluated by computing the enrichment
of annotated ligands among the top-scoring molecules of the receptor-specific database
EFα =
(concentration of known ligands found in top− ranking subset)
(concentration of known ligands in database)
(1)
where EF100 equals the fraction of annotated ligands that bind to the receptor in the dock-
ing calculations (binding energy less than zero) and, therefore, shows the efficiency of
ligand docking, whereas EF1 indicates screening efficiency with the maximum possible
value of 37.
In order to treat receptor flexibility for all systems at an unbiased level, some uniform
scheme for choosing the flexible residues has to be implemented. In the present study
potentially flexible residues have been identified by requiring that majority of the known
ligands must have a negative binding energy to the receptor. We have, therefore, analyzed
a list of ligands that are unbound in rigid-receptor docking for a specific target and found a
set of residues that most often cause energy clashes with these ligands (vdW energy above
20kJ/Mol). These residues have been ranked according to the number of clashes and form
a list of flexible residues. Finally, several top-ranking residues from this list have been
treated as flexible.
2 Results
We have found significant limitations of rigid receptor models that for some targets fail to
bind even 50% of the known ligands to the apo-structure of the protein. The enrichment
rate does not correlate with docking performance and is good only for 4 receptors :ER-
agonist, COX2, MR, PNP (see Fig.1). For the other receptors enrichment rates remain
poor, in high correlation with a previous study of the same database6.
We have investigated a soft- and flexible-receptor approximations, by shifting or op-
timizing (soft- and flexible-docking, respectively) of side-chains from the list of flexible
residues to adapt binding pocket for annotated ligands.
As can be expected, both models are effective in finding binding poses for ligands that
do not dock in the rigid-receptor calculations, whereby the fraction of annotated ligands
that bind to a receptor (EF100) increases monotonically with the number of shifted/flexible
residues as illustrated in Fig.2. The variation of enrichment rate, however, is not monotonic
and reaches its maximum at about 3-8 flexible/shifted residues for major receptors. Since
the energy correction accounting for receptor reconstruction is omitted in soft-receptor
model, it is not surprising that this method is not so successful with regards to the enrich-
ment performance: EF1 do not even reach the values obtained in rigid docking for most
receptors (Fig.1, left panel). Unlike soft-receptor, flexible-receptor model increases enrich-
ment rates in comparison with the rigid receptor model for 11 from 12 targets (Fig.1, right
panel). The scoring performance of flexible-receptor docking is good (EF1 > 20) for 8 of
12 targets (in comparison to 4 in the case of rigid-docking) and medium (10 < EF1 < 20)
in the remaining 4 cases. In contrast to rigid-receptor docking, where for 4 targets screen-
ing results are unsatisfactory , we now find EF1 > 10 for all targets.
These results show that accommodation of ligand-induced protein reconstruction by
rotating of receptor side chains that are most often involved in steric clashes between a
protein and known ligands can notably improve performance of visual screening. The
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Figure 1. Comparison of enrichment factors of rigid- and soft- (flexible)-receptor models for 12 receptors. The
numbers of flexible residues are: 8 (AR), 9 (COX1), 3 (COX2), 4 (ER-agonist), 6 (GPB), 6 (GR), 6 (MR), 3
(PNP), 7 (PR), 11 (RXR-alpha), 2 (SAHH), and 3 (TK). In soft-docking selected residues are shifted by 0.25nm.
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Figure 2. Variation of enrichment factors with the number of flexible residues employed in flexible docking.
present algorithm does not require empirical assumptions of possible soft spots of the re-
ceptor binding pocket. Instead, accuracy of the methed depends mainly on the number and
variety of ligands known to be bound to the specific target. If only a limited number of
known ligands is available, compounds with similar physical properties may be used to
explore the active site and create a list of flexible residues.
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Molecular solvation is a fundamental factor in biological processes, such as protein folding,
receptor binding or enzymatic reactions. Currently, estimates of the hydrophobicity of amino
acids are often derived from solvation (or transfer) free energies of side chain analogs. Such
an approach implicitly assumes that contributions from the backbone and the side chain to the
free energy of solvation are additive. However, it is well known that, in particular for polar
amino acids, the properties of side chain analogs and amino acids can deviate significantly.
Based on the relative hydration free energies of the amino acid pairs Ala-Ser, Val-Thr, Phe-Tyr,
Val-Ala, Thr-Ser, Phe-Ala, and Tyr-Ser determined from molecular dynamics simulations, we
quantitatively trace the molecular origin of these deviations to two effects, solvent exclusion
and self-solvation. Solvent exclusion accounts for the reduction in solute-solvent interactions
as one part of the solute occludes other parts of the solute, e.g., the presence of the backbone
lowers the degree of direct interaction possible between the side chain and surrounding wa-
ter. While solvent exclusion applies to polar and apolar amino acids alike, self-solvation is
specific to polar amino acids and results from strong, directed intramolecular interactions be-
tween the polar functional groups of the side chains and polar moieties in the backbone, often
through hydrogen bond formation. Thus, the contribution of self solvation to the solvation
free energy is strongly conformation- and environment-dependent, and, therefore, the correct
treatment thereof poses a challenge to applications involving solvation processes. Implications
for the utility of hydrophobicity scales and connections to implicit solvent models are briefly
discussed.
1 Introduction
Proteins, like most other biological macromolecules, function in aqueous solution. There-
fore, one has to take into account the influence of solvent on the structure and thermo-
dynamics of proteins, in order to understand their biological function. One fundamental
principle for the description of this effect is hydrophobicity, which is often quantified by
the partitioning of (model) compounds between water and an apolar medium.
Despite many successes, there are well documented problems associated with the use
of hydrophobicity scales derived in this manner: First, very different transfer free ener-
gies were obtained depending on the solvent used for the apolar phase1. Second, in many
approaches the raw data are obtained from side chain analogs, but are applied to the corre-
sponding amino acids. This assumes that solvation free energies are additive, i.e. that the
solvation free energy for the amino acid of interest is the sum of the solvation free energy
of glycine (accounting for the contribution from the peptide backbone), and the solvation
free energy of the side chain analog. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1a there are sig-
nificant deviations (∆∆∆Asolv) from this assumed additivity relationship2–5. In the most
extreme case (Ala–Ser), ∆∆∆Asolv is almost 5 kcal/mole. A high ∆∆∆Asolv can also
be seen in other apolar-polar pairs (Val–Thr). For amino acid pairs of like polarity and
relatively similar size (Ala–Val, Ser–Thr), the differences of approximately 1 kcal/mole
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Figure 1. a.) Relative solvation free energy differences of selected amino acid pairs (∆∆AAA
solv
) and their
corresponding side chain analogs(∆∆ASC
solv
). The resulting difference between ∆∆AAA
solv
and ∆∆ASC
solv(∆∆∆Asolv) is caused by interactions between the amino acid backbone and the side chain (the so-called
”non-additivity”). The contributions of the two main effects causing non-additivity in amino acids (self-solvation
and solvent exclusion) are depicted in part b.) on the right side of the figure.
between side chain analog and amino acid results are statistically significant, but much
smaller than those obtained for the apolar–polar pairs. As the difference in size between
two amino acids of similar polarity increases, so does the deviation from the respective
side chain analog results (Ala–Phe, Ser–Tyr).
Several effects were assumed to be responsible for these deviations: First, one has to
take into account the solvent exclusion, since the backbone reduces the solvent accessible
surface area (SASA) of the side chain and vice versa. The second important concept has
been referred to as self-solvation3, 4. In apolar media, polar side chains interact with the
polar groups in the peptide backbone, which effectively lowers the hydrophilicity of the
side chain, as well as of the backbone.
The goal of the present study is to determine the molecular origin of any deviations
from the additivity relationship, rather than verifying the mere existence of such differ-
ences. For this purpose, we concentrated on only a few amino acids which represent a
broad range of distinct physicochemical properties (e.g. polarity and size). Furthermore,
we (primarily) calculated relative rather than absolute hydration free energy differences.
2 Methods
Relative solvation free energy differences ( ∆∆Asolv ) were calculated for selected pairs
of N-acetyl-X-methylamide amino acids (∆∆Asolv of Ala–Ser, Val–Thr, Phe–Tyr, Val–
Ala, Thr–Ser, Phe–Ala, and Tyr–Ser) and pairs of the corresponding side chain analogs
(∆∆ASCsolv of methane–methanol, propane–ethanol, toluene–p-cresol, propane–methane,
ethanol–methanol, toluene–methane and p-cresol–methanol) by using thermodynamic in-
tegration and Non-Boltzmann Thermodynamic Integration6. The CHARMM22 all-atom
protein force field7 was used.
Gas phase free energy differences were obtained based on Langevin dynamics simula-
tions at 300 K. All gas phase simulations had an overall length of 84 ns and were repeated
at least five times. The solvent simulations lengths varied between 2.1 (for side chain
analogs) and 42 ns (for full amino acids, using NBTI). Solvent simulations were repeated
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at least three times.
3 Results and Discussion
To estimate contributions from solvent exclusion we computed solvation free energies for
amino acids with the charges of all backbone atoms set to zero (∆∆Aunch.BBsolv ), since the
presence of the uncharged backbone prevents a complete solvation of the side chain. Thus,
by taking the difference between ∆∆Aunch.BBsolv and ∆∆ASCsolv , one can estimate the free
energy contribution from solvent exclusion by the backbone on the side chain.
Since the removal of either the backbone or side chain charges (∆∆Aunch.SCsolv ), or all
charges (∆∆ALJsolv ) also leads to the extinction of all electrostatic interactions between side
chain and backbone (thus also eliminating self-solvation), the combination of ∆∆Asolv ,
∆∆Aunch.BBsolv , ∆∆A
unch. SC
solv and ∆∆ALJsolv can be used to estimate the self solvation.
Considering ∆∆∆Asolv in Fig. 1a and the self-solvation and solvent exclusion contri-
butions in Fig. 1b, it is possible to distinguish two cases: First, the mutations involving ap-
olar amino acids (Val–Ala, Phe–Ala): Here, the side chain analogs give acceptable approx-
imations, if solvent exclusion is considered. Second, the mutations involving polar amino
acids (Ala–Ser, Val–Thr, Tyr–Ser), where self-solvation plays a considerable role. How-
ever, there are mutations involving polar amino acids, but without a large self-solvation
term (Phe–Tyr and Thr–Ser): In the case of Tyr, the polar groups are too distant from the
backbone, and therefore there are no contributions from self-solvation. In Thr–Ser, on the
other hand, the side chain hydroxyl groups are almost equidistant from the backbone (2.31
and 2.45 A˚), leading to very similar self-solvation contributions, which cancel each other
out. Our results imply that a correct treatment of both self-solvation and solvent-exclusion
is fundamental for an accurate estimation of the solvation free energy of biomolecules (e.g.
in implicit solvent models).
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Key residues of the oxygen evolving center of Photosystem II are examined by a conservation
analysis using a previously constructed profile Hidden Markov Model. The analysis revealed
for some of the crucial residues a unexpected flexibility of the aminoacid character.
1 Introduction
In the evolution of life on earth, oxygen producing photosynthesis is of central importance.
The oxygen evolving center is part of Photosystem II in plant chloroplasts and is located
near to the luminal site in the reaction center formed by the subunits D1 and D2 of Pho-
tosystem II. Water binds to the manganese cluster of the reaction center. During the water
splitting reaction, electron and protons are abstracted from water involving the nearby Ty-
rosine YZ (Tyr161 of the D1 subunit). After four oxidation steps, molecular oxygen is
released. From YZ , protons are transferred via several protein residues to the lumen and
the electrons are used to restore the oxidized special pair. It is known that in addition to
YZ and the manganese cluster, a calcium ion and a chloride ion are needed for the oxygen
formation, but the detailed mechanism of oxygen formation is still under debate. Even
in the available crystal structures of Photosystem II with reasonable resolution, the exact
organization of the manganese cluster is not clear.1, 2 However, several residues in the D1
subunit were suggested to coordinate the oxygen evolving center or to influence the oxy-
gen formation due to interactions with YZ3. Namely Asp170, His332, Glu333, His337,
His342 and the C-terminal of Ala344 are likely to coordinate manganese ions; Glu189 is
suggested to coordinate the calcium ion and to be part of proton transfer pathway from
YZ ;3 His190 abstracts a proton from YZ .4
In the here presented work, the conservation of functionally important residues is
analyzed by sequence alignment using a previously constructed profile Hidden Markov
Model.5 Our analysis indicates that some of the functional important residues are not as
strictly conserved as one might expect.
2 Material and Methods
Using a previously constructed profile Hidden Markov Model of the D1 subunit of Pho-
tosystem II and its ancestor subunit of bacterial reaction centers,5 226 D1 sequences were
aligned using the HMMER software.6 The so-constructed alignment was used for the con-
servation analysis.
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Function Residue C (%) ex (%) ex (%)
Manganese coordination Asp170 98.7 Asn 0.9 His 0.4
His332 100.0
Glu333 100.0
His337 100.0
Asp342 100.0
Ala344 100.0
YZ function Tyr161 100.0
His190 100.0
Calcium binding Glu189 95.1 Asp 3.5 Lys 1.3
Table 1. Conservation analysis of residues of the D1 subunit suggested to be involved in oxygen formation.
For each residue the conservation (C) and the exchange (ex) is given in %. Bold characters mark aminoacid
exchanges, for which mutational studies in the cyanobacterium Syncheocystis sp. PCC 6803 that this mutant
does not grow photoautotrophicallly. Italic character mark, aminoacid exchanges for which mutational studies in
Syncheocystis sp. PCC 6803 showed, that the mutant still grows photoautotrophically.3,7, 8
3 Results and Discussions
For all examined residues (see Table 1), a high conservation is observed, which is not sur-
prising, since the sequences of the D1 subunits show an average sequence identity of about
85 %. Experimental evidence exists, that Asp170 is part of the high-affinity binding site for
the first manganese ion which is first photo-oxidized during the light-driven assembly of
the cluster.9 Whether Asp170 also ligates the manganese ion, which is first photo-oxidized
during the oxygen evolving reaction is still a matter of debate.8–10 Because of its im-
portance one would expect that especially Asp170 should be strictly conserved. Moreover,
mutational studies showed that an exchange of Asp170 abolished oxygen evolution in most
cases.8 Nevertheless our study indicates that Asp170 is not strictly conserved in contrast
to the other proposed manganese coordinating coordinating residues. We also observe an
Asn and an His at the position 170. Asp170→His mutants are photoautothrophic, but in
Asp170→Asn mutants oxygen evolution is nearly abolished.8 It is possible that the ex-
change of Asp→Asn is only an artifact of the protein sequencing technique. But it might
also be that although Asp170 is very important for the oxygen evolution, the protein can
restore the function without this residue, maybe by second site mutations.
Tyrosine YZ (Tyr161) is crucial for the function of the Photosystem II reaction cen-
ter, since through its radical state, it transports the electrons from the water (bound at the
manganese cluster) back to the special pair and accepts also the protons during water split-
ting. Since it is assumed, that YZ is initially protonated, a base is needed near to YZ to
abstract the proton of YZ . His190 has been suggested to be this base.4 Both His190 and
Tyr161 are strictly conserved in our analysis, which shows their crucial importance in the
reaction mechanisms. Glu189 was proposed to accept a proton from His190 and thus to
be part of a proton transport system. Moreover, it is suggested to coordinate the calcium
ion.2 Our study shows that Glu189 is not strictly conserved. The mutation Glu189→Asp
in the cyanobacterium Syncheocystis sp. PCC 6803 led to organisms that could not grow
photoautothrophically. However, we observe an Asp at the position of Glu189 in some of
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the D1 sequences. Thus, it might be, that either another residue can take over the function
of Glu189 or that organisms with Asp189 differ in their proton transfer mechanism.
4 Concluding Remarks
The functionally crucial residues such as Tyr161 and His160, as well as several suggested
manganese coordinating residues (His332, Glu333, His337, Asp342 and Ala344) are
strictly conserved. Surprisingly the residues Glu189 and Asp170, which are also thought
to be very important for the function of YZ and the manganese cluster, are not conserved
in the same extent. Moreover, they are also exchanged to aminoacids for which it is known
that these mutations prevent oxygen production in the cyanobacterium Syncheocystis. It
might be that although Asp170 and Glu189 are very important for the oxygen evolution
that the protein function can be restored without these residues by second site mutations.
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Membrane bound and pore forming viral proteins like M2 from Influenza A, Vpu from HIV-1 or
3a from SARS-CoV show in their monomeric form high flexibility and adaptability in different
lipid bilayer environments. Their conformational space under these conditions has been studied
by ample molecular dynamic simulations.
The understanding of the abilities of the monomeric units is used to further explore the energy
landscapes of the molecular assembly of multiple monomers. The newly developed protocol
screens the full high dimensional search space leading to highly reliable pore models. After
minor refinement e.g. with short molecular dynamics simulations they are suitable for the
use in drug screening. Furthermore the evaluation of the energy landscapes allows drawing
conclusions about the gating mechanism of the pores.
1 Introduction
The genome from different viruses encodes a series of membrane bound or attached pro-
teins. These proteins fulfill a broad range of functions and are often essential in the virus
reproductive life cycle (see also Patargias et al. in this proceedings p. 93). Some of these
proteins include Vpu from HIV-1 which helps degrading the CD4 receptor and enhances
the particle release (virion budding).1, 2 M2 from Influenza A which facilities the viral en-
try into the host cell via the endocytosis pathway.3 3a from SARS-CoV plays an important
role during the virion release.4 All of these proteins have in common that they assemble
within a lipid environment to form multimeric homooligomers which function as pore or
ion channel. Unfortunately all membrane proteins are barley crystallisable which makes it
a challenging task to get atomistic x-ray data for this kind of proteins. Currently the best
source for structural data are NMR studies, which are usually limited to monomeric forms
and can only provide information about the assembled pore under special conditions.3
2 Computational Method
We herby present an approach to derive structural data for the assembly of viral membrane
proteins within a two dimensional lipid bilayer environment. Starting point is to screen
with experimental and computational methods the viruses protein sequence for putative
transmembrane regions, which consequently could form a pore.
2.1 Monomer Molecular Dynamics
The transmembrane spanning parts are modeled as ideal helices and embedded into a phos-
pholipid bilayer (POPC, but also DPPC, DDPC and DTPC). After stepwise minimization
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they undergo multiple 10 ns GROMACS MD simulation with full pressure and temper-
ature coupling. By applying a principal component analysis (PCA) the conformational
space of the monomer is analyzed and an average structure is generated.1 As the differ-
ent proteins can develop significant kinks and bends this step is essential to derive a good
starting structure for the following assembly.
2.2 Assembly Protocol
To sample the whole conformational space of a pore assembly the lipid environment is
considered as two dimensional space in which the assembly takes place. Furthermore ho-
mooligomer pores are considered symmetrical towards their central pore axis. Monomers
are placed around the central pore axis, while the following degrees of freedom are sam-
pled in a systematic way. The distances between packed helices in transmembrane proteins
usually show values around 10 A˚. To cover weak and tight packing interhelical distances
in the range from 8 to 12.5 A˚ are sampled. The expression ’angle’ is used to describe
the rotation of each monomer around its own helical axis. In the case of homooligomers
there is only one value per conformation, as due to symmetry all monomers are oriented in
the same way towards the central pore axis. In the case of heterooligomers it is necessary
to sample multiple angles, one for each non-symmetrical monomer. In some cases like
M2 from Influenza A it is possible to narrow the search space significantly, as it is known
that His-37 and Trp-41 play an important role in the proton conductance through the pore.
They have to face inwards which narrows the search by at least 2/3 to 120 ◦. The tilt de-
scribes the orientation of the helical axis towards the membrane normal. As membrane
proteins can develop significant tilts up to 50 ◦,1 it is also required to sample this dimen-
sion of the conformational space in a sufficient way. Finally the sidechains are optimized
and the energy for each conformer is evaluated. The geometrical and energetic opera-
tions have been implemented with SVL in MOE (Chemical Computing Group, Montreal
http://www.chemcomp.com/).
3 Pore Assembly
The quality of the pore models generated by the here presented protocol have been eval-
uated for M2 from Influenza A. The Cα-RMSD of the best generated pore compared to
the established model 2H95 is 2.086.3 This excellent agreement speaks for the strength of
the approach. To illustrate the abilities of the above described assembly protocol detailed
data for Vpu from HIV-1 is shown in Figure 1. In this case more than one minimum ap-
pears on the high-dimensional energy landscape. While some of the 5 resulting models
may be excluded due to experimental evidence, some may represent alternative conforma-
tions, responsible for multiple conductance states.2, 5 To push the method to its limits it
was attempted to generate a full pore model for 3a from SARS (data not shown). After
assembling the monomeric unit with three membrane spanning parts, it was assembled to
form a tetrameric pore.
4 Conclusion
Here we present a sophisticated approach to screen the conformational space of a protein
on the basis of a forcefield which enables to scan the whole search space with an accept-
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 Figure 1. In the top row representative energyplots for the assembly of Vpu from HIV-1 are shown. The pore
models which correspond to the minima in the plots are shown in the lower row. Trp-23 (blue) and Ser-24 (red)
are highlighted. Both residues play an important role for the stability of the pore and the conductance of ions.
able resolution. By reasonable simplification and consideration of symmetry of the studied
proteins a significant confinement of the search space can be made. This enables the re-
solvability of the search in an acceptable sampling time. The quality of the constructed
structural models does not rank behind any experimental technique. In fact the careful
optimization leads to more consistent models. When experimental results are taken into
account e.g. in the form of a distance restraint, significant further confinements of the
search space can be made. This boosts the sampling speed while at the same time an
improved quality can be achieved.
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The interactions between proteins and solid surfaces are essential for a number of applica-
tions, such as functionalising biomaterials and for medical implants. The understanding of
fundamental forces and processes involved in protein adsorption has a great importance in the
construction of new, biocompatible materials. Our recent effort has been focussed on adsorp-
tion processes and protein dynamics on the surface, including protein cluster formation and
cluster diffusion. Hen egg white lysozyme adsorption on a mica surface is an excellent model
system for these investigations. Despite recent theoretical and numerical investigations, in-
cluding Brownian Dynamics (BD) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, many atomistic details
of lysozyme adsorption, cluster formation and protein/cluster(s) diffusion on the mica surface
remains unknown.
Here, for the first time, we present results of fully atomistic, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simu-
lations of hen egg white lysozyme (1iee.pdb) located in the neighbourhood of a mica surface.
Protein adsorption is driven by electrostatic forces and so strongly depends on ionic strength.
We have therefore examined two systems: solvated, neutral hen egg white with ionic strength
equal 0.5 M and 0.02 M respectively. As a reference, a trajectory obtained for the isolated and
solvated protein in ionic strength 0.5 M is also used. Careful analysis of four 20 ns trajectories
provides an insight into early events during lysozyme adsorption on the mica surface, as well
as influence of the surface and different ionic strength on the protein structure and stability.
1 Introduction
Interactions between proteins and solid surfaces are essential for a number of applications,
such as functionalising biomaterials and for medical implants. The understanding of fun-
damental forces and processes involved in protein adsorption has a great importance in the
construction of new, biocompatible materials. Our recent effort has been focused on ad-
sorption process and protein dynamics on the surface, including protein cluster formation
and cluster diffusion1. Hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) adsorption on a mica surface
is an excellent model system for these investigations. Despite recent theoretical and nu-
merical investigations, including Brownian Dynamics2, 3, Monte Carlo simulations4 and
numerous Molecular Dynamics studies5, many atomistic details of lysozyme adsorption,
cluster formation and protein/cluster diffusion on the mica surface remains unknown.
Here, for the first time, we present results of fully atomistic Molecular Dynamics sim-
ulations of HEWL (1iee.pdb6) located in the neighbourhood of a mica surface. Protein
adsorption onto a charged surface is driven mainly by electrostatic forces and so strongly
depends on ionic strength. We have therefore examined two systems: solvated, neutral
HEWL at pH=7 with ionic strength equal to 0.5 M and 0.02 M, respectively. As refer-
ences, trajectories obtained for the isolated, solvated protein in these solutions are also
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used. Careful analysis of these four 20 ns trajectories provides an insight into the early
events during lysozyme adsorption on the mica surface, as well as the influence of the
surface and different ionic strength on the protein structure and stability.
2 Methods
The crystal structure of HEWL (1iee.pdb6) was the starting structure of all our simulations,
with all four disulphide bridges kept. The calculations were performed using the NAMD
package7. The protein was placed in a rectangular box of water molecules (TIP3) that
extend 8 A˚ from any protein atom. In the case of protein-surface system, a SiO2 surface
(mimicking a mica surface) with dimensions x=86.4 A˚ and y=92.8 A˚ was placed about 9
A˚ away from the closest HEWL side chain and 12 A˚ away from the HEWL backbone. The
surface was created from silica and oxygen atoms, charged +1.11 e and -0.66 e respectively,
located 1.6 A˚ away from each other, in a square array. The resulting surface charge density
σ = -0.0217 e/A˚2 is almost equal to that of mica at pH=7 (see ref. 4). The HEWL-surface
system was solvated in a water box that extends at least 20 A˚ from any protein atom. The
protein or protein-surface systems were then neutralised by adding NaCl salt with ionic
strength 0.5 M and 0.02 M. Most probable charge states at pH=7 were chosen for ionizable
residues. These systems, composed from more than 15000 and 55000 atoms for HEWL
and HEWL-surface respectively, were subject to 100 ps water equilibration, 10 000 steps
of whole system minimisation, 30 ps heating to 300 K and 270 ps equilibration at this
temperature. The production MD simulations were pursued for 20 ns at 300 K in the NVT
ensemble. The integration step was 2 fs, and the SHAKE algorithm and periodic boundary
conditions were used. The cutoff distance for both van der Waals and Coulomb interactions
was 12 A˚.
3 Results and Discussion
During the 20 ns trajectory for the HEWL-mica system with 0.5 M ionic strength solution,
no attraction between the HEWL and surface was observed. Comparisons with the tra-
jectory for the isolated HEWL show that the interactions and forces acting on the protein
are not changed by the mica surface. Overall dynamical features such as protein mobility,
including the mobility of the loops and changes in their conformation, show virtually the
same interactions with water and salt ions. Based on this we can conclude that the elec-
trostatic interactions are the main forces driving the adsorption process, and the solvent
ionic strength 0.5 M effectively screens any electrostatic attraction between the negatively
charged mica surface and the positively charged HEWL. Therefore the protein dynamics
are not affected by the mica surface (data not shown) under these conditions.
A different picture emerges from the analysis of the 20 ns trajectory of the HEWL-mica
system with 0.02 M ionic strength. In this case a strong attraction between the HEWL and
mica surface is clearly visible, and the protein moves about 4-5 A˚ closer to the mica surface
during the simulation. Graphical analysis reveals two simultaneous processes: the protein
is moving as a whole towards the mica surface, whilst a conformational rearrangement
occurs without losing secondary structure. This observation is supported by RMS and
RMSF analyses. The RMS calculated for the HEWL-mica system stabilises after 1.4-2.0
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ns at the 2.0-2.5 A˚ level, which means that the HEWL doesn’t change its fold. The average
fluctuations for the whole protein (Ca atoms) are 2.18 A˚2, for loop regions 2.47 A˚2 and for
secondary structures 1.83 A˚2. From these RMSF results we can conclude that all helices
and beta-sheets are maintained, and that conformational changes are accommodated only
by loop and H-bonded turn rearrangement.
The HEWL conformation is more stable when the mica surface is absent; the RMS
for the isolated HEWL reaches 1.5 A˚ after 20 ns (c.f 2.0-2.5 A˚ found above). Therefore
the negatively charged mica surface placed close to the positively charged HEWL induces
conformational changes accompanying the adsorption process.
The most important interactions between the mica surface and the HEWL are electro-
static attractions between the negatively charged surface and the positively charged Lys1,
Arg14 and Arg128 residues. The distance between the surface and the Lys1 side chain is
11.3 A˚ at the beginning and 5.4 A˚ after 20 ns of simulation. In the case of the Arg14 side
chain these distances are 11.3 A˚ and 7.9 A˚ after 20 ns, and for the Arg128 side chain 8.6
A˚ and 2.9 A˚ respectively.
The Lys1, Arg14 and Arg128 side chains form a triangle (side lengths 11 A˚, 10 A˚ and
14 A˚) whose conformation is better maintained when the mica surface is located close to
the protein. All of these residues are strongly attracted by the surface and most probably the
observed HEWL conformation changes are forced by this triangle maintaining its planar
conformation.
4 Conclusions
We have found that the protein adsorption strongly depends on ionic strength, and conclude
that the dominant interactions driving adsorption are the electrostatic interactions between
the mica surface and the HEWL protein. Close proximity of the mica surface to the HEWL
induces conformational rearrangement mostly confined to the loop regions, so that the
HEWL secondary structure is maintained. The most important residues for the HEWL
adsorption are Lys1, Arg14 and Arg128, whose rigid planar topology in close proximity to
the mice surface appears to drive the loop conformational changes.
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Translation is modulated by various protein factors interacting with the ribosome. Elongation
factor Tu (EF-Tu) delivers the aminoacyl-tRNA to the ribosomal A-site. After the peptide bond
is formed, elongation factor G (EF-G) facilitates translocation of tRNAs to prepare the ribosome
for the next catalytic cycle. The structure of EF-G resembles that of the complex between EF-
Tu and aminoacyl-tRNA. We apply all-atom and coarse-grained molecular dynamics to search
for common internal motions of these two molecules.
1 Introduction
Protein synthesis on the ribosome involves a number of protein factors that bind at its
different functional sites. Our work focuses on two GTP-driven factors which share a
common binding site: elongation factor G (EF-G) and elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu). EF-
Tu transports the aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA) to the aminoacyl binding site (A-site) of
the ribosome, in the form of the ternary complex EF-Tu-GTP-aa-tRNA. EF-G promotes
translocation of the newly synthesized peptidyl-tRNA from the A-site to the peptidyl-tRNA
binding site (P-site) together with its associated mRNA1. The structure of the EF-G resem-
bles that of the complex between EF-Tu and aa-tRNA. This is an example of molecular
mimicry2; a protein evolved so that its domains mimic the shape of a tRNA molecule. The
N-terminal region of EF-G is homologous to EF-Tu, and the C-terminal region comprises
a set of protein domains that adopted the shape of a tRNA 1. We describe and compare
internal dynamics of both factors, using full-atom and coarse-grained molecular dynamics
(MD). Our aim was to check whether any similarity exists also in the dynamical behavior
of the EF-G and EF-Tu-aa-tRNA complex.
2 Methods
Full-atom MD simulations were performed with the Amber9 package
(http://amber.scripps.edu/). Structures of EF-G and EF-Tu-aa-tRNA
were described according to the AMBER2003 force field. Mesoscopic model of solvent
(GBOBC model3) was used with dielectric constants set to 1 for solutes and 80 for water.
Simulations were conducted at 150mM ionic strength. The temperature, set to 293K, was
controlled with Andersen scheme4. Non-bonded interaction cutoff distance was set to
18A˚. To analyze 20ns full-atom MD trajectories we applied principal component analysis5
(PCA). Coarse-grained MD employed the Reduced Molecular Dynamics (RedMD)
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Figure 1. Left: the structure of EF-G (PDB code 1FNM7); red: domain I(G), green: insert (G’), blue: domain II,
orange: domain III, cyan: domain IV, tan: domain V Right: the structure of EF-Tu:aa-tRNA complex (PDB code
1TTT8); red: domain I(G), blue: domain II, orange: the acceptor stem of aa-tRNA, cyan: the anticodon arm of
aa-tRNA, tan: the T-arm of aa-tRNA. Domains I(G) and II of the EF-Tu and EF-G are homologous and common
for GTPases1.
package6, a novel software which has been recently developed in our laboratory, with
protein residues and RNA nucleotides represented as beads, interacting through harmonic
(for neighboring) or Morse (for nonbonded) potentials6. Dynamics was simulated using
Langevin equation (293K) and 1µs trajectory were generated for each molecule.
3 Results
Figure 2 presents correlation matrices derived from full-atom MD trajectories. For both
molecules, motions of residues from distinct domains are correlated and the magnitude of
this correlation is similar for homologous domains I and II. Strongest correlation occurs for
Figure 2. Correlation matrices: EF-G (left) and EF-Tu-aa-tRNA (right).
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of collective motions in EF-G (top) and EF-Tu-aa-tRNA (bottom). Domains
III, IV and V of EF-G and aa-tRNA are marked in yellow. Arrows show the directions of the first three eigenvec-
tors of PCA analysis.
residues of domain IV of EF-G and domain III of EF-Tu-aa-tRNA complex. Three groups
(the T arm, the acceptor stem and anticodon loop) are distinguishable in the nucleic part
of the EF-Tu-aa-tRNA complex with strongly correlated movements of nucleotides within
each group.
To characterize the most significant collective modes of motions we applied PCA to full-
atom MD trajectories (Figure 3). The most dominant motions are those of domains III,
IV and V of EF-G and those of aa-tRNA of EF-Tu-aa-tRNA complex. In both cases, the
first two PCA principal components describe pendulum-like motions (in different planes)
of the three EF-G domains and aa-tRNA, relative to the homologous domains I and II.
Third PCA eigenvector describes pendulum-like motions of EF-G domains but for EF-Tu-
aa-tRNA a stretching mode is also seen. We also compared the internal dynamics obtained
with full-atom and coarse-grained MD. Figure 4 shows that root mean square fluctuations
(RMSF) of Cα (EF-G) and Cα and P atoms (EF-Tu-aa-tRNA) observed in full-atom and
coarse-grained simulations are of similar magnitude.
4 Conclusions
We compared internal dynamics of two structurally similar systems: protein EF-G and
protein:RNA complex (EF-Tu-aa-tRNA) applying full-atom and coarse-grained MD. Our
study demonstrated a certain degree of similarity in their dynamics, however, still more
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Figure 4. RMSF of Cα (EF-G, left) and Cα and P atoms (EF-Tu-aa-tRNA, right) derived from full-atom and
coarse-grained MD simulations.
work is required to investigate its character9.
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A novel DNA mediated anti-cancer mechanism is aimed at stabilizing DNA G-Quadruplex
structures. G-tetrads display high polymorphism and are found in the telomeric ends of chro-
mosomes. In normal cells they exist as G-tetrads, producing knots that prevent the access of
chromosomal DNA to the replication machinery. During cell division, these G-tetrad knots
are resolved and the G-rich DNA is exposed to the replication machinery as single strands.
Small molecules stabilizing G-Quadruplex DNA structures are thought of as potential novel
anti-cancer agents. Several novel DACA analogues have been designed, synthesized and crys-
tallized in reaction with the G-Quadruplex DNA. Regrettably they failed to diffract even syn-
chrotron light. In the present investigation these analogues were studied for their binding in-
teractions and stabilisation potential of a G-Quadruplex DNA (TGGGGT)4 using molecular
mechanics and combined QM/MM molecular docking techniques.
1 Introduction
The premise for the present study is that stable drug bound DACA analogue complexes
with minimal bound free energy show potential to evolve as anti-cancer agents. A variaty
of docking algorithms have been tested for docking a number of DACA analogues in the G-
Quadruplex DNA. The resulting binding poses have been compared to the crystal structure
of a similar drug molecule, daunomycin1 (PDB ID:1O0K). It turned out that the results
of spherical polar coordinate shape complimentarity based HEX2 docking, and fragment
growth based Glide-XP3 (using the OPLS 2005 force field) resulted in realistic binding
poses. The results were enriched by describing the polarization of the charge field in the
drug - DNA interface by QM/MM single point calculations. The QM method was density
functional theory (DFT) B3LYP and calculations were carried out wihth both 3-21G and
6-31G* basis sets through an iterative Quantum Polarized Docking Workflow4. In the
following the results of the different molecular docking techniques will be discussed with
an emphasis on the differences between force field based and combined QM/MM based
predictions.
2 Motivation
Molecular docking is a means of computationally investigating ligand binding to a receptor
in order to reduce the laboratory work, as well as justify chemical/physical explanations
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for observed fenomena. Docking programs employ an empirical energy function to deter-
mine and optimize the interaction energy between the drug candidate and the active site.
Structure-based docking methods automatically sample ligand conformations and protein-
ligand interactions with a specified region of the protein surface. MM docking results are
reported as the lowest energy/highest scoring pose(s) for each ligand, typically one pose
for a large compound collection. Hybrid force field electronic structure docking algorithms
divide the energy function into a quantum mechanical part describing the ligand, a force
field based part describing (most of the) receptor and an interaction part taking care of the
embedding of the two descriptions in the area where they interact. In the current case, we
see the application of molecular docking as a trial and error process and seek to validate
the predictions based on comparison with similar structures solved crystallographically or
by NMR studies. Rigid docking turned out not to be succesful in producing the drug bind-
ing poses observed in the crystal structure. This served as a motivation to examine higher
accuracy methods.
3 Materials and Methods
Different DACA analogues were sketched and minimized in gas phase using the UFF force
field to prepare an ensemble of starting structures of drug molecules with no atomic clashes
in their geometries. Several different docking algorithms were used at varying levels of ac-
curacy, i.e. pure molecular mechanics and combined QM/MM methods. Of the algorithms
tested, the HEX and the Schrodinger GLIDE methods produced good binding predictions
which agreed with the binding clues learnt from a similar drug bound crystal structure. All
docking experiments were conducted by blind docking, i.e. without specifying the binding
site of the drug molecule in the receptor.
Glide XP is a force field based fragment docking method. QM/MM docking is achieved
in combination with the IMPACT, Q-SITE and JAGUAR modules of Schrodinger suite,
using primarily the OPLS 2005 force field. The Glide XP scoring function is designed to
improve the results compared to the SP scoring function. This is achieved by adding terms
to the function, the additional terms include: i) Coulomb energy of interacting atoms, ii)
Van der Waal’s energy of atoms, iii) Terms to favour binding interactions, iv) Terms to
hinder binding interactions.
The terms that favour binding interactions include terms with parameters to evaluate
the hydrophobic enclosures, hydrogen bonding possibilities between neutral-neutral H-
bonding motifs, hydrogen bonding possibilities between charged-charged motifs, pi stack-
ing interactions and pi-cation interactions. The terms that hinder binding interactions in-
clude terms with parameters to score desolvation in the binding site, and a term to calculate
the inter-molecular strain energy based on proximity distances of ligand heavy atoms. On
the other hand, the Hex docking algorithm is purely a structure complimentarity matching
algorithm based on polar spherical coordinates. The molecular surface is represented by
several radial expansions of spherical harmonic basis functions. Surfaces are generated for
both receptor and ligand molecules and the shape complimentarity is scored to arrive at
binding predictions.
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Figure 1. A = Drug 1, B = Drug 2, C = Drug 3, D = Drug 4, E = Drug 5, F = Drug 6. 1 & 2 = Hex docking poses,
3 = Glide docking poses. Colour Codes: Blue = Glide XP OPLS 2005, Red = QM/MM B3LYP with 3-21G basis
sets, Green = QM/MM with 6-31G* basis sets.
4 Results and Discussions
There is an overall agreement between the results of Hex and Glide XP docking predictions
fig.1, although minor variations exist in i.e. side chain conformations etc. In general Glide
XP placed the conformations better than the Hex poses which might be due to the bias of
the pure shape complimentarity principle of Hex. This resulst in the deviations of chemical
geomtry which are implied better in various force fields.
The important binding features deduced from the crystal structure are:
1) Planar aromatic rings formed stacking interactions with the DNA bases, 2) Flexi-
ble side chains were favored in the electrostatically stable groove regions of the DNA, 3)
The G-Quadruplex terminal surface was enough only to accommodate two molecules of
daunomycin in fully stacked manner.
Daunomycin is made up of a planar four-ring chromophore and a sugar moiety, while
the DACA chromophore is a planar three-ring system with a more flexible side chain and
no sugar moiety. As the DACA analogues contain aliphatic side chains in contrast to the
heterocyclic sugar moiety in daunomycin, a more compact packing of the sidechains in the
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DNA groove regions is expected.
DACA analogues; drug1, drug3 and drug4 are more simple structures containing com-
paratively shorter length aliphatic side chains connected to the aromatic ring system and
thus the Hex and Glide predictions turned out to agree well. In the case of drug2, an
aromatic ring branches out from the planar pharmacophore, which is further bifurcated
with another aromatic ring on one side and an aliphatic side chain on the other side. Thus
drug2 is quite complex in nature, something which might require knowledge of the physi-
cal/chemical parameters for a better prediction. The Hex binding pose exhibits an electro-
statistically less favorable state where the bifurcated groups are dumped in the same region.
This is in opposition to the Glide output in which the bifurcation maintains the placement
of the aromatic and the aliphatic side chain bulks on opposite sides. In the current case, it
can also be suggested that a combination of geometrical and force field methods can lead
to a robust prediction mechanism.
DACA analogues; drug5 and drug6 are structures which can typically be considered
as tougher molecules for docking. The complexity is due to their long, highly flexible
aliphatic linkers. It evinces that approximations in force field parameters and/or negligence
of force field parameters lead to highly deviating and less favorable binding predictions
when compared to predictions made by combined QM/MM models. The inclusion of QM
derived charge polarization clearly has exhibited a better performance that agrees with hints
taken from the crystal structure. The Hex predictions place the linkers passing through
the terminal surface of G-Quadruplex with the chromophores kept away from stacking
interactions. Glide XP heavily under-performed the drug5 binding pose with many fewer
interactions between the drug and DNA, which is rectified by redocking with included QM
polarized charges.
In conclusion the charge polarization plays a very important role in drug - receptor
recognition and binding and can be included by combining traditional MM and QM meth-
ods. Furthermore our experiments show that simple algorithms considering mainly the
shape complimentarity perform nearly as well as the force field parameters based molecu-
lar docking methods. In overall, molecular docking can be better achieved by combining
several different methods which utilizes a combination of chemical/physical information,
shape complimentarity and induced effects in the drug-receptor interface.
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DNA transcription, replication, and damage repair usually involve DNA-protein interactions
and structural distortion of the DNA duplex by various enzymes. For example, during DNA
metabolism, DNA helicases have been shown to separate duplex DNA into individual strands
by translocating along single stranded DNA (ssDNA) while hydrolyzing ATP 1,2 . Alternatively,
various enzymes employ a base-flipping mechanism to tackle DNA repair 3. Experimental
studies have demonstrated that DNA translocation and flipping of DNA base pairs typically
occurs on the millisecond or longer timescale 4,5 . However, current computational methods are
limited to the nanosecond timescale. Thus, external restraints are often employed to enhance
sampling in these low probability regions of phase space. While flipping of individual bases
using different restraints has been well established 3 , computational studies related to DNA
translocation with respect to proteins is, to the best of our knowledge, slowly emerging 6. In
this study, umbrella sampling with a novel center-of-mass projection onto a predefined path
reaction coordinate was utilized to study DNA translocation in the context of the transcription
factor, E2F-DP, protein-DNA complex using implicit solvent.
1 Introduction
Protein-DNA interactions involving DNA base flipping and DNA translocation are vital for
the proper functioning and survival of a cell. However, studying the mechanisms and en-
ergetics associated with these processes using straight molecular dynamics simulations are
often unfeasible within the available computer time. The novel biasing potential presented
below was used to study DNA translocation (in the presence of a DNA-binding protein)
and is currently being applied to DNA base flipping (in the absence of a protein) though its
function can be extended beyond these applications.
2 Development of New Biasing Potential
As a first step to understanding DNA translocation (and DNA base flipping), a new biasing
potential,Ures, was developed and can be described as the projection of one or more center
of mass (COM) onto a well understood path reaction coordinate. This harmonic potential
(added to CHARMM 7)
Ures = k(t
′ − tinitial − t0)2 (1)
can be expressed in terms of its initial COM projection onto the path tinitial, its COM
projection onto the path at a given timestep t′, its equilibrium COM projection value t0
(relative to tinitial), and its force constant k. To elaborate, for a given well-behaved path
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Figure 1. A. COM projection of select nucleotides onto a defined path. The translocation direction is shown in
black arrows. B. Free energy profiles of each individual nucleotide. The units along the horizontal axis roughly
corresponds to 3.8 angstroms (the rise in DNA).
represented by a set of points, cubic spline interpolation is used to reconstruct a piecewise
smooth curve and the COM of interest is projected onto this curve. Since the projection of
any point, P (x, y, z), onto a cubic spline involves solving the roots of a quintic equation
(which has no closed form solution), the method was simplified by projecting the COM
onto a tangent line (with the assumption that this tangent is sufficiently close to the real
tangent and remains constant within a given simulation window). Once the projection is
approximated the umbrella potential is applied and is repeated for subsequent simulation
windows by modifying t0 at the start of each window.
3 Translocation of E2F-DP-DNA Complex
To study DNA translocation, the DNA-bound crystal structure of a heterodimeric tran-
scription factor, E2F-DP, (PDBID: 1CF79) was used where the path reaction coordinate
was chosen as the DNA backbone. With the exception of the two terminal nucleotides
from each DNA strand, the COM for each nucleotide was projected onto its own DNA
backbone (Fig. 1A). After equilibration, the molecular dynamics simulations were carried
out at 300 K using GBMV implicit solvent and free energy profiles were generated using
the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) 8. To facilitate DNA translocation by
one base pair, all values of t0 were uniformly adjusted over the course of 20 simulation
windows away from DP and closer towards E2F, carrying out 50 ps of equilibration and
at least 50 ps of sampling for each umbrella (while the path reaction coordinate remains
unchanged).
The results obtained from WHAM analysis reveal important interactions between the
amino terminus of the E2F protein and the DNA. With the exception of Cyt505 (and its
hydrogen bonding partner, Gua611), the free energy profiles for each individual base (Fig.
1C) show general fluctuations in the relative free energies which can be associated with
the breaking of hydrogen bonds between the protein-DNA complex. However, as Cyt505
moves along the reaction coordinate it encounters a key protein residue, Arg17 (from the
amino-terminal of E2F), that is situated deep into the minor groove. According to Jordan
et al, this conserved arginine appears to be important as its deletion abolishes DNA binding
though its structural role is unclear 10. Our findings suggest that once the E2F-DP dimer
recognizes and binds to the central CGCGCG sequence, Arg17 plays an integral part in
hindering DNA translocation.
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4 DNA Base Flipping
For DNA base flipping, the COM of the central cytosine base (in GTCAGCGCATGG)
was projected onto the path reaction coordinate which was chosen as the perimeter of
a circle lying in the plane of the nitrogenous base and centered about the C3’ atom of
the residue of interest. To induce base opening, t0 was adjusted over the course of 160
simulation windows towards the major and minor groove, respectively, carrying out 50 ps
of equilibration and 200 ps of sampling for each individual window. The results to date are
in good structural agreement with the current knowledge 3.
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Fluoroquinolones are an important class of anti-bacterials, but as with many anti-infectives,
drug-resistance is an increasing problem. Fluoroquinolones inhibit DNA-gyrase, an enzyme,
which is able to alter the topology of DNA. However, there is only little structural information.
In the literature, there are two rather different proposals for the binding mode of quinolones.
Via docking calculations and MD simulations, we find both binding possibilities and consider
the evidence for each. Work is now underway to test our models with site directed mutagenesis
techniques.
1 Introduction
Despite modern antibiotics, infectious diseases are responsible for nearly one third of hu-
man deaths worldwide, and bacterial resistance is still an urgent problem. The class of
fluoroquinolone(FQ)-antibiotics is a good example. They offer a broad spectrum of activ-
ity, good pharmakokinetic properties and are relatively cheap to produce. However, FQ
resistant bacteria are wide spread.
The functional target and biochemical action of FQs is known. The drugs inhibit the
A2B2 DNA-gyrase tetramer, an enzyme which is able to alter the topology of DNA by
transient cleavage1. This is performed by an esterification of GyrA-Tyr122-OH of the
enyzme to a 5′-phosphate of the DNA. FQs appear to inhibit the religation of the DNA
by stabilizing the cleaved form, ultimately resulting in bacterial cell-death2. Furthermore,
studies of natural and in-vitro mutants offer clues as to which residues are involved in drug-
resistance3. Unfortunately, the exact molecular action remains largely unknown. Clearly,
understanding the drug-enzyme-DNA interaction in molecular terms could be the basis for
the development of new FQ-derivatives refractory to resistance. Due to the lack of com-
plete structural information for the tetramer in complex with DNA and FQ, we have been
trying to build molecular models using a combination of docking methods and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.
2 Methods
2.1 Protein-DNA-Docking and Filtering
The mode of gyrase action can roughly be divided into three individual steps. First, the
DNA approaches the protein. Secondly, a phosphate (DNA) - tyrosine (protein) ester is
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formed. Finally, the DNA gap is resealed by a trans-esterification and subsequent DNA re-
lease. How the protein and the DNA find each other can be regarded as a docking problem.
Hence, the first step was to generate many possible DNA-enzyme conformations using
a standard protein-DNA docking tool4. Results are filtered according to orientations of
the DNA 5′-end w.r.t. to the protein’s active site Tyr122, distances between GyrA-Tyr122-
OH and appropriate DNA cleavage sites (5′-↓GRYC-3′)5, as well as electrostatic surface
potentials.
2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Molecular Docking
Two successive sets of MD simulations were performed to find plausible and stable models
of the protein-DNA complex. In the first set, DNA and protein were not linked while in the
second set, a covalent bond between GyrA-Tyr122-OH and the DNA 5′-end was introduced.
In between, implausible results were discarded. MD simulations, including 70.000 TIP4P
water molecules, were run up to 2ns using GROMACS6.
Subsequently, remaining complexes were used for molecular docking of eleven dif-
ferent quinolones using AutoDock47. For each of the drugs, 250 different conformations
and their binding modes within a box were sampled. The box was defined to contain the
potential binding pocket between Ser83 and Asp87 in the QRDR (quinolone resistance de-
termining region) of GyrA (residues 67-106) as well as the four overhanging bases of the
cleaved dsDNA.
3 Results and Discussion
The first docking session (protein-DNA) yielded >1000 candidates of which 24 were se-
lected for the initial MD simulations (section 2). Of these, two had distances between
GyrA-Tyr122-OH and the DNA 5′-end which allowed the DNA-protein ester to be intro-
duced.
We can distinguish these complexes by the orientation of the nucleic acid w.r.t. the α4
helix of the DNA binding HTH motif present in the QRDR. The first complex places α4
in the major groove of the DNA as proposed by Liddington1, whereas the second complex
supports the model of Lapogonov8 with α4 in the minor groove of DNA. For each drug
molecule in both complexes, a conformational cluster analysis was performed which was
based on positional RMSD of corresponding drug atoms.
For our Lapogonov-like complex, we found a noticeable difference between the clus-
ters containing the highest scoring FQ conformations. Although the drug molecules were
placed within the same binding cavity, they appear to be rotated by ∼180◦ as shown in
fig. 1. Amongst all sampled conformations, these drug arrangements were found most fre-
quently without showing noticeable deviations with respect to their quantities. Our model
indicates that the ligands might be spatially fixed with DNA and enzyme by two main an-
chors. On the one side, the N-containing heterocyclic substituent at C7 could be able to
interact with the phosphate backbone of guanine or cytosine residues of the DNA. How-
ever, in its protonated form, this heterocycle might also interact with backbone oxygens of
Ser83 and Ala84. On the other side, the carboxyl moeity at C3 of the FQs might form a salt-
bridge with the free amino-group of guanine. Moreover, our results could also allow the
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presence of Mg2+ ions9, which might fill the gap (7.5-8.6 A˚) between the FQ’s carboxyl-
and keto-group, respectively, and the phosphate backbone of the DNA.
For the Liddington-like model, the highest scoring FQ conformations did not fit into
the proposed binding cavity. However, as fig. 2 shows, lower scoring dockings are found
for each FQ without clear preferences for a certain conformation. Anyhow, all dockings
are in agreement with the common literature since they satisfy the intercalating nature of
the quinolones.
This theoretical data enabled us to identify amino acids which are currently used to test
the validity of our models with site directed mutagenesis.
Figure 1. Complex of DNA linked to GyrA-Tyr122 and docked quinolones: COOH-moeities of ligands
point out of (left) and into plane (right); enzyme shown in grey, QRDR in lightblue, Ser83, Ala84 and
Asp87 in α4 helix in yellow, orange and magenta, resp.; G in green, C in yellow, T in blue and A in
red.
Figure 2. Liddington-like complex of DNA linked to GyrA-Tyr122 and docked quinolones; color cod-
ing as in fig. 1; pictures were built using UCSF Chimera10.
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We have been developing phylogenetic methods based on protein structures rather than se-
quence and fast enough to be applied to large families. A good example of a large family are
kinases. Often, one believes in evolutionary relationships based on protein function, but one
cannot see the relationships because the sequences have diverged so far. This is certainly the
case with protein kinases. They are found in most forms of life, but with a tremendous spread
of sequences and even differences in function. They are an ideal candidate for our approach
since there are hundreds of known structures. Phylogenetic trees can be built automatically and
they even map rather well to the biochemical annotations which were determined manually.
1 Introduction
Historically, phylogeny of large protein families has been based on sequence information.
We have been developing methods, which are based on protein structure, but are still fast
enough to be applied to large numbers of proteins. Here we consider the example of
kinases, which are able to alter the activity of enzymes or other molecules by covalently
attaching phosphate groups. This strategy usually denotes a response to chemical signals
with some persistence, depending on reversibility and degradation mechanisms.
Kinases are central components in signal transduction networks and can be found in
nearly all regulatory and metabolic processes in eukaryotes1 and also many prokaryotes2.
They play a major role in cell growth, division and controlled cell death, as well as in
hormone response. Changes in human kinase activity can cause erroneous phosphorylation
and trigger severe ailments such as cancer, diabetes or neurodegeneration3. Thus, kinases
are suitable targets for the treatment of such diseases4.
Understanding their evolution could help to explain the specific functions of individual
kinases. It could assist in decoding signalling events and the emergence of pathologic
biochemical processes. This might contribute to a more detailed insight of drug selectivity
and drug cross reactivity and thus to the development of more effective drugs. It may also
aid the selection of kinases used for drug screenings.
There is almost no significant sequence similarity between the more distant kinases, so
it is difficult to build reliable sequence alignments. This superfamily, however, has been
popular amongst crystallographers, so there is a wealth of solved structures. This makes it
an ideal candidate for a structure-based phylogeny.
The only similar project in the literature was based on 31 kinase structures and required
human intervention to construct a phylogenetic tree5. Here, we show how one can use
many hundreds of structures to build a phylogeny completely automatically.
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2 Methods
The list of kinase structures was assembled from successive structure searches6. Subse-
quently, a multiple alignment of those structures was computed using HANSWURST7.
The guide trees, superimposed structures, and derived sequence alignments are analysed
below. A more detailed description of the methods used is given by Margraf7 and Lenz8.
3 Results and Discussion
In this section we present an excerpt of the results of the Neighbour Joining clustering on
RMSD values of pairwise superpositions (fig. 1). The multiple structure alignment and
the implied multiple sequence alignment of the CMGC members show that the conserved
features of kinases are appropriately superimposed. The most significant deviation from
functional classification relates to the AGC kinases and the TK group. Firstly, 1h1wA is
not clustered with any other member of the AGC group. Secondly, the G-protein coupled
receptor kinase 1omwA is clustered with 1muoA from the ”other” group. The superposi-
tion reveals that both structures share important features such as α-helix B5 and could be
structurally aligned. Thirdly, the AGC kinases 1cdkA and 1o6lA are clustered with 1phkA.
The structural superpositions indicate that none of the alignments are unreasonable. Con-
cerning the TK group members, only three of five were grouped together. However, they
are interspersed with a TKL group kinase (fig. 1). The remaining two kinases of this group
are clustered, but their distance to the CAMK group is closer than the distance to the other
TK members. Another result of this work is the unusual placement of the TGFβR1 kinase
1b6cB. HANSWURST classifies this kinase as most closely related to 1m14A. Again, the
structural superposition explains the result. The two structures are very similar. Addition-
ally, HANSWURST clusters 1kwpA and 1csnA in one branch. Both kinases share most of
the conserved structural features. Nevertheless, the structural superposition and the corre-
sponding alignment of the sequences indicate that we aligned the proteins in a suboptimal
manner. The p21-activated kinase 1 (PAK1) 1f3mC is placed close to the cluster of 1omwA
and 1muoA. The second ”other” kinase 1o6yA appears to be clustered with CAMK group
kinases. A detailed analysis of alignments is given by Lenz8.
To summarise, the tree is more than reasonable without any serious misalignments.
Compared to the previous literature attempt5 at classification, there are some differences,
especially with the AGC family, but they appear justified. We should only agree with
the literature classification of the CMGC and AK groups. Furthermore, our methodology
handled an order of magnitude more structures and was fully automatic.
4 Conclusion
This work concentrated on kinases, since one can compare against literature classifications
and biochemical data. Because it is fully automatic and scales well, it can be expanded
to even larger families. This means we are now considering even more distantly related
proteins and testing the approach on other large protein families.
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Figure 1. HANSWURST proposed phylogeny for the literature list of recognized kinases; edges are
labeled with estimated RMSD values according to clustering method; edges are not drawn to scale;
atypical kinases (gold), typical kinases (cornflowerblue), AGC kinases(lightblue), tyrosine kinase
like kinases (yellowgreen) depicting the most diverse group, CK1 kinases (seagreen), STE (lightpink),
CMGC (magenta), CAMK (orange), uncoloured leaves depict members of the ”other” group.
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Janus kinases (JAKs) belong to a family of receptor-associated protein tyrosine kinases. They
play a crucial role in the JAK/STAT signaling pathways which are responsible for transduction
of growth factors and cytokine-mediated signals. Abnormal activation of these pathways is
observed in many types of tumors and hematopoetic malignancies1,2 In the current study we
attempt to propose binding modes of caffeic acid derivatives to JAK3, These derivatives are
most likely competitive inhibitors for tyrosine-containing protein substrates. Insulin Receptor
Kinase (IRK) was used to model an active, open form of JAK3. Based on JAK2 and JAK3
sequence and structure similarity analyses, residues that are responsible for the specific binding
were indicated. Leading compounds were docked and modified to get a better binding speci-
ficity. The designed inhibitors are being synthesized and their biological activity will be studied
experimentally.
1 Introduction
JAKs are crucial enzymes, responsible for the signal transduction through the JAK/STAT
pathways, whose abnormal activation is observed in many types of tumors and hematopo-
etic malignancies, making them an important, but still poorly explored target for therapeu-
tic intervention. Our goal was to create substrate competitive inhibitors of JAK3, based
on our knowledge of the JAK2 inhibitors. Caffeic acid derivatives, including AG490, are
the potential, promising inhibitors3. Even though the sequence similarity between catalytic
domains of JAK2 and JAK3 is about 60%, it is difficult to propose JAK3 specific inhibitors.
This is because essential residues (those which form the ATP binding pocket or the peptide
binding site) are mostly the same for both kinases. In addition, there are no experimental
JAK3 open (active) conformations. There is, however, an IRK structure with a bound pro-
tein inhibitor in an open enzyme conformation. Even though sequence similarity between
IRK and JAKs is relatively low, the three dimensional structure similarity is significant
(Fig. 1). Structural information and JAK2 and JAK3 sequence similarity analysis allowed
us to identify JAK3 potential binding sites and to design specific inhibitors.
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Figure 1. (A) Superposition of JAK3 on IRK. Yellow ribbon presents IRK, blue ribbon presents JAK3. The green
spacefill atoms represent protein substrate atoms while the red spacefill atoms represent ANP (the ATP analog
which is bound in the ATP binding cassette). (B) JAK3. The arrow indicates the nucleotide binding site, rectangle
indicates the predicted docking sites.
2 Materials and Methods
Three dimensional structures of IRK, JAK3 as well as of JAK2 from the Protein Data
Base were used (1IR3, 1YVJ and 2B7A structures, respectively). Because JAKs do not
contain peptide substrates/inhibitors, the IRK structure in its open, active form was used
for the identification of the JAK3 ligand binding site. Using MOE software we docked our
potential inhibitors in the predicted peptide binding site as indicated by rectangle in Fig. 1.
Because the site is relatively large, we identified two subsites that fit to our ligands. These
two subsites are located in the top part and in the bottom part of the rectangle.
3 Results and Discussion
We attempted to design inhibitors that form hydrogen bonds with the backbone as well as
with proteins side chains. The H-bonds with the backbone are responsible for the bind-
ing efficacy, and the H-bonds with the side chains are responsible for the substrate speci-
ficity. We indentified four potential binding sites, two of them appeared to be very promis-
ing. These are the second (Site2) and the fourth (Site4) largest pockets detected on the
JAK3 surface. The most important residues which form the Site2 are: ALA952 Cys1024,
ASP1025, CYS1028 and SER1031. In turn, ARG984, ASN1002 and LEU1047 form the
Site4. The first binding mode accounts for interactions with the backbone of SER1029
and Ser1031. In JAK2 these positions are occupied by SER1056 and PRO1058 respec-
tively. The second binding mode in JAK3 accounts for interactions with the backbone
of ASN1002, which in JAK2 is occupied by SER1029 and SER 998. These two binding
modes (Fig. 2) appeared to be the most promising. Concluding, it was possible to identify
those JAK3 residues that are potentially responsible for the substrate/ligand specificity.
In order to get sufficiently high specificity of the potential inhibitors one can generate
and visualize sequence variability profiles for a given protein family. Regarding protein
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Figure 2. Binding of the caffeic acid derivatives to two subsites (A and B) in JAK3. The arrows represent the
modelled hydrogen bonds that link JAK3 with added/modified atoms of the ligand.
Figure 3. (A) Variability profiles resulting from alignment of 152 protein sequences from the PFAM database
for the JAK family, using the JAK3 structure for visualization. (B) Visualization of 50 protein Homo sapiens
sequences homologous to JAK3 acquired from the SWISS-PROT/TREMBL database. Each color represents
a number of different amino acids which occupy a particular position in the multiple sequence alignment. In
addition, the green color represents ATP and the protein C and N ends.
kinases, sequences from PFAM4 and from Swiss-Prot/Trembl5 data bases were used. A
new application6 processes these sequences and visualizes variability profiles in 3D on a
2D surface of the studied enzyme here JAK3, presented in Fig. 3. The mentioned above
analysis can account for hundreds of protein sequences, it is very fast and brings a lot of
essential data.
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RIO kinases are atypical protein kinases involved in ribosome synthesis. The structure of RIO2
kinase was optimized. In particular, it was virtually titrated using a Poisson-Boltzmann model.
An optimal protonation state was determined at pH 7 and pH 5. Screening of a ligand database
against the target protein using a docking procedure was carried out. Small flexible deforma-
tions of a binding pocket were applied. Two possible inhibitors with the best scoring function
are presented. The designed leading ligands and a number of their derivatives are being synthe-
sized and will be studied experimentally.
1 Introduction
The RIO family (RIO1, RIO2, and RIO3) of atypical serine protein kinases is conserved
among archaea and eukaryotes. At least two of them, RIO1 and RIO2 are present in
these organisms1, 2. Their involvement in ribosome synthesis, a process fundamental to cell
growth and proliferation, makes them attractive targets for the development of inhibitors.
There are at least three subfamilies, RIO1, RIO2, and RIO3, and it was shown that
the structural features of ATP binding pockets as well as the mode of substrate binding
distinguish RIO1 and RIO2 kinases. Hence, given that there is only one copy of each
RIO subfamily member per organism, this should allow to design inhibitors with high
specificity, which can selectively target signalling/metabolic pathways RIO kinases are
involved in.
2 Methods
Crystal structure of the RIO2 (1ZAO, PDB) kinase complexed with ATP, was used. All lig-
ands (ATP, Mn and PO4 ions, and EDO (ethylen glikol) were removed. Missing fragments
of loops residues (128-130 and 135-142), as well as missing side chains of the residues
(26,41, 102,131, and 133) were modeled using MM and MD methods.
There are about 108 titratable sites in the protein (15 ASP, 27 GLU, 13 TYR, 8 IS, 21
LYS, 2 CYS, 20 ARG + termini). Protonation states of the residues were determined using
a well established protocol which combines:
• the Poisson-Boltzmann model for a solute-solvent system with Monte Carlo calcula-
tions3;
• the MEAD suite4 is used to construct the electrostatic free energy matrices, describing
interactions between protein’s titratable residues in their charged states;
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Titratable site Occupancy
pH 7 pH 5
ASP 27 0.02 0.59
ASP 196 0.01 0.46
ASP 277 0.23 0.93
GLU 112 0.03 0.53
GLU 116 0.40 0.97
GLU 180 0.03 0.56
GLU 186 0.06 0.59
GLU 244 0.06 0.73
GLU 251 0.08 0.61
Table 1.
• the DOPS program5 uses those electrostatic free-energy matrices to compute average
protonation fractions at a given pH and to generate a predefined number of protein
protonation patterns with the lowest energies as found by a Monte Carlo procedure.
Dielectric constants of the solvent and proteins were set to 80 and 4 respectively. Prob-
abilities of protonation states were evaluated at ionic strengths corresponding to 150mM
of monovalent salt, at pH values in the range between 5.0 and 8.0.
At pH 7, the protonation states are the regular ones, i.e., they correspond to the protona-
tion states of free residues. However, the experimental condition of crystallization was an
acidic one, below 5 pH. The way of protonation in such conditions changes significantly.
In the former, the total charge of the protein is between plus 3-5, while in the latter, be-
tween 17-18. Significant changes of the protonation states were detected in nine residues
(see Table 1) none of which, however, forms the ATP binding pocket.
Figure 1. Location of 6 binding pockets (balls representation) of the RIO2 kinase.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. LYS 120 side chain (a) protrudes into the binding site of the largest pocket of the RIO2 kinase (b), the
yellow one.
3 Results
Possible pockets for the ligand binding are presented in Fig. 1. The ATP binding site is
splitted by LYS 120 into two pockets (Fig. 2(a). These are yellow and cyan space-domains
in the represetnation of the overlapping balls. Changes of the orientation of the LYS side
chain results in formation of a much larger binding pocket shown in Fig. 2(b), the yellow
one.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Ligands with best score function for the RIO2 kinase.
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Screening of ligands from LQ silver (www.leadquest.com) for the binding (Sybyl
7.3 Tripos Inc.) to the largest pocket were carried out. For comparison the non-modified
two-region pocket was also scanned.
Ligand with the best score function for the non-modified position of the side chain of
LYS 120 is shown in Fig. 3(a), and the best score ligand for the larger binding site is
presented in Fig. 3(b).
4 Conclusions
• Novel potential inhibitors of the RIO2 kinase were designed.
• Optimization of the protonation states of ionizable side chains is of importance for
the reliable modelling of RIO kinases and for the design of their inhibitors.
• Flexibility of the active site significantly changes its binding properties.
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The cationic lipid 1,1.-[3,5-bis(dodecyloxycarbonyl)-4-phenyl-1,4-dihydropyridin-2,6-diyl]
dimethylene bispyridinium dibromide (1,4-DHP lipid), a gene transfection agent, formed a
tubular micellae during the molecular dynamics simulation with AMBER 8.0 force field. Result
was confirmed with the electron microscopy showing extended, worm-like structures.
1 Introduction
Non-viral gene delivery based on self-assembling structures is an effective medical
tool. The cationic lipid 1,1.-[3,5-bis(dodecyloxycarbonyl)-4-phenyl-1,4-dihydropyridin-
2,6-diyl] dimethylene bispyridinium dibromide (1,4-DHP lipid, charge q=+2) (Fig. 1) is
a gene transfection agent.1, 2 The electronic structure of 1,4-DHP lipid molecule was in-
vestigated by ab initio quantum mechanics, and the supramolecular structure formed by
1,4-DHP lipid molecules was investigated by means of molecular dynamics simulation.
Figure 1. 1,4-DHP lipid molecule.
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2 Methods, Results and Discussion
1,4-DHP lipid structure was calculated by Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ab initio quan-
tum mechanics, 6-31G* bases set, to obtain the charges for molecular dynamics using
RESP algorithm (electrostatical potential based method using charge restrains for deter-
mining atom-centered charges). 72 molecules of 1,4-DHP-lipid were subjected to MD
(AMBER 8.0 force field, NTP protocol) from the initial structure of a periodic lipid bilayer-
water box, with a small amount of excessive water on the lipid edges to ensure the mobility
of lipid molecules. Temperature was risen gradually from T=10 K by step of 10 degrees till
300 K. After 35 ns of MD simulation few lipid molecules turned with their charged heads
to the side of the lipid bilayer and after 100 ns a profound tubular micelle structure began
to form. The tubular micelle structure (Fig. 2) becomes more perfect during the course of
simulation of 300 ns.
Figure 2. 1,4-DHP lipid tubomicellae side view and top view.
The results of MD simulation were confirmed by electron microscopy, showing the
interwinding tubular structures (Fig. 3).
Figure 3. Electron microscopy of the 1,4-DHP lipid.
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Conclusion is that one of the gene transfection agent 1,4-DHP lipid structures is a
tubular micellae, and we could expect that such the micellaes are capable to form a lipoplex
for the DNA transfection
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In ab initio or de novo protein modelling, one tries to build 3D protein models from scratch
rather than modelling them on to known structures. Our method is based on special purpose
low resolution force fields. They are rather different to most approaches by not taking into ac-
count any strict physical model. They are statistical, but there is no assumption of Boltzmann
statistics. In a Monte Carlo simulation, the acceptance criterion can be directly based on the cal-
culated probabilities. Although we have not performed proper benchmark, the scoring function
works reasonably well to predict 3D models of smaller proteins from their sequences.
1 Introduction
Protein structure prediction is one of the classic problems from computational chemistry or
molecular structural biology. Essentially, one would like to be able to go from the sequence
of a protein (easily obtained) to the structure (expensive and often difficult to obtain ex-
perimentally). Our interest has been in devising new purely probabilistic score functions.
They make no use of Boltzmann statistics, but instead rely on a mixture of Bayesian prob-
abilities based on normal and discrete distributions. This has an interesting consequence
if one works with a method such as Monte Carlo, one can base the acceptance criterion
directly on the calculated probabilities without assuming a Boltzmann distribution. Monte
Carlo simulations, in their various forms, have been described by reputable scientists as the
path to the simulator’s graveyard. This poses the question as to why a rational simulator
would venture further into this field. There are two aspects to this problem: 1) the score or
quasi-energy function and 2) the search method. The score function may be energy-like or
purely statistical and the search method is used to explore the conformational space. The
score function and search method are often coupled together and search method is driven
by score function to get to native like structures.
2 Method
2.1 Score Function
Unlike most Monte Carlo methods we do not use an energy or score, but calculate proba-
bilities (or ratio of probabilities) directly:
Probability ratio =
P (XN )
P (XO)
(1)
P (XO) and P (XN ) are probabilities of old and updated conformations respectively.
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P (X |~V , T, S) =
∏
i
[
∑
j
(πj
∏
k
P (Xik|XiǫCj , ~Vjk, Tjk, S))] (2)
X = X1, ..., XI the set data instances Xi (fragments)
~Xi = Xi1, ..., XiK attribute vectors Xik describing Xi
i observation number, i = 1, ..., I
j class number, j = 1, ..., J
k attribute number, k = 1, ...,K
c inter-class probabilities and parameters
S the set of possible probability density
functions (p.d.f.) covering ~V , T
T = Tc, T1, ..., TJ the exact functional form of each p.d.f.
~V = ~Vc, ~V1, ..., ~VJ the set of parameters instantiating p.d.f.
πj class mixture probability, ~Vc = 1, ..., J
Figure 1. Bayesian classification: overlapping fragments generated from existing structures classified into a num-
ber classes by Bayesian classifier. Each fragment is represented by its sequence, structure & solvation.
Our score function is purely probabilistic and relies on mixture of Bayesian proba-
bilities by combing sequence, structure and solvation. The statistical models: multi-way
Bernoulli, bivariate Gaussian and simple Gaussian were used to model sequence, structure
and solvation respectively (see figure 1).
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2.2 Search Method
We are using simulated annealing Monte Carlo as a search method to find the most proba-
ble structural arrangement of a given amino acid sequence.The search method makes two
kinds of moves: 1) biased moves made by drawing a fragment from a fragment library gen-
erated from existing protein structures and 2) completely unbiased moves. Internally, the
score function is based on dihedral angles, Cartesian coordinates and sequence description,
so there is some computational work involved in moving between representations. The ac-
ceptance criterion depends solely upon the probability ratio (equation 1) calculated from
the probabilities of the new and old structures.
3 Results
Figure 2. Top row: native structures 1fsv, 2hep and 2hfq from left to right, bottom: respective predicted models.
4 Conclusion
The current implementation seems to have a rather good representation of local interactions
and works surprisingly well for small proteins. The score function has also been integrated
with our existing protein threading machinery to be used for CASP8 competition. We are
now working on incorporating simple solvation and hydrogen bond effects into the initial
probability calculations to better account for long range interactions.
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We have built a multiple structure alignment tool which is able to compute alignments and
phylogenies of vast numbers of proteins. HANSWURST is a progressive alignment method
with time complexity in the class of O(n2). It takes advantage of a probabilistic representation
of protein structure which allows for the calculation of meaningful average representations of
clusters of proteins, and the alignment of those representations. Our tool scales to well over
1000 structures which is enough to cover even the largest protein families.
1 Introduction
One or two homologous sequences whisper [...]; a full multiple alignment shouts out loud.1
This quote very eloquently describes the usefulness of multiple alignments. The signifi-
cance of matches in pairwise alignments can be difficult to judge against the background
noise of random matches. In multiple alignments however, random matches across a rea-
sonable number of structures are so improbable that there is little room for doubts about
their significance. This is doubly true for multiple structure alignments which really begin
to shine when the relationships between proteins become so remote that sequence methods
start to break down.
Common application areas for multiple structure alignments are in homology mod-
eling2, protein function prediction3, creation of substitution matrices4, phylogeny5 and
structure classification6.
HANSWURST is built on the assumption that local interactions between atoms are
the most important factor in determining the overall structure of a protein. Therefore,
long stretches of high local similarity should also lead to high global similarity. From this
reasoning follows that HANSWURST’s aim is not to produce alignments with optimal
global similarity scores such as RMSD. Instead, good global scores are considered to be a
property which emerges from local similarity.
This is almost the exact opposite of the ideas behind traditional multiple structure align-
ment methods which sacrifice sensitivity for lower structural alignment scores.
2 Materials and Methods
This work builds on many existing methods such as AutoClass7, rigid body superposi-
tion8, dynamic-programming sequence alignment algorithms9, hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms10, multiple sequence alignment methods and the computation of consensus prob-
ability vectors by averaging.
The basis of the alignment method is a bayesian classification of protein structure frag-
ments using the AutoClass program7, 11.
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Based on the class descriptions in such a classification, we can calculate the probability
of a given protein fragment being in a certain class. The set of all class membership
probabilities for a given protein fragment can be represented as a probability vector.
The dot product of two such vectors can be used as a similarity measure between two
peptide fragments. This score can then be used instead of a substitution matrix in standard
sequence alignment methods9.
The resulting pairwise alignments of all vs. all structures one wishes to align are then
used to fill a distance matrix. On the basis of this matrix, various clustering algorithms
can be used to construct a guide tree. Currently, the best such algorithm is derived from
the UPGMA method10 and uses alignments of average probability vectors to estimate the
distances between internal nodes of the guide tree. Such consensus probability vectors
are computed by averaging the class membership probabilities of each fragment in a given
column in the alignment. Gaps have no class memberships and thus do not contribute to
the average. This concept allows each node in the guide tree to have a set of probability
vectors associated with it which represent the average class memberships of that nodes
descendants. Since all the information required to compute a pairwise alignment is avail-
Figure 1. Illustration of the progressive construction of a three way alignment.
able for any cluster of structures, distances between clusters can be calculated by aligning
their associated probability vectors. This removes the need to estimate distances during the
construction of the guide tree and therefore improves its quality. The alignments of those
average probability vectors are also used to merge the pairwise alignments according to
the guide tree.
3 Results and Discussion
As a demonstration of our method’s capabilities, we took 818 proteins with pairwise se-
quence identities below 25% and built a multiple structure alignment. Computing this
alignment took just over 8 hours of CPU time. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this
method matches almost three times as many residues as competing methods[8, 9] with
some increase in the RMSD scores of the resulting superpositions. The improvement of
the consensus clustering method over traditional clustering methods can be regarded as the
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biggest advantage of HANSWURST over competing structural alignment methods. By
representing protein structures as sets of probability vectors with regard to a fixed classi-
fication, one can easily calculate characteristic representations of clusters of proteins by
averaging class membership probabilities of aligned residues in a cluster.
In combination with the method’s speed and scalability, this enables the creation of
multiple structure alignments of vast numbers of distantly related proteins.
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The Anthrax Edema Factor is an adenylyl cyclase responsible for the overproduction of cyclic
mono-phosphate (cAMP) from ATP causing host cell deregulation. For optimal catalytic activ-
ity, it should efficiently release the reaction products, cAMP and Pyrophosphate. Here we study
the mechanisms cAMP and PPi dissociation using Locally Enhanced Sampling and Steered
Molecular Dynamics simulations. Since there is no clear consensus on the number of metal
ions in the catalytic site, simulations were performed in the presence of one or two cations.
The simulations suggested that the presence of the second metal ion greatly impairs product
dissociation supporting the hypothesis of an optimal one-ion catalytic binding site.
1 Introduction
Anthrax bacteria produce three major toxins: Protective Antigen, Lethal Factor and Edema
Factor (EF). EF enters the cell bound to the Protective Antigen. Once released in the
cytoplasm it binds Calmodulin (CaM).1 Then, a large conformational change1 activates
the adenylyl cyclase function of EF which converts ATP to cyclic-AMP (cAMP) and Py-
rophosphate (PPi). To efficiently catalyse the cyclization of ATP, EF must bind ATP, sta-
bilize the transition state (TS) and rapidly release the reaction products. TS stabilization
depends on the binding of Mg2+ ions to the catalytic site.2, 3 The crystal structures of the
EF-CaM complex bound to reaction products (1SK63), contains Yb3+ in the active site.
Two Yb3+ binding modes are observed: an one-ion binding mode and a two-ion binding
mode, which are illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore, it is not clear whether the reaction
proceeds in the presence of one or two ions. The energetic balance between TS stabiliza-
tion and facilitated product release must be understood to evaluate which is the optimal
active site arrangement. Here, a study combining Locally Enhanced Sampling (LES)4 and
Figure 1. Ionic (Yb3+) binding modes observed in the crystallographic structure of EF bound to reaction prod-
ucts:3 (a) One-ion and (b) two-ion binding modes.
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Steered Molecular Dynamics simulations (SMD)5 was used to investigate the dissociation
mechanisms of PPi and cAMP from the active site of the Anthrax Edema Factor under
different Mg2+ contents. PPi and cAMP dissociated through different solvent-accessible
cavities. The Mg2+ content of the active site greatly affected the forces required to induce
product dissociation, indicating that a one-metal ion binding site would be more favorable
for efficient product dissociation.
2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Product Dissociation
LES simulations, performed with CHARMM,6 were used to observe dissociation of the
reaction products without a priori assumptions on the mechanisms.4 In this case, multiple
copies of either PPi or cAMP are placed in the active site. The interaction of each copy
with the protein is inversely proportional to the number of copies, and the copies do not
interact with each other. We have performed 500 ps simulations with 1 to 60 copies of each
of the reaction products. LES simulations were done in vacuum starting from the structure
1SK6,3 for both ion binding modes. The ions Yb3+ were replaced by Mg2+.
Dissociation was observed at a minimal level of 28 PPi copies. A similar number of
PPi dissociation events was observed: 66 for the one-Mg2+ and 67 for the two-Mg2+
binding mode in all simulations. Dissociation of cAMP was observed with smaller number
(four) of copies, and if more than 18 copies are present, all cAMP dissociated in all runs.
The number of cAMP dissociation events observed for the one-Mg2+ binding mode was
slightly larger than for the two-Mg2+ binding mode (77 and 61 respectively, for simulations
up to 18 copies).
As shown in Figure 2, there are two discernible solvent-accessible cavities in each
side of the protein Each product dissociated roughly in the directions indicated by these
cavities, however displaying a significant dispersion of dissociation angles. The details of
the dissociation along these directions were studied by SMD simulations.
In SMD an external force is applied to probe how difficult it is to induce ligand disso-
ciation.5 Simulations were performed with NAMD7 for the fully solvated 1SK6 system,
prepared with Packmol.8 The force profiles for PPi and cAMP dissociations were (Fig-
ure 3) significantly different in in each Mg2+binding mode. The presence of two ions in
the active site greatly impairs product dissociation. The forces inducing product release
increase from about 1500 to 3900 pN for PPi, and from 950 to 2400 pN for cAMP.
Figure 2. Product dissociation observed in LES simulations: (a) PPi solvent accessible cavity and (b) PPi dis-
sociation. (c) cAMP solvent accessible cavity and (d) cAMP dissociation. The solvent accessible cavities are in
opposite sides of the protein.
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Figure 3. Forces leading to dissociation of PPi (a,b) and cAMP (c,d): five MD runs for each system where
performed with variable pulling directions. The force moduli are plotted in presence of one- (a,c) and two-Mg2+
(b,d).
3 Concluding Remarks
The simulations suggest that the product dissociation is easier in presence of one-ion in
the active site. This is in agreement with the decrease in catalytic activity observed exper-
imentally for large Mg2+ concentrations3 and suggests that the one-Mg2+ binding mode
for EF is optimal for product release.
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Rigid body modelling based on small angle scattering data is a niche in structural biology with
rising importance. Here a software package is presented which tries to combine a parameter
screen procedure with easy and extensible scripting capabilities. The software is intended as
a proof of concept-software: The aim is to enable a systematic parameter screen within a rea-
sonable time frame. This goal is reached by a built-in Monte Carlo algorithm with simulated
annealing. The software allows for arbitrary symmetries & relations of protein chains. The
scripting interface ensures that even “exotic cases” can be handled.
1 Introduction
In order to obtain a structural model from small angle scattering (SAS) two different ap-
proaches are followed in general: ab initio modelling and rigid body modelling. Ab initio
modelling is frequently used to get a first impression of the shape of a particle, without
need for a priori knowledge. Rigid body modelling, on the other hand, is able to provide
more details, but requires initial molecular models. Several ways exist to put rigid body
modelling into work with SAS data: Some require specific additional restraints, others only
rely on the structural information of the model and the scattering3. In contrast to other pro-
grams the software presented in this article is fast, does not require restraints obtained by
some other method, is not limited to particular point group symmetries, and provides an
extensible scripting interface.
The theoretically most precise approach to SAS-wise rigid body modelling is compu-
tationally also the most costly one: It is possible to retrace a conformational change, by
simply applying (an enormous amount of) possible moves onto the subunits. For each such
conformation a check is made how well its theoretical scattering curve fits the experimental
data. While this sytematic parameter screen provides an accurate estimation for the final
conformation – along with uncertainties for each parameter – calculating the theoretical
scattering curve many thousands of times is a severe speed bottleneck.
The presented software library divides the task into two steps: First a Monte Carlo-
based search in the parameter space is performed, subsequently followed by a conventional
parameter screen. In the first step a region of possibilities within the parameter space is
found. The final systematic search can then be performed faster, knowing reasonable limits
for the movement parameters of the bodies.
2 Software Description
The software is intentionally written as a library in the Python programming language
(with some parts in C to gain speed) and not as a stand alone program. This way rapid
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prototyping was granted, while potential users are enabled to easily write flexible scripts.
Care was taken to have a simple & flexible user interface, while preventing the user to take
nonsensical steps. The design strictly follows an object oriented paradigm throughout the
construction of this library: At the heart of the library is a base class from which a class for
holding atomic models is derived. This class makes use of PDB functionality provided by
the biopython project1. In the future the base class shall provide interfaces for two classes:
one holding atomic models and one, yet not released, class for holding electron densities of
medium resolution (e. g. from electron microscopy or crystallographic densities of large
protein complexes).
3 Modelling Strategy
The programs CRYSOL & CRYSON5 serve as plugins for calculating theoretical scatter-
ing curves, I(q), for X-rays and neutrons, respectively. In addition users can calculate the
distance distribution function, P (r) see 2. For both cases, I(q) & P (r), a quality factor
(χ2) can be calculated. To fit atomic 3D models to the experimental data, a grid search
procedure will screen the parameter space given by rotations and translations for each in-
dependent body. The user is asked to specify geometrical restraints and movement limits
in advance. The software provides options for defining bodies arbitrarily. It is possible to
limit the number of atoms used for calculating the P (r), while a smooth P (r) is warranted.
Additional scripting capabilities are provided by using free features of YASARA4.
4 The Monte Carlo Algorithm
In order to find reasonable limits to start a systematic parameter screen (see 3) the soft-
ware provides the option to perform a Monte Carlo based search beforehand (compare
figure 1). Provided with SAS data an initial quality factor, χ2, is calculated and move-
ments for all individual chains are picked at random. To gain speed the radius of gyration
(Rg) for the new model is calculated. A model is immediately rejected, if the Rg falls out
of a level of tolerance. Subsequently a new χ2 is calculated for the new model which is
kept (χ2new < χ2previous) or rejected (χ2new ≥ χ2previous). In order to prevent falling into
a local false minimum, the algorithm might accept a “bad” move with the propability
e
− χ
2
previous−χ
2
new√
χ2
before cooling
. χ2before cooling is the discrepancy between model and experiment be-
fore “cooling down”: The entire system will adjust its own movement limits and search
increments, if a certain number of successful steps was reached.
5 Download & Participation
The project homepage can be found at http://sas-rigid.origo.ethz.ch. At
the time of writing it offers access to the source code and documentation. As Python is an
operating system independent language, installing Python (www.python.org) along with
some freely available modules (see the documentation in a download) is sufficient to get
started. – The project is an open source community project. Any kind of participation is
welcome.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the Monte Carlo Algorithm with simulated annealing. (See text.)
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Here we report on the development of a strategy for protein-protein docking using an all-atom
refinement protocol based our free-energy on-atom protein forcefield PFF02. We use a set
of protein complex conformations generated by a heuristic method (ZDOCK) and score the
proposed conformations using short refinement simulations in the all-atom forcefield, which
predicts the experimental conformation of 1PPE (complex of bovine beta-trypsin and CMTI-
I) and 1KAC (complex of knob domain from adenovirus serotype 12 and its cellular receptor
CAR) to within 0.5 A˚. Such an approach is much faster than a generation of the decoy set in a
full simulation of the protein-complex dynamics.
1 Introduction
Many proteins are able to fulfill their biological function only in complex with other pro-
teins. One of the most important examples for this are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR)
which bind about 40% of all known drugs. For this reason the prediction of protein-protein
complexes is an important area of applications of biomolecular simulation. Free-energy
based methods, such as POEM@HOME are particularly well suited to address these ques-
tions, but all-atom simulations that perform an unbiased search of all possible complex
conformations are very time consuming and may not, within a reasonable time frame, even
visit the experimentally relevant conformation once. One alternate approach to this prob-
lem is the generation of a decoy set, or conformational family, with a relatively inexpensive
heuristic method and then to score to the members of this decoy set in the all-atom force-
field. Because models generated by one program are generally not trivially transferable
to another, each of these decoys must be subjected to a short relaxation simulation. Here
we investigate such a protocol, where decoys for 1PPE and 1KAC were generated with
ZDOCK, which were subsequently relaxed using POEM@HOME.
2 Method
The simulations were performed with the POEM1, 2 (Protein Optimization by Energy Min-
imisation) simulation package using the all-atom protein forcefield PFF021, 2, which iden-
tifies the native structure of protein/protein-complexes as the global minimum of the force-
field. The scoring approach to protein-protein docking requires two principal components
(i) a fast and effective method for generating possible orientations of monomers and (ii)
an accurate energy function to discriminate native and non-native conformations. We used
Zdock3 for generating the decoys set of possible conformations. A decoy set is a large
library of protein conformations generated to approximately span all relevant low energy
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regions of the free energy landscape. To measure the predictivity and selectivity of a force-
field, the conformations in the library (decoy set) must be ranked according to their energy.
If near native conformations emerge lowest in the free-energy function, the force field dif-
ferentiates between native and near-native conformations. In the limit of completeness
of the decoy set, which is rarely reached in practice, this test alone is sufficient to show
that the force field stabilizes the native conformation of the protein against all competing
metastable conformations and corresponds to the global optimum of the free-energy force
field.4 For decoy sets generated with unbiased methods, the computation of the Z-score
(the difference between energies of near-native decoys to the mean energy of the decoy set
in units of its standard deviation) gives a quantitative measure of the selectivity of the force
field. Zdock is an initial-stage docking programme. It uses an FFT-based grid search to
scan for optimal translational conformations. To complement Zdock another server Rdock5
is used to perform the refinement of the initial-stage predictions.
3 Results
The goal of this study was to identify a suitable protocol to generate the best conforma-
tions of the complex. As a start we focused on rigid protein docking, where individual
monomers do not change conformation on binding. In order to arrive at a meaningful com-
Figure 1. Docking of 1PPE to a RMSD of 0.5 A˚.
parison of the energies we relaxed approximately 1000 decoys for 2 proteins in the decoy
library in PFF02. This procedure maps each decoy to a local minimum of the force field
of similar structure, the average change in RMSD between the starting and relaxed con-
formation was less than 0.02 A˚, i.e. the decoys are not changed in the relaxation process.
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Figure 2. Results for 1PPE (left) and 1KAC (right). Free energy versus bRMSD of all accepted conformations
in the simulation (25000 steps, maximum translation shift per move 0.5 A˚, maximum rotational shift 0.05 rad).
Using this protocol, both proteins 1PPE (Fig. 1) and 1KAC show very good results be-
tween the native structure and the best decoys. The bRMSD-energy plot of all accepted
conformations during the simulation (Fig. 2) demonstrates that the simulation explores a
wide variety of conformations, with regard to their free-energy and their deviation from
the native conformation. The best protocol results in 25000 steps, where we have also
included rigid body translational and rotational moves to treat the aggregates. The transla-
tional moves are sampled from an equidistributed interval with maximum change of 0.5 A˚,
whereas the rotational moves are sampled from an equidistributed interval with maximum
change of 0.05 Rad.
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A Non-Native Helix Extension Channels Folding
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Unbiased parallel tempering Monte Carlo simulations of a 49 residue protein starting from
random conformations, reveal a non-trivial path followed by the molecule to the native state.
The molecule (PDB id: 2GJH) consists of an α-helix and a 3 stranded β-sheet, in which two of
the adjacent strands straddle the other secondary structure elements along the sequence. In the
course of folding, one of the strands making sequence non-local contacts is seen to be ”cached”
as a non-native extension of the native α-helix. After the other secondary structure elements
have formed and assembled in their proper tertiary arrangement, the cached segment is released
and it changes its secondary structure to a strand as it attaches to a β-hairpin to complete the
native structure. The study is based on a physics based implicit water all-atom interaction
potential called the Lund force field.
1 Introduction
While many protein structures contain β-sheets with complex arrangement of β-strands,
the folding mechanisms giving rise to such structures are largely unclear. Most successful
folding simulations to date have been with α-helical proteins, which are dominated by se-
quence local interactions. The hydrogen bonds are formed between residues i and i + 4
along the sequence, which, even for the most stretched out conformation of the chain, are
in the spatial neighbourhood of each other. Local interactions quickly lead such proteins
into their folded structures. While β-sheets consisting of one or more sequence adjacent
β-hairpins require somewhat longer range contacts along the sequence, they are still local
structures. Typically they arise through a zipper-like mechanism starting from the turn re-
gions and sequentially forming hydrogen bonds away from the turns. An important feature
of these sequence local structures is that they do not interfere with the formation of other
similar structures elsewhere along the chain.
When two neighbouring strands in a β-sheet come from regions of the sequence sep-
arated by a large number of residues, formation of contacts between them is no longer
independent of the structure of the intervening segment. Premature formation of such
contacts creates large steric barriers and can hinder the proper folding of other secondary
structure elements. The protein is then lead into a deep local minimum and can only fold by
first breaking the prematurely formed long distance native β-contacts. Such considerations
suggest that proteins with complex β-sheets should on average fold slower than α-helices.
This is indeed consistent with experimental observations. The so called “contact order”,
the average sequence separation of residues in contact, bears a striking correlation with the
folding rate over a huge range of folding rates. β-sheets with complex strand arrangements
have high contact orders, and are seen to fold slowly. But is it possible that some proteins
with relatively high contact order might have evolved tricks to avoid the deep local minima
and fold much faster than others of the same complexity? Plots of the folding rates versus
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Figure 1. Comparison of the global energy minimum (colour) with the PDB structure 2GJH.pdb (grey).
contact orders suggest such a possibility, as there is a large fluctuation in the folding rates
for proteins with intermediate contact orders. The exact nature of such fold accelerating
mechanisms are unknown. From all-atom Monte Carlo simulations of a 49 residue protein,
Top7-CFR (PDB id: 2GJH, residues 2 –50) with both helical and β-sheet structures and a
non-trivial β-sheet geometry, we propose one possible mechanism.
2 Methods
Our model represents all atoms of the protein chains, including all hydrogen atoms, but an
implicit treatment of the solvent molecules through an effective interaction potential. The
model assumes constant bond lengths, bond angles and peptide-bond torsion angles of 180
degrees. Each protein molecule has only the Ramachandran backbone torsion angles and
the side chain torsion angles as its degrees of freedom. The effective force field contains
terms to account for excluded volume repulsion, local backbone electrostatics, hydrogen
bonds and hydrophobic interactions. The model and the force field have been described
in detail elsewhere1, 2, where we also show that the force field describes the folding and
thermodynamics of a range of short peptides with both α-helical and β-sheet structures.
Sampling of protein conformations is carried out using replica exchange Monte Carlo tech-
niques with 32 replicas. For this work, we have used the protein folding software package
PROFASI3, version 1.1.2. The results presented here are based on 1.4 × 1010 elementary
Monte Carlo updates of the protein chain per replica. All simulations were initialised with
random values for all degrees of freedom and different random number seeds.
3 Results
The simulated molecule folds to the native state with a backbone RMSD (all residues) of
about 1.8 A˚. The global energy minimum found in the simulations has a backbone RMSD
of 1.7 A˚, and is shown superimposed on the PDB structure in Fig.1. This minimum energy
structure shares all the hydrogen bonds and Cα contacts with the native state.
More interesting than the fact that the molecule folds is the observed manner of forma-
tion of β-sheet contacts between the N-terminal strand and the C-terminal hairpin4. When
the molecule folds from random conformations, the first structures to emerge are the na-
tive helix and the C-terminal hairpin. These are strong structural elements consisting of
sequence local contacts and fold to the same structures as excised segments in simulations.
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Figure 2. The folding events follow a systematic pattern, and indicate that folding is facilitated by the chameleon
behaviour of the N-terminal segment.
But we observe that the N-terminal strand initially folds simply as a continuation of the
native helix. β-strands are stabilised by inter-strand interactions. Therefore, initially when
the C-terminal hairpin is absent, the N-terminal region does not have any stabilising in-
teractions as a β-strand. The helix, which forms first, provides a good template for the
N-terminal strands, and absorbs them. The helix, even with its non-native extension, is
a structure that folds and unfolds easily. The β-hairpin forms independently, and subse-
quently makes hydrophobic contacts with the helix. Upon the formation of hydrophobic
contacts between the helix and the hairpin, both the structures are stabilised. The non-
native extension of the helix, containing the N-terminal strand residues, does not benefit
from the hydrophobic contacts with the hairpin and eventually unfolds. Unlike the situa-
tion for an entirely unfolded molecule, when the N-terminal residues are freed with both
the helix and hairpin in place, they do have other β-strands to bind to, which turns out to
be lower in energy. Hence, the N-terminal strands join it with a larger probability.
4 Conclusions
Using all-atom Monte Carlo simulations starting from random initial conformations, we
find that the molecule Top7-CFr folds to within 1.7 A˚ of its native state, following a
non-trivial folding pathway. The observed mechanism of formation of sequence non-local
β-sheet contacts depends on the chameleon behaviour of the N-terminal strand. We believe
that such caching of β-strands in neighbouring helices is one mechanism for accelerating
the formation of complex β-sheet structures. More detailed results are published in Refs. 4,
5.
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A peptide with 42 amino acid residues (Aβ(1–42)) plays a key role in the pathogenesis of the
Alzheimer’s disease. It is highly prone to self aggregation leading to the formation of fib-
rils which are deposited in so-called amyloid plaques in the brain of affected individuals. In
our study we established a method to analyze the aggregation behavior of the amyloid-β pep-
tide with a combination of sedimentation velocity centrifugation and enhanced data evaluation
software as implemented in the software package Ultrascan. Important information which be-
comes accessible by this methodology is the s-value distribution and concomitantly also the
shape-distribution of the peptide aggregates generated in the process of self-association. These
informations get especially valuable upon evaluating the properties of potential aggregation
inhibitors. With this method we characterized the aggregation modifying effect of a small or-
ganic molecule, designed as a β-sheet breaker. This compound is built from three head-to-tail
connected aminopyrazole moieties and represents a derivative of the already described Tripyra-
zole. The compound showed reduction of aggregate formation measured by FCS and decreased
amyloid formation as measured by Thioflavin T measurements. By addition of this compound
to a solution of the Aβ(1–42) peptide the maximum of the s-value distribution calculated for
the formed amyloid-β aggregates experienced a clear shift to smaller s-values as compared to
solutions where only the vehicle DMSO was added. This shift to smaller s-values was stable
for at least 5 days. It could be shown that the strength of the shift was related to the amount of
the added compound. The results will be discussed in terms of their significance regarding the
mechanism by which the compound interferes with the fibril formation of the Aβ peptide.
1 Introduction
Protein misfolding diseases pose a major health problem not only because of their increas-
ing incidence but especially because they still have to be regarded as incurable1. One
of the major targets for therapy under study are the formed protein aggregates themself,
whether by enhancing their clearance or the inhibition of their formation. In the case of
Alzheimer’s disease the misfolded component is a protein fragment generated by prote-
olytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein and consists out of 39 to 43 amino acids.
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Figure 1. Raw data (yellow, blue) obtained from
sedimentation velocity centrifugation of 21 µM
Aβ-42/Aβ-42-OG at 20,000 rpm, 20 ◦C in 10 mM
sodium-phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 4 % DMSO. Fit-
ted data from 2D-SA are overlaid in red. Prior to
centrifugation samples were incubated slightly ag-
itated at room temperature for 5 d. The effect of 0,
50, 150 and 200 µM compound (top to bottom) on
aggregate formation is shown.
Figure 2. G(S)-distributions obtained by Van-
Holde-Weischet Analysis. Yellow: 21 µM Aβ-
42/Aβ-OG after 5 d incubation at room tempera-
ture without compound, with 50 µM (blue), with
150 µM (green) and with 200 µM compound (red).
The most prominent peptide is the Aβ(1–42). It is highly prone to self-association leading
to different kinds of aggregates from which the mature amyloid fibril was long thought to
be solely responsible for the neurodegenerative processes as observed during the course of
the disease2. Our objectives are the development of aggregation inhibitors and the char-
acterization of their properties in vitro. In previous years increasing evidence arose that
probably smaller oligomeric assemblies3, 4 play a more decisive role as neurotoxic agents
than the mature fibril. Information about size and shape of Aβ peptide assemblies formed
during aggregation is therefore of high relevance.
Analytical ultracentrifugation is an absolute method for retrieving structural informa-
tion about macromolecules by direct observation of their hydrodynamic properties in a
centrifugal field. Advanced data analysis permits the determination of s-value, molecu-
lar weight and shape distributions for multicomponent systems5. In contrast to methods
quantifying only the amyloid content of a sample, as f. e. Thioflavin T or Congo Red based
fluorescence measurements, it will be possible to detect all aggregate species present in so-
lution, from monomers to multimers consisting of several thousands units. On this account
we believe that the method6 is especially helpful in determining the effects of potential
aggregation modulators. Here we present the results for a small organic compound, which
is a derivative of the previously described β-sheet binder molecules consisting of aminopy-
razole building blocks7.
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Figure 3. Results from 2-dimensional spectrum analysis of sedimentation velocity data in 3D representation.
Left: 21µM Aβ 42/Aβ 42-OG in 10 mM NaPi, pH 7.4, 4 % DMSO as control. Right: 21µM Aβ 42/Aβ 42-OG
in 10 mM NaPi , pH 7.4, 4 % DMSO with 200µM compound after 5 d incubation at RT (20,000 rpm, 20 ◦C).
Figure 4. Dose-dependence of the inhibitory
effect: Weight averaged s-values as calculated
by 2D-SA/MC analyses are plotted against the
compound concentration.
2 Methods
The aggregation mixture contained 17.5 µM unlabeled and 3.5 µM Oregon Green-labeled
Aβ (1–42) in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 with 4 % final DMSO concentra-
tion. DMSO was needed in order to solubilize the inhibitor compound (KH61). Samples
(300 µl volume) were incubated slightly agitated at RT for 5 d prior to sedimentation ve-
locity centrifugation. Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed with an XL-A
analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman-Coulter), equipped with absorption optics. Samples
were measured in standard double-sector aluminum cells at 20,000 rpm, 20 ◦C. Radial step
size was set to 0.002 cm. Scans were recorded at minimal time intervals. To increase the
sensitivity and the number of processable samples per run intensity instead of absorption
data were recorded in continuous mode. Detection wavelength was 493 nm.
The raw data were transformed to pseudo-absorbance data, processed and evaluated
using the UltraScan software package8 running on a 44 node AMD Opteron cluster under
Linux. The v¯ value for the Aβ (1–42) as determined from the primary sequence is 0.7377
g/cm3, the solvent density ρ = 0.9998 cm3/g and viscosity η = 1.0004 centipoise. The 2-
dimensional spectrum analysis (2D-SA) solves the inverse problem of fitting sedimentation
velocity data to a linear combination of finite element solutions of the Lamm equation.
Each term of the linear combination reflects a solute in the 2-dimensional space over s and
f/f0. Finally Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations were used to identify statistically significant
solutes.
3 Results
A small organic compounds (<600 Da) designed as β-sheet binder was selected for further
studies, which proved to be capable of lowering the amyloid content of Aβ 42 solutions
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as measured by a Thioflavin T fluorescence assay (data not shown). The comparative sed-
imentation velocity analysis (Fig. 1) of Aβ 42 solutions incubated either with or without a
2 to 10fold molar excess (referring to the monomer concentration of Aβ) of the compound
revealed a considerable shift of the determined s-values to smaller values as seen in the
G(s) distributions determined by van-Holde-Weischet analysis (Fig. 2). This indicated an
inhibited growth of aggregates caused by the added compound. An indirect effect of the
compound by changing the solvent properties could be ruled out by control experiments
with a protein of known s-value in the presence or absence of the compound. The results
from 2D-SA/MC analysis (Fig. 4) showed the dependence of the weight averaged s-value
of Aβ 42 aggregates on the applied compound concentration. Obviously it is not a sin-
gle aggregate species which is stabilized by binding of the compound. More probably the
measured relationship indicates an end capping mechanism of growing protofilaments or
fibrils, leading to a reduced mean length of aggregates. Such a mechanism would also be
expected by the design of the compound as a β-sheet binder. As can be seen in the 3D
plots (Fig. 3) the number of different species is clearly reduced by compound addition,
species with a frictional ratio of about 1.3 at s-values above 40 S are missing. Appropriate
models for the aggregates together with further experimental data will be needed in order
to interpret the determined shape related frictional ratios.
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In this paper we present the application of our recently developed docking program
PSO@Autodock to screen a peptide library for the lethal factor of anthrax and to shed light
on the application of the underlying scoring function for peptide-protein docking.
1 Introduction
Communication in biological systems occurs via specific molecular interactions. Thus, de-
tailed knowledge of protein-ligand interactions might help to gain insight into fundamental
events in the communication process of biological systems. Molecular docking methods
have proven to be viable tools for studying the binding geometries and affinities of ligands
to proteins. Current docking methods are designed for screening libraries of low molecular
weight compounds. However, the majority of endogenous ligands are peptides. Though
the development of methods to dock highly flexible ligands like peptides is evolving, the
development of appropriate scoring functions is lagging behind.
We developed the molecular docking program PSO@Autodock1 for fast flexible
molecular docking. It is build upon AutoDock3 (AD3)2, where the docking procedure
is realized as multidimensional optimization. PSO@Autodock employs particle swarm
optimization (PSO) techniques to find the optimal protein-ligand complex. In PSO, the
locations, orientations and conformations of the ligands are represented as individual par-
ticles, which move through the search space similar to flocking birds. The varCPSO-ls
algorithm of PSO@Autodock can efficiently screen high-dimensional search spaces. In
this study we investigated the applicability of the underlying scoring function of AD32 for
peptide-protein docking.
2 Data Preparation and Methods
For AD3 and PSO@Autodock, the protein-ligand complexes were prepared with
AutoDockTools: Kollman charges were assigned for the proteins and Gasteiger charges
for the ligand molecules. A grid box with a size of 90x90x90 points with a spacing of
0.375 A˚ was defining around the co-crystallized ligand. For GOLD (version 3.0, CCDC,
Cambridge UK), the molecules were prepared using the MOE 2007.09 (CCG Inc., Mon-
treal, Canada) and Amber89 charges were applied to the systems. Default parameters were
used for AD3 and GOLD. For PSO@Autodock the cognitive and social parameters were
set to 6.05. The dockings runs were stopped after 100,000 evaluations for the initial com-
parison study and after 500,000 evaluations for the peptide-protein dockings.
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3 Flexible Peptide-Protein Docking Studies
We compared the performance of PSO@Autodock with the docking programs AD3 and
GOLD. Thus, we screened a set of 10 protein complex structures with highly-flexible lig-
ands (15 to 24 torsional angles). PSO@Autodock clearly outperforms the other docking
programs. The average RMSD value of all the docked complexes is with 1.6 A˚ signifi-
cantly lower than that obtained with AD3 or GOLD, which is above 3.0 A˚ in both cases
(Table 1).
Complex Torsions PSO@Autodock AutoDock3 GOLD3
1HRN 15 0.77 1.62 8.69
1CZI 16 4.39 5.71 3.03
1PPM 17 1.50 3.69 10.08
2FMB 20 3.84 4.60 6.72
3APR 21 0.66 2.87 11.54
1QRP 22 1.28 4.34 4.35
1WKR 22 0.74 1.28 11.68
3FIV 22 0.79 3.17 5.54
1HIV 23 0.85 2.98 2.77
1LYB 24 1.12 2.99 5.66
Table 1. Comparison of different docking methods (RMSD in A˚).
Inspired by an experimental study3 we applied PSO@Autodock to dock a peptide li-
brary to the anthrax lethal factor (LF)3. LF is a zinc-dependent metalloproteinase secreted
from Bacillus anthracis that cleaves the members of the MAPK kinase (MKK) family of
intracellular signaling proteins. This action by LF rapidly blocks the signals that would
normally recruit other immune cells to fight the infection.
Four X-ray crystal structures of LF in complex with small molecule inhibitors and pep-
tides have been reported3. First, we performed a cross-docking study in which all ligands
are docked on the four crystal structures of LF to investigate whether potential ligand in-
duced changes in the protein structure affect the accuracy of the docking. Independent of
the protein structure used the native conformation of the ligand is reproduced in all com-
plexes. The docking on the complex structure with the peptide LF20 (KKVYPYPMEPT)
1pww.pdb3 predicts the ligands in all cases correctly with an RMSD < 2 A˚ (Fig. 1.a).
Thus, we selected this complex for further studies.
A random sequence has been introduced in to the peptide library as a negative control
as shown in Fig. 1.b. All peptides bind in the cavity region similar to the co-crystallized
ligand in 1pww.pdb. Although the random sequence binds near the binding pocket, its
affinity is predicted to be lower than the substrate sequences. This proves that the AD3
scoring function in PSO@Autodock can distinguish specific from non-specific peptides.
However, it is difficult to differentiate between the binding strength of similar peptides.
This is probably due to the limited accuracy of the AD3 scoring function2, which has a
residual error of 2.113 kcal/mol.
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P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P1' P2' P4'P3'
MKK-1 K K K P T P I Q L N
MKK-2 R K P V L P A L T I
MKK-3 R K K D L R I S C M
MKK-4 K R K A L K L N F A
MKK-5 F K S T A R F T L N
MKK-6 R N P G L K I P K E
MKK-7 P R P T L Q L P L A
MKK-8 P R H M L G L P S T
Optimized R K K V Y P Y P M E
Random I L V Y G L S T V A
∆E
bind
-24.16
-17.22
-21.23
-23.94
-18.72
-19.90
-19.06
-19.17
-20.05
-13.69
Cleavage Position
*
* in kcal/mol
The inset shows comparison of native 
X-ray crystal structure and docked 
peptide LF20(KKVYPYPMEPT)
X-ray structure
PSO@Autodock
RMSD 1.98 Å
Number of Torsions : 38
(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) X-ray crystal structure of lethal factor (1pww.pdb) in complex with peptide LF20 (KKVYPYP-
MEPT) (b) Peptide Library.
4 Concluding Remarks
PSO@Autodock can be applied for flexible peptide-protein docking studies. However, the
scoring function currently implemented in PSO@Autodock is sufficient to discriminate
between good binders and non-binders to a protein, but not accurate enough to predict the
binding affinity correctly. Thus a novel scoring function has to be developed. A promising
candidate for such a scoring function could follow the empirical approach of RosettaDock4.
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A well choreographed, dynamic interplay of protein-protein interactions is crucial for the func-
tion of a cell. To understand these interactions, knowledge of the underlying energy landscape
is essential. We analyzed the energy landscape of a protein-protein and an antibody-antigen
complex using steered molecular dynamics simulations.
First, we examined the influence of velocity and geometry of the force probing on the choice
of the forced unbinding pathway of the Barnase-Barstar complex. We demonstrated that in
our constant velocity probing experiments, a change in the probing velocity may switch the
unfolding pathway. Further more, we showed, that changing the geometry of the force probing
can be used to choose between different unbinding pathways. These tools may be used for a
pre-chosen sampling of the protein complex energy landscapes.
The second part of our work focused on the examination of the dependence of the unbind-
ing pathway on the force attachment point. The truncated Leucine zipper GCN4 peptide was
separated from the anti-GCN4-antibody fragment H6 in SMD simulations. Three different at-
tachment points were examined: the C and N terminal Cαs of the 12 amino acid long peptide
as well as a Cα in the middle of the peptide. We identified a common barrier on the unbinding
pathway formed by a shared, central unbinding interaction.
Additionally, we classified the correlation between MD simulations and AFM as well as SPR
measurements. We could show, that, in the examined system, the AFM probes the first barrier
found in our MD simulations. Further more, our MD trajectories showed the existence of
two main unbinding barriers. This supports the theory, that AFM and SPR may test different
barriers. The second barrier is tested adiabatically with SPR measurements, while the inner
barrier is probed via AFM, due to the forced tilting of the energy landscape inherent to force
spectroscopy measurements.
1 Introduction
The multidimensional energy landscape of a biological molecular complex is an intrinsic
property determining the dynamic function of the system. It can be described by barriers
and energy minima. The barriers are blocking access to other regions of the energy land-
scape while the local minima define stable conformations of the complex. A system in
thermodynamic equilibrium is preferentially in the global minimum of the energy profile.
Disturbing the system enables sampling of the energy landscape1, 2, 11. According to the
Bell-Evans model3 the energy landscape can be tilted by applying forces. Therefore, the
system is able to move over lower barriers to different regions of the energy profile. Here,
we examined at the example of the Barnase-Barstar4–7 complexa how the energy landscape
aOne complex of the PDB structure 1BRS was used.
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of a protein-protein complex can be more thoroughly explored. This is accomplished by
using different force attachment points and different probing velocities8. To access larger
regions of the energy landscape belonging to an antibody fragment complexed with its
peptide antigen, dynamic force spectroscopy was performed by Steered Molecular Dy-
namics (SMD) simulations as well as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). To sample the
equilibrium states, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) was used9.
2 Barnase Barstar Complex
2.1 Stability vs. Lability
In this experiment, we simulated the force application in analogy to AFM experiments,
attaching the probing forces at single Cα-atoms8, 10. Barstar was pulled at the last Cα of
its C-terminal secondary structure element and Barnase was fixed at the first Calpha of
its N-terminal secondary structure element and vice versa. The velocity of force probing
way changed from fast (2ms to slow (0.5ms ) pulling in these experiments, investigating the
difference between probing the lability and stability of the system. If solely the system’s
lability is tested, it lacks time to relax in the changing energy landscape and follows the
pathway of the lowest barrier heights. In case of probing only the stability of the system,
the time for relaxations is sufficient and the pathway is determined only by the lowest
energy. Due to the non-adiabatic pulling, the system lacks sufficient time to relax to the
state of minimum energy. Hence, not only the well depth, but also the barrier height is
determining the pathway. The influence of barrier heights against well depth increases
with probing velocity.
2.2 Dependence on the Force Attachment Point
The differences in the anti parallel probing of the Barnase-Barstar complex lead to an ex-
tended exploration of the importance of the attachment point on the choice of the unbinding
pathway. Here, typical COM measurements resulted in the unbinding of the complex only
after Barstar’s binding helix was separated from its protein core. Furthermore, we show,
that a direct probing of the binding interface leads to a direct unbinding of the complex
along two distinguishable pathways.
3 Antibody Antigen Interaction
To increase the understanding of antigen-antibody interactions, we explored the energy
landscape of the antibody fragment H6 to its antigen GCN4-p1 Leucine zipper. Dynamic
force spectroscopy experiments were conducted using AFM and SMD simulations to gain
access to different velocity regimes. The equilibrium unbinding was determined via SPR.
Probing different force attachment points on the peptide, we showed, that the unbinding
under force depends on the direction of pulling, while adiabatic measurements only re-
vealed one unbinding pathway.
The first SMD barrier rupture lengths agree with the potential widths measured by
AFM. The second SMD barrier might resemble the barrier probed by SPR. These results
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suggest that the system is dominated by a two barrier unbinding with a lower inner barrier
and a higher outer barrier. AFM probes the inner barrier due to the applied forces tilting
the energy landscape, while SPR adiabatically probes the higher outer barrier.
Figure 1. The exploration of the energy landscape with dynamic force spectroscopy depends not only on the
choice of the attachment point of the forces, but also on the velocity of force probing. By choosing the attachment
point and the probing velocity, the exploration of the energy landscape of a complex can be preferentially guided
to certain regions.
4 Conclusion
The applied forces alter the energy landscape in a non-trivial way. The resulting propaga-
tion of the probed complexes through phase space does not only critically depend on the
geometry of force application, but equally on the velocity of force application. Increas-
ing the pulling velocity diminishes the time for the system to relax in the current energy
landscape. The different attachment points of the force pulling alter the distribution of the
tension in the complex. This results in probing different properties of the highly complex
biological systems. Therefore, for a thorough characterization of the effect of force on
a protein complex, multiple simulations with different probing geometries and different
velocities need to be performed.
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Intracellular metabolic flux rates are the manifestation of metabolic activities within organisms.
Aiming at a precise quantification of the in-vivo fluxes, Metabolic Flux Analysis based on label-
ing experiments has become an valuable key technology in Systems Biology. Topology-based
computational algorithms are derived to facilitate informative high-throughput analyses as well
as predictive computational modeling and simulation approaches to generate new knowledge
and a robust experimental design of labeling experiments.
1 Introduction
Intracellular metabolic flux rates are the most important indicators of the metabolic activ-
ities in organisms. Depending on external conditions, the fluxome determines the cells’
physiological phenotype and, thus, their metabolic capabilities. The in-vivo reaction rates,
however, cannot be directly accessed from measurements. Aiming at a precise quantifi-
cation, Metabolic Flux Analysis (MFA) based on Isotope Labeling Experiments (ILE) be-
came an invaluable tool for Systems Biology.
2 General Procedure: Isotope Labeling Experiments
Over the past decade two types of isotope-based MFA emerged and are being successively
refined. Both methods rely on measurements of either labeled biomass components (with
GC-MS, NMR) or labeled primary intermediates (LC-MS). The classical, well established
stationary isotope MFA characterizes a cell’s fluxome in a metabolic and isotopic station-
ary state. Typically, in a continuous culture the feed is switched from naturally labeled to
isotopically labeled medium which propagates though the network and progressively re-
places the unlabeled intermediates. When the labeling distribution is approximately time-
invariant, samples are taken. In this field, recent experimental progress strengthened the
development of high-throughput MFA1, the investigation of extensive metabolic networks
as well as the utilization of elaborated nonlinear statistical methods for flux estimation2.
A current area of research is isotopically non-stationary MFA which represents a
promising generalization of the classical approach3. Here, the cells are likewise kept under
metabolic steady state conditions, however, now the time profiles of the labeling patterns
are measured upon start of the labeling period in order to monitor the time-dissolved label-
ing propagation of the isotopic tracer though the network. Compared to classical isotope
MFA, non-stationary ILEs are typically more informative and facilitate a cross check be-
tween metabolome and fluxome data. In particular for comprehensive networks, however,
the required computational effort is prohibitive3. Altogether, the new experimental tech-
niques result in an increased demand for more efficient algorithms.
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3 Modeling and Computational Machinery
Besides the measurement of labeling patterns in key metabolites, extracellular rates, and
pool sizes (non-stationary case only), a biochemical reaction network has to be provided.
Additionally, atom transitions of all reactions have to be specified which essentially de-
scribe how the flow of labeled material through the cell’s metabolic pathways is organized.
The analytic determination of the fluxes as a function of the emerging labeling patterns,
however, is impossible for realistic networks. Thus, for unraveling intracellular fluxes, an
iterative parameter fitting procedure has to be applied. Summarizing, mathematical mod-
eling and computational algorithms build the foundation of isotope-based MFA. In this
context, the computational bottleneck is the forward simulation step, i.e. the calculation of
emerging labeling patterns from given parameters. Because all possible labeling combina-
tions of each metabolite have to be considered, at the end, the solution procedure involves
the solution of large, cascaded systems of Labeling Balance Equations (LBEs)4, 5.
The requirement for the computational evaluation of the model is in each case high:
system dimensions range from 700 with 45 parameters (central metabolism, CM) and 5600
with 65 parameters (CM with biosynthesis pathways) up to 355.000 with 580 parameters
for genome-scale models. The classical method involves the solution of an algebraic equa-
tion system while for the non-stationary method a system of ordinary differential equations,
with possibly stiff characteristic, has to be solved.
4 Topological Techniques for Dimension Reduction
Efficient non-standard solution algorithms basically all rely on the structure of the Isotope
Labeling Network (ILN) graph associated with the metabolic network. Although the so-
lution algorithms for the stationary and non-stationary approaches are quite different, both
approaches certainly benefit from a reduction of the problem size. Dimension reduction
is performed by a careful analysis of the ILN graph followed by a removal of specified
nodes and edges or a decomposition into smaller subsystems. The two basic approaches
for dimension reduction are:
Path Tracing. Typically, measurement data describe only a small subset of metabolites.
The forward simulation step can be restricted to a relevant sub-network which sufficiently
describes the transport of labeling from the substrates to the measured metabolites5. The
necessary path tracing procedure relies on the computation of the transitive closure of the
network graphs and is performed in two directions – a forward tracing, which determines
the fate of the isotopic labeling found in the substrates, and a backward tracing which de-
termines the topological predecessors of a labeling pattern or fragment.
Network Graph Decomposition. In a divide-and-conquer approach the network graphs
are decomposed into disconnected, unilaterally connected (acyclic) and cyclic subnetwork
components (so called CCs, DAGs, and SCCs, respectively). This decomposition heavily
uses the unidirectionality of reactions. Once labeling leaves a cyclically connected subnet-
work (by taking an unidirectional reaction route), it is impossible for it to return. This es-
sential information can be used for decomposition of a network into smaller subnetworks.
The decomposition results in subproblems with lower dimension and, thus, dramatically
reduces the running time of the solution algorithms5. Depending on the network connec-
tivity the speed-up is at least in the order of two to three magnitudes.
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Although the potential of these two methods is high, further reduction is possible using
an even more fine-grained approach: due to their combinatorial origin, the ILNs contain
isomorphic subgraphs in form of parallel paths. Since the generated LBEs are likewise iso-
morphic, this property results in redundant computations which are usually hard to elim-
inate. Fortunately, this problem is solved by the generation of analytical solutions which
facilitate the elimination of common subexpressions. As a by-product analytical solutions
enable exact evaluation of sensitivities and the generation of highly efficient machine code.
In case of non-stationary ILEs, typically with growing label exchange between neigh-
boring metabolites the differential equation systems tend to be stiff. Application of e.g.
a s-stage implicit Runge-Kutta scheme involves a sN × sN -dimensional linear equation
system, where N denotes the number of differential equations to be solved. By imposing
specialized structures on the Runge-Kutta matrix, e.g. by choosing a SDIRK scheme, the
computational cost for its solution can be reduced. However, the complexity of performing
at least one Newton step remains. Clearly, both topological approaches presented above
can be directly applied. Moreover, because the sparsitivity pattern of the Runge-Kutta ma-
trix remains the same for all time steps, the network decomposition has to be performed
only once.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
The computational routines used in stationary, and in particular non-stationary isotopic
MFA suffer from the inherent computational complexity of the approach. However, ex-
ploiting the nature of the underlying (algebraic and differential) equation systems improves
the efficiency of the solution methods. A careful study of the labeling network topology
leads to a significant increase in performance. New algorithms emerge, having their roots
in Graph Theory, Linear Algebra, and Compiler Theory. However, particularly for the clas-
sical approach the new techniques providing analytical and fast numerical solutions open
the perspective to simulate even genome-scale metabolic models.
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Collagen is an important protein, that has an interesting secondary and tertiary structure. Three
protein strands wind around each other, conserving the εL secondary structure. Here we explore
theoretically the experimentally known thermodynamic properties of amino acid triplets on the
triple helix structure. Gibbs free energy values are in complete accordance with experiments.
Sarcosine (N-methyl glycine) also seems to stabilize the triple helix.
1 Introduction
Collagen is an important extracellular protein, it provides one quarter of the proteins in our
body. Tropocollagen is the well-known triple helix formed by three protein chains wound
around each other.1 In each chain, glycine must be in every third place, and these places
are displaced with one residue in each chain.1 Collagen chains contain amino acid residues
only in one conformation, which is characterized by the dihedral angles φ = −70◦,
ψ = 150◦, and is sometimes called εL.1 Interestingly, the X-ray structure of polyglycine-II
has the amino acids in the same conformation. According to our previous results7, the most
stable conformation for the glycine amino acids – where every amide bond is having two
hydrogen bonds with two neighboring amide bonds – is this εL. For amino acids having an
alkyl side chain, the β-pleated sheet is the most stable conformation.7 This is the building
block of amyloid, and of other plaques also, that are known to cause conformation diseases
and so dementia.3 Furthermore, it has been discovered recently that several proteins are
able to form such plaques (e.g. myoglobin), after some environmental treatment.2 There-
fore plaque formation seems to be the inherent nature of proteins.7 As a consequence, to
prevent its every protein turn into a β-pleated sheet plaque, nature uses several strategies.4
For collagen, this strategy might be the conservation of another secondary structure (the
εL).
2 Methods
18 (3*6) residue containing collagen and triple stranded β-pleated sheet models were cre-
ated as described before8. For all calculations the Gaussian 036 software was used. The
structures were optimized with the “tight” criteria and subsequent frequency calculations
were carried out, both at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Frequency calculations
allow us to obtain entropy and Gibbs free energy data. The models discussed here contain
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(i) only glycine amino acids (called GGG),
(ii) glycine and alanine (called AAG),
(iii) glycine and sarcosine (N-methyl glycine) (called SaSaG),
(iv) glycine and proline (called PPG),
(v) glycine and proline and hydroxyproline (called POG).
The reference values of the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy results are the sums of the
enthalpies (Gibbs free energies) of the three individual peptide strands, 6 residues long
each.
3 Results
Enthalpy and Gibbs free energy values of the triple helical collagen mimicking structure
and the triple stranded β-pleated sheet for each amino acid composition can be seen on
Table 1.
∆H (kcal/mol) ∆G (kcal/mol)
triple helix β-pleated sheet triple helix β-pleated sheet
GGG -30.9 -68.5 27.2 -16.4
AAG -29.0 -70.1 19.5 -29.3
SaSaG -60.7 -44.3 -15.9 -2.9
PPG -40.6 -9.9 0.3 21.8
POG -40.6 -15.7 -1.3 13.1
Table 1. Enthalpies and Gibbs free energies of the triple helical and β-pleated sheet models.
For the GGG and AAG models, the sheet is the most stable structure. The Gibbs free
energy of the triple helices are much higher than that of the beta sheet and also than that of
the individual strands. Regarding the enthalpy values, the triple helices are more stable than
the individual strands, however, the β-pleated sheet is much more stable. Experimental
results5 show that these triplets indeed destabilize the triple helix. For the SaSaG, PPG and
POG triplet containing models both the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy results indicate
the stability of the triple helix over the β-pleated sheet. However, a very interesting result
can be seen: for the PPG and POG models the triple helix, even though it is more stable
than the β-pleated sheet, has the same amount of energy as the individual strands. On
the contrary, the SaSaG triple helical model is quite stable with respect to the individual
strands. Unfortunately there are no experimental results for the SaSaG triplet in a triple
helix, however it is shown that PPG and POG stabilizes the collagen.
4 Conclusions
In concordance with experimental results we can say that our calculations have also shown
that the GGG and AAG triplets destabilize and the PPG and POG triplets stabilize the
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collagen triple helix. For our great surprise sarcosine stabilizes the triple helix in a much
greater extent than proline and hydroxyproline. Therefore a possible strategy for collagen
to “prevent itself“ from plaque formation is to eliminate the two NH amide hydrogen per
three amino acids that are not included in internal hydrogen-bond formation. This can be
done simply by applying a methyl group instead of the hydrogen (SaSaG). Indeed, here the
triple helix is more stable than the β-pleated sheet, in a much larger extent than in the case
of PPG and POG. It is very interesting, as the triple helix stabilizing effect of the proline
and hydroxyproline is known for a long time. An other interesting point is that these Gibbs
free energy results are in complete accordance with experimental stability data, contrary to
the simple energy difference results8.
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Thiocyanate hydrolase (SCNase, pdb code 2DD5) is a novel metaloenzyme containing non-
corrinoid Co3+ in the active site. Despite identical structure of the active sites, high sequence
and structural similarity of SCNase and nitrile hydratases (NHases) both enzymes catalyse dif-
ferent reactions. The SCNase enzyme catalyses the degradation of thiocyanate to carbonyl
sulfide and ammonia but related NHases the hydration of nitriles to amides. The main goal of
the present work was to explain these different properties on the molecular level. Extensive
molecular dynamics simulations (up to 10 ns) were performed using CHARMM27 forcefield
with specially designed parametrization of the active site. Particular attention was devoted to
water dynamics in the catalytic region, dynamical properties of the entry channel and preferen-
tial docking sites for a substrate and products of SCNase. The theoretical modelling provides
useful data for understanding this enzyme having properties desired in biotechnology.
1 Introduction
Thiocyanate hydrolase (SCNase) of Thiobacillus thioparus THI115 is a microbial met-
aloenzyme with non-corrinoid CO3+ metal ion in the non-standard active site1, 2. SCNase
catalyses degradation of the thiocyanate to carbonyl sulfide and ammonia (SCN− + 2H2O
—> COS + NH3 + OH−)1.
SCNase is composed of three subunits α (15 kDa), β (18 kDa) and γ (28 kDa).
In γ subunit it have non-standard active site composed of four residues: γCys128,
γCys131, γSer132, γCys133. The γCys131 and γCys133 residues were found to be post-
translationally oxidized to cysteine-sulfinic acid CysSO2H (CSD) and cysteine-sulfenic
acid CysSOH (CSO). The sequence analysis showed high similarity with quite exten-
sively studied nitrile hydratases, especially between γ chain from SCNase and α chain
from NHase. Crystallographic data show that the fold is similar to NHase and structures
of the active sites are almost identical in these two enzymes1. Main differences in the
structure of active sites is that in NHase Co3+ ion is six-coordinated and in SCNase it is
five-coordinated. The first five ligands are identical in both cases but in NHases the sixth
coordination place it is occupied by a water molecule or a hydroxide ion. In SCNase the
sixth coordination place is empty1.
Although the structure of the SCNase is known, the structure does not contain either
substrate nor products of reaction. So far only in one paper3 the interactions of the sub-
strate and products with a mimetic center model were described. Knowledge about these
interactions and dynamical properties of the SCNase can give answer about catalytical
mechanism not only in thiocyanate hydrolase but also in NHase.
In this paper, for the first time, we describe docking studies of the substrate and prod-
ucts inside SCNase, Newtonian molecular dynamics of the enzyme and a variant of the MD
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method - Locally Enhanced Samplig (LES) simulations with one of the products (NH3) in-
side the protein matrix.
2 Methods
Docking was performed using the AutoDock 3.05 code4. Hydrogens were added into pro-
tein (chains G H I from the pdb file) using NAMD 2.6 psfgen tool5 and minimized in
NAMD 2.6. Ligands were optimised using Gaussian03 code6 with the HF method and
6-31G* basis set. From these calculations also charges had been taken. Using AutoDock-
Tools nonpolar hydrogens were merged and Gasteiger charges added. 256 runs of genetic
algorithm (GALS) have been made for every ligand. The search grid covered the whole
protein.
All molecular dynamics simulations for the enzyme were performed using NAMD 2.6
code. For the protein alone 11.5 ns long Langevin simulations in 300K with PBC have
been obtained (preceded by 100ps equilibration of water box; 76 x 66 x 84 A˚3, and 50 ps
of heating up to 300K). LES7 simulations for the complex SCNase-ammonia were 5 ns
long, with 10 copies of the ligand.
All analysis was performed using the VMD 1.8.6 code8 and home made scripts.
3 Results and Discussion
Docking of the product (SCN−) and substrates (COS and NH3) show that SCN− and COS
can directly bind to the metal ion (distance Co-N 2.7 A˚ and Co-O 2.83 A˚ respectively).
In these two ligands many docks exhibit also coordination to βArg90 and βArg91 located
above the modified γCys131 and γCys133 (3 A˚). In the case of SCN− only nitrogen atom
interacts with these arginines, but COS is stabilized by sulphur and oxygen atoms. These
docks are similar to nitrile docks in NHase described in our previous paper9. Ammonia
does not exhibit direct coordination to the metal ion. The distance in the closest docks
between Co3+ and nitrogen is 4.65 A˚. The majority of docks ”near” active site are very
close to γCys131, γCys133 and βArg91. There also occur docks near γArg136. We also
observe docks in the channel leading to the active site, between βArg111 and βTrp112.
Docks closest to the active site are shown in Figure 1.
11.5 ns simulations of the enzyme without any ligand showed that the protein is stable.
Maximum value of the RMSD was 1.9 A˚. Fluctuations correlate well with B factors. In
this type of the MD trajectory we focused on dynamical properties of water in the neigh-
bourhood of the active site. Analysis showed that on the distance of 5 A˚ from Co3+ ion at
least 40 waters molecules can be found. The data were collected from over 260000 counts.
On distance 3 A˚ only 10 water molecules have been found and about 4900 counts. The
shortening of the distance to 2.5 A˚ gives 7 water molecules and only 288 counts. This
indicates that the active site is accessible for water molecules, but highly hydrophilic cav-
ity causes that water molecules occupy space in some distance from the metal ion. Such
behaviour may suggest that in the catalytical mechanism SCN− coordinates to the metal
ion and in this way it is activated for a water molecule attack. This is in accordance with
docking results for the SCN−.
The purpose of the LES simulations was to find a channel leading to the cavity. Ten
non-interacting copies of the ammonia were located nearby metal ion. Two of them leaved
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Figure 1. Docking places in the closest neighbourhood of the active site; SCN− (a), COS (b) and ammonia (c).
the enzyme’s interior. Paths of these ammonia molecules are shown in Figure 2a. The first
molecule (Figure 2a black and 2b) passed to solvent after 0.7 ns. This trajectory seems
to be not plausible because in the hetero-dodecameric structure this exit is closed by the
other hetero-trimer and looks like ”ballistic” one in the initial part of the simulation (rare
artefact of the LES method). More probable is the trajectory shown in light grey (Figure
2a and 2c). In this case molecule leaved protein matrix after 1.9 ns. Contacts with residues
in simulations are shown in Figure 2c. These two paths are quite different than those in
NHase enzyme describes in our previous paper10.
Figure 2. Trajectories of the two ammonia molecules (a), collisions counts of these molecules less plausible (b)
and more plausible (c) in LES 10 simulations.
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4 Conclusions
Docking studies on product and substrate show that the hypothetical catalytic mechanism
relay on the binding of nitrogen atom from the SCN− to Co3+ ion and such activated sub-
strate is attacked by a water molecule. MD simulations show that a lot of water molecules
are present in range of 5 A˚ from the metal centre. This is another hint for such type of
the substrate activation. Through the LES simulation of the enzyme ammonia complex we
obtained a realistic pathway of the product and indicated residues building the channel to
the active site.
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Understanding the relationship between microscopic structure and macroscopic stability is im-
portant for developing strategies to improve protein stability in the reaction media used in indus-
trial processes, e.g., at high temperatures. Protein thermostability has been repeatedly linked to
an enhanced structural rigidity of the folded state. Here, we used constraint network analysis for
directly probing the rigidity of protein structures from mesophilic and thermophilic organisms
along a thermal unfolding trajectory. The approach allowed for identifying structural features
from which a destabilization of the structure originates upon thermal unfolding. These predic-
tions showed a good agreement with experiment. The information might thus be exploited in
data-driven protein engineering by pointing to residues that should be varied to obtain a protein
with higher thermostability.
1 Introduction
Stable proteins are important for broadening the industrial applicability of enzymes.1 Nat-
urally occurring enzymes have usually not evolved to be tolerant to the presence of organic
solvents, extremes of pH or high temperatures that might occur in industrial processes.
The identification or the development of enzymes with higher stability will thus increase
the adoption of biocatalytic syntheses in industrial production. Understanding the rela-
tionship between microscopic structure and macroscopic stability is essential for this. In
this context, computational approaches that allow for identifying structural features from
which a destabilization of the structure originates should provide valuable guidance.2
Of all potentially destabilizing factors that might occur in industrial production, tem-
perature is the best studied.1 As an approach to understand the determinants of thermosta-
bility, proteins from thermophilic organisms with optimum growth temperatures of more
than 60◦C have been investigated. These proteins show a substantially higher intrinsic
thermostability than their counterparts from mesophilic organisms, while retaining the ba-
sic fold characteristics of the particular protein family.3 Protein thermostability has been
repeatedly linked to an enhanced structural rigidity of the folded state.3
2 Materials and Methods
Crystallographic models of 20 homologous pairs of mesophilic and thermophilic protein
structures were collected from the Protein Data Bank (PDB).4 Protein structures were mod-
eled as constraint networks, where vertices represent atoms and edges represent covalent
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Figure 1. Mesophilic (a, b) and thermophilic (c, d) thermolysin-like protease (TLP) directly before (a, c) and
after (b, d) the phase transition. Rigid clusters are depicted as uniformly colored bodies. The blue body in (a) and
(c) represents the giant cluster. Arrows in (b) and (d) indicate potential unfolding nuclei. Roman numbers refer
to the numbering of the unfolding nuclei in Table 1. The N- and C-termini are marked.
and non-covalent bond constraints as well as angular constraints. The network was con-
structued using the FIRST software (version 6.2).5 A fast combinatorial algorithm can
be applied to determine the number and spatial distribution of bond-rotational degrees of
freedom in the network and, hence, the local network rigidity. Such a rigidity analysis is
available with FIRST.5
By diluting non-covalent constraints in the protein structure network starting from the
native state, FIRST has been applied to simulate thermal unfolding of proteins.6 Here,
heating was simulated by removing hydrogen bonds from the network in the order of in-
creasing interaction energy. The energy of a hydrogen bond relates to the temperature at
which the bond breaks. In going from a rigid to a flexible network, a phase transition can be
observed that defines the rigidity percolation threshold. To identify the temperature of the
phase transition Tp, concepts from percolation theory and network science were applied.7, 8
3 Results and Discussion
In a first step, the general percolation behavior of the constraint networks was analyzed.
The phase transition can be viewed as a rigid to flexible transition of the kind observed in
network glasses. It is characterized by the decay of a large rigid cluster (the giant cluster)
in the network.4 The temperature of the phase transition relates to the melting temperature
of the protein. A higher phase transition temperature was observed for approximately two-
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thirds of the proteins from thermophilic organisms from our data set compared to their
mesophilic counterparts (data not shown).
In a second step, the microscopic structure of the networks was related to their observed
macroscopic behavior, in order to characterize stability features of the protein structures.
For this, networks directly before and after the phase transition were compared. In Figure
1, the rigid cluster decomposition of mesophilic and thermophilic thermolysin-like protein
(TLP) is shown. Figure 1a and c show the networks from mesophilic and thermophilic TLP
directly before the phase transition, respectively. Apparently, the giant cluster dominates
the system in both cases. Moreover, the giant cluster is located in the same region of
the proteins: It extends over the N-terminal domain and comprises the β-sheet region
and an α-helix in the N-terminal domain. After the phase transition, the giant cluster
decays into smaller rigid clusters and regions that are flexible (Figure 1b and d). The close
correspondence of the rigid cluster distribution in the networks of the homologous proteins
before and after the phase transition is an intriguing result of our analysis.
Unfolding nucleus Predicted sites Experimentally
verified sites9
I β-sheet region in the
N-terminal domain
21-24, 29, 31-34, 39-
42, 44, 101-107, 114-115,
122-123
–
II N-terminus of the α-helix in the
N-terminal domain
68-70 69
III Region around F63 in the N-
terminal domain
54, 56-62 4, 56, 58, 63, 65
Table 1. Comparison of predicted with experimentally verified unfolding sites9 for thermolysin-like protein
(TLP).
In analogy to experimental protein unfolding, where initial unfolding of local regions
precedes the denaturation of the entire protein, the loss of rigidity in certain regions is
considered to precede the phase transition. These regions were identified as parts of the
giant cluster that become flexible upon the phase transition, each representing an unfolding
nucleus. In case of TLP, three unfolding nuclei could be found (Table 1, Figure 1). The
predicted unfolding nuclei were compared with experimental data (Table 1). Notably, the
predicted unfolding nuclei are in good agreement with sites where stabilizing mutations
have successfully been introduced into TLP.9 A likewise good agreement between our
predictions and experimental data was found for many other proteins from our data set.
4 Concluding Remarks
Our findings strongly support the notion that the stability of thermophilic proteins is in
general linked to an enhanced structural rigidity of the folded native state.3 Furthermore,
direct support is found for the corresponding states concept which states that homologous
proteins exist in corresponding states of similar flexibility at their respective optimal tem-
perature.3 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first theoretical study addressing this
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issue by directly probing the rigidity of protein structures along a thermal unfolding tra-
jectory for a comprehensive dataset. Regarding the identification of regions that become
flexible when approaching the phase transition (unfolding nuclei), we were encouraged
to see the good (albeit not perfect) agreement between predicted sites and experimental
mutations that led to higher structural stability. The result demonstrates that our approach
will indeed be helpful to guide data-driven protein engineering to regions where mutations
most likely will have a notable effect on thermostability.
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Water molecules are present ubiquitously in living cells. However, solvent contribution to
protein-protein interactions is often ignored in protein-protein interactions studies. Previous
work has suggested the importance of wet spots (residues interacting only through one water
molecule) in description of protein interactions. We use a molecular dynamics approach to an-
alyze solvent in protein interfaces. Our results show that residence time of water molecules in
wet spots sites is found to be significantly higher than of water molecules on protein surfaces. In
terms of free energy these water molecules are heterogeneous. Nevertheless, their contribution
to the free energy of complex formation significantly changes the energy function of the system
suggesting that water should be considered in detailed protein interface description.
1 Introduction
Water plays an extremely important role in all biological processes. Water molecules have
been shown to be structurally conserved in protein complexes and to contribute thermo-
dynamically to protein complex formation, while their residence time and diffusion char-
acteristics in protein interfaces are distinct from bulk and surface solvent [1]. Despite all,
solvent is often ignored in the analysis of protein-protein interactions.
In our previous work we have developed SCOWLP, which, taking into account inter-
facial solvent, classifies all interfacial protein residues of the PDB into three classes based
on their interacting properties: dry (direct interaction), dual (direct and water-mediated
interactions), and wet spots (residues interacting only through one water molecule) [2].
This study aims to gain insights into dynamic and energetic properties of solvent in protein
interfaces using MD approach.
2 Methods
10 ns of MD productive runs were carried out in AMBER 8.0 using isothermal isobaric pe-
riodic boundary conditions and TIP3P water model. Interfacial interactions were defined
by the SCOWLP criteria [2]. If the interacting heavy atoms of each wet spot counterpart
were closer than 3.6 to water molecules, the wet spot site was considered to be occu-
pied. A surface water site was defined by the volume with 100% total occupancy around
one of the protein polar groups outside the interface. A bulk water site was defined simi-
larly in terms of total occupancy. Residence time distribution density, maximum residence
time (Tmax) and total occupancy were defined as the frequency of consecutively occu-
pied frames, maximum number of consecutively occupied frames and the total time when
the site was occupied, respectively. For free energy calculations, the double decoupling
method of free energy perturbation was used [3]. The coupling parameter l was variated
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from 0 to 1 and back with a 0.01 step. The system was was equilibrated for 10 ps for each
l value followed by a 10 ps productive MD run.
3 Results
3.1 Residence Time of Water Molecules in Wet Spot Sites
The analysis of wet spot sites from 17 protein-peptide and protein-protein complexes sug-
gests that residence time density distribution for each site is described as: F (t) = Ct−k,
where C is a normalization constant, and k > 0 is the only distribution parameter. k and
Tmax were compared for wet spots, surface and bulk water sites. It was shown that both
parameters significantly differ (at the level of t-Test p-value=0.05) for different sites, in-
dicating that water molecules in wet spot sites are more stable than in bulk solvent or in
surface hydration sites (Figure 1). At the same time, in each wet spot site there are many
occupancy events that have as short residence as in bulk or surface sites. That agrees with
the model proposed by Makarov et al. Here, the correlation function for residence time
in hydration sites is decomposed into the sum of fast and slow diffusion exponent com-
ponents, which characterize bulk water motions and specific for hydration site events, re-
spectively [10]. Other theoretical and experimental studies obtained similar residence time
values for different water sites, which vary from 1-10 ps for bulk solvent to 102 − 103 ps
for protein hydration sites, cavities and cores [1]. Tmax and k are well correlated (adjusted
correlation coefficient r=0.81 for ln(Tmax) k, while there was no correlation between total
occupancy of the sites and Tmax (r < 0.3) because these parameters are independent and
describe different kinetic characteristics of the site. While Tmax is defined only by the
energy barrier required for the molecule to leave the site, total occupancy is also dependent
on the energy barrier of water transfer from bulk solvent to the site. The residence time
analysis suggests that the potential barriers for wet spots sites are significantly higher than
those for surface sites.
3.2 Free Energy of Water Molecules in Wet Spot Sites
To determine if water molecules contribute energetically favorably to complex formation
we calculated their free energy. As a first step, free energy of removing a water molecule
from bulk solvent was calculated. Electrostatic and van der Waals components were equal
to 8.2 and -2.2 kcal/mol, respectively, which agrees well with the results obtained from
similar calculations correlated with experimental data [3]. The second step consisted of
the transfer of a water molecule from the wet spot site to vacuum. The difference of
these two energy components makes up the total energy of a water molecule transfer from
bulk solvent to the wet spot site. The obtained results for several water sites of the SH3
domain complex 1uj0 show that the sites are very heterogeneous. In particular, the free
energy of water molecule transfer from the site formed by the carboxyl oxygen of Glu12
in the SH3 domain and the side-chain of Arg64 in the ligand is -1.4 kcal/mol, meaning a
favorable impact of a water molecule on the complex formation. The calculations carried
out for another site formed by the side-chain of Asp34 in the SH3 domain and the side-
chain of Asn66 in the ligand revealed a positive change of free energy (1.3 kcal/mol).
However, as it was observed in the trajectory, an additional water molecule was present in
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this site and establishing a hydrogen bond with the first water molecule forming the wet
spot. Consideration of both water molecules in the free energy calculations revealed an
energy gain of -6.6 kcal/mol, reflecting a water cooperativity effect. Another example of
cooperativity effect was found in the site formed by the side-chain of Asn52 in the SH3
domain and the main-chain of Met61 in the ligand. Here, although the energy becomes
more favorable by consideration of two water molecules transfer, water contribution was
still not favorable. In surface sites no big negative values for free energy were found. In
other calculations using the double decoupling method for free energy calculation with
AMBER, the obtained values for the free energy of water in hydration sites changed from
slightly positive up to -5 kcal/mol [3]. The favorable energetic impact of water molecules
on complex formation was also found in a study of various protein complexes by Monte
Carlo calculations using different force fields [5].
The most important conclusion that can be driven from this free energy analysis is
that water molecules in wet spot sites can not be characterized uniformly in energetic
terms since in some cases they manifest properties similar to cavity waters and in other
do not even contribute favorably to the complex free energy (just occupying an empty
space between the residues). Nevertheless, it is realistic to claim that the introduction of
water into protein interface description would crucially change the energy function of the
system.
4 Conclusions
We present a detailed molecular dynamics study of solvent on 17 protein complexes. Our
aim has been to gain insights into the properties of interfacial solvent. We show that water
molecules forming wet spots have significantly longer residence time than those on the
protein surface, meaning that in terms of mobility interfacial protein residues and interfa-
cial solvent are alike. Although interfacial water molecules are very diverse energetically,
their contribution to the free energy of complex formation should be not be ignored. Our
data confirm that water plays an important active role in protein interfaces, suggesting
that consideration of solvent in the development of energetic functions describing protein
interactions is essential.
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Protein structure prediction could be seen as either a challenge or an algorithmic playground.
We are certainly interested in algorithmic improvements. Self consistent mean field methods
(SCMF) have traditionally been used in areas such as wave function optimisation or protein
side-chain placement. We have been trying to apply the ideas to find the most likely conforma-
tion for a protein. The philosophy relies on precalculated distributions of structural descriptors
given a set of known properties (a protein’s sequence). Starting with a sequence, which is de-
composed into small overlapping fragments, the conformational space is described by a fixed
number of weighted multivariate Gaussians (the known distributions). As the conformational
bias, introduced by the sequence fragments, is local the weights of the Gaussians for all over-
lapping fragments can be optimised iteratively. Unlike molecular dynamics or Monte-Carlo
simulations, the optimisation is done in probability space rather than on some initial structure.
Therefore, we do not need to calculate energies as in standard SCMF. When the iteration con-
verges sample structures are generated from the weighted Gaussians. The current results show
that the procedure is able to find protein-like structures. We can also use this principle to predict
protein sequences from structure.
1 Introduction
We are interested in self consistent mean field methods and the protein structure prediction
problem. This also means formulating and building new force fields and treating also
protein sequence optimisation. Our method has a probabilistic model of protein sequence-
structure correlation and approaches self consistency within this framework.
Many methods have already been applied to ab initio protein structure prediction. All
use some scoring schemes that are based on statistics and/or physics and chemistry. We
want to avoid chemical detail as calculations become intractable and also coarse grain
where one is usually dependent on preconceptions. Our approach is purely statistical with
its own approximations, but little reliance on human preconceptions.
2 Methods
We have developed and successfully applied a scoring scheme to protein comparisons us-
ing sequence, structure or both1, 2. It is based purely on Bayesian statistics and derived via
a maximally parsimonious automatic classifier3 from overlapping protein fragments. Each
is described by 5-7 amino acid types and 10-14 dihedral angles from the backbone. The
method assigns a fixed number of class weights (typically 150-300) to each fragment.
With this scoring framework we are able to generate protein structure samples in four
steps (figure 1). First, the class weights matrix is build from the sequence. Then, the
conformational space is narrowed down by iteratively updating the class weights of over-
lapping fragments. The local preferences are propagated, as the positions within a fragment
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are correlated. This favours the consistent classes. From the conditional class weights sam-
ple structures can be generated. As a final step, steric clashes are removed and the models
are collapsed by resampling random stretches. Unlike in standard SCMF, the method works
without assuming the Boltzmann distribution at any stage.
Figure 1. In the online phase a sequence is broken into overlapping fragments. Each fragment is classified leading
to a probabilistic description of possible conformations. This can be used to generate sample structures.
The method is available as a web service:
http://cardigan.zbh.uni-hamburg.de/∼mahsch/schenk
Given an amino acid sequence the server generates a huge number of samples and ranks
them with their fragment probabilities,Nfragments∏
i=1
Nclasses∑
j=1
wj|fAAi pj
(
fΦ,Ψi
)
1
Nfragments
,
where Nxx is number of xx, wj|fAAi is the conditional weight of class j given the sequence
fragment fAAi and pj
(
fΦ,Ψi
)
denotes the conditional density of the structure fragment
fΦ,Ψi in class j.
3 Results
The Evaluation of 100000 samples of selected targets (figure 2) suggests that the target
structure can be found among the generated models. α-helical targets seem easier than
those containing β-strands, which is consistent with other methods. We also calculated the
structure which corresponds to the distribution mean. However, we find it far from correct.
There are certain limits with the evaluation one should keep in mind when interpreting
the results. The multivariate Gaussian model lacks to account for the periodic nature of
dihedral angles and the use of idealised bonds lengths and angles during structure con-
struction introduces a few A˚ngstrøms error.
Another application of the classification is the prediction of amino acid composition
from structure. The regenerated sequences are about 20% identical to the original. So far,
it is unknown whether these are bad sequences or alternative possibilities folding to similar
structures.
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Figure 2. Evaluation of 100000 samples of selected targets. ∗Numbers taken from Ref. 4.
Figure 3. Two Examples from the evaluation.
4 Conclusions and Outlook
The method was tested with only a simple term to favour compaction. It produces the
correct type of fold with secondary structure and loops in correct places. There is some
limitation of coordinate reconstruction.
We are participating in the CASP8 competition. For this we are improving the server
ranking. We are testing a combination with Monte Carlo optimisation methods. To im-
prove the quality of the generated models we are incorporating solvation and long-range
terms into our scoring functions. Finally, we are fastening our sampling method.
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Applying multicanonical simulations we investigated folding properties of off-lattice het-
eropolymers employing a mesoscopic hydrophobic-polar model. We study for various se-
quences folding channels in the free-energy landscape by comparing the equilibrium confor-
mations with the folded state in terms of an angular overlap parameter. Although all investi-
gated heteropolymer sequences contain the same content of hydrophobic and polar monomers,
our analysis of the folding channels reveals a variety of characteristic folding behaviors known
from realistic peptides.
1 Introduction
The identification of folding channels is one of the key tasks of protein folding studies.
While secondary structures depend on atomistic details (such as, in particular, hydrogen
bonding), tertiary structure formation should exhibit a certain degree of universality. This
suggests that coarse-grained models might capture the main characteristics on mesoscopic
scales of this stage of the folding process. In this note we report a computer simulation
study that tests this idea by employing the off-lattice hydrophobic-polar AB model.
2 Model and Method
In the AB model1 a heteropolymer or coarse-grained peptide is described as a chain of
hydrophobic (A) and hydrophilic (B) monomers whose energy is obtained from specific
Lennard-Jones potentials between all nonbonded pairs. Thereby an aqueous environment
is modeled implicitly by the energetically favored A-A contacts that lead to the formation
of a hydrophobic core at low temperatures. A smaller energy contribution arises from the
local bending of the chain.
In the Monte Carlo simulations we applied the multicanonical technique2 where an
additional weight function leads to a flat distribution in energy space. This allows the
reweighting of the data to any desired temperature with equally high accuracy. In order
to identify folding channels we used the angular overlap parameter Q introduced in Ref. 3
to compare equilibrium conformations at temperature T with the previously determined
ground-state structure. Two conformations are equal if Q = 1. The temperature-dependent
probability distributions of the total energy E and Q, PT (E,Q), then allow the analysis of
the chain’s folding behavior (for more details, see Ref. 4).
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Figure 1. Ground-state conformation of A4BA2BABA2B2A3BA2.
3 Results
Folding through intermediates: For the sequence A4BA2BABA2B2A3BA2 the conforma-
tions at higher temperatures do not exhibit significant similarities (Q ≈ 0.7) with the
ground-state conformation depicted in Fig. 1. As the distributions PT (E,Q) in Fig. 2
show, the main branch slightly moves to higher Q-values with decreasing temperature un-
til it splits below T ≈ 0.2. Near T ≈ 0.1, the population of intermediate conformations
has increased and coexists with denatured states. Approaching T ≈ 0.05, the intermediate
states dominate the canonical ensemble. The probability for denatured conformations is
reduced, but the onset of an occupation of states with similarities to the global-energy min-
imum (GEM) is clearly visible. At T = 0.02, the majority of conformations has a large
overlap with the ground state and the heteropolymer has folded into its native state.
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Figure 2. Canonical distributions PT (E,Q) of energy E and overlap Q with the GEM for the sequence
A4BA2BABA2B2A3BA2.
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Two-state folding and metastability: A typical two-state folding scenario can be observed
for the sequence BA6BA4BA2BA2B2, where again Q ≈ 0.7 at high temperatures indicates
that the heteropolymer is in a random state that possesses no similarities with the GEM
conformation. Around T = 0.1 the canonical ensemble divides and a state with Q > 0.9
is occupied in addition to the disordered conformations with Q < 0.8. With decreasing
temperature the newly formed branch dominates the ensemble and approaches Q = 1.0
when T → 0.
An example for metastability is provided by a third heteropolymer with the sequence
A4B2A4BA2BA3B2, which exhibits in the low-temperature phase a glassy behavior. While
at high temperature similar to the other cases all conformations are distributed around
Q ≈ 0.7, the main folding channel does not lead to a single ground-state conformation.
Instead two rival conformations (Q ≈ 1 and Q ≈ 0.75) can be found also at temperatures
below T = 0.01.
4 Summary
Numerical investigations of medium size or large proteins by means of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations are very difficult since complex energy functions demand high computational ef-
forts. On the other hand, problems of comparable complexity with equal or higher number
of degrees of freedom can be handled using simplified coarse-grained models like the AB
model. Although the model is relatively simple and the investigated sequences are only
permutations of each other (and were not designed especially), three different kinds of
folding could be observed. Since all of them – folding through intermediates, two-state
folding and metastability – are also known from real peptides, the AB model seems to
resemble general characteristics of protein folding.4 Therefore we believe that further re-
search on this model offers the possibility to gain qualitative insights in tertiary folding
where microscopic details are expected to be of less importance.
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The general effect of surface hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity on the aggregation of peptides is
studied by simulations of oversaturated aqueous solutions of hydrophobic and hydrophilic pep-
tides in pores with hydrophobic (paraffin-like) and hydrophilic (silica-like) walls. Strong ad-
sorption of peptides on the pore walls is observed in the case of the hydrophobic peptides in a
hydrophobic pore, where all peptides are strongly adsorbed and aligned parallel to the walls al-
ready after 30 ns. Adsorption of this peptide at the liquid-vapor interface is quite similar. In the
other three cases considered, the peptides are repelled from the walls, localized near the pore
center and do not show orientational ordering with respect to the walls. Our results show that
even a single factor such as the water density distribution has a drastic effect on the character
of peptide aggregation near surfaces. A wider diversity of possible scenarios can be expected
when specific peptide-surface interactions are taken into account.
Adsorption of peptides on surfaces can strongly affect their aggregation. Possible en-
hancement of the orientational ordering of peptides near surfaces can promote the for-
mation of ordered peptide aggregates. This may be one of the factor, which makes the
intracellular and extracellular aggregation different. To explore the general effect of sur-
face hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity on peptide adsorption and aggregation, we performed
a series of computer simulation studies on oversaturated aqueous solutions of peptides in
slit-like pores with smooth walls interacting via a (9-3) LJ potential with water molecules
and non-interacting with peptides. Two kinds of amyloidogenic peptides were used: the
hydrophobic peptide NFGAIL, (residues 22-27 of the human islet amyloid polypeptide),
and the polar hydrophilic peptide GNNQQNY (residues 7-13 of the yeast prion Sup35).
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Figure 1. Water density profiles near hydrophobic and hydrophilic walls and at the liquid-vapor interface.
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Two kinds of pore walls were considered: a hydrophobic paraffin-like wall, which causes
a pronounced water density depletion near the surface (see the blue line in Fig. 1), and
a hydrophilic silica-like wall, which causes formation of two highly ordered water layers
near the surface (see the red line in Fig. 1). Additionally, we have simulated a liquid-vapor
interface of the aqueous solution of hydrophobic peptides (its density profile is shown by
the green line in Fig. 1).
Six peptide fragments were randomly inserted in a cubic box of length 6 nm such that
the peptides are at least 0.7 nm away from each other and 0.15 nm away from the surfaces.
All atomic molecular dynamic simulations were carried out at T = 330 K with Gromacs
software using the OPLS force field and SPCE water molecules.1 The PME method was
used to treat long range electrostatic interactions.2 Five simulations with different initial
velocities were carried out for the duration of 70 ns for each type of surface and peptide
combination.
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Figure 2. Density profiles of hydrophilic (left) and hydrophobic (right) peptides in the pores with hydrophilic
(red) and hydrophobic (blue) walls. Vertical black lines indicate locations of the pore walls. The pore center is
located at z = 0.
The density profiles of the peptide in pores, calculated by taking into account all pep-
tide atoms, are shown in Fig. 2. Hydrophilic peptides show strong desorption from both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces and concentrate near the pore center (see left panel
in Fig. 2). The repulsion of these peptides is slightly stronger in the case of a hydrophilic
surface. Hydrophobic peptides exibits a quite similar desorption characteristics from a hy-
drophilic surface (see red line in the right panel in Fig. 2). An opposite behavior is observed
for the hydrophobic peptides in hydrophobic pore: in all simulation runs, the peptides are
strongly adsorbed at the walls already after 20 to 30 ns (see blue line in the right panel in
Fig. 2). As the peptides do not interact with the pore walls, the tail of peptide’s density
profile crosses the pore wall. Quite similarly, hydrophobic peptides strongly adsorb at the
liquid-vapor interface (not shown), which also has a strong hydrophobic character.
A strong adsorption of the peptides at the surface enhances their orientational order-
ing. The probability distribution of the angle α between the pore surface and the vector
connecting two most distant peptide heavy atoms is shown in Fig. 3. When peptides are
repelled from the pore walls and localized in its center, the orientation of their longest axis
is highly isotropic (left panel in Fig. 3). In contrast, strong adsorption of the peptides at
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the surface causes their longest axis aligned parallel to the walls. Thus, adsorption at the
surface not only speeds up their aggregation, but also provides favourable conditions for
the formation of ordered peptide aggregate characterized by extensive β-sheet formation.
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Figure 3. Probability distribution of the angle α between the pore surface and the vector connecting two most
distant peptide heavy atoms.
The results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 evidence that even a single factor such as the wa-
ter density distribution near a surface has a drastic influence on the peptide aggregation.
Hence, the surface effects are expected to be much more important in the case of intracel-
lular peptide aggregation. Presumably, such surface effects and the effect of the finite size
of biological cells3 are the two main factors rendering the intracellular and extracellular
peptide aggregation processes different.
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The pentadecapeptide gramicidin forms a cation-specific ion channel in membrane environ-
ment. Two conformations are known up-to-date: the head-to-head helical dimer (HD) and the
intertwined double helical form (DH). These two conformations are favored depending on the
specific conditions, but the biologically active form is still a matter of debate. Nevertheless,
due to its small size, the gramicidin serves as an excellent ion channel model for both computa-
tional and experimental studies. In this comparative study, we focus on the energetics of single
potassium ion permeation by means of the potential of mean force (PMF) for both gramicidin
conformations using molecular dynamics simulations. Our results show that the DH has a sig-
nificantly decreased central barrier with respect to HD, implying an increased ion conduction.
The barrier to ion passage is found to be closely related to the channel flexibility. Multiple
ion permeation for the DH conformation is probably facilitated due to its opposing pore water
dipole moments at the pore entrances.
1 Introduction
Gramicidin A (gA) is the major component of the antibiotic gramicidin from the soil bac-
teria Bacillus brevis. Each monomer is made up of 15 alternating L- and D-amino acids
capped at the two ends by a formyl group and an ethanolamine group. When dimerized,
gA functions as a cation-selective transmembrane channel. The unique sequence of the
gA peptide is able to adopt a wide range of conformations based on various environmental
factors. Mainly, two folding motifs of gramicidin were reported in structural experimental
studies, namely the single-stranded head-to-head dimer (HD) and the double-stranded heli-
cal dimer (DH). While the head-to-head dimer was believed to be the more thermodynam-
ically stable form in the membrane, experiments demonstrated that the double-stranded
dimer coexists with the single-stranded form in the membrane in certain proportion1.
Due to its small size and well-defined channel pore, gramicidin is a popular model for
studying the properties and mechanism of ion conduction. Several computational studies,
mainly of the HD dimer were published recently2. All of them showed that the free energy
of ion permeation through the HD channel contains an unexpectedly high central energy
barrier and relatively weak binding sites at the two mouths of the channel. On the other
hand, the DH conformation has been shown to translocate a water column at an increased
rate as compared to HD3, 4. The opposing pore water dipoles found only in DH suggested
a facilitation of multiple ion passage in the double-stranded structure.4
In this study, we focus on the ion conduction properties of both DH and HD confor-
mations. By employing the free energy calculation method, we construct the potential of
mean force (PMF) of the ion permeation pathway. Our result show a decreased free energy
barrier and an increased structural flexibility for DH as compared to HD.
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Figure 1. The two major conformations of gramicidin (PDB 1MAG for HD, 1AV2 for DH) drawn in its solvent
accessible surface (water radius 1.4 A˚).
2 Method
The simulation system consists of a gA (see Figure 1), 124 dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) lipids and 6,142 water molecules with an ionic concentration of 200 mM KCL.
For the PMF of ion permeation, the ion’s positions along the gramicidin channel are sam-
pled applying the umbrella sampling technique. The PMF is then calculated by unbiasing
and combining the ion density distributions of the window simulations (0.5 A˚ intervals)
along the direction of the bilayer normal using the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method
(WHAM). Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the GROMACS pack-
age with the GROMOS53a6 protein force field and the Berger lipid force field.
3 Results
The symmetrized PMF profiles of the two gramicidin conformations show a remarkable
difference in stabilizing a K+ ion along the gramicidin channel. As shown in Figure 2,
the HD profile has a large central barrier of about 46 kJ/mol. A wide shallow well is
observed at the interface of the channel and the lipid headgroup region. Ion entering the
channel experience a stepwise increase in free energy. Results obtained in this study for
the HD conformation are in good agreement with previous free energy calculations for the
barrier height2. In contrast, the DH profile has a much less rugged energy profile with a
decreased central barrier of only 15 kJ/mol, at least a factor of three lower than for HD.
Binding sites at the channel entrance as well as in the lipid interfacial region are clearly
seen in the symmetrized profile. Experimentally, it was observed that gramicidin contains
two symmetrically related binding sites at both ends of the channel.
Structural changes of the channel in response to the presence of a K+ ion are e.g.
reflected by changes in the pore radius. The DH conformation has a pore with a uniform
radius of≈ 1.7 A˚ in the ion-free state. In contrast, the pore is more narrow for the HD con-
formation at the channel entrances (≈ 1.0 A˚). In the window simulations, drastic changes
close to the channel openings were observed in DH which amounts to a reduction of about
30% in the pore radius in contrast to only 20% in HD. This reflects the high flexibility of
the double-helical conformation in response to the conducting ion.
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Figure 2. Compare the PMF profiles of K+ permeating the gramicidin channel in HD and DH conformation
(symmetrized).
4 Conclusion
We have shown that the double-helical dimer of gramicidin has a 3-fold decreased free
energy barrier for ion permeation compared to the single-stranded dimer, possibly coupled
to the high flexibility of the DH channel in coordinating the passing ion.
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We have implemented massively parallel stochastic optimization methods for all-atom de-novo
protein folding using our free-energy forcefield PFF021,2 , which is based on Anfinsen’s ther-
modynamic hypothesis3 . We have implemented this approach (POEM) using a world-wide
volunteer computational grid to predictively and reproducibly fold the HIV accessory protein
1F4I from completely unfolded conformations.
1 Motivation
Protein folding and structure prediction at the all-atom level remain important computa-
tional challenges. To achieve this goal in the long term it is important to develop methods
that are capable to predictively fold proteins and peptides from unbiased unstructured con-
formations to the native ensemble. Direct simulation studies have demonstrated the folding
of several small peptides and mini-proteins from completely extended conformations, but
remain limited in the system size by the large computational effort required.
One great hope towards reproducible all-atom folding is the development of algorithms
that can exploit emerging massively parallel computational architectures.We have re-
cently developed an evolutionary algorithm, which generalized the basin hopping or
Monte-Carlo with minimization4, 5, method to many concurrent simulations. This ap-
proach was ported to the massively parallel BOINC architecture on POEM@HOME
(http://boinc.fzk.de) and verified by folding several proteins reproducibly.
2 Method
We have parameterized an all-atom free-energy forcefield for proteins (PFF01/02)1, 2,
which is based on the fundamental biophysical interactions that govern the folding pro-
cess. We could show that near-native conformations of several proteins correspond to the
global optimum of this forcefield. We have also developed, or specifically adapted, effi-
cient stochastic optimization methods (stochastic tunnelling, basin hopping, evolutionary
algorithms) to simulate the protein folding process. Forcefield and simulation methods
are implemented in the POEM (Protein Optimization with free-Energy Methods) program
package.
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2.1 Optimization Strategy
We have generalized this method to a population of fixed size which is iteratively improved
by an arbitrary number of concurrent dynamical processes6, 7. The whole population is
guided towards the optimum of the free energy surface with a simple evolutionary strategy
in which members of the population are drawn and then subjected to a single simulated
annealing basin hopping cycle. At the end of each cycle the resulting conformation either
replaces a member of the active population or is discarded. The decision tree for this
process is illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1. Evolutionary optimization strategy.
2.2 POEM@HOME
In this investigation, we deployed the BOINC server POEM@HOME
(http://boinc.fzk.de), which explores the free-energy landscape in many
parallel dynamical processes, which are coordinated in a single evolutionary algorithm
population as outlined in section 2.1. The overall computational work is thus segmented
into medium size work-units, which can be processed independently.
3 Results
3.1 Folding of the HIV Accessory Protein 1F4I
The 40 amino acid target 1F4I was folded using the evolutionary algorithm on
POEM@HOME. The population was initially seeded with a single extended ’stick’ con-
formation. Figure 2 shows the convergence of the energy as a function of the total number
of basin hopping cycles. We find that the best energy converges quickly to a near-optimal
value with the total number of basin hopping cycles. As a result of the population diversity
criterion, there will always be a finite difference between the average and best energy. This
is established by an acceptance threshold of 3 A˚ RMSD for the inclusion of new structures
into the population.
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Figure 2. Left: Evolution of average (upper curve) and best (lower curve) energy in the folding process. Right:
Overlay of the simulated and experimental structure of 1F4I.
E [kcal] RMSD [A˚] Secondary Structure
Exp - CCHHHHHHHHHTTCCHHHHHHHHHTTTSCSHHHHHHHHHC
−107.77 2.56 CHHHHHHHHHHHSCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHCHHHHHHHHHHC
−107.12 8.11 CHHHHHHHHHHSCCSSSSCBTTSCCSHHHHHHHHHSCSBC
−106.30 6.60 CHHHHHHHHHHHCSSSHHHHHHHHHHHHCHHHHHHHHHHC
−103.90 7.95 CCHHHHHHHHHSCCSSSEEBTTBCSSHHHHHHHHHCCEEC
−103.66 4.90 CCHHHHHHHHHHCCCHHHHHHSCCBTTTBHHHHHHHHHHC
Table 1. Top five best energy structure of different topology for folding Target 1F4I.
Another indication of the diversity of the algorithm can be observed in table 1. All of the
best energy structures show significant differences in their secondary structures. The best
energy-structure found has a RMSD of 2.56A˚ to the native structure.
4 Conclusions
We have shown, that the mapping of the ’folding problem’ onto an optimization prob-
lem permits the use of methods that speed the exploration of the free-energy surface. The
present study demonstrates, equally importantly, that it is possible to parallelize the search
process by splitting the simulation into a large number of independent conformations,
rather than by parallelizing the energy evaluation.
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1 Introduction
Long range interactions between particles often play an important role in biomolecular
simulations in order to describe the structure and dynamics of particles correctly. The
calculation of this type of interaction often limits the time and length scale of a simulation,
since it scales as O(N2), where N is the number of particles in the system. In order to
overcome this limitation, different types of fast algorithms of order O(N logN) or O(N)
were developed (for an overview see e.g. Ref. 1,2). One of this type of algorithms is based
on a Wavelet transform technique3. A computationally intensive part consists in preparing
the 2d-Wavelet transform of inverse distances between fixed grid points in space, onto
which particle properties are transferred. Since the grid is static, this computational intense
part has only to be performed once. Due to memory requirements and performance, it is
desirable to perform these calculations on a scalable computer architecture. To this end
the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell/B.E.) heterogeneous multicore processor was chosen to
explore its capabilities and high potential in performance. The processor characteristics
include multiple heterogeneous execution units, SIMD processing engines, fast local store
and a software managed cache. Applications can achieve a performance which is close to
the theoretical peak performance if specific features are respected.
In the present work an implementation of the fast 2d-Wavelet transform, realized via a
triple matrix multiplication, was developed using the native programming API of the IBM
Software Development Kit (CellSDK4). In this implementation the architectural require-
ments of the Cell processor are taken into account and Cell specific optimizations are ap-
plied where practical. Therewith, the difficulties and problems in porting code to Cell/B.E.
and using sparse linear algebra operations on the Cell processor are assessed. Finally the
results of the native implementation are discussed and compared to the results of the same
algorithm implemented via the Cell Superscalar framework (CellSs5), a high-level portable
programming model.
2 Method
The method of calculating Coulomb potentials with the help of Wavelets was described
in Ref. 3. Here, we concentrate on the description on how to calculate the triple-matrix-
multiply
A˜t = T{Wl A WTl ; t} (1)
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Figure 1. Structure of matrices Wl (left) for a Daubechies-4 Wavelet-basis (details are shown in the insets) and
A˜t (right) with threshold value t = 0.01 and compression rate χ = 81%.
where the matrix Wl is the resulting Wavelet transform matrix on level l, which is sparse
and contains both the Wavelet and scaling coefficients. The structure of this matrix is
displayed in Fig.1. On the other hand the matrix A ∈ RNg×Ng is dense, as it contains the
inverse distances between equi-spaced grid points, where Ng is the number of grid points
in the system. Since Ng ∝ N , the dimension of the matrix may become rather large, which
requires an economic memory management. Finally, A˜t is a thresholded Wavelet transform
of A, which results from the threshold operation T{. ; t}, where all absolute values below
a given value t are set to zero.
In order to apply the method also to larger problem sizes, the Wavelet matrix Wl is
partitioned and transferred in parts to the SPU. Information about the matrix is stored
in Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format6, for which four arrays are introduced: (i) the
elements of the matrix, j elem; (ii) column index of n-th element, j index; (iii) offset
value, nnn off, in order to address the first element of row i; (iv) number of elements of
row i, nj w.
The partitioning of Wl does not guarantee that every block of data contains complete
rows. Transferring incomplete rows to the SPU would, however, increase the complexity
of the computation algorithm. A possible method to avoid splitting of rows consists in
padding. Therefore, in order to align the array j elem a second array has to be allocated
where rows of Wl are grouped into 16 kB blocks. If one row is split by a block border
the complete row is put into the next block and the current block is filled by padding. The
handling of array j index proceeds analogously. The rows of Wl do not always contain
the same number of non-zeros. Therefore, an array is introduced which stores the number
of rows in each block. Using this block information the corresponding elements of arrays
nnn off and nj w can be loaded. Note, that these arrays are not aligned. Therefore it
is necessary to expand the needed part to an aligned extract which contains all the data
actually required.
In the present implementation, the matrix A˜t is calculated column by column in two
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Figure 2. Timings for a native implementation of the algorithm and for the CellSs implementation for Wavelet
transforms of different level l. CellSs outperforms the native implementation, since features like double-buffering
are not considered in the native version.
steps as follows7 (for different implementations cf. Ref. 8)
A˜ = Wl A W
T
l ⇒ a˜q = Wl × (A ×wTq ) (2)
In this equation a˜q is the q-th column of the result matrix A˜ and wTq is the q-th column of
the transposed Wavelet matrix WTl . In the first step the intermediate result bq = A ×wTq
is calculated. In the second step the q-th column of A˜ is calculated via a˜q = Wl × bq .
These steps have to be repeated for each of the N columns. In the implementation of
this algorithm the intermediate result bq is buffered in a temporary array on the SPU. To
decrease DMA transfers this intermediate array is not transferred back to the PPU.
The two main aspects which are to be considered for this application are the amount of
data and the number of floating point operations on the SPU. Since for realistic applications
Ng ≈ 323, the size of A easily exceeds the memory capacities of the SPU (256 kB). How-
ever, considering the inverse distance matrix in detail, reveals that full storage of elements
contains a lot of redundency. If Ng = n3 there are Ng(Ng − 1) distances between grid
points, of which only n(n+1)(n+2)/6− 1 are different. Therefore, only non-redundant
data are calculated on the PPU and transferred to the SPU, where an addressing of matrix
elements is performed in order to map a three-dimensional grid onto a two-dimensional
matrix. That means that it is enough to store O(Ng) values for the kernel of A instead
of O(N2g ) because of redundant entries. The Wavelet matrix Wl is blocked and loaded
blockwise onto the SPUs, where A˜ is then calculated in two steps column by column and
then thresholded. The intermediate result is buffered on the SPU and not transferred back
to the PPU.
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3 Results
A native programming approach was compared to one, where CellSs was used. Fig. 2
shows the result of this comparison for Wavelet transforms of different sizes Ng and levels
l for a Haar-Wavelet transform.
As a first result it is found that the scaling of the algorithm is O(N2g ), as it could be
expected for a sparse-dense-sparse matrix multiply. This result, however, shows that (i) the
algorithm is efficiently implemented and (ii) with increasing problem size the PPU-SPU-
communication is not a limiting factor. This leads to optimism for increasing problem
sizes.
As a second result it is seen that the CellSs based implementation outperforms the na-
tive implementation in all cases by about 10-20%. This prooves that CellSs is not only a
very nice tool to ease Cell programming, but that it is also able to produce high perfor-
mance code. The reason for the difference of the two approaches may be found in neglect-
ing SIMD vectorization and features like double buffering in the native implementation.
Since the complexity of the code already was large, these features were postponed in first
instance. The result shows that CellSs leads to very good performance while reducing the
programming effort at the same time.
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We developed a RedMD package to perform molecular dynamics simulations for coarse-
grained models of proteins, nucleic acids and its complexes. Simulations can be carried out
in the microcanonical ensemble, as well as with Berendsen and Langevin thermostats. We pro-
vide tools to generate initial configuration and topology which are based on the elastic network
approach and its extensions. Topology generators can be modified by users to add for example
a new potential type. The code is written in C/C++ languages and the structure/topology of a
molecule is based on an XML format. The code is distributed under GNU public licence and
will be available at http://bionano.icm.edu.pl/.
1 Introduction
We created an open-source, scalable package for reduced (coarse-grained) molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations of biomolecules1 on a micro- to mili-second time scales. It is
written in C/C++ and parallelized with an OpenMP technology. To generate the topology
and force field of a molecule we use an XML-based format. Currently implemented force
field generators include the Elastic Network Model2 and its anharmonic extensions for the
ribosome3, nucleosome4 and HIV-1 protease5.
2 Molecular Dynamics
MD is a widely used technique to investigate the dynamical properties of molecules. It
numerically solves in finite time steps the Newton’s equations of motion and provides
trajectories i.e., the coordinates and momenta of particles as a function of time. Our MD
package generates coarse-grained representations of biopolymers in which entire groups
of atoms are represented by single interacting centers (pseudo-atoms), (see Figure 1). In
one bead models, one pseudo-atom can represent the whole amino acid or nucleotide.
The coarse-graining procedure is applied to reduce the number of degrees of freedom,
increase the integration time step, and achieve at least a microsecond MD simulation time
scale. RedMD currently supports MD simulations in the microcanonical ensemble, in the
canonical ensemble with the Berendsen thermostat, and with the Langevin bath thermal
coupling. To enlarge the integration time step we implemented the SHAKE algorithm6, 7
which was developed to satisfy the bond geometry constraints in MD simulations.
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Figure 1. The coarse-graining procedure. Left: all-atom representation, right: reduced one-bead model.
2.1 Microcanonical Ensemble
In the microcanonical ensemble (NVE) we consider the Newton’s equation:
d~pi
dt
= −∂V
∂~ri
, i = 1, . . . , N
where V is a potential energy function which depends on nucleic coordinates ri, pi is
the momentum of a particle i and N is the number of particles in the system. Numerical
solution of this equation generates the trajectory of motion. We implemented two popular
algorithms: velocity Verlet and Leap-Frog8 which are based on Taylor expansion.
2.2 Thermostats
To maintain constant temperature RedMD provides various thermostats. A common
method of both thermal coupling and reproducing the contact with solvent molecules is
Langevin Dynamics. We consider the equation:
d~pi
dt
= −∂V
∂~ri
− γi~pi + ~R(t) , i = 1, . . . , N
where γi is the collision parameter and ~R(t) is a random force vector satisfying:
< ~R(t) >= 0, < ~R(t)~R(t′) >= 2γikBTmiδ(t− t′)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the bath temperature. We solve this equation
with Bru¨nger-Brooks-Karplus integrator (BBK)9. Through the Langevin equation the sys-
tem couples to a heat bath globally, but is also locally subjected to random noise. If we are
interested in imposing the global coupling with minimal local disturbance the Langevin
equation is modified to:
d~pi
dt
= −∂V
∂~ri
+miγ
(
T0
T
− 1
)
~pi , i = 1, . . . , N
where T0 is the bath temperature, T the current temperature and γ (in ps−1) determines the
strength of coupling with the thermal bath. This is known as the Berendsen thermostat10.
The solution is based on scaling the momenta in each step by a factor
λ =
√
1 +
∆t
τT
(
T0
T
− 1
)
where τT is equal to (2γ)−1.
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2.3 Brownian Dynamics (BD)
RedMD provides a BD simulation based on the Ermak-McCammon algorithm11. The
trajectory is generated according to the equation:
~ri(t+∆t) = ~ri(t) +
D
kbT
~Fi(t)∆t + ~Ri(t) , i = 1, . . . , N
where D is a diffusion coefficient of a molecule and ~R(t) is a random force vector satisfy-
ing:
< ~R(t) >= 0, < ~R(t)~R(t′) >= 6D∆tδ(t− t′).
3 Parallelization
Because the calculation of the non-bonded interactions and forces is the most time con-
suming step in MD, its optimization is very important. To parallelize this calculation we
applied the OpenMP technology which uses a shared memory architecture. For the nucle-
osome model test force calculations for 1000 NVE simulation steps show that the speedup
(defined as the ratio of time using one thread to the time of using N threads) for 7 cores is
over 6 so it is almost linear.
4 The XML Force Field Format
The initial configuration and force field of the molecule are generated in an XML-based
format. We provide utilities to produce the input XML file from the PDB or PDBML/XML
files (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). Our XML format is a flexible way of repre-
senting the topology and force field. It contains information on atomic ids, masses, names,
coordinates, and properties such as bonded and non-bonded potentials. It is possible to save
any calculated values like temperature factors, forces or energies (see example below).
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<STRUCTURE>
<!-- Generated with: ./RedMD_genModel_Rib 1A36.txml -->
<NONBONDED>
<NBMORSE cutoff="35.000000">
<PAIR type1="CA" type2="CA" alpha="0.707000" E0="0.055055" l0="9.500000"/>
<PAIR type1="P" type2="P" alpha="0.707000" E0="0.071348" l0="17.600000"/>
<PAIR type1="CA" type2="P" alpha="0.707000" E0="0.062674" l0="12.930584"/>
</NBMORSE>
</NONBONDED>
<MOLECULE molId="mol1">
<GROUP label="basePairs" k="0.600000"/>
<ATOM id="1" name="P" x="-50.7" y="76.7" z="327.1" resName="U" chainID="A" resSeq="2" m="305"/>
<ATOM id="2" name="P" x="-50.8" y="73.7" z="332.1" resName="U" chainID="A" resSeq="3" m="305"/>
<ATOM id="3" name="P" x="-48.5" y="75.0" z="336.9" resName="G" chainID="A" resSeq="4" m="344"/>
<BOND idAtom1="1" idAtom2="2" k="3.0" l0="5.80"/>
<BOND idAtom1="1" idAtom2="3" k="2.5" l0="10.15"/>
<BOND idAtom1="1" idAtom2="4" k="0.5" l0="9.40"/>
<MORSE idAtom1="1" idAtom2="5" alpha="0.707" l0="6.19" E0="0.71" mark="o:P:P"/>
<MORSE idAtom1="1" idAtom2="6" alpha="0.707" l0="6.87" E0="0.63" mark="o:P:P"/>
<MORSE idAtom1="1" idAtom2="7" alpha="0.707" l0="11.90" E0="0.27" mark="o:P:P"/>
</MOLECULE>
</STRUCTURE>
5 From PDB to Trajectory
First, one needs to convert a PDB or PDBML file to our XML file format with one of
the programs distributed in the RedMD package. The user can choose from a few coarse-
grained force fields. Second, the user needs to specify MD simulation parameters and then
can generate the trajectory. Currently supported trajectory output formats are XYZ, PDB,
DCD and VEL (analogous to XYZ but saves velocities).
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The diphenylalanine peptide (FF), the core recognition motif of the Alzheimer’s β-amyloid
peptide, self-assembles into tubular structures of high stability. We have studied the aggrega-
tion properties of FF and the related triphenylalanine peptide (FFF) by 0.4-µs implicit- solvent
Replica Exchange MD simulations of aqueous FF and FFF solutions. The FF and FFF peptides
form ellipsoidal aggregates with a similar density and shape in the simulations. Within each
aggregate, we observe structural features, which are consistent with the properties of L-Phe-
L-Phe crystals. In particular, the aromatic planes of interacting sidechains are mainly oriented
perpendicular to each other and the backbone moieties of several (2-6) adjacent peptides in-
teract frequently by head (NH3+) -to-tail (−OOC) hydrogen bonds, forming open or closed
(ring-like) linear networks. The ring networks of six peptides observed in the FF simulations
are reminiscent of the hexagonal FF rings in the L-Phe-L-Phe crystals. The rings are energet-
ically more stable than the open networks, due to both non-polar and polar interactions. The
network propensity is higher in the FFF solution, mainly due to stronger non-polar and to a
smaller extent due to stronger polar interactions in the networks of the FFF aggregate; in line
with this observation is the somewhat higher stability of the FFF aggregate, observed in the
simulations.
1 Introduction
The ability of short peptide fragments to self-assemble into amyloids1, nanotubes2 and sys-
tems responsive to external stimuli (pH, temperature, concentration of specific solutes)3
is the focus of intense experimental and computational studies in recent years, as it can
provide insights on the formation of amyloid fibers and has potential applications in bio-
material synthesis, nanodevice fabrication and tissue engineering.
The diphenylalanine peptide (NH2-L-Phe-L-Phe-COOH, FF), the core recognition mo-
tif of the Alzheimer’s β-amyloid peptide was already been crystallized4. Under certain
conditions the diphenylalanine peptide self assembles into nanotubes of remarkable stiff-
ness5, which can serve as casts for the fabrication of silver nanowires6. In the crystals,
the FF peptides are hydrogen-bonded head-to-tail, forming helical chains with six pep-
tides per helical turn and a 10-A˚ van der Waals diameter4. Adjacent helices are oriented
parallel to each other and interact extensively via an intricate three-dimensional stacking
arrangement of the aromatic side chains. This structural information provides some hints
for the molecular organization of the peptide nanotubes7. Nevertheless, the understanding
of the key factors responsible for the nanotube stabilization is still not complete. For ex-
ample, the peptide Ac-Phe-Phe-NH2 forms highly-ordered tubular structures despite the
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lack of charge in its terminal ends, suggesting that the interactions between the aromatic
sidechains rather than the electrostatic backbone interactions play the key role in the self-
assembly process. At the same time, chemical modifications of the FF terminal ends cause
the formation of macroscopic hydrogels8 or amyloid-like fibers9, suggesting that the nanos-
tructures formed by FF depend also on the chemical nature and interactions of its terminal
ends.
To obtain further insights on the aggregation properties of these systems, in the present
study we investigate by MD simulations the properties of aqueous solutions formed by FF
and the related system, triphenylalanine peptide (NH2-FFF-COOH).
2 Systems and Methods
All simulations were performed with the CHARMM program, version c35a110. We simu-
lated two aqueous solutions, consisting of 12 FF dipeptides and 8 FFF tripeptides, respec-
tively. The peptides were placed in a 57-A˚ cubic box, modeling 34 mgr/ml (FF) and 33
mgr/ml (FFF) solutions. The box was replicated by periodic boundary conditions. The
peptide atomic charges, van der Waals and stereochemical parameters were taken from the
CHARMM27 all-atom force field11, 12. The aqueous solvent effects were modeled implic-
itly by the Generalized Born approximation GBSW13, 14. To improve the conformational
sampling, each solution was simulated by the replica-exchange scheme, with 10 replicas
spanning the temperature ranges 289-405 K (FF) and 288-416 K (FFF). The replica tem-
peratures were optimized iteratively in the beginning of the simulations as in ref. 15, 16,
targeting a uniform exchange probability of 18-20% among adjacent replicas. The simu-
lation length for each temperature was 40 ns, yielding a total simulation time of 0.4 µs for
the 10 replicas. Replica exchanges were attempted at 10-ps intervals. The analysis was
done with the CHARMM modules and in-house FORTRAN programs.
3 Results and Discussion
Geometrical Analysis: In both solutions the peptides form approximately ellipsoidal ag-
gregates, which are stable at 300 K. The geometrical properties of the aggregates in the
300-K simulations are summarized in table 1.
Aggregate Properties FF FFF
Radius of gyration (A˚) 9.48±0.41 9.25±0.30
Volume (A˚3) 3495.77±14.53 3422.04±13.28
Density (gr/ml) 1.779±0.007 1.782±0.006
I1/I2, I1/I3, I2/I3 0.76±0.12, 0.66±0.10, 0.88±0.06 0.76±0.11, 0.66±0.09, 0.86±0.06
PSA (%) 29.00±6.04 (42.18±1.44) 24.40±4.48 (34.64±3.41)
I1, I2 and I3 are the principal moments of inertia of the aggregate. PSA is the polar accessible surface area.
The numbers in parentheses correspond to the average PSA of FF and FFF monomers, computed by independent
monomer simulations17 .
Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of FF and FFF aggregates at 300 K.
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The FF and FFF aggregates have similar shapes (indicated by the comparable
moment-of-inertia ratios) and densities. The radius of gyration of the FFF aggregate has
a somewhat smaller mean and standard deviation (sd), reflecting the fact that the FFF
aggregate is somewhat more stable. In line with this observation, the radius of gyration
of the FF aggregate increases faster with temperature17. The solvent-accessible surface
area of the FF and FFF peptides has a mixed character, due to the non-polar sidechains
and the polar (charged) terminal ends and interior peptide bonds. The average fraction of
the FF and FFF peptide polar solvent accessible surface area (PSA) is 42.2% and 34.6%,
respectively, at 300 K, as computed by simulations of the FF and FFF monomers (with the
same implicit model GBSW13, 14). The PSA ratio is reduced in the FF and FFF aggregates,
reflecting the fact that the polar groups participate in several interactions. Indeed, the
peptides form network structures in the aggregates, as we analyze below.
Network Structures: The backbone moieties of several (2-6) adjacent peptides are fre-
quently arranged into open or closed (ring-like) linear networks, in which adjacent pep-
tides interact by head (NH3+)-to-tail (−OOC) hydrogen bonds and the aromatic planes
of interacting sidechains are mainly oriented perpendicular to each other. A typical, six-
peptides ring of the FF simulations is shown in fig. 1, along with the hexagonal ring pattern
observed in the L-Phe-L-Phe crystals4. The open networks are more frequent due to en-
tropic reasons; nevertheless, the closed networks are more stable energetically, due to both
non-polar and polar interactions17. The network propensity is higher in the FFF solution.
Energetic analysis shows that the non-polar and electrostatic interactions are stronger in the
networks of the FFF aggregate17; this is in accord with the higher network propensity and
the higher stability of the FFF aggregate. The frequency of the peptide networks decreases
with temperature, in agreement with the increase in the radius of gyration and the loss of
stability17.
Figure 1. Left: The hexagonal ring network observed in FF crystals4 . Right: A typical, six-peptides ring network,
observed in the FF simulations.
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4 Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the conformational properties of aqueous FF and FFF solutions by
implicit-solvent Replica Exchange MD simulations. In both solutions, the peptides form
stable ellipsoidal aggregates. Within the aggregates the peptides are arranged into open and
closed linear networks, which are stabilized by head-to-tail and sidechain interactions and
have some of the structural features observed in the FF crystals4. The intermolecular inter-
actions are stronger in the FFF system, in line with the higher frequency of inter-peptide
networks and the increased stability of the FFF aggregate in the temperature range of the
simulations. An energetic analysis shows that the side chains contribute to the aggregate
stability by forming direct interactions and by modulating the screening of the termini
electrostatic interactions by solvent.
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1 Introduction
Protein interactions are essential for intra-cellular communication in biological processes.
Proteins are composed of small units or domains that can physically interact together form-
ing multi-domain protein complexes. A single protein can have several binding regions,
and each region can engage distinct ligands, either simultaneously or at successive stages
of signalling. Detailed information about protein interactions is critical for our understand-
ing of the principles governing protein recognition mechanisms. The structures of many
proteins have been experimentally determined in complex with different ligands bound
either in the same or different binding regions. Thus, the structural interactome requires
the development of tools to classify protein binding regions. A proper classification may
provide a general view of the regions that a protein uses to bind others and also facilitate
a detailed comparative analysis of the interacting information for specific protein binding
regions at atomic level. Such classification might be of potential use for deciphering pro-
tein interaction networks, understanding protein function, rational engineering and design.
We present the SCOWLP database and web-interface [1, 2], a framework to study protein
interfaces and for comparative analysis of protein family binding regions (PBRs).
2 Methodology
SCOWLP was developed following several steps:
2.1 Extraction of Interfaces and Contacting Domains
An accurate definition of the interacting residues is crucial to have a proper clustering of
a family PBR. Our database includes all protein-interacting components of the PDB in-
cluding peptides and solvent, which until now have been excluded from systematic protein
interface analysis and databases. The inclusion of water enriches the definition of protein
interfaces by considering residues interacting exclusively by water, defined as wet spots
[3]. In our database all interface interactions are described at atom, residue and domain
level by using interacting rules based on atomic physicochemical criteria [1]. The defini-
tion of a domain was extracted from the SCOP database [4]. We consider ”interface” all
domain-domain interactions ; that means those belonging to the same protein and also to
different proteins. SCOWLP contains 79,803 interfaces contained in 2,561 SCOP fami-
lies. We grouped the domains participating in each interface by SCOP families, obtaining
for each family a list of contacting domains with the residues forming part of the binding
region.
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2.2 Pair-Wise Structural Alignments (PSAs)
A reliable alignment is indispensable to calculate the similarities among binding regions.
For this purpose we used MAMMOTH, which has shown proven accuracy to structurally
align protein families [5]. We performed all-against-all PSAs of the contacting domains
for each family to be able to measure the similarity among binding regions. SCOWLP
contains about 160,000 contacting domains uneven distributed by families. This represents
276 million PSAs performed in a cluster of five Pentium IV 2.6 GHz. The alignments
were performed taking the C atoms into account and using a gap penalty function for
opening and extension [6]. The root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) was not considered
for measuring the similarity between two interfaces, as the superimposed members of the
same family share a common structure.
2.3 Similarity Index (Si)
The residues described in SCOWLP forming and interface were mapped onto the domain-
pair structural alignment. We calculated a similarity index (Si) based on the number of
interacting residues that overlap and the length of both interacting regions by:
Si(a, b) =
2IRoverlap(a,b)
IRlength(a)−IRgaps(a)+IRlength(b)−IRgaps(b) , where a and b represent the two
domain structures aligned. The number of interacting residues that match in the PSA is
represented by IRoverlap(a, b). This value is divided by the average number of the inter-
acting residues in both domains excluding the interacting residues located in gap regions
in the structural alignment (IRgaps).
2.4 Clustering Binding Regions
Based on the calculated Si, we clustered the binding regions of each SCOP family using the
agglomerative hierarchical algorithm following several steps: 1) Define as a cluster each
contacting domain. 2) Find the closest pair of clusters and merge them into a single cluster.
3) Re-compute the distances between the new cluster and each of the remaining clusters.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all contacting domains are clustered into a single cluster.
To re-compute the distances we used the complete-linkage method, which considers the
distance between two clusters to be equal to the minimum similarityof the two members.
2.5 Binding Region Definition by Si Cut-Offs
The result of the clustering can be represented in an intuitive tree or dendrogram, which
shows how the individual contacting domains are successively merged at greater distances
into larger and fewer clusters. The final PBRs depend on the Si cut-off that is set up.
Based on our observations of a representative group of families we set up an empirical
maximum similarity cut-off value of 0.4. We pre-calculated the results for Si cut-offs at 0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 to offer a range of values that allow flexibility in the final analysis of
PBRs. The SCOWLP web application offers the possibility to display the classification at
any of these cut-off values. Our classification clustered 160,000 contacting domains from
2,561 families in 9,334 binding regions. About 65% of the families contain more than one
binding region. These values are obtained for similarity zero and may vary depending on
the similarity cut-off applied.
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2.6 Interface Definitions
In order to differentiate binding regions having single-interfaces from multi-interfaces, we
identified in each binding region the partner for each contacting domain. Each binding
region was divided in sub-clusters when there were different domain families interacting
in the same binding region. This resulted in a total of 10,300 interfaces. The classification
shows a 78% of the binding regions having a single-interface and the rest having mainly 2
or 3 interfaces per region. These numbers have to be carefully interpreted by taking into
account the limitation of the structural information contained in the PDB (i.e. 1,715 bind-
ing regions contain a unique member in the PDB and therefore only one known interface
per binding region).
3 Conclusions
SCOWLP database contains detailed interacting information of protein interfaces and the
hierarchical classification of PBRs. It represents a framework to study protein interfaces
and for comparative analysis of protein family binding regions. This comparison can be
performed at atomic level and allows the user to study interactome conservation and vari-
ability. The new SCOWLP classification may be of great utility for reconstruction of pro-
tein complexes, understanding protein networks and ligand design. The web application is
available at http://www.scowlp.org.
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GABA(A) receptors are ligand-gated chloride channels that mediate inhibitory neurotransmis-
sion. The GABAA receptor associated protein (GABARAP) interacts with the gamma2 subunit
of the GABAA receptor, modulates channel kinetics and promotes receptor clustering. Two
hydrophobic pockets acting as indole binding sites were identified as major determinants of
the ligand specificity of GABARAP by two dimensional NMR. We identified peptide K1 that
binds GABARAP with high affinity. Co-crystals of GABARAP and K1 diffract to 1.3 A˚ res-
olution. Each hydrophobic pocket of GABARAP is occupied by a tryptophan residue of the
peptide. Recently we found that calreticulin binds GABARAP. Co-crystals of GABARAP and
calreticulin (178-188) diffract to a resolution of 2.3 A˚. In this case the two hydrophobic pockets
are occupied by a tryptophan and a leucine, respectively. This is the first complex structure of
GABARAP with a native ligand.
1 GABARAP Displays Two Hydrophobic Pockets
The role of tryptophan as a key residue for ligand binding to the ubiquitin-like modifier
GABARAP was investigated. Two tryptophan binding hydrophobic patches were identi-
fied on the conserved face of the GABARAP structure by NMR spectroscopy and molec-
ular docking (Figure 1). GABARAP binding of indole and indole derivatives including
the free amino acid tryptophan was quantified. The two tryptophan binding sites can be
clearly distinguished by mapping the NMR-derived residue specific apparent dissociation
constant, Kd, onto the three-dimensional structure of GABARAP. The biological relevance
of tryptophan binding pockets of GABARAP is supported by a highly conserved trypto-
phan residue in the GABARAP binding region of calreticulin, clathrin heavy chain, and the
gamma2 subunit of the GABAA receptor. Replacement of tryptophan by alanine abolishes
ligand binding to GABARAP1.
2 Co-Crystallization of GABARAP with Ligand Peptides
Next we have determined the X-ray structure of the soluble form of human GABARAP
complexed with a high-affinity synthetic peptide at 1.3 A˚ resolution (Figure 2). The data
shed light on the probable binding modes of key interaction partners, including the GABAA
receptor and the cysteine protease Atg4. The resulting models provide a structural back-
ground for further investigation of the unique biological properties of GABARAP2.
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Figure 1. GABARAP in ribbon and surface representation. Two indole molecules are placed in the hydrophobic
pockets HP1 and HP2, respectively.
Figure 2. Overview of the GABARAP-K1 complex. GABARAP is depicted as a surface representation. The
peptide is shown in stick mode in dark gray. Both tryptophans are deeply buried in the hydrophobic pockets.
Recently we have succeeded in co-crystallizing GABARAP and a fragment of calreti-
culin and have determined the X-ray structure at 2.3 A˚ resolution (Figure 3). The results
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Figure 3. Overview of the GABARAP-CRT(178-188) complex. GABARAP is depicted as a surface representa-
tion. The peptide is shown in stick mode in dark gray. The tryptophan and leucine residues are buried in HP1 and
HP2, respectively.
improve our understanding of the GABARAP-calreticulin interaction and serve as a model
for the interaction with clathrin heavy chain and NSF. The derived model of the complex
with full length calreticulin provides a starting point for the investigation of multimeric
complexes with additional binding partners of GABARAP.
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We analyze the freezing and collapse transition of a simple model for flexible polymer chains on
simple cubic and face-centered cubic lattices by means of sophisticated chain-growth methods.
In contrast to bond-fluctuation polymer models in certain parameter ranges, where these two
conformational transitions were found to merge in the thermodynamic limit, we conclude from
our results that the two transitions remain well-separated in the limit of infinite chain lengths.
The reason for this qualitatively distinct behavior is presumably due to the ultrashort attractive
interaction range in the lattice models considered here.
1 Introduction
It is well known that single homopolymer chains undergo a structural coil–globule transi-
tion at the so-called Θ-point. Much theoretical, experimental, and algorithmic work was,
and still is, spent to localize that point for various homopolymer models. In principle,
there is no longer any difficulty to investigate lattice models up to very long chain lengths.
A well working technique to deal with the problem is the (n)PERM algorithm.1, 2
Since a relatively short time, thanks to generalized-ensemble versions of PERM,3, 4 it is
also possible to investigate the temperature range far below the Θ-temperature, where an-
other transition called ground-state–globule, liquid–solid (crystallization) or freezing tran-
sition can occur.3, 5 A recent study of the bond-fluctuation model with respect to these
different transitions for example showed, that the crystallization and the coil-globule tran-
sitions may, but generally do not, coincide in the thermodynamic limit, depending on the
interaction range.5
In this work, motivated by above mentioned studies, we will report results for the
structural transitions of Interacting Self-Avoiding Walks (ISAW) on the simple cubic (sc)
and face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice, the simplest model for flexible, interacting polymers.6
2 Model and Methods
In the ISAW model, a local attractive interaction between non-bonded nearest neighbors
is assumed. The total energy of an ISAW is given by E = −n, where n is the number
of such contacts. To simulate the model, we use the nPERM algorithm for the study of
the Θ-transition of very long chains and a generalized-ensemble version for the simulation
of the low-temperature behavior of short polymers. The PERM method is a chain-growth
algorithm based on the Rosenbluth method.7 It includes population control by pruning or
enriching populations during the growth, depending on threshold weights.1–4
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3 Results and Discussion
For investigating structural transitions of the polymer model, we calculate the specific heat
and analyze its peak structure. It is expected that even for polymers of finite length, peaks
of fluctuating quantities signalize conformational activity.
Figure 1 (left) shows specific-heat peaks of polymers on the sc lattice with lengths
8 ≤ N ≤ 125. We see that there is no uniform scaling behavior of the peaks as it was
found for the bond-fluctuation model.8 A first view does not show any regularity at all
regarding the low-temperature peaks. However, the dependence of the peak temperatures
on the chain length exhibits more systematics, see Fig. 1 (right).
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Figure 1. Left: Map of specific-heat maxima for several chain lengths. Circles (⊙) symbolize the peaks (if
any) identified as signals of the collapse (TCmax
V
> 1). The low-temperature peaks (+) belong to the excita-
tion/freezing transitions (TCmax
V
< 0.8). Right: Collapse and excitation/freezing peak temperatures of the same
specific-heat peaks.
The freezing-transition temperatures show a sawtooth-like behavior which is due to opti-
mal monomer alignment to the underlying lattice. At the lowest peak temperatures, we find
chains with very compact ground states which are arranged as cubes or compact cuboids,
respectively, e.g., for N = 27, 36, 48, etc. The corresponding chains have an energy gap of
∆E = 2 between the ground state and the first excited state. For the sc lattice, this can eas-
ily be explained. The first excited state can be constructed by removing a monomer from
the corner of the compact state (breaking 3 contacts) and placing it somewhere at the sur-
face (gaining 1 contact). All these chains have a very pronounced freezing-transition peak
(not shown). On the other hand, at the other side of the “teeth”, the respective chains with
one more monomer reside. Here, the formerly pronounced low-temperature peak becomes
very weak.
Let us briefly say some words on the Θ-point. Despite of very precise measurements,
the nature of this transition is not yet completely understood, considering for example
predicted logarithmic corrections9 which could not be resolved so far in numerical data.
Figure 2 shows an illustrating picture of the studied objects (left) and data of transition
temperatures for different chain lengths as well as fits to the data (right). There are several
approaches to extrapolate TΘ by fitting Tc(N). We used here the mean-field like fit6
1
Tc(N)
− 1
TΘ
=
a1√
N
+
a2
N
, (1)
which was found to be consistent with numerical data obtained in grandcanonical analyses
of lattice homopolymers and the bond-fluctuation model.10
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Figure 2. Left: Two typical conformations of a 4096mer on a sc lattice at different temperatures T ≪ TΘ;
E = −5367 and T ≫ TΘ; E = −1054. Right: Inverse collapse temperatures for several chain lengths on sc
(N ≤ 32 000) and fcc lattices (N ≤ 4 000). Drawn lines are fits according to Eq. (1). Error bars are shown, but
may not be visible.
Optimal fit parameters using the data in the intervals 200 ≤ N ≤ 32 000 (sc) and
100≤N ≤ 4 000 (fcc) were found to be T scΘ = 3.72(1), a1 ≈ 2.5, and a2 ≈ 8.0 (sc), and
T fccΘ = 8.18(2), a1 ≈ 1.0, and a2 ≈ 5.5 (fcc). This agrees very well with data published
so far,1, 11 but does unfortunately not solve the problem of correction terms either. A very
detailed analysis including different fit ansa¨tze and parameter estimates can be found in
Ref. 6.
To summarize, there exists a clear low-temperature freezing transition below the
Θ-point, which is strongly influenced by lattice restrictions. It is shifted with increasing
chain length to lower temperatures (TCmaxV (N) ≈ 0.4) and jumps at chains with very com-
pact ground states back to a value of TCmaxV (N) ≈ 0.6. The temperature interval, in which
the freezing peaks fluctuate, does not change when varying the chain length, whereas the
finite-length Θ-temperature does.
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The Na+/K+-ATPase pumps ions across the membrane which is necessary for maintaining
the membrane potential. The energy for this active ion transport is provided by binding and
hydrolysis of ATP and has to be transferred from the cytoplasmic nucleotide binding site to
the transmembrane domain of ion transport. This transport cycle can also be induced experi-
mentally by applying voltage jumps across the membrane. We simulated the applied electric
field by an ionic capacitor and studied the impact on the Na+/K+-ATPase by a combination of
multiconformation continuum electrostatics (MCCE) and molecular dynamics (MD). Our cal-
culations show a selective activation of the helices M5, M6 and M8 by the electric field. Those
helices are likely to act as energy transduction elements.
1 Introduction
The Na+/K+-ATPase is an integral membrane ion pump belonging to the superfamily of P-
type ATPases. All members of the subfamily (P-type ATPases II) share common structural
similarities. These proteins consist of three cytoplasmic domains (nucleotide binding-,
actuator- and phosphorylation domain) and a transmembrane domain (with the ion binding
sites) which is composed of 10 α-helices (M1-M10). The cytoplasmic domain is connected
to the transmembrane domain by the stalk region (S2-S5). Because of this structural and
functional similarity, the mechanism of pumping ions across a membrane is supposed to
be common for all P-type ATPases and is described by the Post-Albers scheme (with two
main conformational states E1 and E2). In the reaction cycle of the Na+/K+-ATPase, three
Na+-ions are pumped out and two K+-ions are pumped into the cell. Thus the Na+/K+-
ATPase is electrogenic which is essential for maintaining the membrane potential. Cations
have to be transported actively against a gradient. Therefore energy is needed which is
provided at the nucleotide binding site by binding and hydrolysis of ATP. This energy has
to be transferred to the transmembrane ion binding sites which are located approx. 50 A˚
apart. Experiments show that the transport cycle can not only be induced by ATP but also
by an electric field that is applied to the membrane1. These voltage-clamp fluorometry
experiments indicate an important role of the highly conserved transmembrane helix M5
and M6 for the energy transduction mechanism of the Na+/K+-ATPase. To study the
energy transduction theoretically, a combination of electrostatic calculations (MCCE) and
molecular dynamic simulations (MD) is used to evaluate the impact of a simulated electric
field on the Na+/K+-ATPase.
2 Methods
Multiconformation continuum electrostatic (MCCE) calculations simulate simultaneously
the residue ionization and side chain rotamers2, 3. The electric field that is applied to the
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transmembrane region of the Na+/K+-ATPase (pdb-id: 3B8E ; resolution: 3.5 A˚ ; E2
enzyme state)4 was simulated by an ”ionic capacitor”. Therefore ions were placed above
and below the protein and parameterized in MCCE. The atomic model of the Na+/K+-
ATPase was embedded in a POPC (palmitoyl oleoyl phosphatidylcholine) membrane and
the gap between the protein and the membrane was closed with a molecular dynamic (MD)
simulation (NAMD)5. The exact position of the capacitor and the number of ions that were
inserted (strength of the applied electric field) were varied to study the influence of the
simulation setup. To include conformational dynamics and protein backbone flexibility,
structural snapshots of the MD simulations have been chosen as input coordinates for the
electrostatic calculations. The impact of the electric field on the helices M1-M10 and the
stalk region S2-S5 was observed by the number of residues per helix that change their
conformer. Conformer changes consider both, rotamer changes and changes of the residue
ionization.
3 Results and Conclusions
Number of Residues per Helix
Helix M1 M2+S2 M3+S3 M4+S4 M5+S5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10
21 33 26 36 39 21 23 20 19 21
Number of Conformer Changes for Selected MD Snapshots
time M1 M2+S2 M3+S3 M4+S4 M5+S5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10
[ps]
0 2 6 5 8 14 6 3 6 2 3
125 2 10 5 8 11 6 2 8 1 4
250 1 5 3 8 13 6 4 7 1 5
500 1 7 4 12 12 6 2 6 3 5
750 1 6 2 8 11 7 2 7 1 5
1000 3 7 4 8 12 6 2 8 3 5
Averaged Residue Changes per Helix [%]
7.9 20.7 14.7 22.2 31.2 29.4 10.9 33.3 8.8 21.4
Table 1. Impact of an electric field on the transmembrane helices of the Na+/K+-ATPase including the stalk
region.
Table 1 shows that the helices M2, M4, M5, M6 and M8 and M10 respond intensely
with residues conformer changes to an applied electric field. The helices M5, M6 and M8
change approximately one-third of their conformers. In addition, the conformer changes of
these helices are evenly distributed across the complete helix and not only at the helix ends
close to the capacitor as it is the case for the helices M2, M4 and M10. The impact of the
simulation setup was tested by varying the geometry of the ionic capacitor and the strength
of the applied electric field. Independent of the setup, the number of conformers that
change remained high and nearly the same for the helices M5, M6 and M8 as compared to
the other transmembrane helices. The strength of the electric field has to be simulated much
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higher than the fields that were applied in the experimental setup in order to obtain any
effects on conformer occupancy. This can be explained by the limited backbone flexibility
in our calculations. However, a qualitative analysis is feasible by this simulation approach.
The different structural MD snapshots showed only a small variation in conformer changes
as compared to the crystal structure coordinates. In particular, the changes on the helices
M5, M6 and M8 remained high for the different structural snapshots. Thus these helices
are selectively activated by the electric field supporting the experimental hypothesis that
these helices are likely to act as energy transduction elements. The contribution of the
helices M5 and M8 to the energy transduction mechanism could also be concluded from
our previous electrostatic calculations with modeled structures of the Na+/K+-ATPase and
with the Ca2+-ATPase, another member of the P-type ATPase family6. Further support is
provided by calculations on a mutant of the Na+/K+-ATPase. This mutant (N776D) shows
no voltage dependence in experiments7 what could be confirmed by our calculations. The
number of conformer changes due to the applied electric field is also reduced for M5, M6
and M8. The number of conformer changes is reduced to two-third for the helix M6 and
even to the half for the helices M5 and M8.
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Introducing backbone hydrogen bond potentials that alternate between attraction and repulsion,
forcing a fast reordering, leads to fast in silico folding of small proteins. However thermody-
namic properties cannot be extracted from these simulations and they are not suitable for use in
generalized ensemble methods. In this paper we address the development of a hydrogen bond
potential that is energy conserving and time-reversible, without loss of efficiency.
1 Introduction
Computational modeling at atomic resolution has the potential to reveal properties that are
inaccessible to experiments, but its application is amongst others limited by a sampling
problem. This is a consequence of the rugged free-energy landscape observed in detailed
protein models.
Hydrogen bonds make an important contribution to the free-energy landscape of a pro-
tein and are required to compensate the free-energy cost of burying (partially) charged
groups.1 Although there is no net free energy gain upon hydrogen bond reordering, the
associated barrier of 2-3 kT 2 contributes strongly to the ruggedness of the free-energy
landscape.
In a previous study we showed that the sampling problem can be reduced by facilitating
barrier crossings, in particular those associated with hydrogen bond formation/breaking.
We introduced hydrogen bond potentials that alternate between attraction and repulsion
(AHBP) forcing a fast reordering of the backbone hydrogen bonds which leads to fast in
silico folding of small proteins.3
However simulations with these alternating hydrogen bond potentials are not time-
reversible and they do not conserve energy. Hence thermodynamic properties cannot be
extracted from these simulations and they are not suitable for use in generalized ensem-
ble methods. In this paper we address the development of a continuous hydrogen bond
potential that is energy conserving and time-reversible, without loss of efficiency.
2 Continuous Hydrogen Bond Potential
There are a number of requirements that must be satisfied in the new hydrogen bond po-
tential. Firstly, in an md simulation the energy needs to be conserved in order to acquire a
proper sampling of the free-energy landscape. For the individual hydrogen bond potentials
this can easily be satisfied by expressing the distance interaction function Id and the angle
interaction function Iθ as a cubic spline.
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Figure 1. The interaction function Ihb (eq 2) shown for the oxygen position in a plane around the N-H
atoms displayed in topview (left) and sideview (right).
Secondly, the energy and the derived forces of the hydrogen bond potential must result
in efficient hydrogen bond reordering. Because reordering mainly requires a change in
distance a larger weight for the distance relative to the angle interaction is desired. Within
the observation that the angle potential only has meaning at short separation of donor and
acceptor the range of the distance and angle function is set to 1.0 − 0.0 and 1.0 − 0.6,
respectively.
Finally, a hydrogen bond is very selective, usually having only one partner (with oc-
casionally a second), restricting the number of potentials per donor (acceptor) to one. To
avoid the need for native state input the partner must be selected based on the conforma-
tion in the simulation. Therefore we choose for every donor (acceptor) the partner with
the highest value of the hydrogen bond interaction function Ihb every time step. In this
way the energy is conserved because a switch of partners takes place when the energies are
equal. Since the hydrogen bond potential is an interaction function also linear momentum
is conserved and only angular momentum is not conserved.
The following continuous hydrogen bond potential Vhb (CHBP) is consistent with these
requirements.
Vhb(r) = fc ·
A,D∑
k
max{Ihb(rk, rl)}l∈A,D (1)
Ihb(rk, rl) = Id(rk, rl) · Iθ(rk, rl) (2)
Id(rk, rl) =

1 rkl < rmin
2(rkl−rmin)3
(rmax−rmin)3 +
3(rkl−rmin)2
(rmax−rmin)2 + 1 rmin ≤ rkl < rmax
0 rmax ≤ rkl
(3)
Iθ(θk, θl) =

1 θkl < θmin
0.4 · [ 2(θkl−θmin)3(θmax−θmin)3 +
3(θkl−θmin)2
(θmax−θmin)2 ] + 1 θmin ≤ θkl < θmax
0.6 θmax ≤ θkl
(4)
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Figure 2. Effectiveness of the hydrogen bond potentials. a) The auto correlation function shows the hydrogen
bond lifetime for the different simulations. b) The secondary structure formed in a small simulation with the new
continuous hydrogen bonds potentials.
with Vhb the total potential energy of the hydrogen bond potentials, fc the force constant,
r the distance between the donor and acceptor , θ the N-H-O angle and k and l indices of
the backbone donor (D) and acceptor (A) atoms.
The parameters for the hydrogen bond potentials were chosen to affect hydrogen bonds
that are (very) weak for minimum interference to the system and to leave potentially native
hydrogen bonds undisturbed. The minimum and maximum cutoff distances were 0.35 nm
and 0.40 nm between the donor and acceptor with a force constant of 50 for the repulsive
stage and 0.23 and 0.40 nm between the hydrogen and acceptor with a force constant of -50
for the attractive stage. In both stages the mimimum and maximum N-H-O angle cutoff
were 100 and 150.
3 Validation
To validate the new hydrogen bond potential we will show that the requirements 1) energy
conservation, 2) selective and 3) effective are satisfied. Therefore we performed NVE
simulations with an attractive, with a repulsive and without the hydrogen bond potentials.
For these simulations we found a fluctuation of 3.1, 4.2 and 1.8 kJ mol−1, respectively,
around the average total energy 101 · 103 kJ mol−1. This is ±2% of the kinetic and
potential energy fluctuation. For all simulations the drift was−5.7kJ mol−1 ps−1. Within
the accuracy of the md algorithm the potentials are thus energy conserving. The energy
conservation also shows that a switch of hydrogen bond partners, introducing selectivity,
is allowed.
To test the effectiveness of the new hydrogen bond potential we performed NVT sim-
ulations where the hydrogen bond potentials are changed every ps in the order attractive-
nopotential-repulsive-nopotential-attractive-etc. The effectiveness of these potentials can
be expressed as the speed of hydrogen bond reordering, which depends on the hydrogen
bond lifetime and the average number of hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bond lifetime is
related to the intramolecular hydrogen bond autocorrelation function, where a faster de-
crease in the autocorrelation functions indicates a shorter lifetime. From fig. 2a this leads
to the following relation between the hydrogen bond lifetime τhb of the different simu-
lations: τhb,CHBP < τhb,AHBP < τhb,standard. The average number of intramolecular
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hydrogen bonds is 4.1, 4.7 and 3.9 for the CHBP, AHBP and standard simulation, re-
spectively. These results indicate an even faster hydrogen bond reordering with the new
hydrogen bond potentials.
The effectiveness can also be expressed as the speed of forming different secondary
structure elements. In fig. 2b the occurrence of α-helix and β-sheet during a simulation
with CHBP changing between attrative and repulsive is shown. Clearly both secondary
structure elements are easily formed with this potential.
4 Outlook
In this paper we have shown that an energy conserving hydrogen bond potential can result
in quick sampling of the conformational space of a polyalanine when the CHBP is changed
between attractive and repulsive. However thermodynamic properties can only be extracted
from these simulations if this change is Boltzmann weighted. Consequently a method
that changes the potentials while maintaining detailed balance, like for example replica
exchange, can reveal thermodynamic properties (J. Vreede and M. Wolf, in preparation).
5 Simulation Details
All simulations were performed using the GROMACS4 software package version 3.3.1
extended with the hydrogen bond potentials using the GROMOS96 43a1 forcefield.5 A
timestep of 2 fs for NVT and 0.1 fs for NVE was used, with all bonds constrained using
the LINCS algorithm. Van der Waals interactions were ignored outside a cut-off of 1.2 nm.
Electrostatic interactions were treated with the PME method applying a real-space cutoff
of 0.9 nm. In the NVT simulation the system temperature was coupled to a Berendsen
thermostat.
The starting structure of the simulations is a random collapsed coil poly alanine of
16 residues, dissolved in a box of approximately 2000 SPC water to obtain a density of
0.97 kg/l. Initial velocities were generated randomly to get a system at 300 K, which
was simulated under NVT conditions for 1 ns to equilibrate before production runs were
performed.
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EcoRV is a restriction enzyme produced by Escherichia Coli that destroys invading DNA by
cleaving it at a GATATC sequence, as a defence mechanism against viral attacks. EcoRV
sharply bends its specific DNA site, by approximately 50◦, directly at the center TA step, help-
ing to facilitate correct orientation of the scissile phosphate, the catalytic site of the enzyme and
divalent metal ions. We are investigating the physical origins of sequence specificity in EcoRV
endonuclease. Computer simulations are performed of three free DNA sequences in aqueous
solution, starting from a B-form, in order to understand to what extent the bending is intrinsic to
the DNA itself. The results contribute to understanding why the cognate sequence is recognized
specifically by the EcoRV restriction enzyme.
1 Introduction
One of the central issues of modern molecular biology and biophysics is to understand
the interactions stabilizing complexes in solution, and particularly how a small sequence
change can lead to a significant difference in affinity. Protein/DNA interactions provide
an important class of biomolecular complexes for studying such issues. Molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulation techniques, with which individual interactions and dynamics at
the atomic level can be probed explicitly, provide a means complementary to experimental
techniques, of determining details of molecular structure and interaction.8 Restriction en-
donucleases provide interesting model systems for the investigation of sequence-specific
protein/DNA interactions. The ability of bacterial cells to resist invading foreign DNA
is wholly dependent upon the extraordinarily high fidelity of this recognition process, in
which target sites are selected from an enormous molar excess of structurally similar non-
specific DNA.1, 3 We are investigating the origins of sequence specificity in EcoRV endonu-
clease in order to elucidate how molecular interactions and induced fit operate to ensure
selectivity for blunt-ended cleavage at the center step of GATATC. EcoRV sharply bends
its specific DNA site by approximately 50◦, directly at the center TA step, helping to fa-
cilitate proper juxtaposition of the scissile phosphate, the catalytic site of the enzyme and
divalent metal ions.7 To examine the origins of EcoRV sequence discrimination, a detailed
kinetic and crystallographic study has been performed of the interaction of EcoRV with the
cognate sequence GATATC (TA), and two non-cognate sequence, GAATTC (AT) which is
the cognate sequence recognized by an other restriction enzyme, EcoRI, and it’s mutant,
GAAUTC (AU).2 Examination of DNA binding and bending by equilibrium and stopped-
flow fluorescence quenching and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) methods
demonstrate that the capacity of EcoRV to bend the AT sequence site is severely limited,
and full bending of AU sequence is achieved at only a threefold reduced rate compared
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with the cognate complex (TA). The above results demonstrate that the DNA sequences,
although swapping only 2 nucleotides, induce a change of the bending-cleavage mecha-
nism. This change does not imply large conformation adaptations of the protein rather
small perturbations leading to the rearrangement of the divalent metal ion binding sites.
In the present work, the structures of the free DNA sequences in water are probed. We
investigate how the swap of the center base pair leads to a change of the behaviour of the
free DNA in water. For this purpose, we performed MD simulations of the three DNA
sequences; TA, AT and AU free in aqueous solution.
2 Materials and Methods
Three 14-bp B-DNA molecules were examined with different central nucleotides
but the same flanking sequences and same nucleotide content (TA-sequence: 5’-
dAGAAGATATCTTGA-3’, ATsequence: 5’-dAGAAGAATTCTTGA-3’, AU-sequence:
5’-dAGAAGAAUTCTTGA-3’). Standard B-DNA starting structures were generated
using the program NAB6. The setup of the system was performed with the program
CHARMM9 and the charmm27 force field10. Each system was neutralized by adding
28 Na+ counterions, and an excess of Na+ and Cl− ions were added, corresponding to
a physiological concentration of 150mN NaCl. The system was solvated with a buffer of
explicit water extending of 15 A˚ in each direction in a cubic box (x=70A˚, y=70A˚, z=70 A˚).
Minimizations, heating, equilibration and production runs were performed with the pro-
gram NAMD11. For each of the three systems 20ns MD was performed in a NPT ensemble
at 1-atm pressure and 300K. Structural analysis and calculation of the free energy were
performed using standard programs; 3DNA5, Gromacs4 tools and home made scripts.
3 Results and Discussion
Differences of two nucleotides at the center steps have been shown to be sufficient to
hinder full bending and thus cleavage of the DNA in complex with EcoRV restriction
endonuclease.2 We examine here whether or not differences can be seen between these
three free DNA molecules in water. We analyzed the molecular origin of bending in terms
of local helical parameters of the three DNA structures at the center step calculated with the
program 3DNA5. The parameters monitored include the local roll angle and the local tilt
at the center step. The roll angle measures rotation of a base pair plane about its long axis.
This motion creates an angle, narrowing toward the major groove for positive roll, between
two otherwise parallel adjacent base pairs. Tilt arises from rotation about a base pair short
axis and is generally less than half as large as roll. We calculated the free energy profile
at the center step of each DNA sequence as a function of there two parameters. Table 1
shows some local helical parameters for the DNA molecules crystallized in complex with
the protein EcoRV, and in the DNA during the MD simulation. The three DNA molecules
appear to have different properties for the roll angle at the center step when it is complexed
to EcoRV or when it is free in aqueous solution. Indeed the cognate free TA molecule
has a minimum free energy for an angle of 10◦ ±0.98◦, whereas the free AT molecule has
an angle of 5◦ ±0.65◦ and the free AU molecule is about 3◦ ±0.74◦. Within 5 kJ/mol
of the minimum free energy the roll angle for the TA sequence ranges from -10 to +25◦,
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whereas that for AT reaches only -5 to +15◦. The AU sequence explores a wider range
than AT but less than the TA sequence, varying between -10 to +20◦ within 5kJ/mol of the
minimum. In contrast to the roll angle, the tilt angle behaves in a similar way for the 3 DNA
molecules. The atomic fluctuations (Figure 1) show that the 3 DNA molecules fluctuate in
Parameter TAa ATa AUa TAb ATb AUb
Roll (deg.) 49.9 28.8 53.2 10 ±0.98 5 ±0.65 3 ±0.74
Tilt (deg.) -3.24 0.87 4.01 0.33 ±0.08 0.63 ±0.05 1.64 ±0.09
a DNA crystallographic structures. The respective pdb codes are 1SX8, 2BOD, 2BOE. The values
are taken from Hiller2.
b B-DNA structures simulated in water. The values correspond to the angle with the minimum free
energy calculated from the 20ns MD simulation.
Table 1. Conformational diffusion constants and corresponding relaxation times.
the same regions, mainly at the 2 termini (atoms 1 to 40; 400 to 500 and 850 to 890 around
0.6 nm for TA sequence, 0.3 nm for AT sequence and 0.8 for AU sequence). The rest of
the atoms fluctuate around 0.15 nm, and a periodicity can be observed. The higher values
correspond to the fluctuation of the atoms from the backbone (sugar and phosphate), and
the lower values to the base pairs. The three structures behave mostly in a very similar
Figure 1. Atomic fluctuation of the 3 DNA sequences during the MD simulation. The first strand is from the
atom 1 to 448; the second is from 449 to 891.
way. However the roll angle at the center step shows a none negligible difference.
4 Conclusion
The three DNA molecules simulated here differ by only 1 or 2 nucleotides at the central
step. This small difference is sufficient for the EcoRV restriction endonuclease to recognize
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only one sequence specifically. The simulations show that the atomic fluctuations and some
local helical parameters are very similar for the three sequences, even at the central step.
However, the TA sequence appears to be the most flexible of the three, as can be seen by
the broader range of roll angles sampled as compared to the other sequences during the 20
ns of the simulations. This finding suggests that recognition of the sequence specifically by
the EcoRV restriction enzyme is due in part to inherent structural tendencies of the cognate
DNA sequence.
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Workshop Program
Monday 19.05.2008
07:40 Pick up at Hotels in Ju¨lich
08:00-09:00 Registration
09:00-09:05 Welcome by Prof. Dr. A. Bachem (CEO, FZ Ju¨lich)
09:05-09:15 Introductory Remarks (Ulrich H.E. Hansmann, NIC-CBB)
Morning Session (Chair: Ulrich H.E. Hansmann)
09:15-09:45 Christoph Pospiech (IBM, Dresden, Germany):
Scalable Systems for Computational Biology
09:45-10:30 Volkhard Helms (Saarland University, Saarbru¨cken, Germany):
Computer Simulations of Protein-Protein Association in Water and at
Membranes
10:30-11:00 Coffee break
11:00-11:45 Ruben Abagyan (The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, USA):
Induced Fit in Molecular Docking
11:45-12:30 John Rice (IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY,
USA):
High Performance Computing in Multiscale Modeling Cardiac Contrac-
tion: Bridging Proteins to Cells to Whole Heart
12:30-14:00 Lunch
Afternoon Session (Chair: Jan Meinke)
14:00-14:45 Henri Orland (Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique, Gif-sur-Yvette,
France):
Dominant Pathways in Protein Folding
14:45-15:05 Alexander Schug (University of California San Diego, San Diego,
USA):
Mutations as Trapdoors: The Rop-dimer with two Competing Native
Conformations
15:05-15:25 Nikolay Dokholyan (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Chapel Hill, USA):
Simplified Approaches to Complex Biological Systems
15:25-15:45 Mai Suan Li (Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland):
New Force Replica Exchange Method and Mechanical Unfolding of
Proteins
15:45-16:15 Coffee break
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16:15-17:00 Wei Yang (Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, USA):
Advancing Drug and Protein Binding Affinity Predications via Gener-
alized Ensemble Based Methods
17:00-17:20 Iris Antes (Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Informatik, Saarbru¨cken, Ger-
many):
Protein-ligand Docking Including Protein Flexibility – An Hierarchical
Approach
17:20-17:40 Slawomir Orlowski (Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland):
Computer Modeling of Small Ligands Diffusion in Drosophila
Melanogaster Hemoglobin
17:40-18:00 Bogdan Lesyng (University of Warsaw, Faculty of Physics, Warsaw,
Poland):
Protein-ligand Docking with a Two-scale Receptor Dynamics and a
QM/MM Interaction Potential
18:00 Welcome Reception and Poster Session
20:30 Bus to Hotels in Ju¨lich
Tuesday 20.05.2008
08:10 Pickup at Hotels in Ju¨lich
Morning Session (Chair: Olav Zimmermann)
09:00-09:45 Andrzej Kolinski (University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland):
Multiscale Modeling of Protein and Protein Assemblies
09:45-10:05 Shura Hayryan (Academis Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan (ROC)):
Some Aspects of RNA Folding Studied by Lattice Simulations
10:05-10:25 Kay Hamacher (TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany):
Coarse-Grained Molecular Models for High-Throughput and Multi-
Scale Functional Investigations
10:25-11:00 Coffee break
11:00-11:45 Ron Elber (University of Texas at Austin, Austin, USA):
Atomically Detailed Simulations of Kinetics in Molecular Biophysics
by Milestoning
11:45-12:05 Anton Feenstra (Free University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands):
Predicting Protein Interactions from Functional Specificity using Multi-
Relief and Multi-Harmony
12:05-12:25 Sebastian Kmiecik (Selvita, Krakow, Poland):
Designing an Automatic Pipeline for Protein Structure Prediction
12:25-12:40 Group-Photo
12:40-14:00 Lunch
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Afternoon Session (Chair: Walter Nadler)
14:00-14:45 Wilfred F. van Gunsteren (ETH Zu¨rich, Zu¨rich, Switzerland):
Computer Simulation of Biomolecular Systems: Where Do We Stand?
14:45-15:05 Karine Voltz (German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany):
A Coarse-grained Model for the Nucleosome
15:05-15:25 Maciej Długosz (University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland):
Interactions of Aminoglycosidic Antibiotics with the 30S Subunit -
Brownian Dynamics Study
15:25-15:45 Junalyn Navarra-Madsen (TWU, Denton, USA):
Coloring the Mu Transpososome
15:45-16:15 Coffee break
16:15-17:00 Roland Netz (Technical University Munich, Mu¨nchen, Germany):
Peptide Adhesion and Friction: Theoretical Approaches
17:00-17:20 Rainer Bo¨ckmann (Saarland University, Saarbru¨cken, Germany):
Kinetics, Statistics, and Energetics of Lipid Membrane Electroporation
Studied by Molecular Dynamics Simulations
17:20-17:40 Borries Demeler (The University of Texas, Health Science Center at
San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas, USA):
Modeling Conformational and Molecular Weight Heterogeneity with
Analytical Ultracentrifugation Experiments (AUC)
17:40-18:00 Wolfgang Fischer (National Yang-Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan):
Short Membrane Proteins from Viruses: Channel-pore Dualism?
18:15 Bus to Castle Obbendorf (Hambach) for Dinner
18:30 Dinner (Sponsored by IBM Germany)
Greetings by Dr. Sebastian Schmidt, Divisional Director of Research
Centre Ju¨lich
22:00 Bus to Hotels in Ju¨lich
Wednesday 21.05.2008
8:10 Pickup at Hotels in Ju¨lich
Morning Session (Chair: Sandipan Mohanty)
09:00-09:45 Michael Feig (Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA):
Simulating Biomolecules in Cellular Environments
09:45-10:05 Giovanni La Penna (National Research Council, Sesto Fiorentino,
Italy):
Modelling the Free Energy of Polypeptides in Different Environments
10:05-10:25 Joachim Dzubiella (Technical University Munich, Garching, Germany):
Insights from Atomistic Computer Simulations of Halophilic Proteins
10:25-11:00 Coffee break
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11:00-11:45 Philippe Derreumaux (CNRS and University of Paris 7, Paris, France):
Simulating the Early Steps of Amyloid Fibril Formation and Disassem-
bly
11:45-12:05 Alfonso De Simone (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK):
Probing the Prion Hydration by Molecular Dynamics Simulations:
From Native via Misfolded to Amyloid Conformations
12:05-12:25 Volker Knecht (Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Pots-
dam, Germany):
Folding and Aggregation of Model Amyloid Peptides in Explicit Sol-
vent and at an Interface
12:25-14:00 Lunch
Afternoon Session (Chair: Ulrich H. E. Hansmann)
14:00-14:20 Horacio Sanchez (Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen, Germany):
High Throughput in-silico Screening against Flexible Protein
14:20-14:40 Michal Wojciechowski (Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland):
Effects of Confinement on Protein Folding
14:40-15:25 Dietmar Schomburg (Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig, Braun-
schweig, Germany):
Bioinformatics, Metabolomics, and Systems Biology
15:25-15:30 Concluding Remarks (Ulrich H. E. Hansmann, NIC-CBB)
afterwards Bus to Cologne
Social Event: Visit of a Traditional Brewhouse (drinks and food on
one’s own expense)
21:00 Bus to Ju¨lich
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List of Participants
• Abagyan, Ruben; The Scripps Research Institute; La Jolla; USA
• Anand, Priya; Panjab University; Chandigarh; India
• Andrews, Maximilian Nicholas; TU Dortmund; Dortmund; Germany
• Antes, Iris; Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Informatik; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Appel, Heiko; Freie Universita¨t Berlin; Berlin; Germany
• Bahadur, Ranjit Prasad; Jacobs University; Bremen; Germany
• Becker, Caroline; Universita¨t des Saarlandes; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Behringer, Hans; Universita¨t Bielefeld; Bielefeld; Germany
• Berryman, Josh; University of Leeds; Leeds; United Kingdom
• Bischoff, Nils; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Biswas, Mithun; Uni Heidelberg; Heidelberg; Germany
• Bo¨ckmann, Rainer; Saarland University; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Brunner, Konrad; Universita¨t Regensburg; Regensburg; Germany
• Chebaro, Yassmine; LBT CNRS UPR 9080; Paris; France
• Choutko, Alexandra; ETHZ; Zu¨rich; Switzerland
• Colas, Claire; LBT CNRS UPR 9080; Paris; France
• De Simone, Alfonso; University of Cambridge; Cambridge; United Kingdom
• Decha, Panita; Chulalongkorn University / University of Vienna; Vienna; Austria
• Demeler, Borries; The University of Texas, Health Science Center at San Antonio;
San Antonio, Texas; USA
• Deringer, Volker; RWTH Aachen; Aachen; Germany
• Derreumaux, Philippe; CNRS and University of Paris 7; Paris; France
• Despa, Florin; Univ. of Chicago; Chicago; USA
• Dickopf, Thomas; Universita¨t Bonn; Bonn; Germany
• Długosz, Maciej; University of Warsaw; Warsaw; Poland
• Dokholyan, Nikolay; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Chapel Hill; USA
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• Dressel, Frank; TU Dresden; Dresden; Germany
• Dzubiella, Joachim; Technical University Munich; Garching; Germany
• Einert, Thomas; Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen; Garching b. Mu¨nchen; Germany
• Elber, Ron; University of Texas at Austin; Austin; USA
• Engin, ¨Ozge; Koc University; Istanbul; Turkey
• Feenstra, Anton; Free University Amsterdam; Amsterdam; The Netherlands
• Feig, Michael; Michigan State University; East Lansing; USA
• Fink, Florian; University of Regensburg; Regensburg; Germany
• Fischer, Andre´; Universita¨t Regensburg; Regensburg; Germany
• Fischer, Wolfgang; National Yang-Ming University; Taipei; Taiwan
• Fließ, Anja; Volkswagen-Stiftung; Hannover; Germany
• Fulle, Simone; J.W. Goethe-University; Frankfurt; Germany
• Funken, Horst; HHU-Du¨sseldorf; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Furlan, Sara; National Research Council; Sesto Fiorentino (Firenze); Italy
• Galzitskaya, Oxana; Russian Academy of Science; Pushchino; Russia
• Gather, Malte; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Gompper, Gerhard; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Griepernau, Beate; Saarland University; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Gront, Dominik; University of Virginia; Charlottesville; USA
• Gronwald, Wolfram; University of Regensburg; Regensburg; Germany
• Grudinin, Sergei; INRIA Grenoble; Saint-Ismier; France
• Hamacher, Kay; TU Darmstadt; Darmstadt; Germany
• Hansmann, Ulrich; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Hauser, Karin; University of Frankfurt; Frankfurt am Main; Germany
• Hayat, Sikander; University of Saarland; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Hayryan, Shura; Academis Sinica; Taipei; Taiwan (ROC)
• Helms, Volkhard; Saarland University; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Heuer, Andreas; University Mu¨nster; Mu¨nster; Germany
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• Hoefling, Martin; LMU Mu¨nchen; Mu¨nchen; Germany
• Homeyer, Nadine; University of Erlangen; Erlangen; Germany
• Horn, Ruth; Fraunhofer IME; Aachen; Germany
• Hritz, Jozef; Vrije Universiteit; Amsterdam; The Netherlands
• Jamitzky, Ferdinand; High Performance Computing; Garching; Germany
• Johnson, Gary; Associate Director for Special Programs; Fort Collins, CO; USA
• Kar, Parimal; Michigan Technological University; Houghton, MI; USA
• Kartal, ¨Onder; University of Potsdam; Potsdam-Golm; Germany
• Klenin, Konstantin; Universita¨t Karlsruhe; Karlsruhe; Germany
• Klopffleisch, Karsten; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Kmiecik, Sebastian; Selvita; Krakow; Poland
• Knecht, Volker; Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces; Potsdam; Germany
• Kobitski, Andrei; University of Ulm; Ulm; Germany
• Ko¨nig, Bernd; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Kokh, Daria; Bergische Universita¨t Wuppertal; Wuppertal; Germany
• Kolinski, Andrzej; University of Warsaw; Warsaw; Poland
• Ko¨nig, Gerhard; University of Vienna; Vienna; Austria
• Krammer, Eva-Maria; Universita¨t Bayreuth; Bayreuth; Germany
• Krause, Rolf; Universita¨t Bonn; Bonn; Germany
• Kru¨ger, Jens; National Yang-Ming University; Taipei; Taiwan
• Kru¨ger, Peter; RWTH Aachen, Institut fu¨r Biochemie; Aachen; Germany
• Kubiak, Karina; University of Strathclyde; Glasgow; United Kingdom
• Ku¨hn, Martin; Fraunhofer Institut fu¨r Techno- und Wirtschaftsmathematik; Kaisers-
lautern; Germany
• Kulczycka, Katarzyna; University of Warsaw; Warsaw; Poland
• Kumar, Subramanian Arun; University of Reading; Reading; United Kingdom
• La Penna, Giovanni; National Research Council; Sesto Fiorentino; Italy
• Law, Sean; Michigan State University; East Lansing, Michigan; USA
• Lenz, Jo¨rn; University of Hamburg; Hamburg; Germany
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• Lesyng, Bogdan; University of Warsaw, Faculty of Physics; Warsaw; Poland
• Li, Mai Suan; Polish Academy of Sciences; Warsaw; Poland
• Liepina, Inta; Latvian Institute of Organic Synthesis; Riga; Latvia
• Lippert, Thomas; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Liu, Binbin; University of Leeds; W. Yorkshire; United Kingdom
• Mahmood, Nasir; University of Hamburg; Hamburg; Germany
• Malnasi-Csizmadia, Andras; Eo¨tvo¨s University; Budapest; Hungary
• Margraf, Thomas; University of Hamburg; Hamburg; Germany
• Martı´nez, Leandro; Unite´ de Bioinformatique Structurale; Paris; France
• Meesters, Christian; University of Mainz; Mainz; Germany
• Meinke, Jan; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Meliciani, Irene; Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe; Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen; Ger-
many
• Mohanty, Sandipan; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Nadler, Walter; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Nagel-Steger, Luitgard; Heinrich-Heine-Uni. Du¨sseldorf; Du¨sseldorf; Germany
• Namasivayam, Vigneshwaran; University of Leipzig; Leipzig; Germany
• Navarra-Madsen, Junalyn; TWU; Denton; USA
• Netz, Roland; Technical University Munich; Mu¨nchen; Germany
• Neumann, Jan; LMU Mu¨nchen; Mu¨nchen; Germany
• No¨h, Katharina; Research Centre Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Orland, Henri; Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique; Gif-sur-Yvette; France
• Orlowski, Slawomir; Nicolaus Copernicus University; Torun; Poland
• Pal, Sonia; Universita¨t Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Pa´lfi, Villo˜; Eo¨tvo¨s University; Budapest; Hungary
• Peplowski, Lukasz; Nicolaus Copernicus University; Torun; Poland
• Pospiech, Christoph; IBM; Dresden; Germany
• Raaf, Jennifer; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Cologne; Germany
• Radestock, Sebastian; Christian-Albrechts-Universita¨t; Kiel; Germany
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• Reich, Lothar; Max-Planck-Gesellschaft; Potsdam; Germany
• Rice, John; IBM T.J. Watson Research Center; Yorktown Heights, NY; USA
• Rutkowska, Aleksandra; University of Warsaw; Warsaw; Poland
• Samsonov, Sergey; TU Dresden, BIOTEC; Dresden; Germany
• Sanchez, Horacio; Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe; Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen; Ger-
many
• Schenk, Gundolf; Universita¨t Hamburg; Hamburg; Germany
• Schiller, Annika; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Schnabel, Stefan; University of Leipzig; Leipzig; Germany
• Schomburg, Dietmar; Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig; Germany
• Schro¨der, Walter; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Schug, Alexander; University of California San Diego; San Diego; USA
• Singh, Gurpreet; University of Dortmund; Dortmund; Germany
• Siu, Shirley Weng In; Saarland University; Saarbru¨cken; Germany
• Splett, Nicole; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Strunk, Timo; Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe; Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen; Germany
• Stumpe, Martin; Max-Planck-Society; Go¨ttingen; Germany
• Sutmann, Godehard; Research Centre Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Suwattanasophon, Chonticha; University of Vienna; Vienna; Austria
• Szypowski, Marcin; University of Warsaw; Warsaw; Poland
• Tamamis, Phanourios; University of Cyprus; Nicosia; Cyprus
• Teyra, Joan; TU-Dresden, BIOTEC; Dresden; Germany
• Thielmann, Yvonne; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Thukral, Lipi; IWR; Heidelberg; Germany
• To¨lzer, Christine; Universita¨t Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• van Gunsteren, Wilfred F.; ETH Zu¨rich; Zu¨rich; Switzerland
• Vancraenenbroeck, Rene´e; KU Leuven; Heverlee; Belgie¨
• Vogel, Thomas; University Leipzig; Leipzig; Germany
• Voltz, Karine; German Cancer Research Center; Heidelberg; Germany
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• Wagner, Stephan; Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln; Ko¨ln; Germany
• Weidemu¨ller, Christian; J. W. Goethe-Universita¨t; Frankfurt/Main; Germany
• Willbold, Dieter; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
• Wojciechowski, Michal; Polish Academy of Sciences; Warsaw; Poland
• Wolf, Maarten; Delft University of Technology; Delft; The Netherlands
• Yang, Wei; Florida State University; Tallahassee, FL; USA
• Zahran, Mai; University of Heidelberg; Heidelberg; Germany
• Zimmermann, Olav; Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich; Ju¨lich; Germany
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NIC Series John von Neumann Institute for Computing
Already published:
Modern Methods and Algorithms of Quantum Chemistry -
Proceedings
Johannes Grotendorst (Editor)
Winter School, 21 - 25 February 2000, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
NIC Series Volume 1
ISBN 3-00-005618-1, February 2000, 562 pages
out of print
Modern Methods and Algorithms of Quantum Chemistry -
Poster Presentations
Johannes Grotendorst (Editor)
Winter School, 21 - 25 February 2000, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
NIC Series Volume 2
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Elektron-Elektron-Wechselwirkung in Halbleitern:
Von hochkorrelierten koha¨renten Anfangszusta¨nden
zu inkoha¨rentem Transport
Reinhold Lo¨venich
NIC Series Volume 5
ISBN 3-00-006329-3, August 2000, 146 pages
Erkennung von Nichtlinearita¨ten und
wechselseitigen Abha¨ngigkeiten in Zeitreihen
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NIC Series Volume 6
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Europhysics Conference on Computational Physics -
Book of Abstracts
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NIC Symposium 2001 - Proceedings
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Strongly Disordered Quantum Spin Systems in Low Dimensions:
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Two-Dimensional Systems
Yu-cheng Lin
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ISBN 3-00-009056-8, May 2002, 146 pages
Multiparadigm Programming with Object-Oriented Languages -
Proceedings
Jo¨rg Striegnitz, Kei Davis, Yannis Smaragdakis (Editors)
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NIC Series Volume 13
ISBN 3-00-009099-1, June 2002, 132 pages
Quantum Simulations of Complex Many-Body Systems:
From Theory to Algorithms - Audio-Visual Lecture Notes
Johannes Grotendorst, Dominik Marx, Alejandro Muramatsu (Editors)
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NIC Symposium 2004
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Measuring Synchronization in Model Systems and
Electroencephalographic Time Series from Epilepsy Patients
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NIC Series Volume 21
ISBN 3-00-012373-3, February 2004, 138 pages
Computational Soft Matter: From Synthetic Polymers to Proteins -
Poster Abstracts
Norbert Attig, Kurt Binder, Helmut Grubmu¨ller, Kurt Kremer (Editors)
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Lecture Notes
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Alexander Kraskov
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High Performance Computing in Chemistry
Johannes Grotendorst (Editor)
Report of the Joint Research Project:
High Performance Computing in Chemistry - HPC-Chem
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Ein informationstheoretischer Zugang
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Multiparadigm Programming 2003
Joint Proceedings of the
3rd International Workshop on Multiparadigm Programming with
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and the
1st International Workshop on Declarative Programming in the
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ISBN 3-00-016005-1, July 2005, 300 pages
Integration von Programmiersprachen durch strukturelle Typanalyse
und partielle Auswertung
Jo¨rg Striegnitz
NIC Series Volume 28
ISBN 3-00-016006-X, May 2005, 306 pages
OpenMolGRID - Open Computing Grid for Molecular Science
and Engineering
Final Report
Mathilde Romberg (Editor)
NIC Series Volume 29
ISBN 3-00-016007-8, July 2005, 86 pages
GALA Gru¨nenthal Applied Life Science Analysis
Achim Kless and Johannes Grotendorst (Editors)
NIC Series Volume 30
ISBN 3-00-017349-8, November 2006, 204 pages
Computational Nanoscience: Do It Yourself!
Lecture Notes
Johannes Grotendorst, Stefan Blu¨gel, Dominik Marx (Editors)
Winter School, 14. - 22 February 2006, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
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NIC Symposium 2006 - Proceedings
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Parallel Computing: Current & Future Issues of High-End
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Proceedings of the International Conference ParCo 2005
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Proceedings
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Tatjana Eitrich
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Proceedings
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Book of Abstracts
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